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New titles available 
every month

Mapped to  
the curriculum

Additional 
learning resources

Video quality 
up to 1080p

Arts 53 Physical Education 92 

Careers 117 Psychology 41

Economics and Business 114 Religion 14

English 109 Science 371
Geography 120 Society and Culture 48
History 115 Study Skills 15
Languages 6 Teacher Professional Dev. 26
Legal Studies 34 Technologies 261

Mathematics 78 VET 271

Personal Dev. and Health 153 Total 2,038

Titles Per Subject

/ClickViewAU

Greetings education enthusiasts,
This latest guide details all 2,038 programmes in the Curriculum Library 
for Secondary Schools including the latest ClickView Original Productions. 
In 2016 we produced more than 70 titles across 13 subject areas. These 
new series include World Art, Music of the World, Let’s Talk about Religion, 
Heredity, and Social Media Me. Also of note are the remakes of some of 
our most popular classics. Safety in the Domestic Kitchen, Stars of the 
Universe and Animal Adaptations have all had a makeover!

Each new title is curriculum-mapped, HD quality, captioned, and 
accompanied by additional resources. We’re also excited to announce 
that every new programme is now interactive. This means questions, 
problems and additional information are built into the videos. Interactive 
videos increase student engagement and enable teachers to identify 
gaps in students’ understanding.

Keep an eye out! We’ll be updating the ClickView Curriculum Library each 
month with exciting new titles.

Many thanks,

Evan Clark

ClickView Founder and CEO
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ClickView’s picks

Arts

World Indigenous Art

Maori Art

Say ‘kia ora’ to the indomitable Maori 
peoples and learn about their eye-catching 
artistic forms and practices. This is a visual 
feast that begins with the Maori migration to 
the land of the long white cloud and ends in 
present day New Zealand, where time-tested 
art making methods are still practiced.   

Street Art

To some, street art and graffiti is nothing 
but vandalism. However, to these young 
artists it is a form of self-expression. In 
this programme, we speak to members of 
Melbourne’s thriving street art scene, and 
examine the contribution of street art and 
graffiti to art and society.

(9 min, 2015)(25 min, 2011)

Photography Skills and 
Techniques

Lighting, Composition and Shooting

Understanding the effect of different lighting 
conditions on a subject and knowing how to 
compose a balanced image are key skills for 
any photographer. How these elements work 
together can be complex, but learning how 
to achieve different outcomes will make your 
photography more interesting and fun. 

(12 min, 2015)

Know Your Art History

No Nonsense Renaissance

Our enthusiastic, art history loving narrator 
breaks down the context, key artists and art 
features that defined the Renaissance period. 
Filled with fast paced banter between our 
expert and his reluctant sidekick, this is a 
light, entertaining and contemporary take on 
Renaissance art knowledge.

(16 min, 2014)

World Art

Japanese Art

Our animated friend Norman steers an 
entertaining ride through the characteristics, 
history and cultural context of the main 
traditional forms of Japanese art, including 
some of the more unusual ones, and finishes 
with a look at art in modern Japan.

(11 min, 2016)

Aboriginal Art: Materials and 
Practice

Aboriginal art is world-renowned when it 
comes to dot paintings. There is, however, an 
incredible diversity of Aboriginal art outside 
of this style. Focusing on materials and 
practice, this interview-based programme 
explores the relationship between country, 
perspectives and context, materials and 
process, technique, style, and the Aboriginal 
art industry.

(28 min, 2012)
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ARTS

Aboriginal Art: 
Materials and Practice

Focusing on materials and practice, this interview based programme explores the relationship between 
country, perspectives and context, materials and process, technique, style, and the Aboriginal art industry. 
(28 min, 2012)

Aboriginal Art: 
Philosophy and Culture

Focusing on philosophy and culture, this interview based programme explores what is meant by ‘Aboriginal 
art’, inspiration and influence, interpretation and symbolism, meanings and messages, and the cultural 
functions of art. (29 min, 2012)

Aboriginal Art: 
Yesterday and Today

This programme examines the art of William Barak, Tommy McRae, Gabrielle Possum, and Lin Onus against 
the backdrop of Aboriginal heritage and beliefs. (29 min, 1996)

Exploring Arts Issues

This two-part series discusses the key figures and important characteristics that helped define two of the most 
significant movements in art history, the Italian Renaissance and the French Impressionists. 

(47 min, 2005)

This series includes the following titles:

Conserving Our National Art (24 min)

Galleries on Show (23 min)

Freestyle: New 
Australian Design for 
Living

This programme explores the work of seven young designers who employ a variety of media and materials, 
conveying a fascinating insight into their work and the techniques they use. It inspires viewers to reflect on 
their own attitudes towards design, creativity, and functionality. (30 min, 2006)

Ghosts, Angels 
and Suburbia: Four 
Contemporary 
Australian Artists

In this video, four contemporary artists speak candidly about their methods, motivations, and influences. 
(25 min, 1997)

Introduction to Pottery This video takes the novice through the basic pottery techniques. Techniques are demonstrated by Peter 
Pyne, a professional with extensive ceramics experience. (29 min, 1987)

Know Your Art History

This series explores the essentials of two art movements in easy to follow and amusing programmes. Significant 
artists, common art characteristics and techniques, and the context in which these developed are investigated.

(29 min, 2014)

This series includes the following titles:

Impress with Impressionists (13 min)

No Nonsense Renaissance (16 min)

Making Photographs ‘Making Photographs’ explores all aspects of photography. This programme is an excellent resource for both 
beginners and advanced students. (36 min, 2005)

Photography Skills and 
Techniques

Learn the basics of photography with this three-part series, covering how digital cameras work, how to take the 
best photos, and editing using Adobe Photoshop.

(36 min, 2015)

This series includes the following titles:

How a Digital Camera Works (12 min)

A
rts

AR = Additional Resources

Art
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Dance Composition 
Series

These fun and engaging programmes will guide students through the first steps of creating dance routines and 
learning steps to promote a sense of coordination and rhythm. The importance of the warm up and warm down 
when participating in physical activity are also emphasised. 

(44 min, 2007)

This series includes the following titles:

Hip Hop (20 min)

Tap Dance Composition (24 min)

Australian Drama  
Series

‘Ensemble Performance‘ explores the key elements of modern professional drama through interviews, rehearsals 
and performance, whilst ‘Staging a Performance’ examines the staging and management of a professional 
production by Barnstorm Theatre at Melbourne’s St. Martins Youth Arts Centre.

(44 min, 2007)

This series includes the following titles:

Ensemble Performance (35 min)

ARTS

Lighting, Composition and Shooting (12 min)

Using Photoshop (12 min)

Street Art

In this eye-opening programme, we speak to eight members of Melbourne’s thriving street art scene. We 
explore the history of street art, the influences on our featured artists, and the materials and techniques they 
use. We also define street art and graffiti, and discuss the contentious issue of street art in the gallery. 
(25 min, 2011)

Workbooks, Diaries and 
All That

This programme profiles three high-achieving student artists: David O’Bryan, Ben Grosz and Kate McCulloch, 
who work with painting, drawing and photography respectively. (20 min, 1996)

World Art

With the help of Norman and his friends, this series introduces the characteristics, history and cultural context of art 
from different parts of the world.

(22 min, 2016)

This series includes the following titles:

Celtic Art (11 min)

Japanese Art (11 min)

World Indigenous Art

Discover the history, materials, techniques, and cultural importance of the art styles of indegenious peoples from 
around the world with this fun and informative three-part series. 

(25 min, 2015)

This series includes the following titles:

Inca Art (8 min)

Maori Art (9 min)

Southwest American Indian Art (8 min)

AR = Additional Resources

Art

Dance

Drama
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A Great Landscape: 
Indigenous Music in 
Australia

This programme looks at the many diverse new forms of music and the trail-blazers who paved the way for 
the contemporary Aboriginal sounds. It looks at the early beginnings of choir and country, to hip hop, funk 
and rap. It provides a broad coverage of just how many musicians are part of Australia’s Indigenous musical 
entourage. (36 min, 2008)

Staging a Performance (23 min)

Drama Skills Series

Drama is more than putting on a play – it is finding out how to communicate ideas or feelings by discovering what 
you as an individual have to offer. The skills presented in this series provide a starter for students to learn more 
about themselves, whilst improving communication and basic performance skills. 

(92 min, 2004)

This series includes the following titles:

Acting the Part (31 min)

Characterisation (30 min)

Movement (31 min)

Frantic Assembly: A 
Guide to Devising

From humble beginnings, Frantic Assembly has emerged as one of the boldest and brightest stars in the 
theatrical firmament. This film celebrates Frantic Assembly’s approach to production with interviews and 
demonstrations that excite facilitators and inspire students as they begin their devising journey. 
(22 min, 2011)

Shakespeare: Directing 
for Film and Stage

This video looks at the various challenges in dealing with bringing Shakespeare’s plays to life, from a 
directing point of view. Taking scenes from ‘Hamlet’, directors discuss ways of interpreting the texts, and how 
those choices affect the meaning and performance. The video shows that Shakespeare’s texts are as open to 
interpretations as they are subject to context. (18 min, 2001)

The Eternal Not

This fantastic drama resource comprises of a full performance of the play 'The Eternal Not' - a modern follow-
up to Shakespeare's 'All's Well That Ends Well'. The play is performed by drama students from Sir William 
Romney's School and includes interviews with the two leads in the play, providing fascinating insight into 
how they approached the performance and the themes that are explored. (35 min, 2010)

The Tempest
This beguiling tale of ship-wrecked tars, dastardly Dukes, airy spirits and the plight of lovers, all under the 
thrall of a master magician, floats across the screen in this lively and colourful production performed by 
students from the Red Maids School. (36 min, 2010)

Theatre Practitioners: 
Berkoff

Featuring an exclusive interview with the man himself, this film investigates Steven Berkoff's inspiration for 
his continuing, innovative work on stage and in film. The resource looks in detail at his earliest influences, his 
exploration of voice and physicality; and the social and cultural contexts defining his creative development 
and evolution as one of the modern world's most controversial theatre practitioners. (22 min, 2011)

Treading the Boards: 
Theatre Fundamentals

In this fantastic series, we get to grips with the basics of drama production - getting a play from the page to the 
stage, creating great costumes, and the importance of understanding the historical roots of theatre. The videos 
feature real examples and interviews with leading UK theatre practitioners. 

(84 min, 2010)

This series includes the following titles:

Cutting It in Costume (25 min)

From Page to Stage (29 min)

The History of Theatre (30 min)

Drama

Music

A
rts
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An Introduction to 
Composing

This programme looks at a variety of starting points for composition through the eyes of some of Australia's 
emerging composers and songwriters in a number of styles and genres. It covers what composition is, theme 
and variation, lyrics and music, and form and structure. (25 min, 2008)

Genres in Music: From 
Handel to Hip Hop

This programme takes the viewer on a snapshot tour of many musical genres from Handel to hip hop, taking 
in views of classical music, rock and pop music, opera and musical theatre, 20th and 21st century film music 
and orchestral collaborations with heavy metal, rap and hip hop. (22 min, 2008)

Inside a Recording 
Studio

This video helps to understand the nature and acoustics of sound, the layout of a recording studio, main 
steps in the recording process, and producing a finished product. It also features professional sound 
recordists, mixers and musicians, and shows computer software that is used in the industry today. 
(26 min, 2008)

Introducing Classical 
Music

This clip introduces viewers to the musical styles of three distinct eras within the common practice period: 
Baroque, Classical and Romantic. Typical structures, forms, instruments, rhythms and melodies are described 
and supported with examples. Significant composers and famous works from each era are identified.
(22 min, 2015)

Introducing Jazz

Ideal for music students new to the genre, this programme introduces common musical elements of jazz, the 
origins of jazz in New Orleans, and the evolution of jazz music styles over the last century. A broad range of 
audio samples, historical footage and practical demonstrations are woven throughout this resource.
(16 min, 2014)

Kool Skools: Students 
Making Music

This programme looks at how the Kool Skools project encourages a broad range of musical projects in 
schools and other youth organisations. Each school or project gets to work within a professional studio in 
either Melbourne or Sydney, recording an album of original music by their own school bands. (23 min, 2008)

Music of the World

This series introduces students to the characteristic rhythms, instruments and styles of music from different parts of 
the world. 

(61 min, 2015)

This series includes the following titles:

Introducing the Music of Africa (16 min)

Introducing the Music of India (16 min)

Introducing the Music of Ireland (13 min)

Introducing the Music of Japan (16 min)

Physics of Music
Go behind the beauty and inspiration of music to explore its scientific principles. We examine a wide range 
of instruments from the classical violin to the didgeridoo and synthesiser to illustrate the concepts and 
formulae of sound waves. (33 min, 1992)

The History of Sound 
Recording

The history of sound recording technologies from the late 19th century to the present day. The programme 
concentrates on the concept of energy transduction as a means to create analogues of sound and how this 
was applied to different sound recording media. The programme features Powerhouse Museum curator 
Campbell Bickerstaff, explaining the various earlier technologies. (22 min, 2000)

The Orchestra

Young Bobby, an enthusiastic musician wants to join the orchestra. Before he can join, he must learn everything 
about the orchestra from Strauss the Conductor. Through the antics of these two engaging puppet characters, we 
explore the world of the orchestra, and the history and development of each instrument.

(80 min, 2009)

This series includes the following titles:

Conductor and Strings (30 min)

Percussion and Orchestral Diversity (21 min)

Woodwind and Brass (29 min)

ARTS
AR = Additional Resources

Music
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ClickView’s picks

Careers

10 Things Not to Do in an 
Interview

This programme, presented in an amusing 
way, explores the 10 things that job seekers 
must avoid when going for a job interview. 
The programme follows one job seeker and 
interviewer and covers the range of issues 
involved in a typical job interview.

What Your Boss Wants

Job Applications

A good job application can help a candidate 
stand out from the rest, so what are the key 
elements? In this collection, industry experts 
across the field talk about the job application 
process from recruiting to social media 
checks in the hospitality, business, health, 
and manufacturing industries.

The Job Seeker

Landing your dream job is never easy, but 
for these three young people it will be a 
gruelling series of trials. In the spirit of the 
popular reality TV show ‘The Apprentice’, 
we follow three hopeful young people as 
they apply for a coveted position at Powell 
International Travel Agency. 

Workplace Health and Safety

Through the exploration of scenarios 
from a number of different industries, this 
programme looks at the key issues involved 
in health and safety in the workplace. We 
investigate common hazards in detail, discuss 
the overall benefits of safe workplaces and 
why OH&S is important to everyone.

Careers in the Non-Profit Sector

In this inspiring programme we meet three 
people pursuing careers in the non-profit 
sector. The personal stories of diverse and 
interesting people reveal how careers in the 
non-profit sector can combine your values 
and interests with career goals in a way that 
is not always possible in the private sector.

Making Great Career Choices

Deciding on a career path is a complex 
task. The activities you enjoy, your abilities, 
values, personality and working style all 
influence the career that most suits you. In 
this programme we look at some strategies 
to help you identify your work options, 
particular skills, and areas of interest and 
ability.

(17 min, 2011)

(21 min, 2013)

(25 min, 2006)

(21 min, 2011)

(22 min, 2010)

(22 min, 2010)

Careers
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10 Things Not to Do in 
an Interview

This programme, presented in an amusing way, explores the ten things that job seekers must avoid when 
going for a job interview. It follows a job seeker and an interviewer, and covers the range of issues involved in 
a typical job interview. (25 min. 2006)

All About New 
Apprenticeships

This video gives students an insight into how new apprenticeships work, in what industries they can be 
found, and how students can go about organising one. (20 min, 2001)

Answering Interview 
Questions

This programme looks at how preparation and anticipation of likely interview questions will assist job-
seekers. It also discusses the types of questions you are likely to be asked and ways you can prepare 
responses for them in advance. (22 min, 2010)

Are You Job Ready?
This programme takes you through the requisite skills and knowledge a senior secondary school student or 
tertiary student needs to be aware of in order to perform successfully and comfortably in the workforce. It 
aims to help a student meet the exciting challenges of the world of work. (21 min, 2010)

Australia's National 
WHS Legislation

This programme gives a brief history of the development of workplace safety in Australia, the development 
and need for the new WHS laws. It also defines key terms in the system, and explains changes to incident 
notification and offence categories. (19 min, 2012)

Behavioural 
Interviewing

Discover the relatively new method of job interviewing: behavioural interviewing. This process involves 
basing the interview on previous experiences of the applicant, combined with scenarios and examples that 
predict future behaviour. (21 min, 2005)

Career Options with 
Peter Sheahan

This fast-moving and engaging presentation will motivate students to improve their performance. Peter 
Sheahan’s 900+ seminars across Australia have reached nearly 100,000 students in recent years. 
(34 min, 2003)

Career Pathways in 
Building

In this programme we take a look at the building industry and the vast array of careers that are available. 
We investigate key jobs in carpentry, bricklaying, plumbing, electrical work, architecture, and real estate. 
The programme provides a major overview of all the career options available and highlight the training and 
experience required to work in that industry. (22 min, 2010)

Career Pathways in 
Retail

This programme highlights the large number of jobs available in retail, and the range of skills required, as 
well as the specialty job options available. We hear from the Head of Programs at the Australian Retailers 
Association and people who work within the industry. We also highlight the clearly defined pathways 
available in the industry and the large number of training courses available. (22 min, 2010)

Career Pathways: Two 
Years On

Two years prior to the making of this programme, ClickView’s ‘Name Age Occupation - Six Final Year Students 
on Careers’ programme looked candidly at the lives of six students in their final year of school. ‘Career 
Pathways: Two Years On’ finds what each of them is up to. It provides a fascinating insight into the realities of 
career development. (29 min, 2004)

Careers in Biology
Using real world examples, this film introduces various jobs that involve working with living organisms. Fields 
covered include ecology, veterinary science, medical science, environmental science, food production and 
technology, and molecular biology. (18 min, 2000)

Careers in Business This programme examines the huge range of jobs in the general area of business. (24 min, 2004)

CAREERS
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AR = Additional Resources

Careers in Chemistry 
and Physics

A look at the variety of jobs that studying chemistry or physics can lead to. Careers presented include 
meteorology, food technology, physiotherapy, geology and a range of engineering disciplines: mechanical, 
electrical, chemical, environmental, civil, mining, and coastal. (22 min, 2000)

Careers in Food 
Technology

This programme features case studies of students undertaking Diplomas in Food Technology and a cross 
section of apprentices gaining Certificate Trade Qualifications in baking, pastry cooking and meat. 
(30 min, 2000)

Careers in the Non-
Profit Sector

In this inspiring programme we meet three people pursuing their careers in the non-profit sector. The 
personal stories of these diverse and interesting people reveal how careers in the non-profit sector can 
combine your values and interests with career goals in a way that is not always possible in the private sector. 
(17 min, 2011)

Careers with a 
Conscience

This programme examines career conscience - where we listen to what feels right and what feels wrong - and 
how it can help us decide the career path we choose. (19 min, 2010)

Careers: Helping or 
Advising

This programme looks at careers focused on helping or advising. Three different careers; youth worker, 
paramedic and lawyer are examined. (24 min, 2003)

Case Studies from the 
Real World

This series provides useful insights by young people who have made the transition and some key messages relating 
to the process of career decision-making.

(51 min, 2006)

This series includes the following titles:

All You Need to Know About Apprenticeships (25 min)

Choices for School Leavers (26 min)

Common Mistakes Job 
Seekers Make

This programme looks at the mistakes commonly made by people applying for a job. Included is a case study 
depicting commons errors and offering some simple advice. Expert comments are given from the Australian 
Association of Career Counsellors, a small business owner and the Human Resources Department at Coles 
Myer. (27 min, 2005)

Communication in the 
Workplace Series

Discover effective and successful ways to communicate in the workplace in this comprehensive series. The episodes 
cover topics such as the benefits of writing versus speaking, presentations, dealing with workplace communication 
conflict, customer service, dealing with difficult customers, and much more.

(80 min, 2006)

This series includes the following titles:

Customer Service (29 min)

Negotiation in the Workplace (25 min)

The Nature of Workplace Communication (26 min)

Creative Thinking Skills
In this entertaining and informative programme students learn ways in which people can become more 
creative and develop a questioning mindset, enhancing their ability to generate, challenge, test and reinvent 
ideas. (26 min, 2010)

Developing a Career 
Portfolio (Adult)

A career portfolio is important for establishing evidence of one’s educational and careers background. This 
programme presents the various components of a good careers portfolio, and contains advice for adults to 
develop and update their portfolios to suit particular criteria. (23 min, 2009)

Careers
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Developing a Career 
Portfolio (Student)

This programme covers a range of aspects relating to the compilation of a career portfolio, including 
defining a career portfolio, collecting information relevant to both specific and generic skills, and putting it 
all together. (24 min, 2009)

Different Ways to Find 
That Job

While it’s still important to check newspaper job advertisements, it’s vital that job-seekers are aware of other 
common ways in which people find work. This programme investigates a range of possibilities from internet-
based employment websites to the government agency techniques such as cold-calling, networking and the 
importance of maintaining a positive attitude. (20 min, 2006)

Earn While You Learn: 
Career Entry through 
Apprenticeships and 
Traineeships

This programme looks at the emerging apprenticeships in the 21st century, the changes in the nature and 
skills required in the work involved, examples of actual apprentices on the job, and the value of completing 
an Australian School Based Apprenticeship while still at school. (27 min, 2008)

Emerging Occupations: 
New Jobs of the 21st 
Century

In this programme we examine some emerging job markets and the types of positions that are likely to 
evolve over the next 10-20 years. Viewers will not only learn about how best to approach future employment 
opportunities, but also how to prepare themselves for the surprises future job markets may hold. 
(22 min, 2010)

Employment and 
Training Edition

Powerful Resume

It’s impossible to overestimate the value of a good resume. This programme explores ways to develop a 
powerful resume, and considers strategies to enhance existing resumes. Practical advice is provided on job 
research, writing resumes, cover letters, and how to address selection criteria. (26 min, 2006)

E-Networking for Jobs
In this programme, we explore what e-networking is and the precautions we all should take to ensure our 
online identity accurately reflects who we are, assisting us in the job seeking process. One thing is certain - 
e-networking is here to stay. (23 min, 2010)

Enterprise and 
Entrepreneurship

In this programme we find out what it takes to start your own enterprise and become your own boss. We 
follow the fictional story of Olive Bushel, a dynamic young woman with a passion for social media, as she 
starts her own e-business in the competitive field of media monitoring. (19 min, 2011)

Environmental 
Practices at Work: Office

This resource focuses on environmental sustainability in an office environment where recent decades have 
seen major gains made in minimising waste and using resources more efficiently. Areas covered include 
identifying resources and environmental issues; compliance with regulations; and improving resource 
efficiency. (17 min, 2013)

Essential Job-Finding 
Skills

This excellent programme comprehensively covers five important areas of the job-finding process: setting 
career goals, the hidden job market, finding and using resources, the future of work, and applying for jobs. 
(34 min, 1999)

Exert Yourself! Careers 
in Sport and Recreation

This programme explores the multiple career options and pathways in the sports industry. (26 min, 2002)

Exploring Pathways in 
Hospitality and Tourism

In this programme we examine some of the amazing apprenticeships, traineeships and other training 
qualifications that lead to careers in this dynamic industry. We take a close look at pathways to becoming a 
travel agent, a chef, a catering manager or an events manager. A comprehensive and engaging look at what 
to expect and how to excel in training for this industry. (26 min, 2008)

Exploring Your Career 
Options

New jobs are being created every day, offering many of us the opportunity to follow more than just one 
career in our lives. But choosing the most suitable career isn't always that easy. In this programme, viewers 
are taken through the various stages of exploring different careers, learning about who we are, how to 
prepare for future career opportunities, facing obstacles, and embracing change.  (20 min, 2010)

CAREERS
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Face to Face with 
Your Competition: 
Approaches to Group 
Interviews (Student)

The group interview is a relatively new approach to job interviews where a group of applicants complete 
some group exercises but are individually assessed on how they work in a team. This video will help students 
gain a better understanding of this process, which differs significantly from individual interviews. 
(24 min, 2007)

Finding and Preparing 
for Work Experience

This programme provides students with valuable advice on choosing an area that interests them, and how 
to go about preparing for their time in the world of work. There are many issues that students need to 
consider before they commence their work experience: transport, paperwork, awareness of their rights and 
obligations, and whether they have realistic expectations. (18 min, 2001)

First Impressions: 
Winning Over Your Boss 
(Student)

This programme examines how a new employee can exhibit the appropriate first impressions and fit into the 
established work culture. It covers issues of induction, getting to know colleagues, understanding the chains 
of command, communication, conflict resolution, and the willingness to take initiative and learn. 
(18 min, 2008)

Getting It Right at the 
Interview

This programme addresses all the basics you need to know about going to a job interview. It discusses a 
range of issues, including preparing for the interview, developing your listening and communication skills, 
using appropriate body language, asking questions and seeking feedback, plus much more. (24 min, 2009)

Getting It Right at the 
Interview (Employment 
Agency Edition)

This programme addresses all the basics you need to know about going to a job interview. It discusses a 
range of issues, including preparing for the interview, developing your listening and communication skills, 
using appropriate body language, asking questions and seeking feedback, plus much more. (24 min, 2009)

Getting That Job A training consultant gives valuable advice on preparing and presenting for a job-winning interview. 
(21 min, 1996)

Going Places: Careers 
in Food Technology and 
Home Economics

This programme presents interviews with professionals in the food technology and hospitality industry. 
(24 min, 2001)

How Will This Help Me 
Get a Job?

Today's teens have a range of employability skills that they may not even know they have. In this fun and 
funky programme, we see how the skills teens develop in dealing with everyday situations can help them to 
be successful at work. (22 min, 2011)

Interview Dos and 
Don'ts

‘Interview Dos and Don'ts’ is designed to assist young people in understanding the interview process and 
ensuring they are well prepared for job interviews. (23 min, 2004)

Interview Performance
This programme offers helpful hints on how to cope with nerves, ask appropriate questions, body language, 
and ensure the interview ends on a positive note. It includes advice from careers consultants that emphasise 
that students will get better at interviews with practice. (26 min, 2006)

Job Application: 
Looking Good on Paper

This programme will assist in writing good applications, as well as addressing online job applications which 
are becoming more popular. Also discussed are the selection criteria and how to address them. 
(24 min, 2008)

Job Interview Secrets
The job interview process is a stressful, challenging experience for many people. But breaking down the 
different aspects of an interview – from gathering intelligence, to practicing answers to closing in style – are 
illustrated in this upbeat, game-show style programme aimed at senior secondary viewers. (17 min, 2012)

Careers
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Job Interviews for 
School Leavers

A fast moving good-humoured video looking at common problems people have at job interviews. Six 
students role play 18 interview situations, covering perparation, interview process and follow-up procedures. 
The students evaluate their own performances, and as their communication skills develop, so does their 
confidence and self-esteem. (20 min, 1988)

Job Search in the 21st 
Century

This programme investigates four key job search concepts, which make up a vital skill set when searching for 
employment, as well as providing advice and guidance for job seekers. It presents advice and tips that are 
suitable for school students looking for jobs. (24 min, 2006)

Job Search Is a Business ‘Job Search Is a Business’ looks at the need to be organised and taking a purposeful approach to the job 
search task. (23 min, 2004)

Job Search: A Creative 
Approach

This programme offers lots of ideas and practical tips for taking a creative approach to your job search: 
from attending career expos, using the Internet and e-networking, to tapping into your existing network of 
contacts and developing entirely new contacts. (16 min, 2011)

Job Search: Busting the 
Myths

In this programme we flip seven of the most commonly held job search myths on their heads. We start by 
smashing the misconceptions that sending out covering letters and resumes will get you an interview, all 
jobs are advertised, and inexperienced job seekers or frequent job changers miss out on jobs. (15 min, 2011)

Job Search Success 
Series

In this series, we see how the job seeker can approach the post-GFC world, examining the importance of 
effective research, successful applications, powerful interviews, and how to hit the ground running when you 
start a job. The programmes feature expert interviews and practical advice, and cover a range of careers.

(65 min, 2011)

This series includes the following titles:

Part 1: Research (15 min)

Part 2: Applications (20 min)

Part 3: Interviews (18 min)

Part 4: Starting a Job (17 min)

Job Seeker Q and A

Finding a suitable job is a significant event which has many steps attached to it. This series addresses the job 
search process by answering all the key questions related to finding a job, as seen through the eyes of a job 
seeker.

(33 min, 2012)

This series includes the following titles:

Getting Started (17 min)

Planning Your Search (16 min)

Job Seeking Skills for 
Young People

Generation Y are quite different to previous generations. Gen Ys are highly technology driven, seek shorter-
term career pathways and jobs that either make a difference in society or are a means to an end based on 
lifestyle. This programme investigates this generation and provides advice on likely career paths and job-
seeking skills specific to their needs. (26 min, 2009)

Keeping a Job This programme covers understanding your workplace, knowing your work, goal-setting, and fitting in with 
the workplace culture. (25 min, 2006)

Know and Understand 
Your Skills

This careers programme is targeted to students in Years 10-12. It examines identifying students' skill base, 
understanding the concept of transferable skills and conducting a skills audit. (25 min, 2004)

CAREERS
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Know Your Rights at 
Work

This programme will help students prepare for employment. Topics covered include contracts, salary, hours, 
superannuation, new apprenticeships and traineeships, discrimination, harassment, violence, safety, and 
unfair dismissal. (18 min, 2000)

Learning Pathways for 
Careers

This programme explores learning pathways, including professional careers through university degrees, 
vocational options and training, and post-graduate and ongoing training. It is an excellent resource for those 
at secondary school who are considering undertaking further learning in a post-secondary environment; 
those who have already left school; and those who may be looking to change careers. (18 min, 2013)

Making Great Career 
Choices

The activities you enjoy, your abilities, personal values, personality type and working style all influence 
the career that would be most suitable for you. In this programme we look at some strategies to help you 
identify your work options, particular skills, and areas of interest and ability. (22 min, 2010)

Mission Employable

A very valuable resource when teaching career options. We look at interview scenarios and what a candidate should 
expect including the questions a candidate can look forward to in an interview, namely typical, challenging and 
taboo questions.

(39 min, 2010)

This series includes the following titles:

Interview Scenarios and Questions to Expect (20 min)

Universal Rules for a Successful Interview (19 min)

More Than Just a Job
In this programme we take a look at the differences between a job and a career, providing an insight into 
choosing the correct career path. We hear from a man who seized his career with both hands, from a woman 
just at the beginning of her career, and from an expert who has made career advice her career. (18 min, 2012)

My First Job

This useful programme explores a range of areas relevant to starting at a new workplace, including what 
a new employee should consider and prepare for, and ways in which workplaces are typically set up to 
ensure a smooth induction. It features two career experts who cover getting to know colleagues and 
troubleshooting. (25 min, 2009)

My New Job

Most workplaces will have formal or informal strategies relating to the induction of new staff and appropriate 
personnel to oversee it. This programme explores a range of areas relevant to starting at a new workplace, 
including what a new employee should consider and prepare for, and ways in which workplaces are typically 
set up to ensure a smooth induction for new staff. (24 min, 2009)

Name, Age, Occupation: 
Six Final Year Students 
on Careers

This programme looks candidly at the lives six Year 12 students spanning a range of different schools, 
cultures, religions, abilities, and levels of personal ambition. (31 min, 2002)

Negotiating Workplace 
Agreements (Adult)

In the context of the new Industrial Relations legislation, it is essential that people take some control over 
their workplace contracts, and try to ensure they achieve fair and reasonable conditions of work that are 
mutually acceptable to the employer and employee. The aim of this programme is to explore the key features 
of a workplace contract, and the steps that can be taken to achieve one. (29 min, 2007)

Negotiating Workplace 
Agreements (Student)

In the context of the new Industrial Relations legislation, it is essential that people take some control over 
their workplace contracts, and try to ensure they achieve fair and reasonable conditions of work that are 
mutually acceptable to the employer and employee. The aim of this programme is to explore the key features 
of a workplace contract, and the steps that can be taken to achieve one. (28 min, 2007)

Negotiating Workplace 
Contracts

There are a range of aspects to consider when negotiating a workplace agreement, such as wages, hours, 
holidays and working conditions. This video outlines what a workplace agreement is, how to negotiate a 
workplace agreement, using representation during negotiation, and how agreements are enforced in the 
workplace. (21 min, 2010)

Careers
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New Standards for 
Career Development 
Practitioners

This programme is designed to assist careers practitioners, job networks, industries and organisations, 
human resources departments, rehabilitation, government departments, schools, universities, TAFE's and 
other relevant organisations, with understanding the recent developments in professionalising the careers 
role in Australia. (27 min, 2007)

Office Administration 
Series

Working in an office is vital work, and it can often be quite demanding. After all, running the nerve centre of a 
business is not easy. This series looks at how to succeed in the office environment and explains the key skills you 
need to navigate telephones, reception, technologies, and other general office skills.

(83 min, 2008)

This series includes the following titles:

General Office Skills (28 min)

Office Technologies (21 min)

Telephone and Reception (34 min)

Office Skills Series 2

This series explains and demystifies some aspects of working in an office environment, using case studies, 
interviews and real life dramatisations.

(39 min, 2011)

This series includes the following titles:

Got a Minute?: Procedures, Principles and Practices of Meetings (19 min)

Introducing Health and Safety (20 min)

OH&S Issues for Work 
Experience Students

Occupational Health and Safety (OH&S) is a critical issue, where students, teachers, employers, parents and 
industries need to work together to ensure that no student is injured at work. This programme addresses 
OHS issues during work experience and provides ways of ensuring that students are well prepared. 
(24 min, 2008) 

Out and About: Careers 
in the Outdoors and On 
the Move

The programme highlights the range of possibilities and the issues surrounding working outdoors, and 
assists students to narrow their choices. (21 min, 2002)

Pathways Planning
This programme tries to help students who may be inundated with career options, by examining career 
choice and planning. It discusses methods of updating and renewing a career pathways plan, along with how 
to effectively research the job market and develop a career action plan. (26 min, 2009)

Playing Your Part 
2: Workplace 
Relationships

This programme goes inside the offices of Nirvana Road Wealth Creations, observing the different working 
relationships between seven members of staff. It is an engaging and entertaining portrayal of life in an office 
and explores a number of aspects of workplace relationships through a range of diverse characters with 
whom the audience will readily identify. (20 min, 2012)

Preparing for Work 
Experience

This video provides students with valuable advice on preparing for their time in the world of work.
(14 min, 2001)

Presentation Is Vital: 
Job-Seeking Essentials

This programme takes a humorous look at one key aspect of any job interview: personal presentation.
(21 min, 2005)

Psychometric Testing 
and Employment

This interview-led documentary style programme explains what psychometric testing is and why it’s used, 
the various types of psychometric tests candidates might encounter, how to prepare for tests, and the 
advantages and disadvantages of psychometric testing. (22 min, 2013)

CAREERS
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Recruitment and 
Selection: How It Really 
Works

Using interviews with recruitment personnel this programme outlines: the employer's response to the first 
contact, the resume and interview, and the offer and contract. (25 min, 1997)

Resumes in the Real 
World: A Case Study

This programme talks to the people who know - large employers and recruitment agencies - and asks: What 
makes a good resume? (19 min, 2002)

Safe Manual Handling: 
3 Steps to a Safer 
Workplace

With the aid of an ergonomist and a physiotherapist, this programme demonstrates how to make a 
workplace safer using some basic principles and procedures. (21 min, 2000)

Selling Yourself 
Successfully

This exciting series is a positive ‘what to do’ guide for applying for your first job, building your career portfolio, and 
handling the interview process. Each programme gives great advice to viewers on what to expect when applying 
for a job and the best way to present yourself as a great prospective employee.

(52 min, 2010)

This series includes the following titles:

The Application Form (26 min)

The Career Portfolio (26 min)

Succeeding at the 
Interview: Hints from 
the Real World

The programme covers how interviewees should prepare themselves, how they can equip themselves well 
during the interview, what the employer wants to find out, and how to learn from their mistakes. 
(28 min, 2002)

Take Away Training

Take Away Training features psychologists Eve Ash and Peter Quarry, providing useful techniques, clear advice and 
excellent ideas on key workplace issues. These interview style programmes are ideal for developing key job skills for 
any professional environment.

(29 min, 2001)

This series includes the following titles:

Difficult Presentations Made Easy (16 min)

Getting the Most out of Training (13 min)

Take Away Training: 
Silver Series

Personal Goal Setting

How often have you set yourself a goal but struggled to achieve it? Improve your success rate by taking note 
of the five common mistakes people make when setting goals and learn how to overcome them. 
(12 min, 2001)

The Future Starts Here The programme investigates the future world of work: career shifts, new modes of communication, team 
work, the need for flexibility, and problem-solving skills. (23 min, 2001)

The Group Interview In this programme we see how retail giant Coles Myer and leading accounting firm Pricewaterhouse Coopers 
conduct their group interviews and hear from their recruitment experts. (20 min, 2003)

The Job Seeker
Landing your dream job is never easy, but for these three young people it will be a gruelling series of trials. In 
the spirit of popular reality TV show 'The Apprentice', we follow three hopeful young people as they apply for 
a coveted international travel guide position at Powell International Travel Agency. (21 min, 2011)

The World of Work

How important is it to be passionate about one’s work? How does financial stability affect ones self-esteem? 
What has the impact of technology, especially the Internet, had on the way we work? This insightful, fast-
paced resource is ideal for any viewers in middle to senior secondary audiences keen to understand more 
about the world of the work and how it shapes our identity. (15 min, 2013)
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Twenty-First Century 
Jobs

Covering recent trends and developments, this programme examines changes in working environments 
at the start of the 21st century. It focuses particularly on how certain industries have been affected, job 
prospects for the young, and newly available job pathways. (20 min, 2006)

What Employers Really 
Want

The programme takes viewers through the process of assessing their own employability skills such as 
effective communication, working in a team, problem solving, and how to improve areas of weakness. 
(25 min, 2005)

What Will I Say at the 
Interview?

This documentary-style programme features a job applicant, not long out of school, and her professional 
advisor, as they prepare for two job interviews. Key points about interviews are covered, plus ways in which 
an applicant can prepare for interviews and be well in contention for the job they want. (30 min, 2009)

What Your Boss Wants

In this series, industry experts talk about what makes a good job application, a successful interview, what to expect 
in the induction process, and the type of assessments at the end of the probationary period in business, hospitality, 
manufacturing, and health.

(96 min, 2013)

This series includes the following titles:

Job Applications (21 min)

Job Interviews (27 min)

The Induction Process (24 min)

Your Probationary Period (24 min)

Working Attitude In this programme we explore how your attitude to co-workers affects both your work and theirs, and we 
investigate forming good workplace habits. (26 min, 2006)

Working in a Socially 
Diverse Environment

This programme explores the cultural awareness required by those working in tourism and hospitality. It is 
based on the Hospitality Training Package Unit. (28 min, 1999)

Working in Media

This programme looks at performing tasks according to organisational requirements and values, and how 
to comply with relevant legislation and regulations. It uses footage and examples from the Australian film, 
broadcasting and digital media industries to inform and inspire viewers about the career prospects in media.
(21 min, 2010)

Working Safely in the 
Media

OH&S on a Film Set

Working on a film set can be dangerous. Using a film set as a real-life industry example, this programme 
investigates the importance of health and safety when working in the media industry. It discusses safety 
plans, risk management, following safety procedures, and how to implement effective strategies.
(22 min, 2010)

Workplace Health and 
Safety

Through the exploration of scenarios from a number of different industries, this programme looks at the key 
issues involved in health and safety in the workplace. We investigate common hazards in detail, discuss the 
overall benefits of safe workplaces and why occupational health and safety is important to everyone. 
(22 min, 2010)

Workplace Rights 
and Responsibilities 
(Student)

Looks at issues relating to workplace agreements and awards, including discrimination, equal opportunity, 
health and safety, bullying and harassment, hours of work, unfair dismissal, and the support available to 
young people. The programme also explores the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees.
(24 min, 2008)

You've Got the Job: 
Legal Rights and 
Responsibilities

This programme looks at legal issues relating to employment for young people. It examines the duties and 
responsibilities of both employer and employee. (20 min, 2003)

CAREERS
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Business without Borders

Researching Global Markets

Your product is set to go worldwide, but 
what if it doesn’t have global appeal? 
Going global in business requires 
thorough research into demographics, 
politics, economics and law to identify 
viable international markets and suitable 
marketing strategies.

Management Styles Explained

The predominant management styles are 
commonly defined as autocratic, persuasive, 
consultative, participative and laissez faire. 
While leaders often exhibit a preference for a 
particular style of management, it is argued 
the different styles of leadership should be 
employed dependent upon the culture of 
the business, the nature of the task, and the 
nature of the workforce.

(10 min, 2016)

(18 min, 2011)

ClickView’s picks

Economics and Business

Business without Borders

Global Branding

Effective global branding requires a sound 
understanding of different international 
markets, and how products or services 
themselves, and the language and 
imagery used in their promotion, best suits 
consumers. Kathleen Griffiths from RMIT and 
Simon Kanat from Ted Baker Downunder 
cover some important global branding 
considerations.

Consumer Choice and Protection

We can all relate to the delight when finding 
a special item for sale or hunting down a 
bargain. Shopping fulfils a host of primal 
urges, from the necessity to feed and clothe 
ourselves to the need for social approval 
and love. It’s no wonder that shopping and 
consumerism are such powerful forces in our 
psyches and in our society.

External Factors Affecting 
Business: Natural Disasters

This programme explores the human cost 
for businesses affected by natural disasters, 
but also many of the logistical aspects such 
as assessing property damage, dealing with 
insurers, monitoring finances, relaunching a 
business and creating disaster preparation 
plans.

Inputs, Transformations, Outputs

Operations Processes

Operations extend also to areas such as 
transport of raw materials, distribution 
of products or services, advertising and 
marketing, finance and management. 
This resource examines operations using 
interviewees from four quite different 
case study businesses in New Zealand and 
Australia.

(10 min, 2016) (25 min, 2013)

(23 min, 2010)(24 min, 2013)

Econom
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ECONOMICS AND BUSINESS

A Case Study in IR 
Reform

This programme explores the changes that have come about under the Work Choices legislation and the 
impact of these changes on employees in small and large businesses, trade unions and employers.
(30 min, 2007)

A Day in the Life of 
a Cafe Owner: Food 
Service and Catering for 
Business

In the six months since they bought "Fresh", partners Lee and Guy have built up a successful cafe business 
specialising in freshly roasted coffee and fresh produce. Over the course of a day we discover what goes on 
behind the scenes. We see a range of career options, personal attributes and occupational health and safety 
procedures needed to be successful in this field. (30 min, 2003)

Accounting for Small 
Business Series

Each programme in this series features an Australian small business case study in accounting, and includes 
interviews with business owners. These programmes help students gain an understanding of abstract accounting 
concepts by providing examples which they will be able to readily identify with.

(79 min, 2001)

This series includes the following titles:

Cash Flow (19 min)

Financial Budgets (20 min)

Financial Stability (22 min)

Profitability (18 min)

Accounting for the GST 
in Small Business: Case 
Studies of Accounting 
Issues

This programme focuses on the impact of the Goods and Services Tax (GST) on recording financial 
information and how the use of information technology has helped business owners in complying with tax 
laws. (27 min, 2006)

An Introduction to 
Investing in the Share 
Market

This programme takes you back to the basics of the share market and investigates topics such as why 
investors buy and sell shares and how share prices are determined. Strategies for investors are provided as 
well as information on how to read share tables in newspapers and evaluate the success of a share portfolio. 
(24 min, 2007)

Ansett: The Collapse of 
an Australian Icon

This programme provides a brief overview of the history of Ansett and examines the issues that caused the 
collapse. (21 min, 2002)

Australian International 
Business: Case Study

We are often alarmed to see how many Australian businesses are being bought out by foreign companies, 
but there are Australian businesses that are successfully competing in international markets. This programme 
provides a study of one such business, Intrepid Travel. (28 min, 2008)

Addressing Bullying in 
the Workplace

In this programme we focus on effective means of dealing with bullying behaviour at work. The first part of 
the programme addresses the mechanics of policy development, and handling incidences and complaints. 
The second parts goes to the core of this critical workplace issue and looks at the process of cultural change 
within an organisation. (25 min, 2006)

Advertising: The Inside 
Story

The programme features an ad agency, the roles of its employees and the development of a successful 
advertising campaign. (28 min, 1997)

Balancing the Books

Accounting methods help businesses collect, record and analyse financial data. Follow trainee accountant 
Calvin Clegg, a contestant on the quiz show "Who Wants to Make a Million" as he is quizzed with accounting 
questions that take him back to his accounting traineeship. His supervisor, Dianne teaches him how to 
balance the books and how to evaluate business performance using financial records. (32 min, 2010)
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Boost Juice: A Franchise 
Case Study

This programme provides students with a vibrant example of a successful franchise model. The founder and 
controlling shareholder of Boost Juice explains how Boost Juice operates and what its priorities are.
(26 min, 2004)

Business in Action 
Series

A look at the management within two businesses; the dynamic nature of management as it relates to Shock 
Records’ operations; and how the Visy Recycling management develops strategies to optimise their production 
operations within a company that services over a million residences throughout Australia.

(46 min, 2000)

This series includes the following titles:

Inputs, Outputs and Waste (22 min)

Shock Management (24 min)

Business Strategy This programme on business strategy features executives from a range of companies sharing their expertise 
on developing and implementing business strategies. (18 min, 2013)

Business Studies

External Factors Affecting 
Business

This film provides an overview of those external factors and draws on the expertise of a range of 
interviewees, as well as some street interviews, to present an informative discussion of how external factors 
can impact the business landscape. (34 min, 2013)

Business without 
Borders

Global markets can expose companies to hundreds of millions of new customers. But getting it right isn’t easy. This 
series examines three vital aspects of global business – identifying global markets, branding, and products and 
pricing.

(30 min, 2016)

This series includes the following titles:

Global Branding (10 min)

Researching Global Markets (10 min)

Selling Products Globally (10 min)

Case Studies in 
Corporate Culture

Led by three prominent businesses in Australia; Bendigo Bank, Oakley and Salesforce; this programme not 
only discusses how cultures can differ, but also demonstrates how each different style remains fundamentally 
important to each business. (27 min, 2007)

Change Management 
in Large Organisations: 
Smoking Laws - A Case 
Study

Organisations only survive in today’s competitive environment if they can effectively deal with change. 
External changes such as changes to the smoking laws in several countries have forced change upon hotels 
and other venues. This programme looks at how Club Med and other businesses effectively managed this 
change. (29 min, 2008)

Communication in the 
Workplace Series

Using fictional scenarios, these two programmes show perspective and viewpoints around communication in the 
workplace. ‘Writing in the Workplace’ shows staff at Larder Restaurant working to achieve success in workplace 
writing. ‘Conflict Management’ explores strategies for dealing with everyday conflict situations.

(54 min, 2007)

This series includes the following titles:

Conflict Management (27 min)

Writing in the Workplace (27 min)

Consumer Choice and 
Protection

This programme examines the lures and pitfalls of shopping. We talk to an expert on consumer choice, and 
offer some tips and tricks to improve your financial literacy, helping you to shop as a clever consumer.
(23 min, 2010)

Econom
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Critical Issues in 
Business: Success and 
Failure

This programme reveals the inner-workings of organisations and the factors which influence their 
operations. Business experts from a range of industries discuss the importance of the business plan, 
financing and budgeting, management of staff, SWOT and trend analysis, investment in technology, and how 
to identify competitive advantage in the market. (17 min, 2012)

Cutting Their Own 
Cloth

This programme looks at two enterprising young sisters who set up their own successful business designing 
and manufacturing club wear. The McDermott sisters discuss start-up hurdles such as financing and market/
product research; setting goals and sharing responsibilities; determining pricing and profit margins. 
(21 min, 1999)

Day to Day Business in 
a Cafe

The programme investigates a typical day in a busy city cafe, profiling the customers, products and staff. 
Regulations and legalities associated with running the business, operations and marketing aspects of the 
business are all covered. (27 min, 2005)

Developing a Business 
Plan

This programme can be used as a template for any business to get started using the framework and case 
study provided. The four elements of a business plan - the executive summary, the operations, marketing 
and financial plans - are outlined. A case study of a newly established restaurant is used. (17 min, 2004)

Don't Hesitate, 
Communicate

Communication is a fundamental business skill in the workplace. The many forms of verbal communication, 
including oral and written methods such as meetings, speeches, electronic communication, letters, 
presentations, and nonverbal cues such as body language are explored in this programme. (31 min, 2010) 

E-Business: A Case 
Study

This programme looks at the impact that e-business has had, and continues to have, on the operations 
of small and large businesses today. The programme looks at what is e-business and how it is used, the 
potential pitfalls, and incorporating ICT into a business operation. (23 min, 2009)

Effective Budgeting for 
Business

Business owners and managers use budgeting to look for clues about the future. This programme explores 
the extent to which a number of businesses prepare budgets for cash, profit and position. More importantly 
it examines the use of budgeted information to create opportunities for success in the future. (26 min, 2008)

Effective 
Communication in 
Business

Businesses rely heavily on communication, particularly in the 21st century information age. In this 
programme, we define what effective communication is, what disrupts it, why it is so important, the 
communication methods that modern businesses employ, and the importance of ethics in communication.
(20 min, 2010)

Employment Relations 
and Conflict Resolution

Teamwork and effective relationships with colleagues are key to the productive and profitable operation of 
most organisations. This production is an ideal resource for all senior secondary level and further education 
students preparing for part or full-time employment, or studying employment relations. (22 min, 2012)

Enterprise and 
Entrepreneurs

Four bite-sized clips bring entrepreneurs into your classroom to talk about their motives, experiences and 
when they had their ‘eureka’ moment. It includes motives and traits of entrepreneurs, risks and rewards, 
developing business plans, and sources of support and guidance. (30 min, 2004)

Enterprise Bargaining 
and the Workplace 
Relations Act

This programme provides students with a brief overview of the recent history of the Industrial Relations 
System in Australia, from the Accords introduced by the Hawke government in 1983 to Prime Minister 
Howard’s Workplace Relations Act. (30 min, 2004)

Environmental 
Sustainability in 
Business: A Case Study

This video features a case study of businesses that have developed unique approaches to sustainability. Their 
leaders reveal how becoming ‘green’ has helped make their businesses stronger and more financially viable. 
Discover the problems they faced, the benefits of change and their organisation’s future directions.
(27 min, 2010)

ECONOMICS AND BUSINESS
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Essential Customer 
Service

Customer service is explored in a variety of scenarios in this series, from person-to-person, to the call centre and live 
chat online experience. This excellent resource looks at various aspects of delivering professional customer service, 
correct techniques, using technology and handling conflict.

(61 min, 2012)

This series includes the following titles:

Online Customer Service (21 min)

Person-to-Person Customer Service (21 min)

Telephone Customer Service (19 min)

Establishing a Small 
Business: Case Study of 
a Cafe

Featuring a cafe business, this video documents the process of establishing a small business in a competitive 
market. Includes features needed to start a business, identifying and planning business opportunities, 
monitoring the target market, cost control and financial management, legal responsibilities and staffing.
(21 min, 2003)

Ethics and Social 
Responsibility in 
Business

Increasingly, consumers expect businesses to operate in an ethical and socially responsible manner. Many 
businesses abide by a code of conduct, either company-specific or an industry standard. This programme 
differentiates between ethical behaviour and social responsibility, showing two businesses as examples.
(25 min, 2003)

Ethics and Social 
Responsibility in 
Management

This programme explores the practical ways Toyota and Energy Australia are integrating business ethics and 
social responsibility into all aspects of its operations. In addition, it examines the structure and purpose of 
the Corporate Responsibility Index as a means of benchmarking corporate responsibility. (27 min, 2008)

Ethics and the 
Consumer

Who made the products we buy, under what conditions and at what cost to the environment? In this 
curriculum-fit programme, we tackle the issue of ethical consumerism, focusing on the global consumer, 
ethics, sustaining our future, fair trade and consumer choice. (22 min, 2010)

Evaluating Business 
Performance: Small 
Business Case Studies

In this programme, the owners of three businesses talk frankly about profitability, liquidity, efficiency and 
stability. Students will gain an understanding of how to evaluate business performance. (32 min, 2006)

Event Management: 
Planning, Organising, 
Leading and 
Controlling

This programme explores the stages of organising a large event, the planning, leading and controlling 
required, finishing up with the criteria to successfully evaluate an event. (29 min, 2005)

External Factors 
Affecting Business: 
Natural Disasters

This investigative-style programme explores the human cost for businesses affected by natural disasters, 
but also many of the logistical aspects. Viewers will appreciate the way people overcome these traumatic 
experiences and what it’s like running a business in the aftermath of a natural disaster. (25 min, 2013)

Fairtrade: Who 
Benefits?

This programme explains the Fairtrade scheme, identifying its benefits to farmers in poorer countries and 
how Fairtrade organisations invest in communities. Hear from members of one such community, as well as 
consumers and retailers of fair trade products in the UK. (25 min, 2008)

Financial Literacy - 
Mobile Phones and 
Consumer Rights

The first part of this programme looks at mobile phones, their features and potential traps for young buyers. 
The second part looks at consumers’ rights and the role of the ACCC in protecting consumers. (23 min, 2005)

Financial Literacy - 
Money and Personal 
Budgeting

This programme provides students with the basic knowledge about making transactions, using the banking 
system and budgeting. (24 min, 2005)

Econom
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Financial Management 
and the Planning Cycle

Join KPMG's Ben Skarrasbrek and Alexi Terrovex as they take us on a virtual tour of financial planning and 
management in large organisations. It includes common financial roles and duties, the importance of 
developing good cash flow, liquidity and return on capital investment and the entire planning cycle.
(15 min, 2011)

Financial Reporting for 
Business

This programme explores the content and format of three key accounting reports: the cash flow statement, 
profit and loss statement, and the balance sheet. The programme conveys important information about the 
financial position to the owners and stakeholders of a business. (24 min, 2008)

Financing a Business: 
A Guide Through the 
Maze

This programme offers a basic understanding of how businesses obtain finance. It contains excellent 
graphics and features interviews with executives from the stock exchange (AXS), the Bendigo Bank and Were 
Stockbrokers. (44 min, 2002)

First Things First: 
Working Effectively in 
the Office

Most workplaces have constant demands, requiring employees to prioritise and manage their workflow. The 
personnel from two companies speak about developing a consistent and professional approach to working 
life, including work schedule, monitoring work performance, and developing personal and employability 
skills. (23 min, 2010)

Franchising
In recent decades, franchising has become a popular and highly successful business model for many 
enterprises. This programme looks at various aspects of franchising, including how the franchise model 
works, attributes of a successful franchise operator, and benefits to franchisers and franchisees. (27 min, 2013)

Fruit Shop Economics This fast-paced programme examines basic economic concepts in a way that students will easily understand 
and relate to. (28 min, 2005)

Global Business: A Case 
Study of Volvo in Brazil

Swedish automaker Volvo gained a foothold in the South American market by establishing a major 
manufacturing plant in Brazil. This film tells why Volvo sought to expand its global business by building its 
plant there, along with geographical, operational, human resource and political considerations. 
(18 min, 2003)

Globalisation and Free 
Trade: At What Price?

This programme examines the organisation of international trade between nations, and how globalisation 
and free trade has transformed the operation of economies around the world. (23 min, 2004)

How the Mighty Fall: 
Corporate Collapses

This programme examines three case studies of corporate collapses in Australia around the turn of the 
21st century. They are HIH - at the time, the biggest corporate collapse in Australia's history; One.Tel; and 
Waterwheel Holdings. (22 min, 2004)

Human Resource 
Function

This programme examines the HR function, covering the importance of HR management and the 
employment cycle, including planning for needs and recruiting staff, maintenance and renewal of 
employees, and terminating employment. It takes a look at how employee relations impact on an 
organisation. (30 min, 2009)

If the Shoe Fits: Windsor 
Smith Marketing and 
Communication

This programme focuses on the “4 Ps” - product, price, place and promotion - as used in Windsor Smith’s 
overall marketing strategy. Marketing objectives, market research, the target market and marketing channels 
are also considered. (26 min, 2002)

Impacts of 
Globalisation

The nations of the world are becoming more connected and interdependent. There are many benefits to 
globalisation, but not all nations have benefited equally. There are vast differences in living standards and 
income around the world, and this film explains these differences. (21 min, 2003)

ECONOMICS AND BUSINESS
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Impacts on Tourism
Customer Interaction

This film explores areas relating to customer interaction in the tourism industry, including the importance of 
excellent customer service, gathering information to assess customer needs, products, services and product 
knowledge; health and safety; dealing with complaints; and monitoring customer service. (26 min, 2012)

Inputs, 
Transformations, 
Outputs
Operations Processes

At the very heart of business operations is the production of products or services – the input of raw materials, 
human resources and capital, the transformation process that turns input into output – and the output – 
the actual product or service itself. This resource examines operations using interviewees from four quite 
different case study businesses in New Zealand and Australia. (23 min, 2013)

Inside Story: 
E-Commerce in 
Business

This programme provides three fascinating e-commerce case studies: Ford - online marketing; Coronet 
(corporate uniform manufacturer) - online ordering system; Mp3.com.au - online delivery of music. 
(29 min, 2003)

Introducing Customer 
Service

This programme introduces and defines customer service by talking to representatives from customer-
focused organisations like ANZ Bank and The Body Shop. (28 min, 1995)

Introduction to 
Economics

This series presents a broad introduction to the subject of economics. It covers how economics attempts to solve 
the problem of limited resources versus unlimited wants, and also provides an overview of how different economic 
systems function.

(42 min, 2001)

This series includes the following titles:

The Nature of Economics (21 min)

The Operation of an Economy (21 min)

Introduction to 
Marketing Series

Marketing, Research and 
Segmentation

This programme provides a clear explanation of the main methods of research available to businesses, and 
highlights the importance of sampling techniques and effective questionnaire design. The programme also 
reveals the main approaches used by businesses when segmenting to identify their main target markets.
(20 min, 2009)

Key Functions of 
Business

Using Holden as a case study, this programme looks at the key functions performed in business on a daily 
basis. (28 min, 2005)

Keys to Success in 
Business

This programme examines 10 keys for business success. It focuses on small enterprises which highlight 
business principles clearly. (29 min, 2004)

Macroeconomics

This programme explores the nature and purpose of macroeconomic activity in contemporary Australia, and 
the implications for our standard of living and long-term economic prosperity. It inclues the key economic 
goals including low inflation, strong and sustainable economic growth, full employment, external stability, 
and equity of income distribution. (19 min, 2011)

Management Roles: 
Planning, Organising, 
Leading, Controlling

Management is one of the most widely discussed and critical issues in business. Understanding what a 
manager does and how they achieve success is the focus of this programme. Experts unravel the different 
tasks of management with examinations in the wider context of globalisation and technological innovation.
(20 min, 2012)

Management Styles 
Explained

This informative programme examines the five management styles (autocratic, persuasive, consultative, 
participative, and laissez faire), their characteristics, advantages and disadvantages, and application to 
various management situations. (17 min, 2012)

Econom
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Managing a Small 
Business

This programme investigates how three very different successful Australian businesses - an office supplier, 
building firm and computer consultancy - actually work. (20 min, 1999)

Market Research
This short film explains how market research works. Beginning with the customer, and what they want, it 
involves the researcher going out and collecting feedback from people in the "real world". It's the consumers' 
attitudes and perceptions that count. (18 min, 2002)

Marketing for 
Beginners: A Case Study 
in Retail

This case study approach features a small business management expert looking at two retail businesses run 
by two brothers, selling similar products but operating from two very different locations. (23 min, 2001)

Marketing That Works
Using VEA as a case study, this programme looks at a good marketing plan derived from their overall vision. 
An excellent marketing mix, innovative market research techniques and competent staff are all clearly 
described. (25 min, 2001)

Meeting Management 
Challenges 1

This presenter-led programme guides audiences through a range of dramatic scenarios, which include 
personal interviews with the key characters, who describe their thoughts and feelings as the story 
unfolds. The issues explored are: posting inappropriate information on social media websites, breaches in 
confidentiality, mistakes being covered up, downturns in performance, and workplace bullying.  
(12 min, 2012)

Meeting Management 
Challenges 2

This programme takes viewers through ways to deal with: unreasonable demands placed upon them; 
individuals who aren’t team players; speaking without thinking; and dealing with poor job performance. 
While an ideal solution isn’t always possible, when handled in the right way, they can be negotiated. A 
perfect resource for managers, staff and anyone interested in improving communication skills in the 
workplace. (11 min, 2012)

Mergers and 
Acquisitions

This programme addresses two increasingly common occurrences in the business world - the merger of two 
or more companies/firms or the acquisition process. (29 min, 2004)

Microeconomics: 
Understanding the 
Market System

In this programme we introduce the market system, the law of supply and demand, price elasticity, market 
structures, market failures and government response, and many more key concepts. Using examples from 
all over the world, this programme introduces the core concepts of microeconomics in a thought-provoking 
way. (20 min, 2011)

Mmmarketing: A Food 
Marketing Case Study

Using Cadbury Schweppes as a case study, this programme examines the 4 Ps of marketing - product, price, 
place and promotion. (29 min, 2002)

No Sweatshop Label at 
Hunter Gatherer

The programme concentrates on Hunter Gatherer, a social enterprise which embodies the new direction 
being taken by the Brotherhood of St Laurence, under the leadership of Father Nic Frances. (28 min, 2002)

Online Marketing
Social media and the internet now dominate global communication. This programme explains why online 
marketing is a vital part of every business model. It explains concepts such as search engine optimisation 
(SEO), pay per click, viral and email marketing, and features of an online marketing campaign. (19 min, 2012)

Operations 
Management: A Case 
Study of a Hotel

Focusing on the operational processes, this programme takes you behind the scenes, learning about the 
four strategic areas of operations - facilities, materials, quality and technology - applying them to a service 
provider and showing how various strategies can be used to improve business performance. (27 min, 2009)

ECONOMICS AND BUSINESS
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People at Origin 
Energy: A HRM Case 
Study

This programme examines the practices and processes of the human resource management function in 
large-scale organisations in Australia. (20 min, 2006)

Privatisation Case 
Studies

During the 1990s, privatisation was embraced throughout the world by governments ranging across most 
political persuasions. In seeking to reduce their costs, they turned to the private sector to provide some 
of the services that have traditionally been provided by government. This programme looks at the driving 
forces for privatisation and outline the arguments for and against it. (25 min, 2007)

Rethinking Economic 
Growth

We attempt to sort out the debate over economic growth: is it to the betterment or the detriment of our 
society? (30 min, 2001)

Safety First - OH&S in 
the Office

Many Australians spend a large portion of their working lives in an office. Although most of us wouldn't 
consider this a workplace of high risk, we must not assume that safety in an office is a given. In this 
programme we'll consider the reasons for conducting work safely, and look at how to implement workplace 
safety requirements. (24 min, 2010)

Small Business Case 
Studies: Tattoos, Pedals 
and Things Bizarre

This programme considers four small businesses in various stages of development, and looks at finance, 
ownership, location, market research, business plan, marketing, accounts, stock control, competition, staff 
and more. (58 min, 2002)

Small Business 
Management Series

Small business is thought to be the engine room of a country’s economy. Flexible hours and the opportunity to 
make large profits can make starting your own business appealing. However, the reality of owning your own small 
business will present you with many challenges, which are considered in this series.

(53 min, 2010)

This series includes the following titles:

Starting Up (26 min)

The Business Plan (27 min)

Sources of Finance
Starting and operating any business requires capital, which needs to come from some source. This 
programme examines the various sources of finance available to businesses, including shareholder funds, 
venture capital, silent partnerships, banks, trade credit, and factoring. (23 min, 2012)

Starting a Small 
Business: Corporate 
Version

This programme uses case studies to investigate and communicate ideas and issues related to key business 
functions. We meet the owners of several successful and very different small businesses and find out how 
they address the challenges that each business function poses. (29 min, 2004)

Starting a Small 
Business: Key Business 
Functions

This programme uses case studies to investigate and communicate ideas and issues related to key business 
functions. We meet the owners of several successful and very different small businesses and find out how 
they address the challenges that each business function poses. (16 min, 2004)

Starting an Online 
Business

This interview-based production introduces viewers to a range of online business models. It outlines how to 
create a business plan, set up and operate a business, and also provides industry advice on avoiding common 
pitfalls. A insider’s perspective on new ways of thinking in e-commerce. (19 min, 2012)

Technological 
Development in 
Business

This programme examines technological developments within business and the risk that companies take in 
falling behind their competitors. (28 min, 2003)
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The All New Holden: 
A Business Marketing 
Case Study

This programme has an exclusive interview with the marketing manager of Holden, and explores the issues 
involved with a marketing analyst. It covers a definition of marketing, selecting products, details of the 
marketing campaign, review and reflection. Through this fascinating case study, students can enter the world 
of business marketing as it really happens. (25 min, 2006)

The Bottom Line: 
Balance Sheets and 
P&Ls

This programme focuses on two kinds of accounting reports: the balance sheet, and the profit and loss 
account or statement. Students will be taken through the format of each report and the key components, 
plus 'real' business owners share their experiences in using each report as a tool. (26 min, 2006)

The Business of 
Marketing Food

This programme contains marketing case studies of two successful Australian food companies - Sanitarium 
Foods and Gatorade. It focuses on analysis, market segmentation, SWOT analysis, marketing plans, 
promotion, and pricing. (27 min, 1997)

The Credit Crunch

Take your students into the middle of the global financial crisis as it was unfolding. This programme, which 
embeds interviews from a range of individuals including economists, covers the global recession, causes and 
consequences of the credit crunch, the government response, unemployment, and a look to the future.
(26 min, 2009)

The Four Ps: Marketing 
Strategies

This programme focuses on how three different businesses effectively apply marketing strategies, focusing 
on the 4 P's of marketing: Product, Place, Price and Promotion. Common aspects that relate to all markets, 
and how they come together forming part the marketing mix, are analysed. (26 min, 2009)

The Global Economy: 
Globalisation

Through the use of various case studies, this programme investigates the nature of globalisation and the 
global economy; trade and financial flows; free trade and protection; trading blocs and agreements; and 
international economic organisations. (20 min, 2003)

The Money Go-Round: 
Case Studies in Cash 
Flow

This programme explores the reasons a business needs cash and common sources of finance available for 
businesses to access cash. (30 min, 2006)

The Nature of Business 
in Australia

This production examines the various functions of business, the different structures of business, the wide 
range of stakeholders and internal and external controls on business. (22 min, 2012)

The PR Function

In this programme, public relation experts Leigh Debbage, and Grant Titmus offer their unique insight into 
the inner workings of the PR industry. We define PR in the modern context, examine how PR agencies get to 
understand publics, join in the PR campaign, observe the challenges of crisis management, and reflect on the 
future of PR. (20 min, 2011)

Understanding Brands
In this engaging and curriculum-fit programme we look at what a brand is, the power of branding, what 
makes up a brand, the evolution of brands, and influences on brands. We also speak to Erminio Putignano 
from Futurebrand, who highlights some great examples of successful branding. (27 min, 2010)

Understanding 
Business Studies

This series looks at the matter of generating and then protecting crucial ideas effectively from competitors. It also 
answers the following questions: What are legal structures? Why are they important? And how do you choose the 
right legal structure for a new business?

(46 min, 2010)

This series includes the following titles:

Generating and Protecting Business Ideas (20 min)

Legal Structures (26 min)

ECONOMICS AND BUSINESS
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What Is Marketing?

This fascinating programme provides a clear introduction to the subject, giving students a sound 
understanding of the key concepts and techniques used within marketing. It elaborates on the role of 
marketing within business, and explains how marketing interrelates with the other functions of a business. 
(22 min, 2009)

These videos will look great 
on our new app!

The ClickView app gives you the best browsing experience 
to explore and discover new content in your school’s 

ClickView library. 

clickview.com.au/downloads    |    clickview.co.nz/downloads
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ClickView’s picks

English

Animal Farm

This programme analyses Orwell’s popular 
classic, ‘Animal Farm’. The first clip examines 
the context and background, including 
the Russian Revolution. The second clip 
describes who the characters symbolise. 
The third clip examines the theme of 
propaganda, and the final clip examines 
Orwell’s writing style.

This Is Shakespeare!

Romeo and Juliet - Minor 
Characters

This light-hearted programme is designed to 
help viewers grasp the importance of minor 
characters in Shakespeare’s famous tragic 
romance, and for this performance, ‘tragic’ is 
the right word.

This Is Shakespeare!

Macbeth - Dramatic Techniques

Never before has Shakespeare’s ‘Scottish 
play’ been performed quite like this. Trevor 
Kervis, director unextraordinaire, strikes 
again in this farcical look at the dramatic 
techniques in Macbeth that have made it a 
favourite among thespians since Elizabethan 
times. 

Know Your Poetry

Sonnets

Find out exactly what sonnets are and 
what they’re for. Even better, dissect two 
famous ones (‘Shall I compare thee to a 
summer’s day’; ‘How Do I Love Thee’) with 
the help of our two enthusiastic presenters. 
This in-depth look at the Petrarchan and 
Shakespearean sonnet forms offers students 
specific technical detail that is easy to grasp 
and apply in their studies. 

(9 min, 2016)(26 min, 2014)

(19 min, 2015)(13 min, 2015)

The Writers’ Workshop

Bias in the Media

Do you find yourself getting all hot under the 
collar because of media bias? Well, Bertram 
Poppingstock knows exactly how you feel. 
Watch as he wages a one man war against 
biased reporting in print and electronic 
media, explaining to us mere mortals the ins 
and outs of persuasive media spin. Topics 
covered include rhetorical techniques and 
the use of evidence to manipulate a target 
audience

(16 min, 2016)

Bertram Poppingstock: Problem 
Solver

Basic Spelling Rules

Sir Professor Teacher has taken the internet 
hostage and Bertram has to complete a 
series of complex spelling challenges to stop 
him from shutting it down. Along the way 
Bertram relies on helpful spelling rules for 
vowel pairs, suffixes, compound words and 
syllables.

(10 min, 2014)
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ENGLISH

Animal Farm

This programme analyses Orwell’s popular classic, ‘Animal Farm’. The first clip examines the context and 
background, including the Russian Revolution. The second clip describes who the characters symbolise. The 
third clip examines the theme of propaganda, and the final clip examines Orwell’s writing style. 
(26 min, 2014)

Before the Play Series

This series provides an in-depth analysis of two of Shakespeare's most highly acclaimed plays: Romeo and 
Juliet and Macbeth. Young Monash University academics Kim Edwards and Erica Hateley provide a detailed 
analysis of the texts by covering characters, setting, themes, plot, structure and imagery.

(59 min, 2004)

This series includes the following titles:

Macbeth (30 min)

Romeo and Juliet (29 min)

Bertram Poppingstock: 
Problem Solver

Accompany secret agent Bertram Poppingstock, and his favourite companion on their quest to overcome the 
villanous Sir Professor Teacher and Ursula Von Crank by solving the difficult and dangerous spelling and vocabulary 
problems that they throw in their way.

(116 min, 2014)

This series includes the following titles:

Applying Spelling Rules (12 min)

Basic Spelling Rules (10 min)

Bias in the Media (16 min)

Improving Your Reading Vocabulary (12 min)

Improving Your Writing Vocabulary (10 min)

Spelling for Effect (12 min)

Stereotypes in the Media (15 min)

Structural Elements of Media Texts (15 min)

Visual Features of Media Texts (14 min)

Blogging: Serious 
Media, or Just a Rant?

This programme will inform students about the emergence of blogs, look at their associated negatives and 
positives, and debate whether they really are an opportunity for the alternative voice or just uncensored 
rants. (26 min, 2006)

Debating and Public 
Speaking Series

Advanced Debating Skills

This programme discusses the fundamental issues in preparing and delivering a good debate, including 
preparation, rebuttal, definitional terms, and adjudication. (26 min, 1995)

Debating Skills
Starring two young and impressive debaters 'strutting their stuff' in front of an audience, this classic 
programme is not only a step by step guide on the structure of an organised debate, but it also features tips 
and tricks by the proposition and opposition. (52 min, 1990)

Effective Essay Writing 
for Junior Secondary 
Students

The programme examines the preparation, planning, writing, and review stages of essay writing.
(20 min, 2002)

English
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Effective Essay Writing 
for Senior Students

The programme takes students through the process of essay writing from preparation and planning, through 
structure, fluency, and style to a decisive conclusion. (18 min, 2002)

Elements of Narratives
Narrative writing can take many forms such as a novel, short story, or film. This programme takes an in-depth 
look at the structure and components of narrative writing, and the ever-present elements of character, plot, 
setting, and themes. (19 min, 2011)

Elmore’s Grammar 
Workshop

Students will join dedicated logophiles Izzy and Elmore, as they explore the rules and structures of grammar that 
allow us to communicate ideas effectively. The series covers abstraction, jargon, modality, nominalisation, and 
clauses.

(32 min, 2015)

This series includes the following titles:

Izzy Learns about Clauses

Izzy Learns Abstraction and Technical Language

Izzy Learns Modality and Nominalisation

ESL Guides

The demand for English as a Second Language (ESL) learning in Australia is becoming more significant each year. 
This comprehensive series looks at a number of critical aspects of ESL education such as identity, feelings, values, 
annoyances, hobbies, and predictions.

(156 min, 2006)

This series includes the following titles:

Annoyances and Complaints (24 min)

Hobbies and Interests (24 min)

Identity and Change (26 min)

Identity and Feelings (29 min)

Identity and Values (27 min)

Predictions (26 min)

Essay Writing 
Techniques in English 
Studies

This programme is split into in four main points: identifying the question; conducting relevant research; 
laying out a plan, and then writing a first draft before the actual final piece. These four simple steps are 
demonstrated by senior high school students tackling various types of English essays, and discovering a way 
to put their thoughts to paper effectively. (26 min, 1990)

Evolution of the English 
Language

Languages evolve, just like societies, and this is the essence that this series aims to capture. It looks at the history 
of the English language, and how as much as eight per cent of the vocabulary has been borrowed from other 
languages. Recently, there have been rapid changes due to SMS, emails and social media.

(49 min, 2004)

This series includes the following titles:

A Short History of the English Language (12 min)

Borrowed Words - How Languages Influence Each Other (12 min)

Language and Identity - You Are What You Speak (15 min)

Language and Technology (10 min)

Exploring Genres
This programme helps students understand genre and its different components. It examines why writers 
choose different genres, considering audience and purpose. It also analyses the components of each genre, 
taking into account setting, characters, style and storyline. (18 min, 1999)

ENGLISH
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Exploring Text Types

Through engaging stories about Pip, an impulsive and feisty 13 year old, this series explores informative and 
persuasive writing using everyday scenarios to explain the importance of principles such as appealing to emotions 
to persuade and using technical language to inform.

(26 min, 2009)

This series includes the following titles:

Information Report Writing Skills (13 min)

The Art of Persuasive Writing (13 min)

Exploring the Text

This series takes a talk show style approach to examine two novels. ‘Looking for Alibrandi’ provides the information 
necessary to write analytical/expository essays, and “To Kill a Mockingbird” looks at how the novel has achieved its 
status and how we can approach the text for a more satisfying analysis and reading.

(60 min, 2006)

This series includes the following titles:

Looking for Alibrandi (28 min)

To Kill a Mockingbird (32 min)

Fairy Tale Narrative and 
Structure: Hansel and 
Gretel

This programme presents the tale of 'Hansel and Gretel', followed by an analysis of the narrative structure, in 
terms of orientation, complication, sequence of events, resolution, and theme. (19 min, 2011)

Fairy Tale Text and 
Motif: Hansel and 
Gretel

Fairy tales like Cinderella have existed for more than one thousand years. Often seen as escapist and 
simplistic, fairy tales have always struck a chord with younger audiences who have been captivated by stories 
that perfectly crystallise a child's worst fears. (29 min, 2001)

Film as Text

This programme explores the cinematic techniques used by filmmakers to express the narrative conventions 
essential to telling a story. Using the award winning short film ‘Caravan’ as a reference, the programme is an 
introduction to the textual characteristics of a dramatic film, exploring the elements that film as a medium 
and text as a medium share. (25 min, 2004)

Genres: An Introduction

Genres are the starting point to analysing texts, whether they be literature, film or music. It is through genres 
we gain a context for the meaning of texts. This video introduces the viewer to the basic genres and shows 
how genres provide contexts for characters in fiction. Through vignettes, it illustrates the various tools to 
identifying a genre. (17 min, 2001)

Great Expectations

It’s a staple in bookcases around the world, and its enduring presence indicates the timelessness and canon-
worthiness of this sweeping coming-of-age narrative. This series explores key elements of Charles Dickens’ classic 
Victorian novel.

(36 min, 2016)

This series includes the following titles:

Appearance versus Reality (10 min)

Context and Background (8 min)

Dickens’ Writing Style (7 min)

Joe, Estella and Magwitch (11 min)

Great Public Speaking: 
An Audience in the 
Palm of Your Hand

This programme provides a sound basis for being an excellent public speaker by analysing examples from 
classics such as Martin Luther King Jr. and Winston Churchill, and contemporary figures. It delves into case 
studies in corporate, social and school settings, and investigates content, delivery and the speech.
(39 min, 2004)

Hamlet: Film and Stage 
Scenes

This film concentrates on the different approaches in different media. Focusing on two key scenes of 
Shakespeare's Hamlet, the “Get thee to a nunnery scene” and the “Gertrude’s closet scene”. This film clearly 
demonstrates the different disciplines of theatre and film directing and makes for unique and compelling 
viewing for students of drama and Shakespeare as well as for students of media based courses. (20 min, 2001)

AR = Additional Resources
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Hamlet: Stage Scenes

This programme shows two different versions of key scenes from Hamlet being performed by Damien Ryan 
and Bernadette Millar as directed by respected theatre director, Shakespeare Scholar David Ritchie. The key 
scenes performed are Act III Scene I and Act III Scene IV, where Ritchie presents a standard version as well as 
an adventurous interpretation. (18 min, 2001)

Handwriting Tips
This engaging clip provides clear and precise instructions to students who wish to develop fluency and 
neatness in their handwriting. A difficult skill to master, handwriting requires practice of simple, repeatable 
exercises such as those presented in this programme. Left-handed writing is also addressed. (6 min, 2015)

Hot off the Press - Inside 
a Daily Newspaper

This programme will provide students with an understanding of the running of a newspaper, industry 
terminology and the different sections that make up a newspaper. (25 min, 2005)

How to Make Digital 
Stories

A digital story is a form of media that allows users to share their creative writing in a way that can be 
expressed through audio files, digital photos and imagery. This vital programme explores what a digital story 
is, how to write one, creating and adding images and audio, editing, and burning the final product.
(24 min, 2008)

Images and Meaning: 
Analysing Visual Text in 
Newspapers

In this programme students learn how to analyse the non-print text of newspaper images, photography, 
cartoons, and graphic design. (20 min, 1997)

Investigating an Issue How does the media use written, spoken and visual information to persuade the reader? Areas discussed 
included language styles, editorials and letters to the editor. (20 min, 1999)

James Moloney: Writing 
from Experience

Award-winning children’ and young adults’ author James Moloney talks about the craft of writing. He also 
discusses some of the themes in his work: violence, race relations and discrimination. (28 min, 1999)

King Lear: The Family in 
Shakespeare

This programme looks at 'King Lear' from a modern feminist point of view, and opens discussions about the 
gender roles in Shakespeare’s text. It juxtaposes the text as performed, against specially written scenes to 
illustrate the issues of family from a character perspective. (19 min, 2002)

Know Your Poetry

What is poetry all about? How can we make sense of it? What are the main poetic forms? This comprehensive series 
helps students to boost their poetry knowledge and appreciation in a light-hearted and user-friendly manner.

(57 min, 2016)

This series includes the following titles:

Dedications (10 min)

Dramatic Monologues (9 min)

Narratives (10 min)

Short Form Poetry (9 min)

Sonnets (9 min)

Unstructured Poetry (10 min)

Literary Devices in Ads
In this programme, students will find accessible explanations and examples of persuasive literary techniques 
used in advertising. Students can explore the effect of multiple techniques, including allusion, simile and 
metaphor, hyperbole, personification, evaluative language, and parody. (15 min, 2015)
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Media: Propaganda and 
Advertising

A simple and useful introduction to the power of the media, propaganda and advertising. Presented by 
Richard Morecroft and using selected excerpts from war propaganda and advertising, this video discusses 
popularism, counter advertising and nationalism. Examples include WW1 British, German and American war 
propaganda from World War I. (20 min, 1984)

Moving Pictures as Text 
- An introduction to the 
Language

This programme introduces the notion of visual literacy, and the vocabulary and grammar of film and 
television by utilising clips from film and television. (20 min, 1997)

Narrative Structures

Narrative Writing: Part 1 - 
Strategies for Telling

This programme explores the necessary ingredients in writing better pieces of narrative fiction. It 
investigates the concept of narrative, the difference between a story and a plot, the concept of setting, 
describing characters, thematic concerns, and the three-act structure. (24 min, 2002)

Of Mice and Men

This programme analyses the context, characters, themes and writing style of Steinbeck’s popular classic. 
It examines the economic and social landscape of America in the 1930s, presents an insight into how the 
characters are shaped by their circumstances, and explores the theme of strength and weakness. 
(24 min, 2016)

Persuasive Language

An informative and entertaining dramatisation in which a young person, Kylie, learns some of the techniques 
of persuasive language at Roland’s School of Persuasion. Roland introduces the different techniques of 
persuasion, which Kylie then role-plays. Each of the language techniques is illustrated with a short examples. 
(19 min, 1999)

Picking Poetry Apart: 
Theme, Context and 
Form

Theme, context and form are the three main areas of poetic analysis. While this programme does not attempt 
to provide a comprehensive description of each area, it provides key definitions and illustrates them with a 
wide variety of poetry from centuries old material and classics to modern verse. (24 min, 2002)

Poetry: It's Crunch Time
This programme aims to establish that poetry is all around us, from the earliest rhymes we learn to the jingles 
we can all recite. The various components of poetry are identified including rhythm, rhyme, repetition, and a 
range of other poetic devices. (24 min, 2002)

Punctuation Explained

The ‘Punctuation Explained’ series is a fun and light-hearted overview of how to correctly use punctuation. We 
explore reasons for the continuing importance of learning to master punctuation, examine common punctuation 
errors and pitfalls, and the reasons why punctuation remains a necessary part of English language.

(56 min, 2010)

This series includes the following titles:

Apostrophes and Quotation Marks (18 min)

Capitals, Commas, Full Stops, Question and Exclamation Marks (18 min)

Colons, Semicolons, Brackets, Dots and Dashes (20 min)

Reporting the News: 
The Journalistic Process

This programme explores the journalistic process, defining the distinction between news and opinion, and 
describes the ways an issue may be covered by the media. (45 min, 2004)

Satire: Laughter with 
Knives

This programme takes a satirical look at satire. The bureaucratic “Satire Licensing Clerk” takes us through 
an understanding of what satire is, using the analogy of “laughter with knives”. The sketches provide an 
understanding of context, purpose, irony, sarcasm, ridicule, exaggeration, caricature, and parody. 
(21 min, 1998)

Scripting for Film: A 
Case Study Approach

In this video we travel to South Africa with writer/director Jennifer Ussi where her internationally award 
winning short film "The Unique Oneness of Christian Savage" is in production. Using the film as a case study, 
we examine theme, plot, character and setting as essential elements in writing a successful script. 
(21 min, 1998)
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Shakespeare: Breathing 
Life into Text

This film looks at how different interpretations of Shakespeare's texts bring different meanings to scenes. 
Theatre director David Ritchie discusses his method for bringing Shakespeare to life on the stage, and how 
different choices made for actors make their influences felt on the performance. (21 min, 2000)

Shakespeare: Major 
Themes in Othello - 
Four Key Sections

Othello is not only one of Shakespeare’s greatest works, it is also a text full of meaning and themes. This 
video looks at the various themes of love and jealousy, proof and judgement, as well as the symbolism in the 
handkerchief. By playing through four key sections of the play, the video shows how the themes work.
(19 min, 2003)

Shakespeare: Othello 
Performances

This is a companion video to 'Major Themes in Othello', showing the actual performances of the four scene 
sections to explore how the themes work. (23 min, 2003)

Shakespeare: Othello's 
Portrayal of Evil

This programme is a useful starting point for studying the theme of evil in 'Othello'. Inter-cut with exciting 
footage from a screen dramatisation of 'Othello', it features various authorities discussing Shakespeare’s 
choice of language, character and theme. (24 min, 2003)

The Basic English Series

An analysis of the dots and squiggles that confuse students: apostrophes, commas, full stops, question marks 
and the exclamation mark. The series then moves to an explanation of sentences and paragraphs by featuring 
celebrated children’s writer, Margaret Clark. Funny, highly informative and definitely not boring!

(50 min, 1998)

This series includes the following titles:

Punctuation (28 min)

Sentences and Paragraphs (22 min)

The Basics: Public 
Speaking and Listening

This programme outlines the basics towards developing excellent speaking and listening skills. 
(20 min, 2004)

The Changing Face of 
Media in Australia

This programme informs students about the ubiquitous nature of the media and its influence in Australian 
society. Students will gain an understanding of how the media really works, media ownership, the role of the 
ABC, and the relationship between the media and politicians. (25 min, 2006)

The Construction of 
Meaning in Film

Film language relies on sound and vision to tell its story. With exclusive access to behind the scenes of the 
short film, "The Unique Oneness of Christian Savage", this programme looks at how meaning is constructed 
in film. Cinematography, art direction, sound design, and editing are just some of the many elements which 
come together in the process of taking a film from script to screen. (21 min, 2000)

The Language of Film 
and TV

Using a playful narrative structure, this programme outlines the most common stylistic techniques of film 
language used to communicate with the viewer. (26 min, 2004)

The Great Orator

Eve has just landed the world’s top job: President of the Entire Earth. But will she last more than a month? If her oral 
presentation skills don’t improve quickly, the planet (and possibly the universe) will be doomed. No pressure.

(30 min, 2015)

This series includes the following titles:

Audience Engagement (9 min)

Debates (10 min)

Presentation Basics (11 min)
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The Power of Speech

This series examines three different speeches and the techniques used by speakers to achieve the purposes of 
informing, persuading and entertaining.

(66 min, 2015)

This series includes the following titles:

'Big Gay Rainbow' – NZ Parliament (16 min)

Paul Keating at Redfern (12 min)

Sea Shepherd 35th Anniversary (38 min)

The Writers’ Workshop

Australian author Amura Pajak, Angela Savage, Gabrielle Way and Tony Wilson discuss the writing process and 
elements of writing in relation to their novels.

(64 min, 2016)

This series includes the following titles:

Character Analysis (16 min)

Creative Process (16 min)

Genre (16 min)

Theme (16 min)

This Is Shakespeare!

Presenting a lively look at two of Shakespeare’s most iconic plays, Romeo and Juliet and Macbeth, the roles of 
minor characters and the importance of specific dramatic techniques form the focal points of this entertaining 
mockumentary series.

(61 min, 2015)

This series includes the following titles:

Macbeth - Dramatic Techniques (13 min)

Macbeth - Minor Characters (15 min)

Romeo and Juliet - Minor Characters (19 min)

Romeo and Juliet - Themes (14 min)

Tiddalik the Frog: An 
Aboriginal Puppet Tale

Aboriginal playwright and actor, Bob Maza, presents the story of Tiddalik the Frog using stick puppets. 
Designed to stimulate children’s pre-reading ability and creativity, this imaginative presentation uses music, 
scenery and puppets made from materials available in most classrooms. (10 min, 1985)

Understanding 
Shakespeare Series

This series explores Shakespearean comedy and tragedy, and discusses their features. It covers the wit and social 
satire of comedy; and examines the hero, his responsibility for his own fate, and his response to social and personal 
pressures.

(93 min, 2005)

This series includes the following titles:

Othello: New Perspectives (30 min)

Shakespearean Comedy (32 min)

Shakespearean Tragedy (31 min)

Writing Skills Series

Covering some of the most tricky and confusing grammar rules, this series will equip students with the necessary 
know-how to ensure their written work has the perfect use of grammar conventions. It looks at aspects such as the 
correct way to represent numbers in text and when to use capital letters.

(82 min, 2003)

This series includes the following titles:

Punctuation: Advanced Uses (28 min)
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Punctuation: Capitalisation (28 min)

Punctuation: Italics (11 min)

Punctuation: Numbers (15 min)

Writing for Different 
Genres

This programme identifies the characteristics of genre fiction. Delivered in a light-hearted tone, viewers will 
find themselves entertained and challenged to apply the features common to specific genres to assist them 
in creative writing and literary analysis. (15 min, 2015)

Writing Narratives
This programme explores common areas that pose challenges for inexperienced writers, and presents tips 
to create well-written and engaging stories. From tips on how to hook the reader to creating a successful 
ending, it will motivate viewers to overcome the blocks they face along the way. (18 min, 2011)

Discover ClickView for 
Windows 10

The ClickView app for 
Windows gives you 
the best browsing 
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content in your library, 
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ClickView’s picks

Geography

Internal Migration in China

Since the 1970s, China has been experiencing 
the world’s largest internal migration. In 
this programme, we look at what internal 
migration is and why China is experiencing a 
dramatic population shift from rural to urban 
centres. Population statistics and graphs are 
provided to help students understand the 
significance of this event.

Australia’s Diverse Environments 
- Natural and Human

This programme explores Australia’s 
natural and man-made environments: the 
Great Dividing Range, the Great Barrier 
Reef, Kakadu National Park, Uluru, Murray-
Darling Basin, the Twelve Apostles, as 
well as Australia’s most significant urban 
environments, Canberra and Sydney.

Factors Affecting Global Tourism

Many forces impact on global tourism - some 
have immediate impact, others longer term; 
some have a major effect on destination 
competitiveness and stability, others are not 
so significant. The global forces taxonomy 
categorises the factors affecting global 
tourism into three layers. Each layer creates 
challenges and opportunities for tourism 
destinations.

Place and Liveability

Improving Liveability: Case Studies 
in Urban Design

This clip looks at two case studies that 
feature local infrastructure projects aimed 
at improving aspects of liveability for the 
community. The first is an international 
example Copenhagen’s cycling highways, 
and the second focuses on design features of 
Australian skate parks.

Geographies of Interconnections

This series investigates how people are 
connected to places around the world, and 
how these connections affect places and 
environments.

(13 min, 2014)

(12 min, 2014)(21 min, 2010)

(21 min, 2012)

(TBA, 2016)

Global Food Equity

This programme breaks down the different 
areas of food, from the availability and 
distribution, to why some people have 
more than others. Leading health experts at 
Oxfam and the Red Cross discuss why food 
inequity occurs, and what’s being done to 
address the problem.

(20 min, 2012)
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A Child's Day: East 
Timor

This programme portrays a day in the life of Cecilia, an 11-year-old East Timorese girl. Cecilia lives with her 
uncle and aunties so she can attend school, as her parents live three hours away. Students learn about the 
hard-working day of an East Timorese child and contrast this with their own lives. (20 min, 2003)

Air, Water Vapour and 
Weather

This programme discusses the components that act together in generating the weather as well as solar 
radiation, heat absorption by the Earth’s surfaces, air pressure and its effect on rising air pockets, air 
temperature, and latent heat. (20 min, 1997)

Amazon Rainforest

The Amazon headwaters in eastern Ecuador are some of the world's most abundant in biodiversity. This 
programme traces the impact of oil exploration and development on a fragile ecosystem. Local Huaorani 
Indians speak frankly about the impacts of First World development - oil mining, deforestation and cash 
cropping - on their traditional culture. Ecologically sustainable alternatives are explored. (24 min, 1994)

Applying 
Environmental Science: 
A Land Rehabilitation 
Case Study

In this programme we follow a project where an entire tract of bushland is moved from one location to 
another. We explore project planning, execution, completion and assessment, scientific trials and scientific 
method used as a basis for project planning, the need for compromise and the constant need to juggle the 
demands of time, money and politics, and factors involved in assessing the success of a project. 
(21 min, 2002)

Australia: An Ecological 
Profile

This beautiful video highlights the flora and fauna of a unique landscape briefly explaining the concept of 
Gondwana in relation to Australia's endemic species. (22 min, 2000)

Australian 
Relationships with 
Nature

These programmes explore how the human relationship with nature has changed over time. Starting with how 
first Australians learnt to live and farm sustainably, overcoming a barren and infertile land, through to more recent 
history, and how Australia’s relationship with nature has evolved with increased population. 

(42 min, 2010)

This series includes the following titles:

Australian Relationships with Nature 1: Pre-1850

Australian Relationships with Nature 2: 1850 - Present Day

Australian States and 
Territories

This is a journey around Australia. We examine each state and territory in turn. We also consider the colonial 
history of Australia, and how this led to the formation of the states, and the advent of federation. The history, 
physical geography, climate and weather patterns of each state are examined, as well as land use and 
population density. (27 min, 1998)

Australia's Diverse 
Environments - Natural 
and Human

Join us on a whirlwind tour of Australia's diverse natural and man-made environments. We kick off with 
the Great Dividing Range's impact on rainfall and human habitation, and then dive into the Great Barrier 
Reef, revealing the impact of global warming on this fragile ecosystem. Next we explore the indigenous 
connection with Kakadu National Park and Uluru, before examining the significance of the Murray-Darling 
Basin as Australia's food bowl. (21 min, 2010)

Australia's Refugee 
Dilemma - Update

This programme investigates who is a refugee, why people become refugees, people smuggling. and what 
happens to people who come to Australia claiming to be refugees. (25 min, 2002)

Australia's Role in the 
Asia-Pacific Region

This programme examines the geographic and economic characteristics of nations in the Asia Pacific Region. 
It also explores the impending threat from climate change for many of its low-lying island nations. As a result 
of Australia’s proximity and relative prosperity to other nations in this region, Australia has the opportunity 
to play a major role with regard to aid, foreign policy, trade, immigration, and tourism. (17 min, 2010)

Australia's Threatened 
Plants and Animals

Produced in conjunction with the Australian Nature Conservation Agency, this programme is an introduction 
to some of the nation's rare and threatened species. By exploring some of Australia's fragile ecosystems, we 
define the links between biophysical environments and species diversity. Emphasising careful ecological 
management, the programme outlines what each species needs to survive. (22 min, 1996)

GEOGRAPHY
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Built Environment
This programme provides an introductory overview of the nature of the built environment. It examines 
patterns on the landscape; rural and urban environments; inner, middle and outer suburbs; and effects on 
the natural landscape. (26 min, 1993)

Caring for a Catchment: 
The Hawkesbury-
Nepean

This video, presented by John Dengate, examines the impact of agriculture, urban planning, urban 
development, and tourism on the Hawkesbury-Nepean basin and looks at ways that we can all actively help 
to protect our catchments and rivers. (22 min, 1996)

Change in Rural 
Australia: People 
Adjusting Differently

A study of a proud town with a strong heritage learning to cope with national and global changes. With 
the decline of both coal and other manufacturing in more recent years, Lithgow has suffered a decline 
in employment and thus, whilst still a service town for the surrounding community, has suffered some 
hardships and great difficulties and is struggling to maintain its viability. (21 min, 1998)

Changing Communities This programme on changing communities focuses on the changes that have occurred in the town of 
Korumburra and the reasons for these changes. (26 min, 2006)

Classroom Issues  
Series 1

Climate Change

Evidence clearly shows that global temperatures are rising, and weather patterns are changing. Evidence is 
also clear that climatic changes have been present for millions of years. This programme poses questions and 
presents expert opinions, statistics and historical references presenting two sides of the story. (18 min, 2008)

Climate Change: Our 
Responsibility

The emission of greenhouse gases and global warming is an important and often contentious issue. This 
programme presents an assessment of whether or not global warming is taking place by considering both 
sides of the debate, and facts from developed and developing countries. (25 min, 2008)

Coastal Dunes: Ecology 
and Rehabilitation

Coastal dunes are good examples of fragile ecosystems. This film explores dune ecology, the impact of 
human-induced change and the management of these ecosystems through coastal dune rehabilitation. Case 
studies shown include dunecare groups, high school student groups, Bitou bush control, dune revegetation 
and ecosystem re-establishment after sand mining. (29 min, 1996)

Coastal Landforms and 
Management

This programme looks at the ‘sand budget’ and erosion of rock, and explores the balance between natural 
and human forces at work on a beach. It examines a range of coastal issues, such as the effect of waves on a 
beach, erosion and storm damage. (20 min, 1987)

Coastal Processes and 
Landforms

This programme shows the processes shaping our coastlines with case studies from the UK and Australia. 
How does the process of erosion, transportation and deposition transform coastal landscapes? How do 
geology and wave action combine to create beautiful formations such as arches and blow-holes? How do 
waves cause damage and what are the solutions to protect and reconstruct the coastline? (22 min, 1994)

Community Action and 
the Environment

This programme explores the action taken by a community in their conflict with the state government and a 
company contracted to build a toxic waste dump. (25 min, 2003)

Deforestation This video covers the topic of deforestation. Aspects of deforestation that are discussed include tsunamis, 
landslides, global warming, and the extinction of animal species. (6 min, 2014)

Deserts: Global 
Environments

This video provides a comprehensive insight into deserts around the world, delving into reasons for its 
existence, the climate, physical characteristics, and processes occurring within them. It also contains an 
examination of human life in deserts and the impact of humans on desert ecosystems. (18 min, 2012)
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Earthquake Tsunami - 
Wave of Destruction

This programme explores the natural forces in our planet, and how and why earthquakes occur. It also 
examines the case of the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami, and the international response that followed.
(30 min, 2005)

Eco Pioneers: A Case 
Study of Bega

The town of Bega, on the south coast of NSW is working to transform their town into a sustainable 
community. Through the work of "Clean Energy for Eternity", the programme follows Dr Matthew Nott as he 
charts their journey into solar PV, windpower and the local council's exploration of tidal energy.
(18 min, 2013)

Ecotourism: What Is It?

This beautifully filmed programme examines what constitutes ecotourism and what doesn't. We look at 
different types of ecotours, including whale watching and sea kayaking in Canada, Coral islands in North 
Queensland and wildlife research in Mexico. This programme also examines the changing expectations of 
tourists and the effect on the environment, local communities and economies. (24 min, 1998)

Environmental Impact 
Assessment: Process 
and Politics

In this programme we look at two environmental case studies. Shell Harbour: At Shell harbour the plan is to 
dredge a wetland and build groynes to convert the area to a harbour for a residential development. Jabiluka 
Uranium Mine: The proposed mine would produce a tailings dam that could contaminate local water with 
radioactivity. (23 min, 1998)

Ethical Tourism
This video discusses ethical tourism practices, and its benefits and costs for host communities, businesses 
and travellers. It is an excellent resource that contains interviews with subject specialists, as well as 
organisations such as Tourism Concern and Tribal Travel. (31 min, 2012)

Faces in the  
Street Series

Multiculturalism, 
Migration, Population 
Size and Other Issues

The debates over these issues are full of ironies and contradictions. We are the world’s most successful 
multicultural nation, with very few obvious tensions; opinion polls have shown widespread support for high 
migration when the level is already high, and lack of support when the level is already (as it currently) low; 
the opponents themselves can only trace their Australian ancestry to a few generations, and much of the 
hostility is based on racism as evidenced by the concurrent attacks on Aboriginal people. (24 min, 2009)

Factors Affecting Global 
Tourism

This programme examines the global forces taxonomy, including the outer layer – geographical, 
environmental and climatic factors; the middle layer – demographic and socio-cultural factors; and the inner 
layer – political, economic and technological factors. (21 min, 2012)

Fish Sustainability

Technology and capital allowed companies to expand and develop new methods of fishing while sonar, 
radar, bigger ships and engines led to a more effective ocean harvest. However governments, communities 
and companies failed to recognise vulnerability of the resource that had been the great provider. 
(23 min, 1997)

Forest Conservation This succinct clip outlines the important role that forests play in the natural environment. Students will 
understand that humans must protect forests and learn the ways that this can be done. (3 min, 2014)

Fragile Ecosystems: 
Palau, Micronesia

The Pacific Islands of Palau contain some of the world's most pristine coral reef ecosystems. In this 
programme, the interaction between coral reefs, rainforests, intertidal wetlands and mangroves is explored. 
The indigenous people of Palau are developing management strategies to preserve the reefs such as 
pollution control, fish conservation, aquaculture, and eco-tourism. (25 min, 1995)

Future Harvest: Case 
Studies in Sustainable 
Agriculture

The programme gives valuable insight into the changes taking place in Australian agriculture to solve serious 
environmental problems. (40 min, 1998)

Geographies of 
Interconnections

This series investigates how people are connected to places around the world, and how these connections affect 
places and environments.

(TBA, 2016)

This series includes the following titles:

Global Connections Through Trade
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Environmental Impacts of Consumer Products

Geographers in the 
Field

This programme presents a detailed insight into the processes involved in undertaking a fieldwork study in 
geography. The video also outlines the different types of fieldwork, considers ways of presenting findings, 
and fosters a sense of active citizenship in students. (33 min, 2009)

Glaciers and Glaciation: 
A Frozen Key to Our 
Past and Future

This programme explores the development of glaciers and their characteristics during different stages, 
including their movement, effect on mountain features and landforms, and their advancement and retreat. 
The importance of the water cycle to the build-up of ice and snow is also considered. (25 min, 2000)

Global Connections: 
How We Are Connected 
to the Rest of the World

Everyday we can see things in our lives that show us that we are connected with people all over the world. 
But exactly how is Australia connected to the other countries in the world, and what are our responsibilities? 
This programme looks at how Australia is connected with the rest of the world in three key areas such as 
trade and travel, communications, and global organisations and agreements. (21 min, 2002)

Global Food Equity
This programme breaks down the different areas of food, from the availability and distribution to why some 
people have more than others. Leading health experts at Oxfam and the Red Cross discuss why food inequity 
occurs, and what is being done to address the problem. (20 min, 2012)

Global Health and 
Human Development

This eye-opening programme provides a global perspective on health and human development. We speak to 
experts from the Nossal Institute for Global Health, ActionAid, and Oxfam, and examine the important work 
they are doing in the world over. We define concepts of human development and developed and developing 
countries, discuss mortality rates, and analyse the health status of different countries. (20 min, 2011)

Global Warming: You 
Can Make a Difference

Our appetite for the Earth’s resources is leading to global warming of the atmosphere. This programme 
argues that action should be taken at international and political levels and addresses the question of what 
each of us can do to reduce our personal ‘carbon footprint’ on the planet. (27 min, 2006)

Growing Up in Modern 
Japan

Eri lives in Nagoya, one of the largest cities in Japan. Raki lives in the small farming village of Obara. The daily 
lives of these children form the basis of this programme, which explores modern Japan. Interviews with the 
children, their families, teachers, and friends provide unique insights into Japanese people and their culture. 
(24 min, 2000)

Growth and Niche 
Markets in Tourism

This programme explores some niche markets, including volunteer tourism, dark tourism, health and medical 
tourism and gastronomic tourism. Featuring interviews with Prof Brian King from Victoria University, Maree 
Blackburn and Siobhan Marsh from Lattitude Global Volunteering, seasoned traveller Patrick Wooldridge, 
Nick Brooks-Sykes from Bath Tourism Plus UK, Charlotte Hannah from Thermae Bath Spa UK, and Leanne De 
Bortoli and Brett Stanley from De Bortoli Wines in Victoria’s Yarra Valley. (22 min, 2012)

Health in the 
Developing World

This video explores three aspects of development that can have a positive impact: the provision of safe 
drinking water, the clearing of landmines and the introduction of micro-finance systems. (34 min, 2001)

Health Inequities in 
Australia

Despite the best intentions, Indigenous life span and health expectancies are still significantly lower than the 
national average. This excellent programme examines the forces that shape health needs and inequities, and 
the strategy, directions and actions that Australia’s health services employ in an effort to bridge the gap.
(17 min, 2011)

Housing
This programme presents an informative and comprehensive coverage of some of the key aspects of housing 
planning and provision. The content covers choosing where to live, the quality of life in urban areas, renting 
support, shared ownership, and the future of housing and homelessness. (23 min, 2013)

How Many of Us? 
Australia's Population 
Debate

Australia has one of the lowest population densities of in the world - around 2.4 people per square km. 
But how many people could/should Australia have? This programme examines the history of Australia’s 
population growth and presents advocates for a larger and a smaller population discuss potential outcomes 
of current social policy. (27 min, 2002)
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Impact of Development: 
A New Mine in Papua 
New Guinea

This programme looks at the changes brought about by the development of a billion-dollar gold mine to the 
indigenous people of Porgera, in one of the more remote areas of Papua New Guinea. As the government of 
Papua New Guinea looks increasingly to mineral resources for its future wealth and development, the people 
are at a watershed: traditional culture and subsistence lifestyles are giving way to Western economics and 
culture. (43 min, 1993)

Impacts of 
Tourism: Economic, 
Environment, Social 
and Cultural

Tourism is a diverse industry, particularly with the development of niche tourism. This programme provides 
a comprehensive but clear definition of tourism, and explores the impacts of the industry in terms of 
economic, environmental, social, and cultural sustainability. (22 min, 2001)

In Focus: East Timor 
- A Case Study in 
International Aid

This programme examines the aims, objectives and examples of aid work done by international aid 
organisations such as Oxfam Community Aid Abroad, IDSS, AusAID, the Salesian order and the Kiwanis.
(34 min, 2003)

Industrial and 
Sustainable Farming

One of the biggest challenges facing the farming industry today is feeding the growing world population 
while also caring for the environment. At the centre of this debate are industrial and sustainable farming 
practices. This presenter led documentary takes an in-depth look at the environmental issues caused by 
industrial farming practices and assesses the advantages and disadvantages of the sustainable alternatives. 
(22 min, 2012)

Internal Migration in 
China

Since the 1970s, China has been experiencing the world’s largest internal migration. This programme looks at 
what internal migration is and why China is experiencing a large population shift from rural to urban centres. 
Population statistics, and the hukou system of household registrations are examined. (13 min, 2014)

Is Australia's Population 
Growth Sustainable?

Australia’s population is growing faster than the world average. Starting with a brief overview of current 
population trends, this thought-provoking programme explores the growth predictions for Australia’s 
population and addresses the critical issues of food and water, energy, standard of living, and the 
environment. (18 min, 2010)

Japan: An Introduction 
(Years 4-7)

This programme explores society, economy, politics, technology, population, consumerism, exports, and 
foreign policy in Japan. (22 min, 1987)

Landmines: Cambodia 
Case Study (Years 8-11)

This film looks at the impacts on individuals, communities, environment, and economy. What is the world 
doing to help? What aid is reaching the countries worst affected? This programme presents students with a 
clear example of global cooperation; how to solve problems at local, regional and national scales. 
(11 min, 1999)

Latitude and 
Longitude: Where Are 
We?

This programme defines latitude and longitude, and explores how this global referencing system is applied. 
This video also examines great and small circles, finding locations, the relevance of zero latitude, and the 
purpose of defining the equator as zero degrees latitude. (17 min, 2001)

Living in Vietnam: In 
the Country and in the 
City Today

In Vietnam all children have to go to school, but some also work before or after school to bring in extra 
money for the family. Half the students attend school from nine until one, while the other half go from one 
until five. At lunchtime the school provides a bowl of rice with some meat and vegetables. In many places, life 
has remained virtually unchanged for over 500 years. (20 min, 2001)

Living with Fire: 
Bushfires and Land 
Management in 
Australia

The positive and negative effects of fire on Australian ecosystems are debated in this programme.
(20 min, 2002)

Location: Why Things 
Are Where They Are

Location is a key concept used by geographers, and processes such as ‘friction of distance’ and ‘geographical 
inertia’ are fundamental tools for exploring location. The use of globes and atlas maps is quite often used for 
investigation and explanation. We also look at historical, environmental and economic factors that affect the 
location of homes, business and industry, towns, power sources, bridges, tunnels, rocket launch-pads, and 
canals. (23 min, 2001)

GEOGRAPHY
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Managing a Coastal 
Ecosystem

Australia has a vast and diverse coastal ecosystem. This programme examines the formation of beaches, 
the range of habitats that are a part of the coast, impacts and threats to this ecosystem, and the levels of 
governance that shape the Australian coast. (28 min, 2006)

Managing Australia's 
Coastal Resources

This programme examines how beaches are formed, the range of habitats that are a part of the coast, 
impacts and threats and the levels of governance that shape our coast. (30 min, 2005)

Mapping Australia: 
Introducing Mapping 
Concepts

This programme is a comprehensive guide to mapping principles, using Australasian examples that show 
how maps are made and used. Origins of mapping concepts such as latitude, longitude, and scale are 
explained, as is the use of the global positioning system that determines location using the principle of 
triangulation. (25 min, 2004)

Mapping 
Environmental 
Disasters: Bushfires and 
Threatened Species

When natural disasters like fire strike the Australian landscape, maps are used to help us to immediately 
deal with the problem, determine the impact on people and the environment, and plan for another such 
event. This programme explores the important role different types of maps play in managing the impact of 
fire, how technology complements the use of paper maps, and what maps can do to help people protect 
threatened species. (25 min, 2004)

Minimum Impact: Take 
Only Photos, Leave 
Only Footprints

This programme emphasises the message underpinning the maxim, ‘take nothing but pictures, leave 
nothing but footprints’. It is necessary to minimise our impact when enjoying the outdoors. (24 min, 2005)

Mining in Canada
The mining industry has developed significantly so that the vast majority of mining is carried out using giant 
machines, computers and space-age technology. However, mining image and reputation is also changing, as 
increasing attention is paid to sustainability. (25 min, 1997)

Mining: From 
Exploration to 
Rehabilitation

This video tracks the mineral exploration flow chart, including a discussion of how mining companies search 
for deposits, identification of the four most common types of modern mining operations, an explanation of 
the froth flotation method of separating minerals from gangue, and the process of land rehabilitation.
(20 min, 2011)

Murray-Darling Basin: 
Profile of a Large River 
Drainage System

The Murray-Darling Basin is a vast fertile region in the south-east of New South Wales. One of the world’s 
longest river systems, it is host to a thriving agricultural region and a fascinating human history. Intensive 
farming since the 1800s is now taking its toll on the environment. If the region is to continue as an 
agricultural bowl then the issue of sustainable development needs to be addressed. (27 min, 1993)

Natural Hazards

Drought in Australia

This programme explores the nature of drought in Australia, the climatic causes of drought, the 
environmental, social and economic effects of drought, and strategies to manage drought. It features 
interviews with environmental scientist Dr Terry Walshe, together with vegetable farmer Peter Schreur, and 
Mildura-based farmers Bob McCarthy and Neil Bennett. (20 min, 2012)

National Parks

National Parks conserve the natural beauty of a region for present and future generations. But what qualifies as a 
national park? In this excellent programme, we examine some of the most well-known national parks, give a history 
of the National Park movement, the growth and impact of tourism, and sources of conflict. 

(25 min, 2005)

This series includes the following titles:

National Parks: Kakadu (8 min)

National Parks: The Lake District (8 min)

National Parks: Yellowstone (9 min)

National Parks: A Case 
Study - Minnamurra 
Rainforest

John Dengate conducts a guided tour of the Minnamurra rainforest with a group of students. They examine 
unusual species and discuss a variety of environmental issues. (22 min, 1994)
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Natural Disasters 
(Senior Version)

This programme examines four categories of natural disasters: fire, flood, volcano, and earthquake. The 
nature, causes and effects of each of these disasters, and human responses to them are explored. The global 
distribution of earthquakes and volcanoes, and their relationship with the boundaries of the crustal plates 
are considered. (26 min, 1999)

Natural Hazards: Floods
This interview-led programme looks at the causes and consequences of flooding; the 2005 flood event 
in Carlisle, UK; the 2011 flood event in Queensland, Australia; the impact of climate change; and flood 
management and mitigation alternatives. (23 min, 2013)

People of Porgera: 1984

This is the original film we made of the Porgera people in Papua New Guinea before mineable gold was 
discovered. They show us their courting ceremony, a sing sing, marriage and bride price, wealth, debt and 
payback, salt, stone axes, trade, village court and prison system, what happens to wages from jobs with the 
mining exploration team, and talk about their hopes of wealth in the future. (26 min, 1999)

Place and Liveability

This series explores the geographical concept of liveability, what influences it and how we can enhance liveability, 
especially for young people.

(32 min, 2014)

This series includes the following titles:

Crime, Safety and Liveability (12 min)

Improving Liveability: Case Studies in Urban Design (12 min)

Social Connectedness and Isolation (8 min)

Pollution of Air and 
Water

Air Pollution

This video examines an important issue faced around the world - air pollution. Through viewing this video, 
students will be able to define air pollution and discuss ways in which human activity contributes to this 
problem. (5 min, 2014)

Population and World 
Resources

This programme examines how the world’s resources are consumed by populations at different levels of 
economic and technological development. It stresses the importance of ecological sustainability, and 
prompts students to think about the opportunities and obstacles surrounding the adoption of sustainable 
practices. (30 min, 2003)

Population Geography
This programme explores the study of population to understand the world we live in, and work towards 
harmony with the planet. It also delves into how population trends eventuate through birth and death rates, 
as well as the effect of social values on population growth. (28 min, 2009)

Population, Settlement 
and Change: A Study - 
Solomon Islands

This programme examines population growth, urbanisation and Western influence in the Solomon Islands. It 
is the study of a traditional, subsistent rural society changing into an increasingly monetised urban society, 
which brings with it problems of environmental contamination, housing shortage and overcrowding.
(28 min, 1995)

Preparing for and 
Living with Natural 
Disasters

Australia’s diverse landscape and climate has always been subject to many environmental hazards. This 
programme demonstrates how property can be protected and lives saved with well-coordinated disaster 
management plans. (28 min, 2006)

Rainforests

Presented by Richard Morecroft, this video is an excellent introduction to rainforests, providing information 
on their nature and structure and the role of light, water, soils, fauna, and vegetation in a rainforest. The 
video concludes with ideas that summarise the main points of view about logging rainforests, leaving 
viewers to develop their own opinions. (21 min, 1987)

Reclaiming Our Earth: 
Salinity Success Stories

This programme provides two case studies of farms that have rehabilitated their salt-stricken land using a 
number of different methods and given hope to other communities around Australia. (21 min, 2002)
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Recycling Processes: 
How Is It Done, What 
Does It Save?

This programme looks at why we should recycle and what happens to waste material once it has been 
sent for recycling. The recycling processes for paper, glass, aluminium, iron, concrete, oil, and water are all 
examined. (21 min, 1991)

Refugees: Far From 
Home (Junior Version)

As a teacher, you face the possibility of having students with sensitivities to the refugee issue. This video 
examines what it is like to be a refugee, why people become refugees and what we as a community can do 
about it. Students will learn how to analyse their own and others values and gain some understanding about 
the values of a socially just society. (8 min, 2001)

Refugees: Rebuilding 
Shattered Lives (Senior 
Version)

Refugees are internally displaced persons and asylum seekers and immigrants. By becoming aware of the 
circumstances which lead to refugee status and the condition of refugees, students may develop a concern 
for the welfare, rights and dignity of all people. The programme may be used as a tool to engage students 
in thinking through the need to value law, to seek peaceful ways of resolving conflict and to recognise the 
responsibilities of all citizens in a democracy. (10 min, 2001)

River Health: Caring for 
Our Waterways

This beautifully-filmed programme examines our impacts on rivers, river management and ways of assessing 
river health. (29 min, 2005)

River Landforms: From 
Source to Sea

Using examples from around the world, this film looks in detail at the landscapes and features along the 
courses of rivers, examining the processes that have shaped them over thousands of years. Topics include: 
sources of rivers, erosion, transportation, deposition, drainage basins and patterns, flood plains, levees, 
terraces, meanders, sandstone, granite, and limestone landforms. (27 min, 1996)

Rotorua: A Case Study 
in Sustainable Tourism

Rotorua is a popular tourist destination in New Zealand that attracts around four million visitors every year. 
This programme examines the Rotorua tourism industry; its economic, social and environmental impacts; 
and explores ways to make tourism sustainable. It features interviews from a range of tourism businesses.
(24 min, 2012)

Rural-Urban Migration: 
Push and Pull Factors

This film takes a look at the push factors that encourage people to move away from rural areas, and the pull 
factors that draw them to cities, known as urban shift or urban migration. Cities however, also have their own 
push factors, and modern technology has encouraged some people to move back to rural areas, known as 
counter-urbanisation. (19 min, 2001)

Simply Living: Towards 
a Sustainable Future

What does ‘Sustainable Development’ mean? Radically changing our lifestyles to be sustainable? Is there 
a compromise? What are the arguments for and against sustainability? These questions, and more, are 
examined in this programme. (22 min, 2003)

Sustainable 
Agriculture: Managing 
Our Land for the Future

This programme presents four case studies of sustainable agriculture, including whole form planning (inputs, 
outputs, erosion control, soil management, tree planting, water management, and salinity control), landcare, 
permaculture, and inner city gardens. (24 min, 1997)

Sustainable Forestry: 
Timber Production and 
Conservation

How can land and resource use be ecologically sustainable, especially in forestry? Solutions are offered by 
plantations that can be used to supplement timber taken from native forests. Forest conservation and the 
preservation of rare and endangered species is a priority for resource managers. To conserve our natural 
heritage the use and misuse of renewable resources must be addressed. (29 min, 1995)

Sustainable Settlement 
Issues

Sustainability in urban areas is coming into sharp focus as urban residents struggle to cope with social, 
economic and environmental issues. This programme examines the concept of urban sustainability and the 
changes that can be made to improve quality of life locally, nationally and globally. (24 min, 1997)

Sustainable Urban 
Living: A South 
American Case Study

Curitiba in Brazil is known for its innovative ideas in sustainable urban management. This case study looks 
at the city's initiatives and how these have benefited residents, including planning for parks and gardens, 
alleviating flooding and squatter settlements, garbage and recycling operations, and the environmental 
benefits. (25 min, 2003)
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The Australian Farm 
Environment

Knowledge of the complex interactions contained in a farm environment, and their contribution to 
a successful business enterprise; is an important part of understanding the agricultural industry. This 
programme explains and illustrates the inputs, outputs, processes and boundaries of farm systems, as well 
as the factors that affect production. These include: climate, soils, weeds, pests, diseases, microbes, and 
invertebrates. (26 min, 2004)

The Christchurch 
Earthquake: A Case 
Study

This video explores earthquakes by examining the one that struck Christchurch in February 2011. The 
first part of the video focuses on the Earth’s structure and seismic events, while the second part contains 
accounts from a range of stakeholders in responding to and recovering after the earthquake. (30 min, 2013)

The Science of Pollution

What is pollution, what causes it, and where is it found? Who will take charge of the big clean up? This 
programme answers these questions while discussing how pollution impacts the environment and its 
disastrous consequences. It includes studies of greenhouse gases, oil, fossil fuels, plastic, litter, and human 
waste. (33 min, 2009)

The Sherpas of Nepal: 
Their Changing 
Environment and 
Community

The Sherpas of Nepal live around the Everest region, trading wool and salt from Tibet for hides, dried 
potatoes and other foods. When the Chinese took over Tibet, the Sherpas had to look for other sources of 
revenue, subsequently trading more with India. (21 min, 1998)

The Use of Irrigation 
in the Murray-Darling 
Basin

This programme examines the development of irrigation and irrigation methods to give students an 
understanding of the use of water in the MDB for the production of fruit, pastures, rice, and cotton. Possible 
future developments are also outlined. (19 min, 2009)

The World's Water Crisis This programme looks at the world’s dwindling fresh water supply. We examine how much fresh water there 
is on Earth, how much is locked in polar ice caps, and how much is available. (19 min, 2009)

Urban Development
This programme examines urban development by considering the geographical processes involved, 
perceptions and responses of various groups, and the management and decision making required.
(21 min, 2006)

Urban Dynamics: 
Suburbanisation and 
the Mechanism of 
Urban Sprawl

This programme lists the advantages and disadvantages of high urban density, and compares them to the 
environmental and economic issues associated with low urban density. (16 min, 2005)

Vietnam: Impact of Aid 
on a Developing Nation

Vietnam today is in transition, in an effort to double living standards the government has introduced a policy 
of reform known locally as Doi Moi. For many people living conditions have improved dramatically since the 
introduction of Doi Moi in 1986. But as the people embrace a free market economy the shift away from a 
centrally planned system the gap between rich and poor is widening. (30 min, 1995)

Waste Disposal: Think 
Globally, Act Locally

Where does your garbage go? A look at landfill operations, recycling, composting, toxic waste treatment 
and alternative productivity. This programme also encourages the student to find ways to reduce their own 
waste. (23 min, 1991)

Water in Australia: The 
Importance of Water in 
our Lives (Years 7-10)

This programme looks at water in all its facets: the different states of water, water for life, the effect of water 
on the landscape, the water cycle, water resources, and controlling waters. It is designed for students in years 
7 to 10. (21 min, 1985)

Water: A Precious 
Resource

This video examines water as an important resource for survival. Particularly, this video will examine 
groundwater, the water table, its depletion, and methods to conserve water. The restricted availability of 
water for consumption is also highlighted to emphasise the importance of conserving water. (13 min, 2014)

GEOGRAPHY
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Water: Australia as 
an International Case 
Study

From the tap in your own home to the mighty Amazon River, humans often use water without really 
thinking where it has come from or where it is going to. Such a precious resource is often taken for granted 
and this programme looks at how we use and dispose of water in our homes, in industry and on the land. 
The conservation and regulation of water is a topic that is evolving daily and is not restricted by political 
boundaries. (25 min, 2008)

Weather and Climate
How is weather measured and why is it sunny one day and raining the next? This programme explores what 
is weather and how is it measured; how we forecast weather; weather warnings; and the global climate. This 
programme gives excellent insight into the recording and forecasting of weather. (27 min, 2009)

Weather Forecasting

The weather affects everyone and everything on the planet so being able to predict what it will be like has 
numerous advantages. With the invention of the telegraph in the 1830s, it became possible for weather 
reports to be collected in a variety of locations and communicated quickly to a central point. Modern 
methods are described in detail and we see how meteorological bureaus develop forecasts, issue severe 
weather warnings and cooperate with emergency services. (18 min, 2000)

Wetlands

This video examines in detail a wetland area located next door to the site of the Sydney 2000 Olympic 
Games. Being surrounded by one of the world’s major cities, the problems which have plagued Homebush 
Bay, as well as the solutions now being implemented, are typical of many wetland areas worldwide. 
(22 min, 1998)

What Causes 
Volcanoes?  
(Junior Version)

This film is a compilation of the best volcanic footage from around the world with clear explanations of 
what causes the different volcanic types. Mid ocean ridges, volcanoes over trenches, plate tectonics, shield 
volcanoes, and lava viscosity all form part of the discussion. Plate tectonics is the underlying theme for this 
presentation. (22 min, 1985)

What Causes 
Volcanoes?  
(Senior Version)

A compilation of the best volcanic footage from around the world with clear explanations of what causes the 
different volcanic types. Mid ocean ridges, volcanoes over trenches, plate tectonics, shield volcanoes, and 
lava viscosity all form part of the discussion. Plate tectonics is the underlying theme for this presentation. 
(22 min, 1985)

World Population 
Issues: How Many Is Too 
Many?

The programme provides a historical background to population growth and presents different perspectives 
on how many people the Earth’s resources can support. The issues surrounding population change and 
growth are also explored using case studies from India, Rwanda and China. (27 min, 1998)

World Water Resources: 
Sample Studies

In the developed world, the average house hold uses 700 litres of water a day. By 2025 two thirds of the 
worlds’ population could be living in countries with ‘water stress’. It is not infeasible that one day countries 
will go to war over water. This film has footage from all over the world and focuses especially on the political 
issues provoked by water. (23 min, 1999)
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Civilisations and Ideas

Expansion in the Modern World

Across the world, social, economic and 
industrial advances during the period 
between 1750 and 1918 triggered mass 
movements of people across numerous 
continents. Some went by choice, many more 
were forced. Beginning with the impact of 
the Agricultural and Industrial Revolutions on 
population growth and colonial expansion, 
this programme explores the nature, extent 
and experiences of immigrants and settlers, 
convicts and slaves.

China 1750 – 1918

The Boxer Rebellion

In this programme we trace the origins, 
course and outcomes of the Boxer Rebellion 
and its role in crippling China’s last imperial 
dynasty. The transformation of China from 
a traditional empire into a republic is a 
fascinating tribute to ‘people power’, in even 
the most trying of circumstances.

(16 min, 2016) (9 min, 2015)(12 min, 2015)

ClickView’s picks

History

The Black Death

Spread of the Black Death

This programme looks at the spread of 
the Black Death in the 14th century. From 
theorised origins in Asia, along the famous 
Silk Road trade route to Europe, where the 
‘golden age of trade’ had provided the ideal 
conditions for transmission of the disease, 
while attempts to escape it only further 
contributed to its expansion.

Ancient China

Key Groups in Ancient China

The social hierarchy in Ancient China was 
paramount. Emperors, government officials, 
nobles, peasants, merchants and slaves all 
had their role to play within Chinese society. 
This clip collection looks at each of these key 
groups, examining their daily life and the role 
law and religion played throughout society.

Ancient Egypt

The Geography of Ancient Egypt

This programme explores the captivating 
civilisation of Ancient Egypt, with a focus 
on the critical importance of the country’s 
geography. Find out how the Nile River and 
its resources sustained daily life, enhanced 
the Pharaoh’s power, led to the development 
of writing, and provided a vital transport 
and communications link which unified the 
nation for thousands of years. 

(9 min, 2014)(16 min, 2015)(25 min, 2013)

Globalising World

Australian Pop Culture 1960s - 1970s

The 1960s and 70s were a time of political 
and social turbulence, and this context had 
a significant impact on popular culture. 
Despite the inundation of American and 
British pop culture, Australians were making 
waves at home and internationally with 
Skippy, the Bee Gees, Mad Max, AC/DC and 
Dawn Fraser. 
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A Continent for a 
Nation: The Path to 
Federation

This informative programme reveals the eccentric natures of Australia's founding fathers and follows the 
path of a constitution dropped by politicians then revived by the people. Learn why our first Prime Minister 
was called Tosspot Toby and why Henry Parkes - the man known as the father of federation - actually 
dumped the idea. (31 min, 2001)

Aboriginal History: Life 
Stories and Aboriginal 
Views

Featuring interviews with prominent Aboriginal figures, this programme traces Aboriginal views of history. 
Drawing on significant dates in Australian history, the programme allows Aboriginal people to tell their 
versions of events that have shaped Australia. Aboriginal people speak openly about cultural dispossession 
and resistance, and give vivid accounts of life on the missions. (24 min, 1995)

Ancient China

This series explores the history and social hierarchy of ancient China. It looks at Confucius and his life, teachings and 
the myths that surround him. It also investigates the key groups of Chinese society, and the role law and religion 
played throughout society.

(35 min, 2013)

This series includes the following titles:

Ancient China: Life of Confucius (10 min)

Key Groups in Ancient China (25 min)

Ancient Egypt

Ancient Egypt rose to dominate the Middle East for thousands of years because of its natural resources, political 
unity and military strength. This series examines the importance of the Nile, looks at trade with other African 
peoples, and explores two key military campaign against their Eastern neighbours.

(29 min, 2015)

This series includes the following titles:

The Geography of Ancient Egypt (16 min)

Trade and Conflict in Ancient Egypt (13 min)

Ancient Greece

While the ancient Greeks lived in separate city-states, most shared a common language, culture and belief system. 
This series explores life in Athens and Sparta and beliefs about war and death.

(28 min, 2014)

This series includes the following titles:

Ancient Greece - Athens and Sparta (14 min)

Ancient Greece - War and Death (14 min)

Anzac Day: World War 
One (Senior)

Presented by Richard Morecroft, this excellent programme gives an Australian perspective to World War 
One. Standing on a giant map of pre-war Europe, Richard provides a background to the war and how it 
started. The film covers the moving story of Australians at Gallipoli and other Australian campaigns. Without 
glorifying war, we examine the impact of WW I on Australia. (20 min, 1985)

Assimilation Series

In the 1920s and 30s, a concern for ‘racial purity’ and the doctrine of Eugenics became an obsession in many 
countries. The first programme explores early views on race, and the attitudes of Indigenous and non-Indigenous 
people. The second programme focuses on assimilation policies and examines why such policies failed.

(52 min, 2006)

This series includes the following titles:

Genocide by Another Name (26 min)

We Have Survived (26 min)

Australia as a Global 
Citizen

After World War Two, Australia broke free from its ties with England and began operating on an international 
level, as a global citizen. This programme explores Australia’s role within the UN, including UNESCO, the UN 
conventions and East Timor, as well as its regional agreements, such as the Colombo Plan. (22 min, 2010)

Australia Since World 
War Two

Featuring interviews with Malcolm Fraser, Aden Ridgeway, Robert Manne and Humphrey McQueen, this 
fascinating programme looks at some of the major social changes in Australia since 1945. (27 min, 2006)

AR = Additional Resources
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Australian Bushrangers 
(Years 7-10)

Why has Ned Kelly become one of Australia’s most popular folk heroes? Silent movie footage will capture 
students’ interest. An indepth look at what shaped the Australian character of today, the impact on the 
language and traditions of an emerging nation and the processes, often harsh and lengthy, of becoming law 
abiding citizens. (50 min, 1986)

Australian Explorers

This series focuses on Australian explorers such as Captain Cook, Bass and Flinders, the obstacles they faced during 
their journeys, and how they have influenced modern Australian life. It also uses classroom re-enactments to bring 
to life an explorer’s journey across the Blue Mountains.

(37 min, 1998)

This series includes the following titles:

Part 1 (20 min)

Part 2 (17 min)

Australian Gold Rushes 
(Years 7-10)

The first part of this programme focuses on early recordings and discoveries of gold by Hargraves, Tom and 
Lister. Then it shifts to the gold fever, Eureka Stockate, riot at Lambing Flat, and gold towns. The third part 
focuses on alluvial methods, reef mining methods and deep shaft methods. (21 min, 1986)

Australian Government

This programme gives an explanation of the three levels of government and the major distinctions between 
them. Surveys have shown that one of the main areas of confusion that people have about government is 
the difference between federal, state and local levels. The main differences are highlighted as well as any 
similarities. (21 min, 2000)

Australian History

This series examines a range of significant events in Australian history. It explores the First Australians, European 
settlement, the White Australia Policy, the Great Depression, the Vietnam War, the Stolen Generation, World War II, 
the Mabo decision, the 2000 Sydney Olympics and much more. 

(46 min, 2002)

This series includes the following titles:

Part 1: From Contact and Colonisation to the 1920s (23 min)

Part 2: The 1920s to the End of the Century (23 min)

Australian Migration

This series explores the history of Australian migration from 1788 to the present day. Segmented into three sections, 
it looks at the colonisation of Australia and the Gold Rush period, the federation and development of Australia, 
including the Immigration Restriction Act, and the rise of multiculturalism. 

(43 min, 2013)

This series includes the following titles:

Post WWII (1945 Onwards) (15 min)

The Colonial Years (1788-1900) (14 min)

The Federation Years (1901-1945) (14 min)

Australian Women’s 
Heritage Series

This series looks at the history of women in Australia, and the significant historical events that occurred. It examines 
the lives of women during the Depression and Gold Rush, covers both World Wars, and looks at immigration, voting, 
the post-war baby boom, contraception, work, equal pay and much more.

(67 min, 2004)

This series includes the following titles:

1788-1901 (25 min)

1901-1945 (21 min)

1945-1986 (21 min)

Australian National 
Identity

This programme explores the national identity of Australia, and the events, people, actions and conflicts that 
have helped to shape our unique identity. It traces the transformation of Australia’s identity from one that 
was dependent on race, gender and cultural background, to one that is more inclusive. (20 min, 2010)
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Australians in Vietnam

Australia's involvement in, and reaction to, the war in Vietnam. Australia first sent troops to Vietnam in 1962, 
and increased this commitment, to include Operation Vietcong and Operation Full-On. By 1968, as Australian 
forces rose to over 8,000, opposition to conscription led to huge public protests. Australian forces withdrew 
in 1972, with a ceasefire signed in 1973. (34 min, 1990)

Causes of World War 
One: What Caused the 
Great War?

This programme investigates the causes of the Great War, by examining the three “isms” – militarism, 
nationalism and imperialism. Other factors that are considered include the Alliance system, the fall of 
Bismarckian Diplomacy, the July Crisis, and the Schlieffen Plan. (23 min, 1999)

China 1750 – 1918

This three-part series looks at the final centuries of China’s last imperial dynasty to the end of World War One, and 
the way in which the Opium Wars and the Boxer Rebellion helped bring about the end of imperialism in China.

(34 min, 2015)

This series includes the following titles:

The Boxer Rebellion (12 min)

The Opium Wars (10 min)

The Qing Dynasty (12 min)

Civilisations and Ideas

This series provides an overview of the important features of key historical periods—from ancient through to 
modern times—to help learners understand broad patterns of historical change.

(70 min, 2016)

This series includes the following titles:

Conflict and Peace in the 20th Century (TBA)

Technology and Innovation in the 20th Century (TBA)

The Ancient to the Modern World (18 min)

The Ancient World (22 min)

The Birth of World Religions (15 min)

The Renaissance, Scientific Revolution and Enlightenment (15 min)

Conflict in Indochina: 
Post WWII

This programme deals with conflict in Indochina, from the 1956 Geneva conference and “Americanisation” to 
the peace movement and agreement, the withdrawal of US troops, and the collapse of the South. 
(30 min, 1999)

Conflict in the Modern 
World: Origins of World 
War 1 and 2

This programme shows key moments from 20th century history brought to life with original footage and 
clear, accessible commentary. It is divided into three sections: the Origins of World War One, Versailles and 
the League of Nations, and the Rise of Germany. (25 min, 2008)

Convict Life in 1788

This dramatised programme explores the journey of the First Fleet and re-enacts the early years of British 
colonisation of Australia. Using original maps and archival drawings, Vincent Wren looks at life in "Old Sydney 
Town", and traces our convict past. Plans for the colony, geographical features, law enforcement, building 
techniques, and the hardships of early colonial life are all examined in this enthralling programme.
(31 min, 2003)

Deconstructing 
Australian History

This series explores Australian history and focuses on a variety of events that affected the country. These include 
the Eureka stockade, organised labour between the 1800s and the 21st century, the Great Depression, involvement 
in the Vietnam War, and a series of Australian government immigration policies.

(229 min, 2009)

This series includes the following titles:

Eureka (41 min)

Organised Labour (45 min)
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The Great Depression (49 min)

Vietnam War (47 min)

White Australia Policy (47 min)

East Timor, Australia 
and Indonesia: A 
Tortured Triangle

This programme uses rarely seen archival footage from a variety of sources to show the changing 
relationships between the three countries over a 30-year period. (45 min, 2000)

East Timor: From 
Colonisation to 
Independence

This programme looks at key developments since 1974 in the history of East Timor and the events 
surrounding the referendum in August 1999. (63 min, 2000)

Exploring Indigenous 
Australia Series

This series examines Indigenous Australia and the events that followed European settlement. Topics covered 
include the kinship system, the Tent Embassy, Eddie Mabo, the coming of the Europeans, wars, massacres, disease, 
dispossession, reserves, racism, stolen generations, missions, land rights and much more. 

(132 min, 1999)

This series includes the following titles:

Indigenous Organisations Today (21 min)

Land, Kinship and Culture (25 min)

Missions, Settlements and Reserves (28 min)

The Aboriginal Civil Rights Movement (28 min)

White Australia Has a Black History (30 min)

Faces in the Street 
Series

From Tribes to Boat 
People

This programme looks at the population and diversity of people in Australia. It examines the Indigenous 
population, how the ethnic mix of Australia has changed over time, the migration of Europeans and other 
groups, and much more. (22 min, 2009)

Globalising World

Join our young hosts as they count down pop culture achievements and events in music, film, television and sport 
that have defined Australian generations since World War Two.

(46 min, 2009)

This series includes the following titles:

Australian Pop Culture 1940s - 1950s (9 min)

Australian Pop Culture 1960s - 1970s (9 min)

Australian Pop Culture 1980s - 1990s (10 min)

Australian Pop Culture Since 2000 (10 min)

Growing Up in Australia 
Series

This series explores growing up in Australia. It covers topics such as the development of Australia’s white history 
and colonial community, the effects of war and the threat of unemployment and poverty, the changing lives of 
Australian youth, and the emergence of the new sub-group of ‘teenagers’.

(75 min, 2004)

This series includes the following titles:

1788-1901 (25 min)

1901-1946 (25 min)

1946-1985 (25 min)

HISTORY
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HNN History Series

This series turns back the clock and explores important events in Australian history. These events include the Great 
Depression, the Vietnam War and the aftermath, the Eureka Stockade and the aftermath, organised labour, and the 
White Australia Policy.

(187 min, 2006)

This series includes the following titles:

Australia and the Great Depression (30 min)

Australia and the Vietnam War (32 min)

Eureka - The True Story - Investigating History (32 min)

The Eureka Stockade (31 min)

The History of Organised Labour in Australia (30 min)

The White Australia Policy (32 min)

Inquiry Skills in the 
Study of History

In this entertaining but informative programme, we follow two students as they explore the elements behind 
the essential inquiry skills in the study of history. We look at the process of historical research, how to write 
focus questions and a hypothesis, examine the differences between primary and secondary sources, evaluate 
sources, and develop and appropriately format historical responses. (21 min, 2010)

Investigating History

This clip explores the range of sources that can be used in a historical investigation, including archaeological 
and written sources. It begin by looking at how artefacts are classified both by their materials and uses. 
Next, the role of archival material from the event, such as diaries or letters, as well as from other historical 
investigations or periods, such as journal articles and newspaper reports, is described. 
(37 min, 2014)

Investigating Local 
Histories

This series looks at local histories with assistance from the NSW Heritage Assistance Program and the Heritage 
Council of NSW. It shows simple, effective ways to conduct your own heritage site study using interviews and other 
methods, and examines the history and people living on three very different streets.

(44 min, 1996)

This series includes the following titles:

Investigating Heritage: How to Undertake a Heritage Study (22 min)

Streetscape Studies: Observation, Investigation and Participation (22 min)

Japan Under the 
Shoguns

For nearly 700 years, Japan was ruled by a series of military leaders known as shoguns. The first half of this 
clip provides a chronological timeline of key events from the imperial Nara and Heian periods through to 
the three shogunates: Kamakura, Muromachi and Tokugawa. The second half looks at the way of life in 
shogunate Japan (social, cultural, political and economic). (19 min, 2014)

Knights and Castles: 
Life behind the 
Drawbridge

During the Middle Ages, castles held the key to power and dominated the landscape. This programme 
examines the structure and purpose of castles, castle life, knights, war, and the end of castles. It also looks at 
why they were built, life inside them, and the reasons for their demise. (29 min, 1998)

Life at the Beginning of 
the Twentieth Century

This film is an in-depth look at how it was to be alive at the beginning of the 20th century. This programme 
looks at how ordinary people lived at the time, with particular focus on London, the biggest city in the world 
in 1900 with six million inhabitants. (31 min, 2004)

Life in Ancient Egypt: 
History, Culture and 
Everyday Life

This is a general introduction to the history and culture of ancient Egypt. It covers geography, timeline, 
archaeology, death and funerary practices, social structure, marriage and family, personal appearance, the 
home, furnishings, food and social life, peasants and agriculture, craft, transport, and religious life.
(28 min, 1990)

Life under Adolf Hitler: 
A Totalitarian Regime

In Germany between 1933 and 1945, every aspect of life was affected in some way by Adolf Hitler and his 
Nazi Party. In some cases, this worked for the betterment of the average German. However in other cases, 
totalitarian control directed the nation down paths which had an opposite effect. (21 min, 1999)
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Life under Stalin: A 
Totalitarian Regime

Under Stalin’s totalitarian regime, the Soviet Union’s industry prospered and general quality of life improved. 
But this came with sacrifice. Using archival footage and sound recordings, we explore Russian life under 
Stalin. (20 min, 1999)

Maori Land Protests: 
Hikoi and Bastion Point

The 1970s was a period characterised by the push for Indigenous equality and land rights. This programme 
explores the reasons for the 1970s Maori protest movement, the 1975 Hikoi protest march, the Occupation 
Bastion Point in 1977, and how Aotearoa in New Zealand has changed since the protests. (27 min, 2013)

Memories of Jimmy 
Cook

This is the story of the Tharawal people, from Botany Bay, as they recall James Cook from the stories handed 
down over the generations. (23 min, 2000)

Progressive Ideologies
The period between 1750 and 1918 was a time of great political, social and economic change. The very fabric 
of human society and thought was shifting in profound ways. In this programme we dig deep into history to 
examine the major shifts from Imperialism to Nationalism, and Capitalism to Egalitarianism. (20 min, 2011)

Propaganda - 1: WWI - 
Germany and Australia,  
2: WWII - Britain, 
Germany and Australia

This is a collection of archival footage from the propaganda films produced during the First and Second 
World Wars. They came at a stage when the Allies were justifying continuing the war or arousing sufficient 
emotion to gain the support of other Allies. (30 min, 1985)

Rights and Freedoms

Explore the events and impacts of major movements for rights and freedom in the world: the civil rights 
movements in Australia and America, and child rights advancements over the last two centuries. 

(33 min, 1996)

This series includes the following titles:

The Evolution of Child Rights (17 min)

The Freedom Riders - Australian and American Civil Rights (16 min)

The Black Death

A captivating three-part series that effectively conveys the severity and gruesomeness of the deadly disease, 
complete with high quality graphics to explain the spread and impact on all aspects of life, and a re-enactment of 
the symptoms.

(30 min, 2014)

This series includes the following titles:

Impact of the Black Death (11 min)

Spread of the Black Death (9 min)

What Is the Black Death? (10 min)

The Cold War

This series examines the increasing tensions between the Eastern and Western Blocs of post-World War Two Europe, 
with a particular focus on the ultimate weapon of the Cold War - propaganda. The series also describes the effect of 
the spread of communism, and its impact on Asia.

(33 min, 2015)

This series includes the following titles:

Cold War in Europe and Asia (17 min)

Selling Ideologies - Cold War Propaganda (16 min)

The Communist 
Revolution in China

A two-part series that investigates the key events, factors and ideologies which contributed to internal conflict and 
revolution in China, resulting in the creation of a Communist state in 1949.

(27 min, 2015)

This series includes the following titles:

Background to China's Communist Revolution (16 min)

HISTORY
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Events of China's Communist Revolution (11 min)

The Development of 
Australian Government: 
Colonisation, 
Federation and Beyond

In this programme a lively young presenter takes us on a journey through the development of Australia as a 
nation. We start with British colonisation and discover the reasons for Federation, including the importance 
of key figures. We then trace the development of the new nation and discuss the importance of the 
Australian flag, anthem and coat of arms.  (14 min, 2010)

The Development of 
Multiculturalism in 
Australia

The history of multiculturalism in Australia is an interesting journey that has not been without its 
controversies. This programme explores the growth of multiculturalism in Australia from the racist policies 
of the early 1900s through to WWII developments that ultimately led to the current multicultural society that 
Australia enjoys. (21 min, 2010)

The Great Depression

This series looks at the Great Depression and the events that led to it. It examines the impact of World War I, the 
economic, agricultural and societal conditions that lead to the Crash of ’29, the influence of the ‘Gold Standard’, the 
work camps in Canada, high tariffs on imports, and much more.

(58 min, 2004)

This series includes the following titles:

Part 1: Post-War Boom and Bust (30 min)

Part 2: Reaction and Recovery (28 min)

The Industrial 
Revolution

A two-part series that explores the causes and impact of the Industrial Revolution in Britain. The series focuses on 
how the Industrial Revolution became possible, and the short and long terms effects that it had on both people and 
the environment.

(33 min, 2014)

This series includes the following titles:

Causes of the Industrial Revolution (16 min)

Impacts of the Industrial Revolution (17 min)

The Middle East: 
Roadmap or Roadblock 
to Peace?

This programme examines the Israeli-Palestinian conflict and covers a number of defining events that have 
shaped today's Middle East. ABC footage of interviews with politicians and civilians from both sides of the 
conflict is featured throughout. (27 min, 2004)

The Russian Revolution: 
From the Last Tsar to 
Lenin

A revolution overthrowing Romanov rule had been expected in Russia for some decades prior to 1917. 
Perhaps the more remarkable feature about it was not that it occurred, but that the Tsarist regime lasted as 
long as it did. This programme covers the major events from the reign of the last Tsar to the death of Lenin.
(22 min, 1998)

The Tokugawa 
Shogunate: Social and 
Foreign Policies

The Tokugawa Shogunate was a period of relative stability, in part due to its strict social and foreign policies. 
This clip explores the social laws and codes that controlled all aspects of Japanese society. The foreign policy 
of ‘Sakoku’ and its demise following Commander Perry’s visit is also examined. (17 min, 2014)

The Treaty of Waitangi: 
An Introduction

Reaching agreement on the meaning and ‘spirit’ of the Treaty of Waitangi has led to fierce debate and 
conflict. This programme considers events prior to the signing, consequences of the signing, differences in 
the two versions of the Treaty, the Treaty in the 20th century, and the Waitangi Tribunal. (23 min, 2013)

The Troubles in 
Northern Ireland

This series explores the history of the troubles in Northern Ireland with a focus on 20th century social and political 
unrest, and the key groups and individuals involved. It also features interviews with academics, MPs, nationalists 
and more.

(32 min, 2012)

This series includes the following titles:

Part 1 (12 min)

Part 2 (9 min)

Part 3 (11 min)
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The Vikings

This engaging series explores essential Viking information in a memorable and fun way which is sure to appeal to 
young history students. 

(36 min, 2014)

This series includes the following titles:

Erik the Red: Viking Legend (9 min)

Viking Expansion (13 min)

Viking Life (14 min)

The Western Front: 
World War One - The 
First Global Conflict

This programme concentrates on the Western Front where all the major combatants believed the war would 
be won or lost. After four years of the bloodiest conflict the world had seen, and after nine million casualties, 
it was won by the entente. (41 min, 1999)

Vietnam History: A 
Culture in Conflict

Suitable for Modern History and Vietnamese studies, this is a presentation of the history and impact of 
conflict from French colonialism to the present. Using remarkable footage on Hanoi and surrounding areas, 
an outline of life in modern Vietnam twenty years after re-unification is discussed. (25 min, 1996)

Women in Australia: 
1890 - 1990

This programme uses archival footage and photographs to portray the changing role of women in Australian 
society over a century, between 1890 and 1990. It has been split into four parts: 1890 – 1907, 1920 – 35, 1939 – 
50, and 1960 – 1900s. (27 min, 1988)

World War One - The 
Australian Home Front

This programme powerfully brings World War One to life using photographic and film sources, original 
songs, newspaper headlines, posters and sketches of the war. Australia at first reacted romantically to the 
war. But with the growing casualties, attitudes slowly changed. This programme examines the home front, 
women's wartime role, recruitment and conscription issues, and the final declaration of peace. (26 min, 1987)

World War Two: A 
Personalised View by 
Stuart Glover

This programme examines the major events and turning points of World War Two, particularly the campaigns 
involving Australian forces, from the perspective of Stuart Glover, who spent four years at sea during the war. 
Glover expresses his own opinion of the naivety of British and Australian attitudes in 1930s. (26 min, 1987)

World War Two - 
Conflict in the Pacfic

This series looks at World War Two and the conflict in the Pacific. It examines the emergence of Japan as a major 
power, the bombing of Darwin and Pearl Harbour, the Atomic bomb and the subsequent controversy over its use, 
the Battle of Midway, the consequences of the war in the Pacific and much more.

(52 min, 2004)

This series includes the following titles:

Part 1: 1937–1942 (24 min)

Part 2: 1942–1952 (28 min)
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Languages

Gakusei Seikatsu!

This programme is entirely in Japanese. 
Two young native speakers, Yui and Yayoi, 
introduce themselves to us and tell us about 
student life in Japan. We gain an insight into 
their life in Japan, including school and the 
education system, family life, sports and 
hobbies, and food.

An Introduction to France

This programme introduces Paris, and looks 
at a region west of Paris where the Dubois 
family live in the country, and continues 
to take us travelling all around France. The 
programme also doubles up as a language 
programme by introducing French words 
that are relevant to what we see.

Une Journée à Paris

In this charming programme we join Sophie 
and Pierre as they spend a day in Paris 
visiting some famous monuments - the 
Louvre, Arc de Triomphe, Eiffel Tower and 
Notre Dame. Throughout the programme 
we see simple French at work in practical 
situations, with the option of displaying 
French subtitles.

La Mode et La Cuisine

This programme looks at fashion and food 
through the eyes of French people. In a 
question and answer format, an array of 
information about both significant elements 
of French culture is discussed in an informal, 
conversational way in French, making an 
ideal learning resource for middle to senior 
level students.

Les Fêtes en France

This programme explores five of the most 
significant celebrations: Pâques, Mardi Gras, 
Poisson d’avril, La Fête Nationale and Noël. 
It addresses the importance of cultural 
awareness in learning a language, and 
enables us to recognise shared traditions as 
we see social interactions in diverse contexts.

(13 min, 2009) (22 min, 2009)(23 min, 2002)

(13 min, 2011) (16 min, 2011)

Language
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ClickView’s picks

Legal Studies

An Introduction to Criminal and 
Civil Law

This programme focuses on the differences 
between criminal and civil law and examines 
what constitutes a criminal act, the difference 
between a summary and indictable offence, 
and the principles of criminal liability. It 
discusses civil law and its purpose, and looks 
at Law of Torts and Law of Contract.

Alternative Dispute Resolution

This programme outlines a range of 
alternative dispute resolutions, how they 
work, their suitability for different situations, 
and their effectiveness, with mediation, 
negotiation, arbitration and collaborative 
approaches to law examined in detail.

The Adversary System

This programme examines the adversary 
system of trial used in Australia, the US and 
the UK. It examines the adversary system, the 
role of the parties, the role of the judge, the 
need for rules of evidence and procedure, 
standard and burden of proof, legal 
representation, and the inquisitorial system.

Rights and Responsibilities for 
Young People

In this programme we look at the age 
of criminal responsibility, the rights of 
children when arrested, the children’s court, 
penalties imposed on young offenders, and 
alternatives to court.

Human Rights

In this programme we learn what human 
rights are and why they are important. We 
look at the development of human rights, 
the United Nations, promoting and enforcing 
human rights, protecting human rights in 
Australia, and contemporary issues in human 
rights.

(26 min, 2007)(28 min, 2008)

(21 min, 2010) (21 min, 2007) (12 min, 2015)

(22 min, 2010)

Australian Criminal Law

Determining Criminal Sentences in 
Australia

This programme explores the types of 
sentencing imposed on criminal offenders in 
Australia and the factors taken into account 
when determining sentences. Current 
practices include fines, community orders, 
home detention and prison terms.
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A Day in Court: Young 
People and the Criminal 
Justice Process

This programme examines what constitutes as a crime, what happens to a person when they commit a crime, 
and what rights they and the police have. (29 min, 2002)

Alternative Dispute 
Resolution

This programme outlines a range of alternative dispute resolutions, how they work, their suitability for 
different situations, and their effectiveness, with mediation, negotiation, arbitration and collaborative 
approaches to law examined in detail. (28 min, 2008)

An Introduction to 
Criminal and Civil Law

This programme focuses on the differences between criminal and civil law. It explores criminal acts by 
considering the difference between a summary and indictable offence, and examines the principles of 
criminal liability. It also dicusses civil law and its two branches: Law of Torts and Law of Contract. 
(26 min, 2007)

Australian Criminal Law

This two part series looks at the intentions behind and reasons for different types of sentencing in criminal cases in 
Australia, and considers the effectiveness of various sanctions.

(25 min, 2015)

This series includes the following titles:

Determining Criminal Sentences in Australia (12 min)

Purposes of Criminal Sanctions in Australia (13 min)

Classroom Video Issues

Is Australia a Just Society?

There are many marginalised groups in Australia, such as the indigenous population, migrants and single 
parents. Do these groups really have equal access to health, education, legal representation and other 
resources that society has to offer? This programme examines these important issues, demonstrating that 
while on the surface Australians appear to have a very fair society and high standards of living; we should not 
simply accept this on face value. (16 min, 2009)

Contract Law
This programme investigates the nature of formal and informal contracts. The use of dramatised scenarios 
and expert interviews will help students to understand the complexities of various contracts, as well as 
strategies to implement when difficulties arise. (28 min, 2006)

Court Procedures in 
Criminal and Civil Law

This programme discusses the differences between criminal and civil procedures, focusing on how the 
Magistrates Court deals with summary and indictable offences, and the trial procedure in the County Court. It 
also looks at out-of-court settlements, civil disputes, and criminal trials. (26 min, 2007)

Crime Justice and the 
Law Series

This series covers questions such as what is the objective of criminal sanctions imposed on individuals found guilty 
of breaking laws, how do we punish criminals, and what is a just outcome for the individual and the community? It 
also explores the work of Australia’s attorney-general, magistrates and judges.

(76 min, 1995)

This series includes the following titles:

The Objectives of Criminal Punishment (26 min)

Sentencing: The Attainment of Justice (25 min)

Types of Criminal Sanctions (25)

Crimes Against the 
Environment

This programme on ‘green crime’ introduces transgressive criminology and the wider concept of harm, and 
links crimes against the environment to ideologies. It investigates the paradox of economic growth and 
consumption versus the need to curb global warming and deforestation. (22 min, 2012)

Democracy and the 
Role of the Individual

This programme outlines the various ways in which an individual can and does participate in the democracy 
of Australian society. (25 min, 2006)

LEGAL STUDIES

Legal Studies
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LEGAL STUDIES

Democracy in Australia: 
An Introduction

Using attention-grabbing images and colourful animations, our youthful presenter takes students on a 
whirlwind tour of the basics of the Australian democratic system. We begin with an overview of Australia's 
secular representative government and major parties, followed by a step-by-step outline of the electoral 
process and three levels of government. (13 min, 2010)

Evaluating the Legal 
System

How effective is our legal system? Case studies from various courts in Australia illustrating some limitations 
on the Australian legal system. (31 min, 2003)

First Time Voters
This programme follows the path of five first-time voters in the weeks of the Federal Election campaign 
of 2007. Exploring their level of interest in the election, this programme aims to determine their attitudes 
towards our democratic system. (18 min, 2008)

Government and Law 
Making

This programme examines our three levels of government, how laws are created and the structure and 
role of the Australian parliamentary system. It discusses the role of the Commonwealth Constitution in 
establishing the Federal parliament and the way powers are divided. (22 min, 2008)

Governing Australia 
Series

Using everyday examples that students can easily relate to, this series covers how Australia’s laws are made by our 
three levels of government: municipal, state or territory, and Commonwealth. It also features an explanation of the 
roles and responsibilities of the three levels of government.

(43 min, 2004)

This series includes the following titles:

How Our Laws Are Made (22 min)

Our Three Levels of Government (21 min)

Human Rights
Our basic human rights, which often we take for granted, have come as the result of years of hard work. This 
video looks at the importance of these fundamental rights and the terrible consequences of compromising 
them. It looks at the history of human rights, and how they are promoted and enforced. (22 min, 2010)

International Law and 
Global Governance

This informative programme provides a broad definition of international law by explaining state sovereignty, 
domestic law and international law. It presents the importance of the United Nations and international courts 
and tribunes, as well as the role of organisations such as NATO, IMF and Red Cross. (22 min, 2011)

Justice and Social 
Responsibility

The term social justice and responsibility is said to be a “utopian” concept and impossible to achieve. Does 
this mean that the individuals in society should not try to achieve it? This programme features interviews 
with Tim Costello and Julian Burnside, as well as Christine King from Reconciliation Australia and Karam 
Abduladeem, a former refugee held in mandatory detention. (32 min, 2008)

Law, Justice and 
Society: The Changing 
Nature of the Law

This programme will help students examine the concepts of law and justice, and how these concepts are 
shaped by the nature of our society. (25 min, 2006)

Mandatory Sentencing: 
The Issues

This programme examines the background to mandatory sentencing, the views of a range of concerned 
parties and two major case studies of imprisonment. (19 min, 2000)

Rights and 
Responsibilities for 
Young People

In this programme, we look at the age of criminal responsibility, the rights of children when arrested, the 
children’s court, penalties imposed on young offenders, and alternatives to court. (21 min, 2000)
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Rules and Laws: Why 
Do We Have Them? How 
Are They Made?

This programme begins by comparing rules in games to rules in society. It then uses simple, play-acted 
situations involving a group of roller bladers to illustrate why we have rules, and what happens if they are not 
followed, or if they are unfair. The role of courts, and concepts such as tradition, custom, social order, justice, 
and fairness are presented in a vivid and uncomplicated way. (13 min, 1994)

Smoking, Justice and 
the Law

In October 2001, cancer victim Rolah McCabe sued the British American Tobacco corporation for damages. 
This programme examines important issues raised by the ensuing court case. (22 min, 2003)

Standing for the Senate This programme explores what’s involved in running for the Senate, using the campaign of Charmaine Clarke 
as a case study. (17 min, 1999)

The Adversary System

This programme investigates the adversary system, as used in Australia, USA and the UK. It examines key 
features of the system, the role of the parties and the judge, the need for rules of evidence and procedure, 
standard and burden of proof, the need for legal representation, and compares it with the inquisitorial 
system. (21 min, 2007)

The Australian Jury 
System

In this information-packed programme we define what a jury is, explain eligibility for jury service and 
detail how juries are selected and empanelled. We also explore the role of a jury during the trial, debate 
the advantages and disadvantages of this system, and discuss reforms and possible alternatives to the jury 
system. (21 min, 2011)

The Criminal 
Investigation Process

This exceptional programme examines the criminal investigation process in Australia via the dramatised 
story of an armed robbery at a typical suburban convenience store. We provide an introduction to the role 
of police and the responsibility of citizens to report crime, followed by a detailed procedural overview of 
collecting evidence, arresting suspects, detention, charging, summons, bail, and remand. (17 min, 2011)

The Law Reform Process

Laws play a fundamental role in keeping social order in the world, but what happens when society changes 
and a law becomes outdated? In this programme we examine how laws are reviewed and changed; we 
delve into why we change laws; the role of formal law reform bodies, individuals, parliament, and courts in 
changing the law, as well as the factors that sometimes delay change. (22 min, 2010)

Tort Law

When an individual breaches the civil rights of another, it is known as a civil wrong or tort. This programme 
outlines the definition and purpose of tort law, including negligence, nuisance, trespass, and defamation. 
Viewers will see how many problems can be addressed, and legal experts explain how tort Law was 
developed. (27 min, 2006)

Young People and the 
Law

This programme looks at possible scenarios where young people (aged 10-20) may encounter the law.
(26 min, 2003)

AR = Additional Resources
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ClickView’s picks

Mathematics

Exploring Fractions

In this action-packed programme we slice 
and dice fruit into various fractions; adding, 
subtracting and further dividing plump 
fruit pieces as we demonstrate the basics of 
working with fractions. Students will learn 
about the parts of a fraction (numerator and 
denominator), types of fractions (equivalent, 
proper, improper, mixed), and adding and 
subtracting fractions.

Algebra: The Basics

This programme explains the basic concepts 
of algebra, including number patterns, 
pronumerals, algebraic expressions, order of 
operations, and expanding and simplifying. 
Asia’s natural landscapes and cityscapes are 
used to bring these abstract concepts to life.

Mean, Median and Outliers 

This clip explores the effect of outliers on 
measures of central tendency - mean and 
median. The lengths of time that swimmers 
stay underwater is collected, and mean and 
median values are calculated. Identify the 
outlier and discover the impact it has on the 
mean and median values.

Proving Congruent Triangles

While building a barbeque shelter, our 
narrator’s boss puts her geometry skills to 
the test by asking her to mathematically 
prove that five triangular roof trusses are 
congruent triangles. Follow along as she 
applies SSS, SAS, ASA, and AAS proofs to her 
handiwork. 

Small and Large Time Scales

This clip demonstrates the usefulness of 
scientific notation (standard form) to express 
very large and small numbers. Examples 
worked through include evolutionary time 
periods, blinking, and the speed of light. 

Drawing Prisms

This clip explores prisms and uses computer 
graphics to show the aerial, front and side 
views of many different prisms. Throughout 
the clip, students are prompted to make 
their own drawings of different views of 3-D 
prisms.

(18 min, 2011)

(5 min, 2014) (5 min, 2014)

(21 min, 2011)

(6 min, 2015)

(4 min, 2015)
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Algebra: The Basics

This programme explains the basic concepts of algebra, including number patterns, pronumerals, algebraic 
expressions, order of operations, expanding and simplifying. Asia's natural landscapes and cityscapes are 
used to bring to these abstract concepts to life for students who are new to algebra or refining their skills.
(21 min, 2011)

Algebraic Variables and 
Index Laws

This clip defines constants and variables before going on to apply index laws to variables using positive 
integer indices and the zero index. It covers how to simplify equations by adding, subtracting, multiplying 
and dividing indices. This programme is ideal for introducing or reinforcing concepts. (4 min, 2014)

Basic Geometrical Ideas This programme covers some of the core concepts of geometry. Students will learn about the features of 
parallel and intersecting lines, circles, triangles, and quadrilaterals. (24 min, 2015)

Bivariate Data and Pool 
Use

Using graphs, this clip investigates how the number of people at the local pool changes over the course of a 
day. Follow along as lines and curves of best fit are drawn for the data and used to interpret the data. This clip 
explores parabolas, the coefficient of determination, interpolation, and extrapolation. (7 min, 2015)

Calculating Duration 
across Time Zones

Calculating flight distances within and across time zones is a common need. This clip investigates the arrival 
and departure times of someone travelling within and across times zones in Australia and Asia, using both 
12-hour and 24-hour time. Ideal for applying mathematical concepts to real world situations. (5 min, 2014)

Congruence and 
Similarity in Plane 
Shapes

This clip follows a ‘tradie’ narrator as she mathematically proves that she is creating sunshade shapes that are 
congruent or similar to the equipment they are covering. By applying logical reasoning, she is able to work 
through her proofs step-by-step. (4 min, 2014)

Congruent Shapes and 
Transformations

Our narrator is planning the layout of a new playground; she needs to recognise properties that determine 
congruence and which transformations create congruent figures. Follow along as she determines whether 
two figures are congruent after transformations (translation, reflection, rotation). (5 min, 2014)

Drawing Prisms

This clip explores prisms and uses computer graphics to show the aerial, front and side views of many 
different prisms. Throughout the clip, students are prompted to make their own drawings of different views 
of 3D prisms and to sketch the 3D prism shape represented by the 2D base and faces provided.
(4 min, 2015)

Evaluating Statistical 
Claims

This clip investigates statistical data and data displays used in the advertising of a new gym. Follow along to 
find the inconsistencies in the statistics, graphs and pie charts, and discover more about how the media can 
sometimes manipulate statistics and displays to support their claims. (5 min, 2015)

Exploring Fractions

In this action-packed programme we slice and dice fruit into various fractions; adding, subtracting and 
further dividing plump fruit pieces as we demonstrate the basics of working with fractions. Students will 
learn about the parts of a fraction (numerator and denominator), types of fractions (equivalent, proper, 
improper, mixed), and adding and subtracting fractions. (18 min, 2011)

Exponents and Index 
Laws

Exponents and index laws can make manipulations of numbers simpler. In this programme, two situations 
are used to apply index laws to numerical expressions. The first scenario looks at the amount of water 
required for a 16-day yacht trip, while the second scenario involves an examination of a bacteria population.
(6 min, 2014)

Finding the Area of 
Composite Shapes

Our narrator is helping to build a new playground. Her boss needs her to determine the area of different 
zones of the playground, some of which are composite shapes. Follow along as she works through the best 
way to determine the area of each shape, including partitioning. Ideal for applying mathematical concepts to 
real world situations. (5 min, 2014)

MATHEMATICS
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MATHEMATICS

Geometry 2: Surface 
Area of Solids

This programme shows how to measure the dimensions of common 3D objects. The calculations needed to 
obtain their surface areas and volumes are also illustrated. (36 min, 2005)

Geometry of Groove

This series explores the application of geometrical concepts, and the role they play in the music industry. Students 
will learn about symmetry, angles, triangles and other polygons, and how they are applied in home stereo systems 
and studio recording.

(27 min, 2002)

This series includes the following titles:

Part 1: Symmetry and Angles (14 min)

Part 2: Triangles and Polygons (13 min)

Histograms and 
Boxplots of Gym 
Membership

In this clip, histograms and boxplots are used to display the results of a study. This clip introduces important 
terms and concepts including range and median values, upper and lower quartiles, left and right-skewed 
data, boxplot whiskers, and symmetrical and asymmetrical data displays. (6 min, 2015)

Interest, Loans and 
Credit

This vibrant, fast-paced programme takes a mathematical approach to finding the right financing option. 
It explores simple interest, compound interest, and various financing options with or without interest. It 
considers fees and charges, interest earned or paid, and how long it will take to achieve your goal.
(17 min, 2011)

Introducing 
Trigonometric Ratios

This clip shows how to calculate sine, cosine and tangent for given angles in right-angled triangles. Follow 
along as the hypotenuse, adjacent and opposite sides are identified, and the relationships between side 
lengths and ratios are explored. Ideal for introducing or reinforcing concepts. (6 min, 2015)

Investigating 
Population Survey Data

In this clip, multiple surveys investigating the number of times Australians visit the beach each week are 
conducted and analysed. Follow along as the means and medians are calculated for each survey. How survey 
data was obtained and the impact on the results and reliability of the surveys are discussed. (5 min, 2015)

Irrational Numbers: Pi 
and Pies

Pi is a mathematical constant that is fundamental to many mathematical concepts. This programme explores 
how pi is derived by finding the relationship between a circle’s diameter or radius and its circumference, as 
well as the relationship between a circle’s radius and its area. (5 min, 2014)

Linear Functions: An 
Introduction

This programme is an excellent introduction to linear functions. Students, with the aid of "Sharpy the Pencil", 
learn to plot and sketch graphs from linear equations, as well as to derive linear equations from straight line 
graphs. (21 min, 2009)

Mathemania Series 1

This ground-breaking series lifts maths out of the textbook and onto the screen for today’s generation of visual 
learners. The bright, energetic format of the programmes, featuring young presenters and appealing locations, is 
guaranteed to hold the attention of the most reluctant maths student.

(135 min, 2001)

This series includes the following titles:

Algebra: A Piece of Cake - An Introduction to Algebra (20 min)

Fantastic Factorising: An Introduction to Factorising in Algebra (34 min)

Into the Negative Zone! Working with Integers (27 min)

Let's Get It Straight: Linear Equations and Their Graphs (30 min)

That's a Bit Steep: All About Gradients (24 min)
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Mathemania Series 2

The second series of the popular Mathemania programmes is designed to bring maths to life, featuring young 
presenters, easy-to-follow explanations and great graphics. It includes programmes that focus on concepts related 
to measurement and geometry, and statistics and probability.

(133 min, 2004)

This series includes the following titles:

Introducing Probability (24 min)

Introducing Problem Solving (35 min)

Introducing Ratio and Proportion (22 min)

Introducing Statistics (24 min)

Plane and Simple: Areas of Polygons and Circles (28 min)

Mathemania Series 3

The third series of the popular Mathemania series is designed to bring maths to life, featuring young presenters, 
easy-to-follow explanations and great graphics. It includes programmes that focus on concepts related to 
measurement and geometry.

(123 min, 2006)

This series includes the following titles:

Coordinate Geometry (30 min)

Geometric Constructions (21 min)

Naming and Measuring Angles (26 min)

Similarity, Ratio and Proportion (22 min)

Triangles and Quadrilaterals (24 min)

Mathemania Series 4

The fourth series of the popular Mathemania series is designed to bring maths to life, featuring young presenters, 
easy-to-follow explanations and great graphics. The programmes explore concepts related to number and algebra, 
and measurement and geometry.

(211 min, 2007)

This series includes the following titles:

Algebraic Notation: Maths as a Foreign Language (33 min)

Decimals: The Accuracy of Numbers (30 min)

Exponents: We Are the Power (29 min)

Geometric Transformations (24 min)

Integers: The Whole Thing (33 min)

Rational Numbers: We Are Proportional (33 min)

Roots: The Radical Idea (29 min)

Mean, Median and 
Outliers

This clip explores the effect of outliers on measures of central tendency - mean and median. The lengths of 
time that swimmers stay underwater is collected, and mean and median values are calculated. Identify the 
outlier and discover the impact it has on the mean and median values. (6 min, 2015)

Metric Units: Length, 
Mass and Capacity

This fun programme takes us from the beach to the kitchen to explain the metric units used to measure 
length, mass and capacity. Starting at the beach, we use sand, shells and the entire beach to demonstrate 
metres and their counterparts; millimetres, centimetres and kilometres. Next, we move to the kitchen and 
learn how to use a centimetre ruler, before weighing a variety of household items in grams and kilograms.
(14 min, 2011)

AR = Additional Resources
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Numbers and Algebra

Using a diverse range of real-world examples, this series provides students with the oppurtunity to take 
mathematics out of the classroom. With clever examples, clear explanations and simple graphics, this series takes 
the confusion out of mathematics.

(60 min, 2014)

This series includes the following titles:

Basic Index Laws: Games, Set, Match (5 min)

Basketballs, Parabolas and Circles (6 min)

Best Buys: Buying or Making Sandwiches (4 min)

Calculating Profit: Earning Your Bread and Butter (4 min)

Destination Distances on a Cartesian Plane (7 min)

Graphing Distance and Time: A Runner's Story (4 min)

Graphing Simple Parabolas and Circles (4 min)

Index Notation and Prime Factors (7 min)

Line Graphs: Gradients and Midpoints (5 min)

Perfect Squares and Square Roots (4 min)

Simultaneous Equations on the Golf Course (5 min)

Solving Quadratic Equations in Cricket and Rowing (5 min)

Operations with 
Algebraic Fractions

This programme applies the four operations to simple algebraic fractions with numerical denominators, 
before moving to harder examples. It uses pizzas to help students visualise the concept. (5 min, 2014)

Parallel and 
Perpendicular Lines

This clip demonstrates how to solve problems involving parallel and perpendicular lines. Methods for finding 
the gradient and equations of parallel and perpendicular lines are applied to different situations including 
plotting data relating to time and distance. The point-gradient formula is also introduced. (6 min, 2015)

Proving Congruent 
Triangles

While building a barbeque shelter, our narrator’s boss puts her geometry skills to the test by asking her to 
mathematically prove that five triangular roof trusses are congruent triangles. Follow along as she applies 
SSS, SAS, ASA, AAS proofs to her work. Ideal for applying mathematical concepts to real world situations.
(5 min, 2014)

Pythagoras' Theorem: 
An Introduction

In this programme, we discover Pythagoras' Theorem and see how it is used to solve real-world problems. 
And who better to introduce and demonstrate the theorem than Pythagoras himself? (21 min, 2009)

Relative Frequency of 
Events

Using an Australian wildlife tour as a catalyst, this clip explores probabilty and relative frequency. It 
introduces and defines important terms like experimental probability, relative frequency, and complement. 
Ideal for applying mathematical concepts to real world situations. (5 min, 2015)

Scatter Plots and Gym 
Training

In this clip, data is collected through surveys of gym members and a series of scatterplots are used to show 
how regular gym attendance has an effect on variables such as resting heart rate, feelings of well-being and 
TV viewing habits. This clip explores correlation, negative and positive, and lines of best fit. (4 min, 2015)

MATHEMATICS
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Simplifying Algebraic 
Products and Quotients

Follow along as our narrator plays a video game that requires him to simplify algebraic products and 
quotients using index laws. It’s a race against the clock as the questions become increasingly difficult, and 
require him to work with negative numbers and indices in order to complete the level. (4 min, 2014)

Small and Large Time 
Scales

This clip demonstrates the usefulness of scientific notation (standard form) to express very large and small 
numbers. Examples worked through include evolutionary time periods, blinking, and the speed of light. Ideal 
for introducing or reinforcing concepts. (5 min, 2014)

Solving Linear 
Equations

By reviewing a variety of methods for solving equations, this programme takes students through the 
process of finding a numerical solution to various types of linear equations, from the simplest to the more 
challenging. It uses real life examples so that students can identify the importance of algebraic skills.
(24 min, 2011)

Spherical Geometry 
and Navigation

This programme uses the journey of a container ship to investigate spherical geometry and navigation. The 
concepts addressed include Earth as a sphere; great and small circles; latitude and longitude; origin of the 
metre and nautical mile; calculating arc length; time zones; and the circumference of Earth. (20 min, 2001)

Statistics: Sampling, 
Surveying and Data 
Analysis

In this programme, statistics is used by the presenter and her friends to create a YouTube music video for 
their target market. The concepts addressed include qualitative and nominal data, and measures of central 
tendency. (18 min, 2011)

Substituting Values in 
Formulae

This programme demonstrates the importance of algebra and mathematical formulae in solving everyday 
problems. The narrator substitutes values into formulae from various disciplines, including science, to find 
the information he requires to solve a problem. (5 min, 2014)

Survey Data: Collecting 
and Displaying

In this clip, the results of two student surveys about music are collated into tables and means are calculated. 
This resource explores categorical and numerical data, relative frequency, sample size, variation of means, 
and column graph interpretation. (5 min, 2015)

Taking a Chance: Key 
Probability Concepts

This programme is an odds-on favourite to make understanding probability a lot of fun! It introduces 
the basic concepts of probability, including complementary events, two-way tables, Venn diagrams, tree 
diagrams, and independent and dependent events. (23 min, 2011)

Time: Understanding 
and Calculating World 
Time

This programme defines longitude and explains the mathematical relationship between longitude and time. 
It explains the international date line, how it works and why it is needed and explores how time differences 
between various countries are calculated. (16 min, 2001)

Maths Tutorials

A ClickView classic series that demonstrates key mathematical concepts guided by a mathematician showing her 
workings clearly and concisely.

(180 min, 1990)

This series includes the following titles:

Probability (32 min)

Series and Sequences (46 min)

The Exponential Function (36 min)

The Logarithmic Function (32 min)

Trigonometric Functions (34 min)

AR = Additional Resources
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Understanding Ratio 
and Proportion

This programme explores ratio and proportion with the aid of real-world practical examples. From mixing 
paint to using basic ratio and proportion to estimate time, students will be engaged and entertained by this 
informative programme. (16 min, 2009)

MATHEMATICS

Flip your classroom and engage  
your students with the new  
ClickView Interactive Videos

Annotation Image

Multiple Choice

Missing Word

Short Answer True or False

Select a question to add into your video

Add a true or false question 

Save

Question*  

If the centre of the toast’s mass was closer to 
Yanick’s hand, he would have to push it further 
along the bench before it starts to spin.

Correct Answer*  

True

False

This question will appear at 3:46.
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ClickView’s picks

Personal Dev. and Health

The Most Embarrassing Sex 
Questions in History

What Is Contraception?

History may remember him for having an 
affair with the Queen, but hopefully a trip to 
Ye Olde Chemist will stop Sir Lancelot from 
making yet another mistake when it comes 
to sex.

Drug Awareness

Depressants, Hallucinogens and 
Stimulants

This engaging and candid programme 
provides an overview of three classifications 
of drugs. Statistics on teen use of illicit drugs 
are followed by a closer investigation of 
cannabis, ecstasy and methamphetamine. 
The appearance, characteristics, street 
names, and long and short term effects of 
each drug are discussed.

Diet Related Disorders - Type 2 
Diabetes, Obesity and Coeliac 
Disease

In this programme we examine three 
diet-related disorders, looking in detail 
at the characteristics, causes, treatment 
and strategies for prevention. Common 
western health problems such as obesity, 
type 2 diabetes and coeliac disease are 
discussed and their relationship with our diet 
explained. 

Mental Health: The Basics

This programme aims to examine the mental 
health issues relevant to young people. It 
aims to inform youth of the possible triggers 
of mental health, and the support networks 
that they can connect with. It educates 
teenagers on how they can promote good 
mental health personally.

Achieve a Healthy Lifestyle

In ‘Achieve a Healthy Lifestyle’ we investigate 
the three main aspects of health: physical, 
psychological and social. We also discuss 
physical activity, healthy food choice and 
appropriate decision making with regard to 
drug use and risk taking situations. It’s all up 
to us as individuals. We are in control and 
can change anytime we want.

(6 min, 2016) (25 min, 2010)(10 min, 2015)

(19 min, 2012) (26 min, 2011) (14 min, 2016)

The Healthy Eating Pyramid

In 2015, Nutrition Australia updated the 
Healthy Eating Pyramid with a fresh look and 
targeted health messages. This programme 
examines the design and content of these 
latest dietary recommendations. We also 
bust some common myths about truly 
healthy eating and give you the skinny on 
the best foods for optimal health.

Personal D
ev. and H
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A Cry for Help: 
Understanding Youth 
Suicide

This programme outlines a definition of the suicide problem, major risk factors, how Clockwork Health 
Service is addressing the problem, early recognition and intervention advice. (21 min, 1998)

A Sense of Identity
Child Psychologist Andrew Fuller hosts a discussion of identity with a panel of teens. We see how young 
people build positive self-identity and self-esteem, how negative self-identity impacts on behaviour and 
attitudes, and the influence of online identity on real-world identity. (25 min, 2010)

A to Z of Risk - A Young 
Person’s Guide

The ‘A to Z of Risk’ is divided into 26 fast-paced segments of drama, fact, personal stories, and insights to help 
students focus on risk-taking behaviour that builds up rather than destroys both themselves and others.
(20 min, 2000)

Achieve a Healthy 
Lifestyle

A person’s physical, social and cultural environments are all factors which may improve or hinder a person’s 
lifestyle, as well as their family influences and peer groups. This programme investigates three main aspects 
of health: physical, psychological and social. (25 min, 2010)

Adolescence, Food and 
Health

This programme explores the relationship adolescents have with food. It covers physical needs for nutrients 
and energy; emotional needs which food satisfies; and the desire for fast, convenience food. (26 min, 2002)

Adolescent Nutrition 
Series

This series tackles common issues young people face relating to diet and nutrition. With a relatable, quirky and fast 
paced style, these programmes help young people get equipped with the knowledge and know-how they need to 
ensure they have the nutrition required to enjoy healthy and happy lives.

(41 min, 2002)

This series includes the following titles:

Going Vegetarian (16 min)

Say No to Diets (15 min)

Smart Fast Food (10 min)

Against Bullying Series

This series tackles the serious issue of bullying in three separate programmes. The series features expert interviews 
with two psychologists, and dramatised scenarios that will equip students with techniques and strategies to fight 
back against bullying.

(68 min, 2009)

This series includes the following titles:

Better Ways to Communicate (20 min)

The Bystander (23 min)

Understanding Bullying (25 min)

Ageing Well This programme examines old age, what happens in the body and mind, and how a person can aim to reach 
a happy and healthy old age. (26 min, 2002)

Alcohol: Our Social 
Drug

Using interviews with leading researchers and drug counsellors, this programme delivers the very latest 
information regarding alcohol and harm minimisation. (20 min, 1997)

PERSONAL DEV. AND HEALTH
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Australian Guide to 
Healthy Eating

This programme looks at the different proportions and types of food we should eat in order maintain a 
balanced, healthy diet. (26 min, 1999)

Australian Lifestyle 
Diseases

Surf, sun, sport and the great outdoors - Australians have a great way of life but our lifestyle can also cause health 
problems which are known as lifestyle diseases. Diets high in fat and sugar, increasing time spent watching TV, 
playing computer games, and poor food choices can all contribute to Australia’s health.

(47 min, 2006)

This series includes the following titles:

Cancer, Heart and Bone Conditions (22 min)

Obesity, Diabetes, Dental Decay and Anaemia (25 min)

Beating Bacteria: A 
User's Guide

This humorous cross-curricula programme shows students how harmful bacteria can hide - and grow - in 
even the most clean-looking of environments. (19 min, 1999)

Because Money 
Still Matters: Living 
Expenses

This programme covers a range of factors that contribute to living expenses, and looks at the decoding of 
payslips, the different types of taxation, how inflation impacts on the value of income, mortgages, and a 
range of typical expenses encountered when first moving out of home. (20 min, 2012)

Best Mates: Resilience - 
Bouncing Back

Based on the work of leading psychologist Emmy Werner, this programme suggests that people who are 
resilient have someone who cares, something to do, and something to hope for. It contains tips for young 
people on anger management, problem solving, being assertive, goal setting, and having a positive attitude.
(26 min, 2003)

Binge Drinking
This programme explores issues with young people and alcoholic binge drinking, discussing the effects of 
alcohol, reasons behind binging, the associated risks and consequences, and how to drink responsibly.
(23 min, 2004)

Body Shapes: Accepting 
Our Natural Body Shape

There are many pressures on us to have an ideal body. Feeling good about ourselves means accepting 
ourselves the way we are. This video examines factors influencing body shape, beauty myths and pressures, 
diet and nutrition, being overweight, anorexia, bulimia, and physical exercise. (29 min, 1993)

Bullying Is Uncool
This programme endeavours to make a very positive contribution to combating the increasing problem of 
bullying in schools. It explains to children why kids bully, and offers strategies for them to deal with the issue.
(13 min, 1995)

Bullying Sux
Bullying is a significant and serious issue in our schools, with long-term ramifications. This programme raises 
awareness and explores the three major elements within any bullying situation: the bully, the victim and the 
bystander. (20 min, 2003)

Bullying: The Inside 
Story

‘Bullying: The Inside Story’ is a view inside the mind of Ben, a typical secondary school student. He finds 
himself in a variety of situations in which he is potentially a victim, bully and onlooker. As he faces three key 
scenarios, he debates the pros and cons of each situation. (21 min, 2000)

Cancer: Investigating 
Human Disease

This programme examines cancer from a historical perspective, and outlines the hereditary/environmental 
factors associated with the disease, through interviews with medical experts from the Peter MacCallum 
Cancer Institute. (25 min, 2006)

Personal D
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Canteen Food: Healthy 
Tuckshops in Our 
Schools

This programme examines the importance of developing healthy eating habits at a young age, and the role 
the school canteen can play in encouraging students to eat nutritious food. (19 min, 2003)

Checking Out Fast 
Foods: An Australian 
Perspective

In this informative programme, we check out which fast foods Australians are eating, how often they eat 
them and how the perceived convenience of fast foods is changing our lifestyles. (20 min, 1995)

Cyber Safe: Identifying 
and Combating Cyber 
Bullies

Bullying has long been an unfortunate aspect of schooling, but today it is no longer confined to the real 
world. This programme explores what cyberbullying is, cyber stalking and the law, and what students can do 
to protect themselves from this ever increasing threat. (27 min, 2007)

Cyberbullying: Identify, 
Understand, Prevent

Today’s tech-savvy generation of teenagers face extensive exposure to cyberbullying. This programme 
examines the types and effects of cyberbullying, real-life stories of victims and their perpetrators, as well as 
protective strategies to combat this serious crime for the youth of today. (14 min, 2012)

Dark Days: Shedding 
Light on Depression

People know what it is to feel sad and depressed occasionally, but there is a significant difference between 
this and clinical depression. This programme looks at the nature and extent of this significant health issue, 
the types of depression, who is at risk, signs and symptoms, and myths and treatments. (21 min, 2011)

Dealing with 
Homophobia

This programme advocates that it is a school community’s responsibility to ensure that same-sex students 
are able to feel safe and participate fully in their education, irrespective of their sexuality. (23 min, 2003) 

Decisions, Decisions: 
Family Food Choices

This programme follows a typical family consisting of a husband and wife, and their teenage and pre-
teenage children. It explores who makes the decisions, why and with what effect, and how the family’s 
thinking about nutrition is deeply ingrained. (22 min, 2001)

Determinants of Health
This programme addresses each of the determinants of health, and outlines the impact that each 
determinant has on an individual’s health. Key terms are defined, and the clear delivery of information will 
enhance student understanding of my factors and concepts. (21 min, 2006)

Developing Personal 
Values

This programme defines personal values and explores how they are developed. It also examines how 
people and experiences shape identity, and gives special attention to positive and negative risk taking, and 
demonstrates how to cope with conflicting values. (16 min, 2010)

Diet and Disease in 
Modern Society

This programme investigates the relationship between diet and disease, examining in detail the way foods 
both protect against and contribute to the major modern diseases. (38 min, 2002)

Diet Related Disorders 
- Type 2 Diabetes, 
Obesity and Coeliac 
Disease

This programme examines the characteristics, causes, treatment, and strategies for prevention of three diet-
related diseases. We explore recent developments in food aimed at enhancing health, the impact of food 
consumption on nutrition, and ways of maintaining optimum health and wellbeing. (26 min, 2010)

Drink Spiking: 
Awareness and 
Avoidance

This programme aims to provide awareness about what drink spiking is, and how to recognise and avoid 
situations that increase susceptibility to it. It explores the prevalence and nature of drink spiking, and 
demonstrates situations where it is likely to occur. (29 min, 2008)

PERSONAL DEV. AND HEALTH
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AR = Additional Resources

Drug Awareness

This series explores the dark nature of the three classifications of drugs. Statistics on teen use of illicit drugs; close 
investigations of cannabis, ecstasy and methamphetamines; and personal stories from recovering crystal meth 
addicts help illuminate the dangerous realities of illegal drugs.

(31 min, 2015)

This series includes the following titles:

Depressants, Hallucinogens and Stimulants (10 min)

The Voice of Ice (21 min)

Drug Use and Misuse This programme explores the many issues relating to drugs, and how they are used, misused or abused.
(27 min, 1999)

Drugs: Facts and Fiction
Featuring case studies of two young adults who have been affected by drugs, this programme seeks to 
explore what drugs are, legal and illegal drugs, the effect of drugs on health and wellbeing, what to do in a 
crisis, and prevention and treatment strategies for those affected by drug abuse. (23 min, 2009)

Eating Disorders This programme examines what eating disorders are, their symptoms, myths and most effective treatments.
(28 min, 2004)

First Aid Emergencies

Accidents and injuries occur without warning. These programmes show the main types of injuries that occur in the 
community and home with clear verbal and visual information showing correct treatment. Typical scenarios are 
enacted and correct ways to administer relevant procedures demonstrated.

(48 min, 2013)

This series includes the following titles:

Community (22 min)

Home (26 min)

Five Common Food 
Myths

This programme studies five myths about food regarding sugar, fats, red meat, salt, and processed foods.
(25 min, 2000)

Food Facts and Myths This programme examines a range of food myths in the light of facts about food and nutrition. (15 min, 2000)

Food for Life

MBF nutritionist Susan Hart sets up healthy nutritional guidelines, and analyses the typical daily diet of two 
teenagers. The programme looks at hidden fats, salts and sugars in some popular foods, and why crash diets 
do not work. Popular actor Salvatore Coco presents the programme and interviews Olympic swimmer Hayley 
Lewis and actor Shane Ammann. (24 min, 1996)

Friendship in 
Adolescence

Some of us are happy with a few good friends, while others prefer a large group. This programme is a how-to 
guide for making and maintaining friendships, interspersed with interviews with students talking about how 
they approach their friendships. (24 min, 1996)

Fries with That?: The 
Overweight Epidemic

This programme considers a number of health and diet-related issues, with particular reference to weight 
gain and the dangers of lack of exercise. (28 min, 2003)
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Getting to Know Me: All 
about Personal Identity

In this programme, six animated scenarios provide audience discussion triggers about factors such as risk, 
gender and body image that go towards constructing our personal identity. (29 min, 2001)

Girls and Bullying: 
Identify, Understand, 
Prevent

Bullying can have severely damaging effects. The worst-case scenarios lead to depression, self-harm and 
even suicide. This programme examines the nature of bullying generally, bullying directed at girls, its impact, 
why bullies behave the way they do, and protective strategies for girls. (22 min, 2012)

Girls’ Business: 
Friendship and Bullying 
in Schools

Instead of physical aggression, girls tend to use covert, indirect techniques that are equally devastating to 
the victim. This programme examines some of these strategies. (26 min, 2005)

Good, Better, Best 
Series

Good Time Management

This programme provides students with a variety of tips, advice and knowledge to help them better organise 
their work, rest and play. (22 min, 2001)

Growing Up

The programme is mostly filmed by Year 6 students at Byron Community Primary School, and gives a unique 
insight into the pre-teen and teenage world, what they are interested in, how they make decisions, and deal 
with new pressures. It discusses important issues related to adolescence, decision making and stereotypes.
(22 min, 2001)

Guess Who's Coming to 
Breakfast?

This programme looks at the benefits and disadvantages of a number of common breakfast foods, and ways 
for breakfast-loathers to become breakfast-lovers! (20 min, 1991)

Head Lice Control
Research shows that 50% of people do not feel itchy even though they have got head lice. This informative 
programme details why head lice are so resilient, and outlines the key to effective management, including 
treatment methods and protection from future infestations. (21 min, 2006)

His and Hers: Gender 
and Sexuality

This programme takes an in-depth look at puberty, when the body grows faster than at any other time in 
life. It explores the major physical and emotional changes that students experience, including the effects of 
hormones, body shape, the development of hair, changes in voice, and reproductive changes. (17 min, 2009)

Hitting the Road: Risks 
for Young Drivers

This programme looks at the major areas of risk for young drivers: distractions, alcohol and drugs, speeding, 
mobile phone use, rowdy passengers, and fatigue. (24 min, 2005)

Hurting on the Inside: 
Girls and Bullying

Usually when bullying is mentioned, we think straight away of boys. However, we know that girls do more 
than their fair share of bullying as well. In this programme, we look at how girls bully, why they do it, and how 
it can be dealt with successfully and brought under control. (18 min, 2001)

If Only I'd: Health, 
Safety and Security 
Procedures

The programme covers the competencies relating to workplace procedures in health, safety and security and 
legal requirements including reporting breaches, dressing for safety, and dealing with emergency situations.
(22 min, 2002)

Images of Health Leading health commentators discuss what health is, and how our behaviour, environment, work and 
education influence our health. (40 min, 1996)
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Infectious Diseases: 
Causes and Controls

This comprehensive programme examines our knowledge of the causes and controls of infectious diseases. 
The causes of infectious diseases and transmission, as well as prevention, vaccination and treatement are 
discussed. The programme ends with a note about the ongoing challenges we face in managing infectious 
diseases. (30 min, 2002)

Influences on the 
Health of Individuals

Explore the determinants and influences on health through practical examples from different life stages 
in today’s society in this informative programme. It explains how health can be determined by a range of 
individual, social, cultural, environmental, and lifestyle factors that are dynamic and interrelated.
(18 min, 2010)

Influences on Health 
and Wellbeing

Lifestyle Factors

This film explores the key areas of modern lifestyles that potentially can take the most toll on our health and 
wellbeing, including diet, exercise, smoking, alcohol and other drugs, and stress. Insightful commentary is 
offered by a range of experts, from doctors to social workers and personal trainers. (23 min, 2013)

Inside Story: Conflict 
Resolution

This Inside Story news desk looks at conflict and conflict resolution through four different case studies: global 
conflict, conflict at the community level, conflict in the workplace, and conflict at school. (27 min, 2003)

Inside Your Feelings
This programme explores the impact of separation and loss. It provides both boys and girls with a range of 
ways to deal with and express their feelings, and helps them realise that grief is a normal human experience. 
(20 min, 1996)

Internet Ethics and 
Young People

This programme focuses on key issues that young people often fail to understand when they connect 
to the Internet, including acceptable Internet use, online stealing, online etiquette, and Internet safety. 
It encourages viewers to consider ethics and understand that online actions can carry significant 
consequences. (21 min, 2010)

Introducing Cannabis: 
Risks, Laws and Habits

This sobering programme will deliver the facts about cannabis and the effect it has on users. (23 min, 2007)

Introducing Tobacco: 
The Risks, Laws and 
Habits

This thought-provoking programme delivers the facts about tobacco smoking, and the devastating effects it 
has on both users and non-users. (22 min, 2007)

Investigating Illegal 
Drugs

This programme explores the key questions that students and educators have about drugs, including the 
difference between legal and illegal drugs, and the history of our drug laws. (23 min, 2000)

Investigating Our 
Health Status: Facts, 
Causes and Solutions

This programme examines what people are getting sick from, dying of, and how age factors into health.
(24 min, 2001)

Life as a Teenage Mum
This programme follows the stories of four young mothers, from their ideas and fantasies about motherhood 
before they became pregnant, to the reality of their lives during pregnancy and after giving birth.
(19 min, 2001)

Lifestyle Diseases: 
Personal Choices about 
Lifestyle

Julie, Ben and Carl seek advice from a fortune-teller regarding drug choices, cancer, cardiovascular disease 
and diabetes. This programme highlights the choices between a high-risk or a low-risk lifestyle, and the 
importance of personal choice, with regards to drugs, smoking, food choices, and an active lifestyle.
(17 min, 1998)
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Making Decisions and 
Being Assertive

This programme shows how self-awareness is a prerequisite to making good decisions and being assertive. 
It reviews the steps of decision making, and then examines the differences between passive, aggressive and 
assertive behaviour. (17 min, 2000)

Managing Time and 
Stress with Peter 
Sheahan

In this fast-paced programme, Peter Sheahan offers students advice on how to plan their time. He provides 
tips on how to cope, and also excel during busy and potentially stressful exam periods. (29 min, 2003)

Medicare and Private 
Health Insurance

This programme explores the health care systems in Australia, particularly Medicare and private health 
insurance. It provides specific details about how each system operates, what is covered under each system, 
and highlights the advantages and disadvantages of each type of health care. (21 min, 2003)

Mental Health: The 
Basics

This programme aims to examine the mental health issues relevant to young people, inform youth of the 
possible triggers of mental health issues, and provide support networks that they can connect with. It also 
educates teenagers on how they can promote good mental health personally. (19 min, 2012)

Mental Health: The 
Individual and Society

This programme shows many aspects of mental health at a personal level, with steps and processes for 
recovering and maintaining well-being. It also explains how community structures play a crucial role in 
offering resources and systems of living that encourage mental well-being. (29 min, 2009)

Mixed Messages
Mixed messages occur when we get contradictory information and advice from different sources. This video 
examines the process of making personal decisions by recognising these influences. The video is designed to 
trigger discussion through four dramatised situations. (16 min, 1993)

Mobile Alert: Are 
Mobile Phones a Health 
Hazard?

This programme looks at the health hazards associated with mobile phone use, and advises on precautions 
to take to minimise health risks. (18 min, 2001)

More Fries with That?

The issues behind the popularity of convenience food and links to weight and health problems are explored 
in this programme. It also investigates lifestyle factors that influence people’s diets, including working or 
studying long hours, technology and communication, and being out of home during traditional mealtimes.
(26 min, 2010)

Not Fatal Butt... The 
Effect of Just One 
Cigarette

With the aid of brilliant graphics, the programme shows the increase in body tension, the effect of nicotine, 
rise in blood pressure, slowing of circulation, and the decrease in lung capacity. (17 min, 2002)

Nutrition for Life Series

Nutritional requirements change throughout our lives. In this series, we look at the complex and changing range of 
nutrients that we require as we age and develop. 

(52 min, 2006)

This series includes the following titles:

Pregnancy, Infancy and Childhood (27 min)

Youth, Adulthood and Late Adulthood (25 min)

Nutrients: The Basics The programme looks at the basic nutrients needed by our bodies to stay alive and reproduce: 
carbohydrates, fats, proteins, vitamins, minerals, and water. (35 min, 2001)
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Nutrition through the 
Lifespan Series

Nutritional requirements change markedly over our lifetime. In this five-part series, we look at the requirements 
from prenatal development through to old age. We also see how these needs are changing as society changes, such 
as changing patterns of physical exercise.

(110 min, 1998)

This series includes the following titles:

Adolescence (23 min)

Adulthood (27 min)

Childhood (20 min)

Infancy (24 min)

Pregnancy and Prenatal Development (16 min)

Out of the Blue
The purpose of this programme is to help everyone understand the symptoms and causes of depression, 
how and where to find help and future trends in regards to treatment. Features Daniel Johns, Jeff Kennett 
and others. (20 min, 2006)

Party Drugs This programme looks at the effects of drugs, ways people can minimise harm if they are using party drugs, 
and places where people can access further information. (23 min, 2005)

Personal Hygiene
This programme explores issues associated with young people and personal hygiene. It examines ways of 
achieving and maintaining healthy hygiene practices and focuses on keeping the skin clean, looking after 
hair, dental hygiene, nasal care, and hand washing. (25 min, 2004)

Personal Identity: 
Tattoos, Body Piercing, 
Art, Culture and Self 
Expression

This programme examines the growing popularity and acceptance of tattoos and body piercing, and how 
they are frequently used as an expression of personal identity. This insightful resource provides an overview 
of the history of body decoration, and speaks to a range of people who explain what it means to them.
(22 min, 2002)

Racism in 21st Century 
Australia

Where does racism come from? What is it about human nature that inclines some people to stereotype 
and vilify other races? This programme explores these questions, and encourages students to explore and 
possibly confront the societal issue that has been around for long. (30 min, 2009)

Real Smart Series

An entertaining and light hearted series that provides young people with the information and facts they need to 
help them on their journey through adolescence. With a cast of engaging presenters, important issues such as 
bullying and body image are covered. 

(167 min, 2003)

This series includes the following titles:

About Boys' Body Image (21 min)

About Bullying (22 min)

About Conflict Resolution (22 min)

About Drugs (23 min)

About Girls' Body Image (24 min)

About Puberty (27 min)

About Sun Protection (28 min)
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Reality Bites!: Sex, STDs 
and Contraception

This programme addresses issues such as understanding sex and sexuality, decision making, being sexually 
active, practicing safe sex, and dealing with unwanted pregnancies. (22 min, 1999)

Recognising Abusive 
Relationships

This programme tackles the issue of abusive relationships with sensitivity and openness to help viewers 
understand and identify what abuse looks like in family and dating relationships. It outlines different forms of 
abuse, dispels the common excuses of abusers and focuses on empowering victims. (21 min, 2013)

Relating to Peers: Self 
Esteem - Part 1

This programme explores some common problems springing from low self-esteem, such as worthlessness, 
jealousy, shyness, bullying and peer pressure through dramatisation of five characters. (19 min, 1987)

Risky Situations This programme is about a range of risky situations that can typically confront teenagers, and examines 
consequences of choices and strategies for dealing with risky situations. (26 min, 2002)

Self Esteem and 
Identity in the Digital 
Age

The media today develops an unrealistic notion of beauty; this hinders the development of a positive 
self-esteem in many young people. This programme looks at the different ways in which young people are 
influenced by the media and the effect this has on their self-esteem. (27 min, 2007)

Self Identity

This programme shows a group of high school students making a film about self identity. Students use 
interviews and role-plays to explore the concepts of cool, image, friendship and family. The competing forces 
of individuality and conformity are discussed, and students are encouraged to examine their self identity.
(20 min, 2002)

Sex and Sexuality
This programme presents an inclusive, contemporary look at the areas of sex, relationships, virginity, sexual 
orientation, sexuality and safe sex. It tackles issues of gender stereotypes, safe sex, consent, and highlights 
the cultural influence and issues for people with disabilities. (20 min, 1999)

Sexual Awareness 
Series

The ‘Sexual Awareness Series’ includes four programmes that provide information about the complexity and many 
aspects of sexual relationships. From practising safe sex, communication in relationships, sexual identity, pregnancy 
and childbirth.  

(120 min, 2003)

This series includes the following titles:

Health, Protection and Informed Decision Making (31 min)

Sexuality (30 min)

The Impact of Parenthood (33 min)

Trust, Responsibility and Negotiation in Relationships (26 min)

Sexual Identity

This programme addresses the changes that youth undergo as their sexuality and sexual identity develop. 
This first half discusses the complex nature of personal identity, gender and sexual orientation, and 
the second half looks at making informed decisions about sex, and examines key elements of healthy 
relationships. (17 min, 2013)

Sexually Transmitted 
Infections: What We 
Can't See

This programme follows two different scenarios that look at the health consequences of a young couple’s 
lifestyle decisions. It features expert speakers Doctor Cindy Pan and Phillip Patterson. (20 min, 2006)
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Social Media Me

This three-part series follows three characters’ experiences with identity and self-esteem, as they navigate social 
media and real world relationships.  

(TBA, 2016)

This series includes the following titles:

Episode 1 - Understanding Self-Esteem

Episode 2 - Self-Esteem and Social Media

Episode 3 - Positive Social Media Strategies

Speaking of Puberty 
Series

Using interviews with teenagers and family planning representatives, this series considers the many important 
changes undergone during puberty. More than just a standard description of the mechanics of puberty, this series 
delves into the personal experiences of students from the beginning to the end.  

(66 min, 2000)

This series includes the following titles:

The Emotional (22 min)

The Physical (22 min)

The Social (22 min)

STIs: Facts and Fiction
Sexually transmitted infections (STIs) are on the increase despite the variety of protective screening 
devices, and safe sex resources readily available. This programme discusses the myths, facts, detection, and 
prevention of some of the more prevalent STIs. (20 min, 2009)

Strategies to Promote 
the Health of 
Individuals

In Australia, we’re well educated about health risks yet our government spends millions each year treating 
preventable diseases. This programme provides a detailed overview of health promotion in today’s society. 
The Ottawa Charter Framework for health promotion is explored as a contributing factor to improved health 
outcomes for various groups in Australia. (25 min, 2010)

Stories of Resilience

Standing Tall
This powerful documentary-style programme tells the uplifting stories of two young people facing challenge 
and tragedy in their lives. But these two teens are not going to let their problems overcome them... As one of 
the teens relates, “accept the knocks, dust off the challenges, and push harder”. (29 min, 2010)

Stress: The Survival 
Guide

Too much stress - often encountered in the senior years of secondary school - is bad news. This programme 
aims to help students control their stress so that it does not become distress. We explain what stress is and 
how to keep it within limits. We look at easy relaxation techniques and coping strategies. (22 min, 2001)

Surviving Student 
Stress

This programme explores what study stress is, what causes it and what are some typical signs or symptoms 
to be wary of. It highlights the importance of a stable home and study environment, good time management 
skills, healthy eating, posture, exercise, rest and sleep, and the value of a strong support network.
(20 min, 1998)

Teenage Drinking: Facts 
and Fiction

This programme explores the issue of teenage drinking, including binge drinking, and considers what can 
happen when it gets out of hand. It discusses the effects of alcohol, reasons for binge drinking, addiction, 
consequences, risks associated with binge drinking, and responsible behaviour. (23 min, 2009)

The Healthy Eating 
Pyramid

In 2015, Nutrition Australia updated the Healthy Eating Pyramid with a fresh look and targeted health 
messages. This programme examines the design and content of these latest dietary recommendations. We 
also bust some common myths about truly healthy eating and give you the skinny on the best foods for 
optimal health. (14 min, 2016)

These Days: A Short 
Film on Youth Suicide

High school student Chloe is shocked to discover her best friend has taken his own life. She finds herself and 
those around her, struggling to cope with the complex, confusing emotions of grief and loss. The tragedy 
brings to the surface her own dark troubling thoughts causing her to withdraw as her life seems to slowly 
unravel. This programme is also available in censored and extended commentary version. (17 min, 2013)
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Tackling Bullying Big 
Time Series

Bullying Behaviours: 
Investigating Myths and 
Facts

This programme explains to students what bullying is, and the many different forms it can take. It also 
provides students with a range of coping mechanisms and strategies for if and when they are faced with a 
bullying scenario. (24 min, 2005)

The Most Embarrassing 
Sex Questions in 
History

This series of short icebreaker comedy skits answer the types of tricky questions sex education classes are notorious 
for. Characters set in famous historical periods explore modern day issues about sex, sexuality and puberty.

(43 min, 2016)

This series includes the following titles:

Is Masturbation Normal? (5 min)

Is Sex Painful the First Time? (5 min)

What Are Wet Dreams? (5 min)

What If I Feel Pressured to Have Sex? (6 min)

What If I'm Attracted to the Same Sex? (5 min)

What Is Contraception? (6 min)

What Is Sexting? (6 min)

What Is Sexual Harassment? (5 min)

Understanding 
Prejudice

This programme explores some of the reasons why society chooses to ‘accept’, ‘not accept’, or remain 
prejudiced against certain people. It looks at people who have been prejudiced by society in general, and 
presents how the world looks and feels from the eyes of people who feel marginalised. (28 min, 2008)

Understanding Youth 
Suicide: A Guide for 
Teachers

In this programme, psychiatrist Patrick McGorry and psychotherapist Julie Lynn Evans talk about factors that 
may lead to thoughts of suicide, warning signs, what to do if you suspect a student is contemplating taking 
their own life, responding to a student in distress, and coping with the tragedy of suicide. (18 min, 2013)

Unplanned Pregnancy: 
The Choices

This informative programme uses 'real-life' situations to reveal the facts and choices available to young 
people faced with an unplanned pregnancy in an unbiased way. It features interviews with health care and 
education professionals, parents and young people who have experienced an unplanned pregnancy.
(26 min, 2010)

Life Skills Series

This series addresses key ways young people can develop the skills they need to deal with life’s ups and downs, 
maintain personal health and bounce back from hardship. The programmes, featuring both experts and young 
people, are presented in an accessible and entertaining way that is certain to engage students.

(44 min, 2008)

This series includes the following titles:

Building Resilience (22 min)

Taking Control: Strategies for Coping with Stress (22 min)

What's Happening to 
Me?

This animated programme is not a dull medical look at sex education, but instead presents the facts of life 
during puberty with honesty, sympathy and a sense of humour. (29 min, 1986)

What's in My School 
Lunch? - Making 
Healthy Choices

In this programme, the cast of wacky characters demonstrate the principles of a healthy school lunch. We 
learn how to select, prepare and pack a fun and nutritious lunch, and discover the effects of both good and 
bad lunch box choices on energy and concentration. (18 min, 2010)
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Where Did I Come 
From?

From the sperm race to the fertilisation tango, from the comforts of womb service to the joys of the birthday, 
the facts of life are presented in this animated programme with the humour and care that made the title a 
best-selling book all over the world. (26 min, 1985)

Who Am I? - Self 
Esteem, Media and 
Decision Making

A big factor influencing our youth is the media. This programme explores how stereotypes of youth and 
beauty are promoted, and how they influence our self esteem. The three myths – the ‘thin’ myth, ‘youth’ 
myth and the ‘relationship’ myth – are examined. (16 min, 1999)

Youth Mental Health 
Series

More than at any time in the past, young people today deal with issues that can have a detrimental effect upon their 
mental health. This is a well-researched and thought-provoking series that features case studies and comments 
from counsellors and health care professionals.

(67 min, 2006)

This series includes the following titles:

Arresting Anger (22 min)

Dealing with Depression (22 min)

Getting Over Grief (23 min)

Wrestling with Drugs 
and the Law

The programme explores the thoughts, fears and frustrations of people trying to reclaim their lives from 
drug addiction. (22 min, 2000)
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ClickView’s picks

Physical Education

Chronic Adaptations to Exercise

Chronic Muscular Adaptations

A number of chronic adaptations to exercise 
occur in the muscular system. Both aerobic 
and anaerobic exercises bring about 
improved performance over time. As the 
programme’s presenter trains for a marathon 
with her coach, we examine muscular 
adaptations to exercise types.

Acute Responses to Exercise

Acute Respiratory Responses

As our presenter undertakes some high 
intensity exercise with her CrossFit coach and 
a trained athlete to assist, she takes a close 
look at how the respiratory system responds. 
During the session, a sports scientist explains 
key areas such as tidal volume, respiratory 
rate, ventilation, diffusion of gases in the 
lungs, oxygen deficit, VO2 max, and EPOC. 

Sports Psychology: Mental 
Preparation

It’s often said an athlete’s biggest battle is 
in their own head. But what are the ways in 
which professional athletes combat these 
doubts and then actually enhance their 
performance? Focused on senior secondary 
physical education viewers, this programme 
delves into the minds of Olympic and elite 
athletes across diving, water polo, athletics, 
and triathlon.

Skill Acquisition for Sports 
Performance

The ultimate goal of any aspiring athlete is to 
execute skills with form and efficiency. This 
programme provides a detailed theoretical 
understanding of how skills are developed 
and honed to an elite level. 

The Body in Motion Series

3 - Fitness, Skill and Training

In this programme we learn practical tests 
that measure the health-related and skill-
related components of fitness, how to apply 
the FITT principle to a training programme, 
and what happens to the cardiorespiratory 
system when we exercise.

Nutrition and Hydration in Sport

Without the right fuel at the right time, an 
athlete’s performance inevitably suffers. 
Understanding the critical roles of nutrition 
and hydration in sport are explored in 
this fresh, revealing programme for senior 
secondary physical education audiences. 
Viewers are taken on a diary-type journey as 
Ironman Triathlete Bradley Conder prepares 
for the “big day”.

(11 min, 2016) (26 min, 2010)(10 min, 2016)

(24 min, 2010) (18 min, 2012)(21 min, 2012)
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A Marriage of 
Convenience: Sport and 
the Media

The extensive coverage by the media of sport promotes positive fitness attitudes and provides role models; 
but what of the negative aspects of media and sport? Trim and terrific bodies, violence, limited coverage of 
women’s and minor sports. Is it about selling brands or encouraging physical fitness? (28 min, 2008)

Acquiring Skills - How 
People Develop Skills 
in P.E.

This programme investigates the basic concepts of skill acquisition and information processing, and applies 
these to human performance - ranging from simple tasks to the more complex. (24 min, 2002)

Acute Responses to 
Exercise

Drawing on the expertise of a leading sports scientist and a CrossFit coach, this series examines the body’s acute 
responses to exercise that occur in the respiratory, cardiovascular and muscular systems. 

(32 min, 2016)

This series includes the following titles:

Acute Cardiovascular Responses (12 min)

Acute Muscular Responses (10 min)

Acute Respiratory Responses (10 min)

All About Muscles This programme explores the main functions of our muscles as well as looking at the major muscles, their 
types and how we control them. (27 min, 2008)

All Systems Go! - Energy 
Systems of the Body

This programme explains how the three energy systems of the body (ATP-PC, lactic and aerobic) are used 
together for almost all physical activity. (30 min, 2001)

Analysing Fitness
This programme provides a detailed introduction to both fitness and analysis. Students will learn about 
fitness tests which can be used to assess each of the fitness components, as well as what types of fitness 
athletes need to have for their specific sport. (25 min, 2002)

Australian Fitness 
Series

This excellent series looks at five major aspects of physical fitness in Australia today to put fitness theory into action. 
It starts by explaining what fitness is, why we need it and how to measure it. The series then goes on to explore 
theory and practical information around fitness.

(125 min, 1996)

This series includes the following titles:

Analysing Physical Activity (25 min)

Attitudes to Physical Fitness (30 min)

Characteristics of Fitness Programs (23 min)

Designing Fitness Programs (27 min)

What Is Physical Fitness? (20 min)

Biomechanics

This programme clearly investigates the basic concepts of movement and applies these to human 
performance. The programme provides strong links with the associated areas of: velocity, force, inertia, 
moment of inertia, acceleration, momentum; conservation of momentum; summation of momentum, 
impulse, elasticity, accuracy and flattening the arc, friction, levers, types of motion, torque, flight trajectory, 
spin, and balance and stability. (25 min, 2002)

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Physical Education
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Bio-Mechanics Series

In this series, two key aspects of game play: throwing and hitting the ball are explored in depth, with concise 
analysis of each element. These programmes give insight into the elements of the actions, such as momentum, 
power and weight transfer, with scientific explanations that help to improve students’ own skills.

(54 min, 2003)

This series includes the following titles:

Part 1: Hitting the Ball (26 min)

Part 2: The Biomechanics of Throwing (28 min)

By Any Means 
Necessary - Ergogenic 
Aids

This programme investigates the substances, techniques and equipment that athletes have used to enhance 
their sporting performance. (28 min, 1999)

Chronic Adaptations to 
Exercise

As a novice athlete prepares for her first marathon with her coach and a trained endurance runner, this series 
explores the chronic adaptations to exercise made by the body’s respiratory, cardiovascular and muscular systems. 

(31 min, 2016)

This series includes the following titles:

Chronic Cardiovascular Adaptations (10 min)

Chronic Muscular Adaptations (11 min)

Chronic Respiratory Adaptations (10 min)

Deadly Feet: Aboriginal 
Sporting Heroes

This programme explores the myth of sport as the great leveller. Students will learn about the importance of 
sport to Indigenous people, and the efforts being made to stop racism and promote healthy lifestyles.
(28 min, 2006)

Elite Athlete Case 
Studies

Improving Performance

This insightful programme takes us trackside to the training grounds of eight sportspeople from around the 
world, who share their insights and stories of performance training. We learn about planning an effective 
training schedule, the importance of mental preparations, and the risks involved in performance enhancing 
drugs. (20 min, 2010)

Enhancing Performance 
in Sport

This programme provides a valuable overview of the many facets of performance enhancement, including 
coaching, nutrition, psychological preparation, the use of technology, and ergogenic aids. (31 min, 2006)

Essential Sports Skills 
Series

This series provides step-by-step instruction for a variety of skills required in most sports, covering aspects such as 
warming up, focusing the mind, physical requirements, safety aspects, and correct techniques.

(66 min, 1999)

This series includes the following titles:

Jumps (22 min)

Running, Walks and Hurdles (22 min)

Throws (22 min)

Evaluating a Training 
Programme

An athlete’s body requires constant maintenance and repair. As such, a training programme tailored to both 
the athlete and the sport being played is essential. This programme identifies the key components of an 
effective training programme, and investigates the methods used to evaluate, modify and improve them.
(29 min, 2010)

Exercise for Life
This programme explores the need for regular physical activity and the health benefits that can be gained 
from it. It provides information on the amount of exercise required and suggests different types of activities.
(22 min, 2004)
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Expedition and 
Navigation Skills

This practical guide to outdoor expeditions is appropriate for students in lower to middle secondary school. 
Viewers will learn how to prepare for an expedition, how to set up a camp site, and how to navigate with a 
compass. Tips on safety, sanitation, and equipment are also included. (21 min, 2012)

Expedition Skills This programme introduces three key skills that are crucial for a safe, successful, and enjoyable expedition: 
navigation, first aid, reading the weather. (30 min, 2002)

Factors Affecting 
Performance Series

From nutrition to skills acquisition, this six-part series provides a multitude of valuable information that all students 
of sport should know for their own improvement and theoretical understanding into the many factors that play a 
part in performance.

(148 min, 2005)

This series includes the following titles:

Energy Systems (19 min)

Nutrition and Sport (31 min)

Psychological Factors (24 min)

Skill Acquisition: Part 1 (25 min)

Skill Acquisition: Part 2 (30 min)

Training (19 min)

Fair Play in Sport: The 
Role of Umpires and 
Referees

Being an umpire is a critical task when millions of participants want their sporting experience to be fair. This 
programme explores how the leadership role that umpires take on requires intimate knowledge of the game, 
the wisdom of King Solomon and oration of Nelson Mandela. (29 min, 2008)

Fitness for Life: The 
Importance of Diet and 
Exercise

Being physically fit improves your health and well-being, and gives you more energy and confidence. This 
video encourages students to have an active lifestyle, and to find forms of recreation to suit their interests. 
Actors Melissa George and Dieter Brummer take MBF’s fitness test. Star footballer Jason Dunstall, and 
basketball player Shelley Gorman, encourage students to get active. (26 min, 1995)

Food for Sports 
Performance

Nutritious food plays an important role in providing us with energy, repairing and replacing cells, and 
allowing growth to occur. Food also helps athletes to achieve peak physical performance in sporting 
activities. This programme portrays the role of nutritious food in promoting athletic success. (26 min, 2008)

Good Coach, Bad Coach
This programme investigates the qualities that make a bad or ineffective coach and, of course, the qualities 
that make a good one. The programme also outlines how to plan and implement an effective training 
session. (22 min, 2008)

In Focus: Coaching 
Styles - Characteristics 
of a Good Coach

This programme looks at the skills of a good sports coach, and examines three different coaching styles: 
authoritarian, distant yet approachable, and friendly. (23 min, 2003)

In Focus: Functional 
Anatomy

This programme examines how our anatomy enables us to be physically active. The topic is split into skeletal 
system, muscular system, respiratory system, and circulatory system. (28 min, 2003)

In the Spirit of the 
Game

This documentary-style programme interviews a range of sports professionals to explore good 
sportsmanship, codes of conduct for players, officials, coaches and spectators, being a team player, and 
resolving conflict. (22 min, 2012)

AR = Additional Resources
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Individual Differences 
- Gender Training and 
Physical Performance 
in Sport

This programme examines the differences which affect physical performance in sport. Two key areas are 
covered - gender difference and trained versus untrained individuals. (25 min, 2004)

Lifelong Physical 
Activity

The benefits of regular physical activity from a young age are highlighted in this energetic and informative 
programme for lower secondary health and P.E. learners. Viewers will hear from Olympic rower Kim Crow and 
a number of amateur orienteers as they discuss the physical, mental and social outcomes of exercise.
(16 min, 2012)

Lisa Llorens: A Cheetah 
on the Track

This programme offers a rare insight into the life of autistic athlete and Paraolympian Lisa Llorens. 
(12 min, 2001)

Measurements of 
Physical Activity

This programme illustrates the key principles outlined by the National Physical Activity Guidelines, and offers 
a comprehensive and objective approach to various methods of measuring physical activity.
(29 min, 2006)

Motivations for an 
Active Lifestyle

This programme addresses the worrying increase in physical inactivity. Most importantly it also considers 
what it takes to motivate people to take up, and continue, physical activity. (25 min, 2003)

Nutrition and Hydration 
in Sport

Without the right fuel, an athlete’s performance suffers. This programme follows Ironman Bradley Conder as 
he prepares for the “big day”. A sports dietician examines how different energy sources affect athletes at the 
pre-competition, during competition and post-competition stage. (21 min, 2012)

Nutrition for Physical 
Activity

This programme, featuring interviews with dieticians from the Australian Institute of Sport, looks at the 
importance of nutrients in our diet to support physical activity. (27 min, 2006)

Orienteering This programme outlines basic orienteering knowledge, map skills, navigational aids and more advanced 
skills like using hand rails, attack points, control flow, and map memory. (26 min, 2005)

Packing a Punch: 
Women in Non-
Traditional Sports

Of course women (and girls) can do everything, and in this inspiring programme we see a range of women 
proving it, looking at women’s cricket, surfing, boxing, rugby, and weight-lifting. (38 min, 2000)

Performance Enhancing 
Substances in Sport

This interview-based programme explores legal ergogenic aids, illegal drugs in sport, drug testing in sport, 
the consequences of doping, and the relationship between the Olympics and doping. (22 min, 2012)

Preparing for an 
Expedition

An expedition can offer many fantastic experiences. Students learn about themselves, communities, and the 
natural environment. However, students need to be aware that they’ll be entering a new environment, which 
requires different skills and greater responsibilities. This programme will provide them with the information 
they need to help them prepare for their expedition. (26 min, 2002)

Promoting 
Participation in P.E.: 
The National Physical 
Activity Guidelines

This programme examines the National Physical Activity Guidelines, barriers to becoming active and various 
models of physical activity. Its key focus is to encourage students to take a greater interest in physical activity.
(27 min, 2006)

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
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Pushing the Limits in 
Athletic Performance

Featuring archival footage and interviews with top sports people, this programme asks the fundamental 
question: is there a limit to human athletic performance? (31 min, 2002)

Recovery from Exercise
This programme covers the workings of the three energy systems, the effects of exercise on each of them, 
effects of exercise on the body, including raising the temperature, fluid and mineral loss, breaking down of 
muscle tissue, and delayed onset of muscle soreness. (25 min, 2005)

Risk Management in 
Recreation

There are risks involved with all outdoor activities. This programme addresses the nature of risk, including its 
positive and negative consequences, and emphasises the importance of personal responsibility in managing 
risk. (25 min, 2010)

Rope Skills This programme examines the correct use and care of ropes in a variety of outdoor settings. (27 min, 2004)

Setting the Pace: 
Women and Sport

In this programme we explore physical activity and its pertinence to women. We consider the benefits 
of activity in general but also explore the specific benefits of exercise and activity during menopause, 
pregnancy and as a means of alleviating biological stress. (26 min, 2007)

Skill Acquisition for 
Sports Performance

This programme provides a detailed theoretical understanding of how skills are developed and honed to an 
elite level. We learn the difference between skills and abilities, explore types of skills, step through the three 
stages of skill acquisition, and discuss why everyone learns at a different rate. (23 min, 2010)

Skills and Sports 
Psychology Series

Skills Classification, 
Coaching and Practice

This series, filmed at a leading PE college, offers practical examples from a variety of sports, and explores the 
psychology of sport and all aspects of skills classification, coaching and practice. (25 min, 2005)

Sport and Coaching
This programme investigates: the role and specific responsibilities of the coach, training programmes, health 
and safety considerations, instruction, choosing a team, analysis of training and performance, aspects of a 
respected and successful coach, strategies, and the role of technology. (28 min, 1999)

Sport and Competition This programme explores the necessity of competition in sport. How does it affect performance, 
participation, physical and mental well-being, and enjoyment? (27 min, 2001)

Sport and Nutrition This programme explores the ways elite sportspeople use nutrition to give themselves an extra edge.
(29 min, 2000)

Sport and Psychology This programme looks at the ways sports psychology can overcome barriers to improvement, and improve 
the performance of athletes. (31 min, 1999)

Sport and Technology This programme looks at the way technology affects sport: assisting performance; aiding recovery; 
improving judging; and improved spectator information. (27 min, 2001)

AR = Additional Resources
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Sport and the Media What is the relationship between sport and the media? This programme probes this fascinating partnership 
and the way it impacts on many factors in our lives. (20 min, 1997)

Sport in Society This programme examines the socio-cultural nature of sport in modern society. (28 min, 1997)

Sports Injuries: 
Classification and 
Management

A comprehensive guide to sports injuries; Wendy Braybon, head physiotherapist at the Victorian Institute of 
Sport, shows us how to treat soft tissue injuries (such as sprains and blisters) and hard tissue injuries (fractures 
and dislocations). We also learn to apply RICER, TOTAPS, and DRABC techniques. (19 min, 2010)

Sports Injury 
Prevention and 
Assessment

This comprehensive programme offers a guide to sports injuries by focusing on its prevention where 
possible, and successful treatment when prevention fails. (19 min, 2010)

Sports Psychology: 
Mental Preparation

What are the ways in which professional athletes combat their doubts and enhance their performance? This 
programme delves into the minds of Olympic and elite athletes in order to better understand how athletes 
can use concentration, visualisation and mental rehearsal techniques to improve results.
(18 min, 2012)

Sports Psychology: 
Motivation, Anxiety 
and Arousal

Athletes often describe being “in the zone” during play. Sports science psychologists are dedicated to 
discovering what occurs in an athlete’s mind during performance; this insightful programme explores the 
latest ideas and discoveries with the help of Olympic athletes, coaches and sports psychologists.  
(22 min, 2012)

Team Building In 
Outdoor Education 
Programs

This programme focuses on how to confront the issues that arise in expedition teams and emphasises the 
importance of team building. (22 min, 2004)

Technology in Trekking This programme examines the many ways technology has changed our outdoor experiences. (26 min, 2005)

The Body in Motion 
Series

This action packed series offers insight into the human body in motion, beginning with an overview of the 
musculoskeletal and cardiorespiratory systems, then the advanced details of biomechanical principles and fluid 
mechanics, and finally, learning how to apply this knowledge to our own fitness regime.

(75 min, 2010)

This series includes the following titles:

1 - An Introduction (24 min)

2 - Influences on Movement (25 min)

3 - Fitness, Skill and Training (26 min)

The Winning Team

The Coach

The role of the sports coach is to allow effective skill acquisition, as well as guiding individuals and groups to 
reach their goals. Nearly all those involved in sport will find themselves in a coaching situation at some point 
of their career, and this film explores the requirements of an effective sports coach. (22 min, 2010)

The Human Body

This programme covers a wide range of topics: the human body, skeleton, muscles, nervous system, brain, 
blood circulatory system, heart, digestive system, waste disposal, and respiratory system. By investigating 
how their bodies work, students are encouraged to develop positive values and respect for their body. 
(18 min, 1991)

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
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The Winning 
Headspace: Psychology 
in Sports

Sport is physical, but sports psychology is vital in modern coaching and playing, for team and individual play. 
In this programme we find out the psychological approaches taken by world champion wheelchair athlete, 
Louise Sauvage, and renowned performance psychologist and surf psychology pioneer, Richard Bennett.
(26 min, 2007)

Tracking a Netballer’s 
Movements and Skills

This programme tracks three separate players in different court positions (Goal Attack, Centre and Wing 
Defence) and different competition levels (national and local). You can clearly see and calculate the time 
spent on the explosive take-offs, the sprinting, the jogging, the jumps and leaps, and the resting.
(46 min, 1999)

Training Awareness: 
Acute Responses and 
Chronic Adaptations

This programme aims to identify and distinguish between immediate (acute) responses to exercise and long 
term (chronic) adaptations to exercise by describing the structure, function and the effect of exercise on the 
three body systems most responsible for movement – the cardiovascular, respiratory and muscular systems. 
(33 min, 2006)

Training for Fitness 
Series

This series examines the theory and practice of fitness training, including energy systems and training for a range 
of sports. Each of these programmes start with a game analysis and fitness demands for the particular sport, then 
detail the logic behind a sample training programme for that sport.

(251 min, 2006)

This series includes the following titles:

Principles of Training for Fitness (33 min)

Training for Basketball (41 min)

Training for Football: Aussie Rules (39 min)

Training for Netball (43 min)

Training for Tennis (42 min)

Training Principles (27 min)

Training Programs (26 min)

Training Strategies: 
Preparing for a Purpose

This programme examines training strategies and provides examples of training programmes. It covers the 
body’s three main energy systems - aerobic, anaerobic and lactic acid systems; different types of training; and 
the principles of training. (25 min, 2003)

Women in Sport
Looking at issues of money and the media, we examine the struggles and the triumphs of women in sport 
from the amateur end of the spectrum to the elite. Warning: The chapter “Sex Sells” contains images of 
women posing in a nude calendar. (18 min, 2000)

AR = Additional Resources
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ClickView’s picks

Psychology

The Concepts of Psychology:  
Part 1

Introducing Psychology

A start! Gives students a flavour of biological, 
developmental and cognitive psychology. 
Great for first week of term or open days.

Psychology Concepts

Stress as a Psychological Process

This programme begins by defining stress 
and its causes. Types of stressors like daily 
life hassles and major life events, and the 
psychological responses of eustress and 
distress are explored. The second half of the 
programme looks closely at the Transactional 
Model of Stress and Coping, and how 
cognitive appraisal of experiences – how we 
perceive a situation – impacts stress.

Elizabeth Loftus: Eyewitness 
Testimony

Professor Elizabeth Loftus takes us through 
her ground-breaking research on eyewitness 
evidence. She explains the problems with 
eyewitness evidence and the origins of 
her research; its methods and findings; 
and its implications for our understanding 
of memory and obtaining more reliable 
eyewitness testimony. 

Sleep

This film examines sleep; why human beings 
do it; the nature of sleep including the 
four stages of sleep; and the causes and 
impacts of not sleeping. It is presented by 
psychologist Dr Steve Taylor and includes 
expert comments from professors at the 
University of Loughborough.

The Concepts of Psychology:  
Part 2

The Use of Non-Human Animals in 
Research

Animals have contributed to a lot of scientific 
advancements, but how ethical is it to use 
them in research? This title discusses the 
legality and ethical issues concerning the 
use of animals in research, and asks students 
to consider whether the use of animals is 
justified.

Attachment

This programme is excellent for a wide range 
of training purposes for foster carers, parents 
groups, child minders, social work and for 
those people who work with children. It is 
also an excellent resource for undergraduate 
and postgraduate studies in both academic 
and applied psychology. Attachment 
includes both historical and current research 
methods and models of attachment 
behaviour.

(7 min, 2014) (6 min, 2013)(10 min, 2016)

(26 min, 2013) (18 min, 2011)(27 min, 2013)
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Aggression

Are all people capable of murder? What drives people to violence? Can TV affect our actions and even 
influence us to acts of violence? This programme explores and offers psychological explanations for these 
issues, and includes a variety of sources. It includes original film footage of research and crimes. 
(23 min, 2013)

Anxiety Disorders
In this programme we take a comprehensive look at anxiety disorders, including generalised anxiety, panic, 
post traumatic, and obsessive compulsive disorders and phobias. With excellent illustrations and input from 
leading experts, this is a wide-ranging examination of anxiety today. (21 min, 2011)

Attachment
This programme is excellent for a wide range of training purposes for foster carers, parents groups, child 
minders, social work and for those people who work with children. It is also an excellent resource for 
undergraduate and postgraduate studies in both academic and applied psychology. (27 min, 2013)

Core Studies in 
Psychology

The first part of this series looks at renowned psychologist and autism expert Simon Baron Cohen, and his case 
study ‘Another Advanced Test of Theory of Mind’. The second part examines the addictive ‘pokies’, the stream of 
money for governments that can cause devastation within communities, families and individuals.

(39 min, 2010)

This series includes the following titles:

Baron Cohen on Autism (23 min)

Griffiths: Cognitive Bias and Gambling (16 min)

Elizabeth Loftus: 
Eyewitness Testimony

Professor Elizabeth Loftus takes us through her ground-breaking research on eyewitness evidence. She 
explains the problems with eyewitness evidence and the origins of her research; its methods and findings; 
and its implications for our understanding of memory and obtaining more reliable eyewitness testimony. 
(20 min, 2011)

Face Recognition
This film explores the fascinating topic of face recognition, including recognising faces, reading faces and the 
Bruce-Young model, and blindness to faces. Expert interviewees include Prof. Vicki Bruce from the University 
of Newcastle and Prof. Andy Young from the University of York. (25 min, 2012)

Maguire: Navigation 
and the Human Brain

Eleanor Maguire discusses her seminal study “Navigation-Related Structural Changes in the Hippocampus of 
Taxi Drivers”, looking at its context and aims, ground-breaking methods, surprising findings and what they 
suggest about navigation, memory and the plasticity of the human brain. (15 min, 2010)

Offender Profiling
Offender profiling is commonly used in solving crimes. Using the leading case of the railway murders in the 
UK, this programme explains what profiling is, and what it aims to do. It includes practical uses of profiling, 
potential benefits and drawbacks, and the emergence of a new evidence-based approach. (25 min, 2012)

Psychology Concepts

This series investigates stress as a psychobiological process. It includes models of cognitive and physiological 
processes and strategies for managing stress.

(32 min, 2016) 

This series includes the following titles:

Managing and Coping with Stress (11 min)

Stress as a Biological Process (11 min)

Stress as a Psychological Process (10 min)

PSYCHOLOGY

Psychology
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PSYCHOLOGY

Psychology Critical 
Issues

This series includes six programmes that help bring critical issues to life in a relevant and accessible way. Students 
own experiences, case study examples, and expert analysis combine to provide an educational series that holds 
student interest throughout.

(178 min, 2009)

This series includes the following titles:

Bystander Intervention (28 min)

Day Care (30 min)

Eating Disorders (30 min)

Eyewitness Testimony (30 min)

Obedience and Ethics (30 min)

Stress Management (30 min)

Psychology Short Cuts

Classic Studies in 
Psychology 1

This compelling set of short chapters illustrates five of psychology’s most important studies: The strange 
situation, bandura on social learning, elizabeth loftus on eyewitness testimony, milgram’s experiments on 
obedience, and the stanford prison experiment. (39 min, 2007)

Research in Context

This programme helps with the difficult task of integrating science and research. We see the cycle of science 
illustrated with Naughty Teddy’s challenge to Piaget’s theory of conservation, a record producer using 
descriptive statistics, and a dating study using different types of data to meet their ideal partners. 
(29 min, 2009)

Rosenhan’s Experiment: 
Being Sane in Insane 
Places

The Rosenhan Experiment is one of the most infamous psychological experiments of all time. This 
programme looks at the context of the study in the anti-psychiatry movement of the 70s, how pseudo 
patients gained entry, their experiences of being sane in insane places, and how critics evaluated the study. 
(20 min, 2011)

Sleep
This film examines sleep; why human beings do it; the nature of sleep including the four stages of sleep; and 
the causes and impacts of not sleeping. It is presented by psychologist Dr Steven Taylor and includes expert 
comments from professors at the University of Loughborough. (26 min, 2013)

The Concepts of 
Psychology: Part 1

This series, presented by Dr Steven Taylor, answers challenging questions for psychology students. The series 
begins with a short clip introducing psychology as a subject, then covers topics, including how to define ethics; free 
will and determinism; situational theory; and ethical issues in psychology.

(31 min, 2014)

This series includes the following titles:

Ethical Issues in Psychology (5 min)

Free Will and Determinism (7 min)

Introducing Psychology (7 min)

Situational Theory (6 min)

What Are Ethics? (6 min)

The Concepts of 
Psychology: Part 2

This series, presented by Dr Steven Taylor, answers challenging questions for psychology students. Part 2 of ‘The 
Concepts of Psychology’ is a collection of short programmes that look at issues such as reductionism, correlation 
and causation, the use of non-human animals in research, science and psychology, and more.

(33 min, 2014)

This series includes the following titles:

Correlation and Causation: Illustrating the Difference (3 min)
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Experimental Methods: A Case Study (5 min)

Looking at Reductionism: A Case Study (6 min)

Reliability and Validity (4 min)

Science and Psychology (6 min)

The Stroop Effect (3 min)

The Use of Non-Human Animals in Research (6 min)

The Social Toddler
This resource provides a fascinating insight into the world of the toddler. Child behaviour specialists Helen 
and Clive Dorman reveal that by untangling the mysteries of why toddlers behave the way they do, parents 
and carers are better able to respond in ways that avoid conflict and maximise enjoyment. (31 min, 2005)

Understanding 
Postnatal Depression

This programme defines postnatal depression (PND) and contrasts it with other conditions. Contributing 
factors will be explored as well as some of the current treatments available. A case study of PND will provide 
insight into the life of someone who has experienced it. (22 min, 2012)

Understanding 
Psychology

‘Understanding Psychology’ is a series designed to make some of psychology’s more abstract, theoretical and 
methodological issues accessible to students through case studies and examples that relate to everyday life 
experiences.

(171 min, 2008)

This series includes the following titles:

Experimental Research Methods in Psychology (22 min)

Mental Disorders (29 min)

Non-Experimental Methods in Psychology (33 min)

Perspectives on Psychology (40 min)

The BBC Prison Study (28 min)

AR = Additional Resources
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ClickView’s picks

Religion

Let’s Talk about Religion

The Nature of God

What kind of god do you believe in? Can 
human beings get in touch with a higher 
power? In this programme we look at some 
core beliefs across the three religions of 
Buddhism, Islam and Christianity. Viewers 
are introduced to the Buddhist, Islamic and 
Christian conceptions of a supreme being in 
this thought-provoking programme.

Let’s Talk about Religion

Bioethics

Perspectives on bioethics are morally and 
ethically complex. Even greater complexity 
comes into the question when the views of 
individuals and institutions are based on 
religious beliefs. 

The Sacraments

This informative film seeks to define the 
term ‘sacrament’ and explores baptism, 
confirmation, the Eucharist, marriage, 
ordination, reconciliation, anointing, and 
funerals from the perspective of several 
Christian denominations.

Religion in Contemporary Society

What Is Religion?

This programme explores the scope and 
methodology of the Kendal Project, its 
findings and conclusions about modern 
society, religion and spirituality, and 
examines implications and explanations of 
changing trends.

Being Muslim in 21st Century 
Australia

Multicultural nations like Australia are 
home to people from many cultures and 
backgrounds. In Australia, Islam has grown 
in prominence as more people from Muslim 
countries make Australia their home. This 
programme looks at being Muslim in 
Australia through the eyes of two teenagers, 
Mohammed and Jazra.

Religion in Contemporary Society

Secularisation?

This programme examines secularisation 
and discusses whether contemporary society 
is moving away from the traditional and 
historical view of religion, or if religion and 
spirituality are merely changing and taking 
new forms.

(21 min, 2016) (26 min, 2009)(17 min, 2016)

(7 min, 2014) (22 min, 2011)(7 min, 2014)
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RELIGION
AR = Additional Resources

Being Christian in 21st 
Century Australia

Christianity might be the religion that most Australians nominate as their faith, but what does being a 
Christian mean? There are many ways in which people practice their Christian faith; in this programme we 
meet an average Christian teenager, Caleb Vines, and discover how his faith impacts on his everyday life. 
(23 min, 2009)

Being Jewish in 21st 
Century Australia

This programme provides a remarkable insight into the lives of practicing Jewish teenagers and their families 
as they go about everyday life in modern Australia. Keren Black and Anton Boroda take viewers into their 
homes, their synagogue, and to various other places where their lives and faith are played out. (29 min, 2009)

Being Muslim in 21st 
Century Australia

Multicultural nations like Australia are home to people from many cultures and backgrounds. In Australia, 
Islam has grown in prominence as more people from Muslim countries make Australia their home. This 
programme looks at being Muslim in Australia through the eyes of two teenagers, Mohammed and Jazra. 
(26 min, 2009)

Evil and Suffering: A 
Religious Perspective

Designed for students who are tackling the subjects of evil and suffering in relation to the existence of 
God, this film offers examples of what could be perceived as ‘suffering’ in the world today and explores the 
meaning of ‘suffering’ from a religious point of view. (22 min, 2011)

Let’s Talk about 
Religion

What is a god? What happens after we die? This two-part series discusses the way in which three of the world’s 
largest religions—Christianity, Islam and Buddhism—interpret the nature of god and the afterlife.

(71 min, 2016)

This series includes the following titles:

Bioethics (17 min)

The Afterlife (16 min)

The Environment (17 min)

The Nature of God (21 min)

Muslims in Australia
‘Muslims in Australia’ covers the religion, cultures, the problems of fundamentalism and fanaticism common 
to most religions, the Afghan camel drivers and young Muslims’ views on trends in the rest of modern 
Australia. (27 min, 2001)

Religion in 
Contemporary Society

This series examines what religion means in today’s society and looks at some of the new religious movements 
that have evolved. We discuss if contemporary society is moving away from the traditional and historical view of 
religion, or if religion and spirituality are merely changing and taking on new forms.

(20 min, 2014)

This series includes the following titles:

New Religious Movements (6 min)

Secularisation? (7 min)

What Is Religion? (7 min)

The Kendal Project: A 
Spiritual Revolution

This programme explores the scope and methodology of the Kendal Project, its findings and conclusions 
about modern society, religion and spirituality, and examines implications and explanations of changing 
trends. (23 min, 2012)

The Sacraments
This informative film seeks to define the term ‘sacrament’ and explores baptism, confirmation, the Eucharist, 
marriage, ordination, reconciliation, anointing, and funerals from the perspective of several Christian 
denominations. (22 min, 2011)

Relgion
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ClickView’s picks

Science

Physics House

How Do I Hear My Stereo?

How do we hear music coming from a 
speaker? Join Yanick in Physics House as he 
investigates how vibrations are made in a 
speaker, and how sounds travels through 
different mediums to bring the sweet sounds 
of music to our ears.

Pathogens and Infectious Disease

There are a multitude of pathogens capable 
of infecting the human body and causing 
disease. This programme explores the six 
main categories of pathogens: bacteria, 
viruses, fungi, protozoa, prions and 
macroparasites. Their structure, mode of 
transmission, and the changes they cause in 
the host are described. 

Into Space

Exploring Our Solar System

Come on a voyage through the solar system 
and discover the size, orbits, rotations, 
moons and other fascinating facts about the 
Sun and the eight planets orbiting it. This clip 
also describes some of the spacecraft and 
missions that have provided us with all the 
information we know about the solar system 
and its planetary inhabitants.

Heredity

Mitosis and Meiosis

Cells are found in the tissues of all kinds 
of different organisms but how are new 
cells created? This clip describes the cell 
cycle and two types of cell division: mitosis, 
which is important for growth and repair; 
and meiosis, the process of generating sex 
cells for sexual reproduction. Diagrams and 
graphics demonstrate what is happening 
inside dividing cells.

(23 min, 2016)

(10 min, 2016)

(6 min, 2016)

(23 min, 2015)

(3 min, 2013)

Cell - Structure and Functions

Introduction to Cells

This series investigates the structure and 
functions of cells. It includes the structure 
and function of the cell wall, cell membrane 
and the cytoplasm, as well as an exploration 
of the cell theory. It also examines the various 
shapes and sizes of cells.

Classification Systems

The classification system is the arrangement 
of living things, categorised by their different 
characteristics - an organised understanding 
of the natural world we live in. Recently 
this system has been further refined using 
studies of DNA. In this programme, we 
discuss how the classification system is 
organised and how scientific names are 
arrived at. 

(22 min, 2009)
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Air Around Us

Importance of Air

This programme explores the importance of air. It includes the importance of the gases present in air, 
outlines the uses of air in daily life, and identifies the organs in the living organisms that are used to breathe 
in oxygen. (3 min, 2013)

All About Forensic 
Science

This programme takes the viewer on a journey into real-world forensic science and helps to debunk the TV 
stereotypes. It covers what forensic scientists do on a day-to-day basis, the role they play in solving crimes 
and other incidents, and the job description of a typical forensic scientist. (27 min, 2007)

All Systems Go Again!
‘All Systems Go Again!’ is a fast-moving and lively exploration of the three human energy systems; ATP-PC, 
lactic and aerobic. The programme explores their intricate links to one another, and the way they work in 
perfect harmony during any activity. (30 min, 2006)

An Introduction to 
Biodiversity

This programme explores what biodiversity is, with a focus on the long-term effects in Australia through 
interviews with professionals and organisations. It offers suggestions on what can be done to conserve 
biodiversity on a day-to-day basis, and gives a real world demonstration of such conservation in action.  
(24 min, 2009)

An Introduction to 
Forensic Science

This programme takes the viewer on a journey into real-world forensic science to debunk TV stereotypes and 
find out what forensic scientists do on a day-to-day basis. (27 min, 2007)

Anatomy: Functional 
Body Systems

This programme explains how the skeletal, muscular, cardiovascular, respiratory, and nervous systems work 
in conjunction with each other in the human body. This video examines each of these systems, their parts, 
their functions, and how they work. (27 min, 2010)

Animals in Their 
Habitats

The African Savannah

This programme looks at the African savannah and a number of animals that exist naturally in savannah 
habitats in various parts of the continent; how their habitat supports them; and various physical, behavioural 
and social adaptations they have made in order to exist in the savannah environment. (24 min, 2008)

Australian Animals
This programme is a wonderful introduction to Australia’s native species, including the Tasmanian tiger. It 
looks at how animals obtain energy, how they protect themselves and their young, as well as survival and 
extinction of species. (18 min, 2001)

Battle Scars: An 
Overview of Our 
Defence Against 
Disease

This programme investigates the human immune system and the body’s defences against disease.
(30 min, 1996)

Bioethics Through case studies of the use of animals in research and the development of GMOs, this programme 
examines some of the ethical issues involved in modern applications of biology. (31 min, 2005)

Biomechanics of the 
Body

This programme begins by examining some of the fundamentals of mechanics, including Newton’s laws, 
types of forces, force summation, inertia, momentum, and acceleration. It also covers 
the three types of levers; the location of levers in the body and types of motion. (27 min, 2008)

Biosphere Cycles 
(Senior)

This programme looks at the workings of the Earth’s biosphere, presenting how the one-way flow of energy 
from the Sun underpins the continual recycling of molecules between living and non-living states. 
(23 min, 2003)

SCIENCE Biology

Science

AR = Additional Resources
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SCIENCE Biology

Blood - Its Components 
and Functions

This programme identifies the different components of blood; lists the various components of plasma; 
describes how red blood cells help in the transportation of gases; explains the role of white blood cells in 
fighting pathogens; and discusses how platelets help control bleeding. (6 min, 2013)

Body Movements

Types of Joints

This programme explores the various types of movable joints, including the ball-and-socket joint, the pivot 
joint, the hinge joint, and the gliding joint. It explains the movements of the various joints and describes 
freely moveable joints. (14 min, 2014)

Body Systems - 
Explained through 
Dissection and 
Animation

The human body relies on the coordinated activity of a number of body systems. This programme looks at 
the systems that deliver oxygen and nutrients to our tissues, and remove waste products such as carbon 
dioxide, using a unique combination of pig organ dissection, and clear informative graphics and animation. 
(24 min, 2003)

Cell - Structure and 
Functions

This series investigates the structure and functions of cells. It includes the structure and function of the cell wall, cell 
membrane and the cytoplasm, as well as an exploration of the cell theory. It also examines the various shapes and 
sizes that cells can be found.

(15 min, 2013)

This series includes the following titles:

Cell Wall, Cell Membrane and Cytoplasm (6 min)

Discovery of Cells and the Development of the Cell Theory (6 min)

Introduction to Cells (3 min)

Cellular Signalling Using animated graphics, this programme explores various ways in which cells signal other cells, looking 
particularly at paracine, synaptic and endocrine signalling processes. (26 min, 2006)

Circulation of Blood
This programme explains how the human heart pumps blood; reviews the internal structure of the heart; 
describes how blood that is rich in carbon dioxide is pumped through the heart; and explains how the heart 
receives and pumps oxygen-rich blood. (5 min, 2013)

Classification Systems
This programme discusses how the classification system is organised and how scientific names are arrived at. 
The dichotomous keys used by biologists to classify specimens are demonstrated, and the five major groups 
of living things are explained. (22 min, 2009)

Control and  
Coordination

The Human Brain: 
Forebrain and Midbrain

With the use of an eye-catching animated diagram, the forebrain and midbrain are explained, helping 
students to identify the main parts of the forebrain and midbrain, and understand the different functions of 
each part. (12 min, 2014)

Coordination and 
Control

Investigate the internal systems of animals and plants, and the interaction between organism and environmental 
stimuli in this easy to follow series. Students will discover how signals and hormones are transmitted in animals and 
plants to deal with constantly changing environments, and how this enables them to survive.

(42 min, 2006)

This series includes the following titles:

Part 1: Animals (23 min)

Part 2: Plants (20 min)

Designer Genes: The 
Science and Ethics

This programme outlines the basic tools and techniques for manipulation of DNA, and how these are being 
used to ask fundamental questions about how genes work. From a more applied angle, we take a tour of the 
myriad ways these advances are being utilised in medicine, agriculture and the environment. (28 min, 2009)
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Discovering DNA
This programme examines the makeup of the DNA molecule, including the role of messenger, transfer and 
ribosomal RNA; DNA manipulation; DNA recombination and sequencing; and the applications of various 
techniques. (22 min, 2002)

Disease and Treatment

Explore the characteristics of rotavirus and cancer, and the influence and significance of scientific advancements 
in the health sector in this clear and informative series. Students will gain a solid understanding through the 
commentary, expert interviews, and the clear diagrams included in each programme.

(22 min, 2013)

This series includes the following titles:

Developing a Vaccine: Rotavirus (12 min)

Treating Cancer: Radiation Therapy (10 min)

Emerging Diseases: 
Prions, Viruses

An emerging disease is one that has appeared in a population for the first time. The diseases discussed 
in this programme include SARS, Avian flu, Rift Vally Fever and Creutzfeldt-Jakob Disease. It looks at the 
transmission, clinical features, diagnosis, treatment, vectors, prevention and control of these diseases.  
(29 min, 2008)

Energy in Ecosystems This programme explores energy flow through ecosystems, and how organisms at various levels in the food 
chain obtain their energy, use it, lose it, and store it. (25 min, 2002)

Epidemiology: Linking 
Smoking to Lung 
Cancer

Smoking’s role in lung cancer is not a simple cause-and-effect relationship. Using lung cancer as an example, 
this programme explores the critical role epidemiology plays in establishing the cause of a disease. 
(12 min, 2013)

Evolutionary Biology 
Essentials

This series gives a broad understanding of the multi-branched theory of human evolution, the major geological 
eras in Earth’s history and the various scientific methods used for fossil dating. This series helps us answer questions 
such as where we came from and who we are.

(15 min, 2013)

This series includes the following titles:

Animal Adaptations (16 min)

Evolution by Natural Selection (13 min)

Geological Timescale (8 min)

Radiocarbon and Other Dating Techniques (8 min)

The Hominid Chronology (8 min)

Fertilisation in 
Flowering Plants

This programme describes the process of fertilisation in flowering plants, and discusses the formation of 
seeds and fruits in plants. (4 min, 2013)

Science Building Blocks 
Series

Food and Digestion

This programme introduces students to digestion and food testing. This programme also shows a range of 
experiments with food testing and enzyme activity. (26 min, 2005)

Food Chains and Food 
Webs

This programme explains how animals and plants are interconnected within ecosystems. It offers a brief 
explanation of why every living organism needs energy, and then describes how plants and animals 
obtain their food and energy. Food chains and food webs are also examined, including scavengers and 
decomposers. (17 min, 2012)

AR = Additional Resources

Science

Biology
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Food: Where Does It 
Come From?

Food Habits of Animals

This programme explores the food habits of animals. The programme includes the feeding habits of 
herbivores, carnivores and omnivores, and explains the feeding mechanism of parasites. (5 min, 2013)

Forensic Science in 
Action

This programme demonstrates the forensic investigation of a mock-up crime. It takes viewers through crime 
scene investigation, various facets of evidence analysis, and the presentation of the forensic findings in a 
court of law. (20 min, 2007)

Gene Technology This programme is about gene technology - the actual techniques used by the scientists producing 
remarkable breakthroughs in areas like health, agriculture and forensics. (30 min, 2003)

Gene Technology in 
Agriculture

These are interesting times for agriculture, as it is undergoing major changes with the current advances in 
gene technology. This programme looks at the pros and cons of these advances, and how they can affect our 
health, environment, society, and the economy. (21 min, 1999)

Gene Technology: 
Our History of 
Understanding to 
Modern Techniques

Explore the history of our understanding of genetics, from the observations of Mendel to the discovery of 
DNA by Watson and Crick. It outlines the function of DNA, chromosomes, genes and protein replication, and 
how research into genetics has led to the development of gene technology. (21 min, 1999)

Genes and Cloning This programme looks at the way man has modified genomes of plants and animals used for food since the 
dawn of agriculture. (28 min, 2006)

Genes and Inheritance: 
Priests, Peas, Punnets 
and Pedigrees

This programme introduces the important concepts and principles that form the basis of the modern 
understanding of genetics and inheritance. It covers the use of Punnet Squares, gene linkage, sex linkage, 
and crossing over. It also introduces Pedigree Analyses using examples of autosomal and sex-linked 
inheritance. (32 min, 2002)

Genetics and 
Reproduction: Genetic 
Diseases to Designer 
Babies

This programme explores the revolution in genetic medicine, and highlights the social and ethical 
implications of the emerging reproductive technologies. It starts by looking at types of genetic diseases, and 
considers recent medical advances and their applications. (20 min, 2001)

Germination of Seeds
This programme states the three conditions required for seed germination; describes the steps in the process 
of seed germination; states the source of energy for the seeds to grow; and explains how a new plant is 
produced. (4 min, 2013)

Getting to Know Plants

This series studies the structure and functions of plants. It examines the parts of a flower, including the root, the 
stem, the process of transpiration, as well as food preparation and respiration.

(27 min, 2014)

This series includes the following titles:

Flowers (4 min)

Plants - Roots, Leaf Function and Respiration (19 min)

The Plant Stem and its Functions (4 min)

Heredity

This series investigates the cellular systems and processes involved in transmitting genetic material to new cells and 
offspring.

(21 min, 2016)

This series includes the following titles:

DNA and Inheritance (11 min)

SCIENCE Biology
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Mitosis and Meiosis (10 min)

Homeostasis
This programme introduces biology students to the phenomenon of homeostasis, why it is important and 
how it works. The mechanisms for detecting and counteracting changes are explored, along with the roles of 
the nervous and endocrine systems in maintaining a balance. (25 min, 2007)

How a Plant Works
This programme introduces the importance of energy to living things by outlining the main processes of 
photosynthesis. This involves the conversion of light energy from the Sun into chemical energy, which plants 
and animals can utilise in their metabolism. (20 min, 1998)

Human Reproduction

This series examines human reproduction, and focuses on the development of a human embryo, the male and 
female reproductive systems and the menstrual cycle. It explores the process of fertilisation and ovulation, and 
explains the function and structure of both reproductive systems.

(17 min, 2013)

This series includes the following titles:

The Development of a Human Embryo (5 min)

The Male and Female Reproductive System (8 min)

The Menstrual Cycle (4 min)

In Focus: Classifying 
Living Things: The How 
and Why of the Five 
Kingdom Classification

This programme shows how all living organisms are classified into five basic categories or kingdoms - plants, 
animals, fungi, protoctista and monera. (33 min, 2003)

In Focus: Introduction 
to Plants (Junior 
Version)

This programme examines the form and functioning of plants. It looks at the characteristics of all living 
things – including cellular respiration, photosynthesis, growing and repairing, responding to stimuli, taking 
nutrients from the environment, and reproduction – and emphasises how these occur in plants.  
(22 min, 2004)

In Focus: Introduction 
to Plants (Senior 
Version)

This programme is an introduction to botany for senior secondary students. It looks at cellular respiration, 
photosynthesis, the transport of nutrients, growth and repair, responses to stimuli, and reproduction - both 
asexual and sexual. (22 min, 2004)

In Focus: Plants, Light 
and Water (Junior 
Version)

This programme looks at two naturally occurring phenomena that are essential to the survival of plants: light 
and water. It covers photosynthesis and cellular respiration, compares the products and reactants, and other 
characteristics of each process. (20 min, 2004)

In Focus: Plants, Light 
and Water (Senior 
Version)

This programme examines the importance of water and light to plants. It covers photosynthesis and 
respiration. It then looks at transport mechanisms and tissues within the plant, explaining the roles of xylem 
and phloem in transpiration and translocation. (26 min, 2004)

Insects and Spiders - 
Life Cycle Energy and 
Protection

This programme is an introduction to the life cycle of insects and spiders, and the way in which the survival 
of the species is ensured. It has four main sections: the life cycle, how insects obtain energy, how insects 
protect themselves, and protection for the young. (20 min, 1985)

Inside Cells: Cells and 
Their Organelles

The programme examines the structure and function of cellular organelles; covers the importance of internal 
cellular membranes; and compares the relative sizes of organelles within a cell. (27 min, 2002)

AR = Additional Resources
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Interviews on the Ethics 
of Genetics

Investigate the issue of ethics in genetics through this informative collection of expert interviews. In a world that 
offers new and innovative genetic technologies, many ethical issues arise, and these programmes will help guide 
students in understanding these concerns. 

(58 min, 2000)

This series includes the following titles:

Gene Tech Tapes: Part 4 (34 min)

Gene Tech Tapes: Part 5 (24 min)

Keeping It all Together: 
Cell Membranes

Using a combination of narration, video footage and graphics, this programme covers how cell membranes 
operate and the various ways in which materials can cross them. (31 min, 2002)

Life Processes

Photosynthesis

This two-part 3D animation allows students to grasp that sunlight and carbon dioxide are essential for 
photosynthesis, and that photosynthesis is how plants create their energy to survive. Two experiments are 
performed in a clear manner that are easily imitable by students. (9 min, 2014)

Locomotion and 
Movement

The Skeletal System

This programme explores the different types of skeleton and parts of the human skeleton. The programme 
also explains the skull and the vertebral column. (5 min, 2013)

Macromolecules

This series focuses on macromolecules. It investigates the three major categories of macromolecules, known as 
carbohydrates, lipids and the nucleic acids. It also explores proteomics and its structure and function. 

(51 min, 2006)

This series includes the following titles:

Carbohydrates, Lipids and Nucleic Acids (25 min)

Proteins and Proteomics (26 min)

Mechanisms of 
Evolution

Evolution is the process that produces change in a population. This programme covers the three main ways 
in which evolution occurs, with chapters on genetic drift, mutation and natural selection. By using coloured 
counters to represent genes, Gregor Mendel’s genetic theory is shown in a clear and concise way.  
(28 min, 2004)

Medical Ethics

This series explores the key issues in medical ethics today, particularly euthanasia, IVF and genetic engineering. It 
offers perspectives of practitioners, patients, families, and religious and philosophical experts; uses interviews, real-
life examples and opinions from around the world.

(65 min, 2011)

This series includes the following titles:

Euthanasia (25 min)

Genetic Engineering (20 min)

IVF (20 min)

Medical Scientists at 
Work

This programme portrays medical scientists involved in three diverse projects. These are analysing the 
chemicals in insects for possible medical applications; examining how some diseases can be carried on DNA 
and inherited; and developing a vaccine that can work with any type of flu. (23 min, 2000)

Metamorphosis of a 
Frog

This programme illustrates the different stages in the life cycle of a frog, and explains metamorphosis. 
(4 min, 2013)

SCIENCE Biology
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Micro-Organisms: 
Friend and Foe

This series examines micro-organisms through a variety of examples. These include how micro-organisms spoil 
food through bacteria, yeast and fungus; human diseases caused by micro-organisms such as mosquito bites; the 
usefulness of micro-organisms such as yeast; and the various uses of bacteria, protozoa and fungi.

(17 min, 2013)

This series includes the following titles:

Food Spoilage by Micro-Organisms (4 min)

Microbial Diseases in Humans (5 min)

Useful Micro-Organisms - Yeast and Algae (3 min)

Useful Micro-Organisms II - Bacteria, Protozoa and Fungi (5 min)

Multicellular Organisms 
and their Nervous 
Systems

This programme explores the level of organisation for structure and function of multicellular organisms, 
including cells, tissues, organs and organ systems. It highlights the nervous system for vertebrates and 
invertebrates, and features dissections of a cane toad and a worm to illustrate different nervous systems. 
(21 min, 2012)

Mutations: Changing 
the Code

A mutagen is any agent capable of altering the structure of DNA within our cells. While some mutation is a 
natural process resulting from errors in the copying and repair of DNA, mutagens are able to greatly increase 
the mutation rate within a population. (23 min, 2009)

Natural Selection: Its 
Place in Modern Society

This programme illustrates how natural selection continues to affect us in fundamental ways that will 
determine our future survival as a species. It offers an explanation of natural selection, examples of how it is 
operating all around us, how it has affected human evolution and continues to affect our lives. (31 min, 2008)

Nutrition in Animals

This series explores the nutrition in animals, including microscopic animals and the human digestive system. It 
includes feeding, digestion, egestion and absorption; the processes and functions of the human digestive system; 
the organs that aid digestion; as well as milk teeth and permanent teeth.

(35 min, 2013)

This series includes the following titles:

Nutrition in Microscopic Animals - Amoeba, Hydra and Paramoecium (5 min)

The Human Digestive System - Assimilation and Egestion (5 min)

The Human Digestive System - Digestion and Absorption in the Small Intestine (6 min)

The Human Digestive System - Teeth (5 min)

The Human Digestive System - Tongue, Salivary Glands, Teeth, Oesophagus and Stomach (14 min)

Nutrition in Plants

Autotrophic and 
Heterotrophic Nutrition 
in Plants

This programme explores autotrophic nutrition and heterotrophic nutrition in plants. It includes the role of 
chlorophyll and stomata; the role of root hairs; discusses parasitic plants; and defines insectivorous plants, 
symbiotic plants and saprophytic plants. (9 min, 2014)

Oviparous and 
Viviparous Animals

This programme describes how animals reproduce; differentiates between oviparous and viviparous animals; 
and outlines how animals take care of their young ones. (4 min, 2013)

Pathogens and 
Infectious Disease

There are a multitude of pathogens capable of infecting the human body and causing disease. This 
programme explores the six main categories of pathogens: bacteria, viruses, fungi, protozoa, prions and 
macroparasites. Images, microscopic views of cells and pathogens, and animations make this an excellent 
resource. (23 min, 2016)

Biology
AR = Additional Resources
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Plant Adaptations This programme investigates the basic characteristics of aquatic and terrestrial environments, and the 
adaptations of the plants that live in those environments. (28 min, 1995)

Pollination This programme explains the process of pollination by insects and wind pollination, and provides examples 
of each. It also distinguishes between self and cross pollination. (4 min, 2013)

Population 
Management

Australian scientists have come up with a more effective and humane solution to control pest populations 
using contraceptive vaccines. Also, scientists are trying to use the DNA from a preserved specimen to bring 
the Tasmanian Tiger back from extinction. (25 min, 2002)

Pregnancy and 
Childbirth: The Real 
Story

This programme transitions from conception to birth as it covers the key developmental stages in each 
trimester. It documents foetal development, outlines key medical tests, the emotional and physical aspects 
of pregnancy, birthing options, and the birthing process. (25 min, 2012)

Products that Harm the 
Environment

We look at products in everyday use, explore their impact on the environment and discover ways to avoid 
harming it. The video demonstrates how products may cause harm during their manufacture, use and 
disposal. (16 min, 1992)

Practical Science Series

Biology Fieldwork
This programme shows students how to complete the practical fieldwork needed to investigate a local 
ecosystem. (25 min, 1994)

Rebuilding the Brain: 
Adult Brain Stem Cells

This programme examines what stem cells are, what research is being done with them, and how their use will 
have a future benefit in fighting disease and trauma. (20 min, 2002)

Reproduction in 
Animals

Asexual Reproduction

This programme explores types of asexual reproduction. The programme includes cell division, binary fission 
in bacteria and amoebae, budding in hydra and yeast, fragmentation in flatworms, and defines asexual 
reproduction in various organisms. (4 min, 2013)

Rock Platforms
This programme explores the environmental characteristics and organisms of the intertidal zone, which is 
the region of coast between extreme high and low tide levels. It outlines the constantly changing abiotic 
factors and the influence of these on the distribution of organisms. (22 min, 2002)

Sexual and Asexual 
Reproduction

This programme looks at sexual and asexual reproduction with clear explanations of meiosis and mitosis. It 
explains biological processes, explores various types of asexual reproduction, sexual reproduction in animals 
and flowering plants, and the advantages and disadvantages of both types of reproduction. (16 min, 2012)

Structure of the Heart
This programme outlines the size, location and covering of the human heart; lists the different parts of the 
heart; lists the different chambers and valves of the heart, and their functions; and identifies the function of 
blood vessels. (5 min, 2013)

The Bones of It: An 
Introduction to the 
Skeleton

In this programme, Z-Man the Zombie explores many aspects of bones and the human skeletal system in his 
bone-laden graveyard. The journey looks at what bones are, their form and function, breaking and healing, 
and how to promote and maintain healthy bones. (32 min 2009)

SCIENCE Biology
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The Cell: How It Works
This programme takes an in-depth look at how a cell works, including its basic internal structures and 
processes. It examines single-celled organisms, the differences between plant and animal cells, the challenge 
of becoming multicellular, and why cells specialise. (22 min, 1998)

The Endocrine System
This programme describes the structure and function of the pituitary gland; explains the structure and 
function of the thyroid gland; illustrates the structure and functions of the adrenal glands; and describes the 
structure of the testes and their role in regulating secondary sexual characteristics in males. (10 min, 2014)

The Eye: From Light 
Comes Sight

The eye gathers light information and transforms it into a signal that is used by the brain to formulate an 
appropriate response. This programme explains how this process works, what are the structures involved 
and what they do, using an integrated approach. (24 min, 2004)

The History of 
Evolution Theory

This programme reviews the history of the Theory of Evolution and explains its basic elements. It explains 
what a scientific theory is, and why intelligent design is not science. This programme will help students 
understand not only the history and the basics of evolutionary theory, but the difference between science 
and faith. (27 min, 2006)

The Immune Response
This programme identifies that the immune system is a highly complex system, and examines the three 
levels of immune defence, in isolation and as part of a disparate yet interconnected system. The role of 
human intervention in the defence against disease is also explored. (21 min, 2011)

The Last Plague: The 
Immune System at 
Work

This programme explains the history and symptoms of influenza, and how the virus reproduces. It includes 
a detailed description of the immune system and how the body fights an influenza infection. The different 
subtypes and strains of the virus are introduced, and the vaccines and new anti-viral drugs are explained. 
(28 min, 1998)

The Pond

By examining life in and around a pond, this series demonstrates the biosphere in action. The series looks at 
community ecology, food chains and food webs, key biological processes, how living things adapt and react, and 
the impact that humans have on natural environments.

(34 min, 2013)

This series includes the following titles:

Community Ecology in Action (19 min)

Exploring the Web of Life (15 min)

The Rising Threat of 
Infectious Disease

This programme examines the fight against microbes and the evolution of bacteria, and the steps science is 
taking to combat new infectious diseases. (27 min, 1997)

The Role of Enzymes

Enzymes are proteins manufactured by the human body during protein synthesis. They are catalysts and 
drive every chemical reaction that takes place in the human body, and enable our bodies to be built from 
proteins, carbohydrates, and fats. Through genetic engineering, it is possible to harness the power of 
enzymes. (28 min, 2009)

The Science in Foods In this programme, we introduce students to the science behind the food we eat. We also examine keeping 
food safe, and how it should be handled and stored. (24 min, 2006)

Transportation of 
Materials in Plants and 
Animals

Human Urinary System

This programme explores how the urinary system removes waste materials and how the organs of the 
human urinary system help in excretion. It includes how wastes are produced in the body, and describes the 
location and morphology of organs of the human urinary system. (9 min, 2014)

AR = Additional Resources
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Transportation Systems 
in Animals

This programme explores the need for multicellular animals to have specialised internal transport systems. 
These are systems that can effectively distribute materials to and from all parts of the body, providing 
nutrients and removing waste. The evolutionary aspect of internal transport mechanisms is also discussed. 
(20 min, 2009)

Transportation Systems 
in Plants

This programme explores why many multicellular plants have specialised internal transport systems, while 
looking at what a transport system is, how plants get their nutrition, and the structure and function of root 
hairs. It also discusses separate transport systems of the xylem and phloem. (23 min, 2009)

Types of Teeth This programme looks at when milk teeth and permanent teeth appear in humans, the different types of 
teeth, and their uses. (5 min, 2013)

Understanding Disease 
Through History

This clip provides a chronological overview of humankind’s understanding of disease throughout history 
including prevention, treatment and diagnosis. Ancient Chinese medicine, medieval beliefs, microbiology 
and 20th century breakthroughs have all contributed to our growing knowledge of disease and medicine. 
(11 min, 2015)

Understanding 
Evolution: Inheritance 
and Change

The programme moves from explaining how DNA mutations can bring benefit to a species through natural 
selection to how fossils are formed and dated, and what the fossil record can show us. (30 min, 2002)

Viruses: The Deadly 
Enemy

The programme provides a brief history of viruses, their role in chronic diseases, and shows how researchers 
use viruses to study biochemical processes and genetic engineering. (30 min, 1997)

Chemistry

Acids and Bases

Acids and bases are all around us. This programme features early theories of Arrenhius andBronsted-Lowry; 
valence structures; exposed protons and proton transfer; diprotic and triprotic acids; the pH scale; conjugate 
pairs; and standard reactions between acid and: metal, oxide, carbonate and hydrogen carbonate.  
(30 min, 2005)

Acids, Bases and Salts

This series explores acids, bases and salts. It covers topics such as the behaviour of acids and bases in the presence 
of water; pH and how it affects the human body, plants and animals; the effects of litmus; neutralisation; soap 
preparation; strong and weak acids and bases; and synthetic indicators.

(55 min, 2014)

This series includes the following titles:

Dissociation of Acids and Bases in Water (6 min)

Importance of pH in the Human Body (7 min)

Natural Indicators: Litmus (4 min)

Neutralisation in Everyday Life (6 min)

Preparation of Soap: Acid-Base Reaction (4 min)

Sensitivity of Plants and Animals to pH Change (7 min)

Strength of Acids and Bases (12 min)

Synthetic Indicators – Phenolphthalein and Methyl Orange (5 min)
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Uses of Bases (4 min) 

Acids, Bases and Salts 
(Junior)

Students will learn about the acids, bases and salts that they interact with in everyday life. They will learn about 
natural indicators, neutralisation, and reactions between acids and bases.

(15 min, 2013)

This series includes the following titles:

Acids and Bases (3 min)

Natural Indicators: Turmeric and China Rose (5 min)

Preparation of Soap: Acid-Base Reaction (4 min)

Reaction between Acids and Bases (3 min)

Acids and Bases in the 
Home

This programme presents the features of acids and bases, and discusses their physical and chemical 
properties. The pH scale is introduced, and the use of indicators to test the pH of acids and bases is 
explained. A description of neutralisation reactions and their products concludes the programme.  
(18 min, 2009)

Air Around Us

Air
This programme explores air, defines what it is and its composition. It also discusses the percentage of 
different gases present in air and explains that air occupies space. (3 min, 2013)

All About Chemical 
Bonding

This series explores chemical bonding, including covalent, ionic and metallic bonding. It investigates the Valence 
Shell Electron Pair Repulsion theory, interactions and forces, the Gilbert Lewis theory, the valence shell, the periodic 
table and its elements, Gilbert Lewis’ Octet rule and properties of metal.

(24 min, 2010)

This series includes the following titles:

Covalent (9 min)

Ionic (8 min)

Metallic (7 min)

Arrangement of 
Electrons in an Atom

This animated clip teaches students about the arrangement of electrons in atoms. Students learn about the 
Bohr–Bury rules of electronic configuration, with examples such as boron, oxygen and calcium. (5 min, 2013)

Atom Bond A parody of a James Bond movie. Gold Metallic Bond is sent off to investigate why Carbon, Nitrogen and 
other atoms are training themselves in other types of bonds. (27 min, 1999)

Atoms and Molecules This programme examines Dalton’s atomic theory, molecules and ions, how to write the chemical formulas of 
compounds, the laws of chemical combination, and the mole concept. (28 min, 2014)

Atoms and Their 
Electrons

This programme provides a history of the understanding of the atom, including the pioneering work of 
Dalton, Thomson, Rutherford and Bohr. It introduces the concept of electron configuration; shows the 
relationship between configuration and position in the periodic table; and demonstrates ionic and covalent 
bonding. (34 min, 1995)

Bohr’s Model of the 
Atom

This programme focuses on Niels Bohr, who worked with some of the best physicists of the 20th century to 
devise his atomic model. (26 min, 2006)

AR = Additional Resources
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Bonding Between 
Atoms

This programme examines the ways in which atoms form bonds with other atoms, including ionic bonds, 
covalent bonds and metallic bonds. (16 min, 2004)

Carbon Chemistry
The special properties of carbon lead to half the known compounds being centred around it. This advanced 
film looks at the variety of carbon compounds, their nomenclature structure and uses footage from the 
laboratory and industry. (43 min, 1992)

Changes Around Us

This series investigates changes and studies the ways a change is brought about, reversible and irreversible changes 
and various types of change.

(13 min, 2014)

This series includes the following titles:

How a Change Can Happen (4 min)

Reversible and Irreversible Changes (4 min)

Types of Changes (5 min)

Chemical Analysis 
Techniques

This series explores a range of important chemical analysis techniques, including chromatography, mass 
spectrometry, infrared and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). It explains how chemical principles are applied  
in the techniques, and how it is possible to identify the very specific elements and compounds using them. 

(36 min, 2013)

This series includes the following titles:

Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometry (9 min)

Chromatography (7 min)

Infrared (7 min)

Mass Spectrometry (5 min)

NMR (8 min)

Chemical Effects of 
Electrical Current

Students will learn about the effect that electricity has when it is conducted through a variety of mediums. 
Students will also learn about electroplating and electrolysis. (23 min, 2015)

Chemical Energy

There are few alternative fuels for vehicles other than oil. This programme looks at the alternative sources 
available, including energy in food and plants; endothermic and exothermic reactions; CO vehicle fuel from 
gas or charcoal burner; enthalpy, water and producer gas; synthetic fuels; and ethanol from biomass. (28 min, 
1993)

Chemical Equations
This programme begins by explaining what chemical equations are, how they’re written and how we balance 
them. It then demonstrates and develops chemical equations for different types of chemical reactions: 
combination, decomposition, single and double replacement, and combustion. (30 min, 2005)

Chemical Equations in 
the Real World

Take an in-depth look at five common products that are in use all around us, and explore the chemistry 
behind them: soap; polystyrene; aluminium; paint and car batteries. Using footage from inside 
manufacturing plants, you will see how chemistry is prevalent in the real world and examine various 
reactions. (19 min, 2009)

Chemical Equilibrium

This programme looks at chemical equilibria and the environment. Concepts addressed include familiar 
systems, analogies and models; the effect of temperature; molecular view of equilibrium; equilibrium 
in phase change and solutions; notations and conventions; limestone caves; and Belousov-Zhabotinsky 
reactions. (26 min, 1988)
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Chemistry Concepts: 
Atomic Structure, 
the Periodic Table, 
Limitations of Bonding 
Models

This programme explores atomic modelling through history, examines the development of the periodic 
table, and discusses various bonding models and the limitations they pose in accurately explaining and 
accounting for bonding phenomena. (24 min, 2011)

Chemistry of Carbon: A 
Very Versatile Atom

This programme illustrates the mechanics of the carbon cycle, explores some of the properties of the 
ubiquitous element, and looks at its importance in the chemical makeup of all living things. Describing the 
best-known carbon allotropes, the programme examines the characteristics and uses of charcoal, graphite, 
and diamond. (12 min, 2005)

Chemistry of the 
Environment: Water, 
Air, Heavy Metals - 
Goldmine Case Study

This programme looks at an environmental impact study at the Porgera Papua New Guinea Gold Mine. It 
considers heavy metals in the food chain down river and the treatment of waste stream for heavy metals. 
(34 min, 1993)

Chemical Reactions and 
Equations

This series explores the effect of temperature, change in colour and state, and how gas is evolved and precipitates 
formed during a chemical reaction. It explains the changes and distinguishes between a normal chemical reaction 
and a gas-evolution reaction.

(22 min, 2014)

This series includes the following titles:

Characteristics of Chemical Reactions (13 min)

Combination Reaction (6 min)

Rancidity in Food (3 min)

Combustion This programme defines combustion, explains the significance of air in combustion, and presents examples 
of combustion. (4 min, 2013)

Combustion and Flame

This programme examines different types of combustion; identifies the various zones of a candle flame; 
discusses luminous and non-luminous zones; infers that different substances have different ignition 
temperatures; explores inflammable substances and fuels; and examines different types of fire extinguishers. 
(19 min, 2014)

Corrosion Chemistry
The enigmatic presenter takes the viewer on an informative journey examining issues such as what causes 
corrosion, necessary conditions for corrosion to occur, which metals corrode, oxidisation, electricity and 
redox, and corrosion minimisation. (30 min, 2006)

Decomposition 
Reaction

This programme defines decomposition reaction, and explains the decomposition of copper carbonate and 
lead nitrate. (4 min, 2013)

Electron Arrangement

The arrangement of electrons in an atom determines its behaviour. This programme covers the ionisation 
of atoms by electron bombardment, light emission from hot electrons in atoms, the hydrogen spectrum, 
electron diffraction, quantum mechanical model, Schrodinger wave equation, orbital models, and molecular 
geometry. (29 min, 1991)

Equilibrium Series

This series takes students through the basic concepts of chemical equilibrium and the equilibrium law, and how to 
apply them in their work. The series covers Le Chaterlier’s principle, the equilibrium constant, changing conditions 
in a chemical reaction, and more.

(42 min, 2003)

This series includes the following titles:

Applying the Concepts (20 min)

Equilibrium: The Concepts (22 min)
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Holding Electrons This animated story explores the concepts of chemical bonding, and uses the plot of a crime thriller to bring 
to life topics such as ionisation energy and electronegativity at a simple level. (14 min, 2003)

History of the Atom

This series investigates the history of the atom, and includes an explanation of the history of atomic theory and key 
experiments which established the structure of the atom. It includes a variety of significant figures such as Newton 
and Aristotle, and features a number of models such as the Bohr model.

(41 min, 2003)

This series includes the following titles:

Part One (22 min)

Part Two (19 min)

I Came, I Saw, I Redoxed
This film explains the reduction-oxidation reactions, or redox, via an animated story in which the mighty 
Caesium and his legion of atoms set out to conquer the world. The programme covers a number of reactions, 
and explains the properties of different types of atoms. (19 min, 1998)

Introduction to 
Polymers

Students look at a number of monomers and the processes of addition polymerisation and condensation 
polymerisation in order to produce a desired polymer. Properties of both thermosetting and thermoplastic 
polymers are also investigated with links to the relationship between physical properties of a material and 
the type of bonding that is occurring both within and between the molecules. (28 min, 2008)

Ionic and 
Covalent Bonding: 
Electronegativity, 
Conductivity, Network 
and Shapes

Electronegativity determines whether a bond is pure covalent, polar covalent or ionic. The conductivity of 
salts, dissociation in water, covalent networks, the shapes of simple covalent molecules, and the properties 
of small and long-chain covalently bonded compounds are explored in this video. (27 min, 1991)

Is Matter Around Us 
Pure?

This series studies the matter around us, and the applications, processes, techniques and characteristics of them. It 
explores separation, crystallisation, differences, solutions, physical changes, and distillation of different matter.

(61 min, 2013)

This series includes the following titles:

Chromatography (4 min)

Colloids and Suspensions (3 min)

Crystallisation (6 min)

Difference Between Mixtures and Compounds (3 min)

Fractional Distillation – Separation of Liquid Mixtures (6 min)

Mixtures (7 min)

Physical Changes (4 min)

Separating the Components of Air (4 min)

Solutions (5 min)

Sublimation (3 min)

Types of Pure Substances, Solutions and Mixtures (14 min)

Isotopes This programme defines isotopes using examples, and calculates the average atomic mass of chlorine. 
(6 min, 2013)
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Material World Series

Elements, Compounds 
and Mixtures

This programme looks at the difference between atoms and molecules; the difference between elements, 
compounds and mixtures; and how an element like lead can exist in various forms and how this can affect its 
properties. Also covered is why a substance may dissolve in one liquid but not another. (20 min, 1997)

Matter in Our 
Surroundings

This two-part series introduces students to the three states of matter and their interchangeability. Students will be 
able to describe the various states of matter and their properties, using water as a primary example.

(15 min, 2014)

This series includes the following titles:

Changes in States of Matter (4 min)

Solids, Liquids and Gases (11 min)

Metals and Non-Metals

This series explores metals and non-metals. It includes concepts such as chemical bonds and combinations; metals’ 
reactions with acids, oxygen, water and sodium hydroxide; corrosion; non-metal properties and reactions with 
oxygen; copper refining; ionic compound formation; and uses of common metals.

(48 min, 2014)

This series includes the following titles:

Chemical Combination (5 min)

Chemical Properties of Metals (18 min)

Chemical Properties of Metals: Reaction with Bases (4 min)

Chemical Properties of Non-Metals (3 min)

Electrolytic Refining of Metals (5 min)

Formation of Ionic Compounds (5 min)

Physical Properties of Non-Metals (4 min)

Uses of Metals (4 min)

Nuclear Chemistry: 
Inside the Atom

This programme includes an overview of the atomic structure, discusses the properties of particles that make 
up the nucleus, includes historical discoveries about the nucleus, uses of radioisotopes, and much more. 
(20 min, 2007)

Nuclear Radiation

This programme explores the discovery of radioactivity, what makes atoms radioactive, and the methods for 
detecting radioactivity. It explains the types of radiation, types of decay and decay equations, radiation dose 
and dose equivalence. The effects of radiation on living things and the environment are also discussed. 
(23 min, 2012)

Periodic Table: Third 
Row Elements

This programme shows the features and trends of the periodic table by reacting elements of the third row 
with oxygen, chlorine, bromine and sodium. Each series of reactions features diagrams, atomic models, a 
macro view of the reactions in test tubes, the chemical equations, and the uses of the reactions.
(26 min, 1987)

Physical and Chemical 
Changes

This video deals with the fundamental structure of matter, starting with atoms and progressing to molecules 
via chemical bonding. It touches on principles that underpin atomic chemistry. (23 min, 2000)

Physical and Chemical 
Changes Series

This series explores physical and chemical changes. It covers topics such as chemical changes accompanied by the 
evolution of a gas and the formation of a solid; the difference between chemical and physical changes; and their 
characteristics.

(10 min, 2013)

This series includes the following titles:

Chemical Change (3 min)
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Differences Between Physical and Chemical Changes (4 min)

Physical Changes and Their Characteristics (3 min)

Physical Nature of 
Matter

This programme defines matter, explains the composition of matter, and discusses the size of particles. 
(4 min, 2013)

Practical Science Series

This series explores chemical analysis. It covers three common analytical techniques - atomic absorption 
spectrometry, gas chromatography and high pressure liquid chromatography - and outlines the need for quick, 
cost-effective and reliable testing of samples.

(58 min, 1994)

This series includes the following titles:

Chemical Analysis 1 (25 min)

Chemical Analysis 2 (33 min)

Redox Rocks: Redox 
Reactions in Extracting 
Metals From Ore

This programme examines the ways of removing oxygen or sulphur in order to extract metals from their ores. 
It features footage from the laboratory and industrial processes, and explores the extraction of copper, zinc 
and aluminium. (23 min, 2003)

Redox: Losing and 
Gaining Electrons

This programme is an introduction to redox. It covers the transfer of electrons; the origin of the name redox; 
evolution of the definition; electronegativity; oxidation number; half equations; writing and balancing redox 
equations; half cells; standard electrode reduction potentials; and spontaneous and forced reactions. 
(30 min, 1991)

Science Building Blocks 
Series

This series investigates states of matter and separating mixtures. It explores changing states, expanding and 
contracting, particle theory of matter, methods of separating various mixtures, dissolving, sewage treatment and 
more.

(70 min, 2005)

This series includes the following titles:

Changing States of Matter (27 min)

Separating Mixtures (21 min)

Separating Mixtures: Sieving, Gravity, Chromatography and More (22 min)

Separation of 
Substances

This series explores the separation of substances. It includes evaporation, decantation and filtration; the importance 
of separating substances; separating a mixture of two immiscible liquids; methods to separate substances, 
including sieving and winnowing; and the importance of water as a solvent. 

(41 min, 2014)

This series includes the following titles:

Evaporation, Decantation and Filtration (8 min)

Importance of Separating Substances (5 min)

Separating a Mixture of Two Immiscible Liquids (4 min)

Separation Techniques (17 min)

Solubility and the Importance of Water as a Solvent (7 min)

Sewage Treatment
This programme shows how sewage treatment processes have responded to community demands. Areas 
covered include the activated sludge process, dissolved air flotation, magnetite process, biodigestion, and 
membrane technology. (22 min, 1991)
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The Amazing Mole
The discovery of the mole and its relationships to mass, volume, concentration, and number of particles 
revolutionised science in its day. This programme introduces this fundamental concept in chemistry using a 
step-by-step approach. (26 min, 2003)

The Energy of Chemical 
Reactions

This programme explores the importance of activation energy in all reactions, explains how to calculate the 
heat of reactions using standard heat of formation tables, how to calculate the overall reaction mechanisms 
using Hess’ Law, and how the specific heat of water is fundamental in calorimetry. (21 min, 2013)

The Magic of 
Chemistry: Lecture 
Demonstrations

This programme covers the 1988 Nyholm Youth Lectures with Dr Richard Russell and Robert Switzer. Topics 
covered include the sublimation of dry ice, polymerisation, structure affinity relationships, aerial oxidation, 
oxidation, chromium trioxide/ethanol, gun cotton, pouring race, old Nassau, luminol, and flash bang tubes. 
(60 min, 1988)

The Making of 
Aluminium (Advanced 
Version)

This programme looks at the chemical and electrolytic processes involved in producing aluminium at the 
Portland aluminium smelter in Victoria. (25 min, 1993)

The Mole: A Chemical 
Measure

This programme addresses the concept of the mole. It looks at how substances react in definite proportions, 
the ignition of various mixtures of hydrogen and oxygen, a nuts-and-bolts analogy to show fixed 
proportions, the mole and Avogadro’s number, and calculating chemical reactions using the mole. 
(18 min, 1994)

The Periodic Table This programme explores the development and nature of the modern periodic table, atomic structure, 
valency and ionisation, table groups, and radioactivity. (27 min, 2007)

The Science in 
Cosmetics

This programme shows how cosmetics are made and how they have been used for thousands of years. It 
covers bases, bulking agents, colouring agents, fragrances, preservatives, emulsions, distillation, and solvent 
extraction. (28 min, 2006)

Understanding 
Electrolysis

This programme looks at the chemistry of electrolysis, and compares galvanic and electrolytic cells. It 
discusses the industrial applications of electrochemistry, examines the applications of rechargeable 
batteries, and concludes with an introduction to Faraday’s First Law of Electrolysis and stoichiometric 
calculations. (29 min, 2010)

Valency This programme explains the un-reactivity of noble gases, defines valency, predicts the cause of chemical 
combustion, and calculates the valency of metals and non-metals. (6 min, 2013)

Waste Water Treatment: 
Various Options for 
Effluent Disposal

This programme discusses the various types of treatment processes, and the different ways of disposing of 
the treated effluent. (22 min, 1988)

Water

This programme explores the sources and uses of water, its various states, and the water cycle. It discusses 
the percentage of water on Earth and identifies sources of freshwater. The various states of water and their 
inter-conversion are discussed, and the video concludes with an examination of the water cycle. 
(12 min, 2014)

Water and the Water 
Cycle

This programme explains the occurrence of water as ice, liquid and vapour, its climatic role, its properties, 
and its cycle. The programme looks at the issue of water on other planets and its importance to life. 
(20 min, 1997)
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Air Around Us

Oxygen

This programme explores oxygen, its presence in the air and the oxygen cycle. It demonstrates that oxygen 
occupies one-fifth of the volume of air, explains the sources of oxygen in the atmosphere, and discusses the 
reasons for the damage of the oxygen cycle. (4 min, 2013)

Atmospheric 
Circulation

This programme looks at a number of factors that influence the atmosphere, including global heat budget, 
convection, the Coriolis effect (conservation of momentum), general circulation of the atmosphere, trade 
winds, seasons, monsoons, and synoptic charts. (25 min, 1995)

Biophysical 
Environment - 
Ecosystems and 
Interactions

This programme looks at the interactions between the atmosphere, hydrosphere, lithosphere and biosphere 
at three scales. These three scales include global (latitude and vegetation patterns), regional (catchment) and 
local (mangroves). (22 min, 1998)

Carbon Cycles and 
Cycles

This programme looks at glucose, starch, cellulose, coal, oil, limestone, and photosynthesis. After watching 
the programme students will be able to write their own carbon cycle stories. (18 min, 2001)

Natural Resources

Coal, Petroleum and 
Natural Gas

This programme explores coal, petroleum and natural gas. It covers natural resources, coal, the destructive 
distillation of coal, the importance of natural gas, the origin of petroleum and petroleum refining. 
(19 min, 2014)

Composition of the 
Atmosphere

This programme looks at the composition of the atmosphere and its various components. It explains each 
component and identifies their importance. (5 min, 2013)

Cycles and Seasons: 
Tides, Seasons and 
Phases of the Moon

Using drama skits and animated computer graphics, this programme explores the cycles and seasons that 
dictate life on earth, and answers the following questions: Why do we get day and night? What are seasons 
and why do they change? Why does the Moon change shape? What causes tides? (20 min, 1998)

Dinosaurs: How We 
Know What We Know!

This film uses scientific methods to answer basic questions about dinosaurs: What did dinosaurs look like? 
What did they eat? How big and how strong were they? How did they move? Why did they have long tails and 
necks? Who did they fight and why? (19 min, 1990)

Water: A Unique 
Chemical

Water’s many properties are essential for all known life forms. The v-shaped molecule reveals an unequal 
sharing of electrons, which explains many of water’s properties such as the ability to exist on Earth in all 
three states, absorb carbon dioxide from the atmosphere, and its role in many chemical reactions. 
(22 min, 2013)

Wet Cells, Dry Cells, 
Fuel Cells

This programme covers the history and development of different types of electrochemical cells, with a 
specific emphasis on fuel cells. It explains the production of electricity from chemical reactions, including the 
process of redox; explores various types of fuel cells; and presents a discussion of the Hydrogen Age. 
(32 min, 2004)

What Are Atoms Made 
of?

Everything in our world is made up of elements of different combinations. This programme explains the 
structure of the modern atomic theory, and explores the periodic table and what it can tell about an element. 
It introduces the idea of valency, ionic bonding, covalent bonding, and balancing simple chemical equations. 
(27 min, 2009)

Earth and Space Science
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Energy Conservation This programme takes the audience on a tour of an energy-efficient house to show how the average home 
can cut energy use. (28 min, 2002)

Global Tectonics: 
Competing Theories

This programme clearly explains current theories regarding the structure of the Earth and how the 
continents came to be in their current positions. (22 min, 2006)

Into Space

Using easy analogies, and stunning visuals and graphics, this two-part series will take students on a journey 
through our solar system and beyond to learn about the important features of our planet, the solar system and the 
universe.

(36 min, 2016)

This series includes the following titles:

Exploring Our Solar System (23 min)

Stars of the Universe (13 min)

Irrigation This programme explains the process of irrigation, including the role of sprinkler and drip systems.
(3 min, 2013)

Living on the Planets: 
What We Need to Live

This programme considers the issues surrounding human life away from Earth. It includes footage from the 
Apollo, Pathfinder and Viking space missions, as well as the Biosphere 2 experiment of human life in a self-
contained, closed system. It presents possible systems for supporting human life on the Moon and Mars. 
(20 min, 2000)

Lunar Eclipse This video helps students to understand how a lunar eclipse occurs. The umbra and penumbra are both 
discussed in relation to lunar eclipses. (4 min, 2014)

Minerals and Ores This programme defines minerals with examples, differentiates between metallic and non-metallic minerals, 
identifies ores, and examines the uses of minerals in our lives. (4 min, 2013)

Nitrogen Cycle This programme explains the nitrogen cycle and the various steps involved in it. (5 min, 2013)

Our Earth in Motion: 
Understanding Time, 
Tides and Seasons

This programme explains how the Earth and the Moon move with respect to each other and the Sun. It also 
considers why we have day and night, different time zones, and four seasons every year, two tides, and the 
different phases of the moon. (22 min, 2006)

Our Solar System: 
Investigating 
Environments Beyond 
Earth

Using NASA footage, this programme looks at the Sun; the inner planets, Mercury and Venus; the Moon; 
asteroids; the outer planets - Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune - and their moons; comets; and lunar 
exploration. (25 min, 1995)

Pollution of Air and 
Water

This series explores the pollution of air and water. It includes acid rain, the greenhouse effect and water pollution. It 
investigates the causes, effects and measures to control acid rain, the processes of the greenhouse effect and global 
warming, and the types and causes of water pollution.

(13 min, 2013)

This series includes the following titles:

Acid Rain (4 min)

Earth and Space Science
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The Greenhouse Effect (6 min)

Water Pollution (3 min)

Renewable Energy
This programme profiles examples of technologies harnessing renewable energy, such as a wind farm, a 
bus running on ethanol and a solar house. It uses these examples to examine the current state of renewable 
energy in Australia. (28 min, 2002)

Renewable Energy: 
The Search for Endless 
Energy

This programme looks at the work of front-line renewable energy research scientists. It includes topics of 
solar energy, storage of energy and wind power. It introduces the concept of energy payback and looks 
ahead to our energy future. (24 min, 1999)

Renewable Fuels

This programme shows the environmental impacts that renewable and non-renewable energy sources have. 
It considers the various types of renewable energy sources, how the energy is collected, and its pros and 
cons. The programme also explores the introduction of wind farms, wave parks and solar farms worldwide. 
(23 min, 2008)

Rocks

This series introduces students to the rock cycle. Students will learn to distinguish between igneous, sedimentary 
and metamorphic rocks, and the different process by which they are formed.

(15 min, 2014)

This series includes the following titles:

Igneous, Sedimentary and Metamorphic Rocks (10 min)

Rock Cycle (5 min)

Separation of 
Substances

Rainwater Harvesting

This programme describes rainwater harvesting, and explains the two most efficient methods used for rain 
water harvesting. (5 min, 2013)

Sewage Solutions 
(Advanced Version)

This programme investigates the problem of human sewage waste, and the biological and chemical methods 
involved in proper treatment. (32 min, 1992)

Solar Eclipse During a solar eclipse, the shadow of the Moon falls on Earth. This video explains what a solar eclipse is and 
how it occurs. (4 min, 2014)

Starlight

This programme covers; brightness, distance by parallax, cepheid variables; spectra, colour temperature, 
Fraunhofer lines, elements, fusion reactions; Hertzsprung Russell diagrams and lives of stars of various sizes. 
Ever since human beings began looking at the stars and wondering about their origins, they had little idea 
that we had so much in common. (18 min, 2000)

The Cycles
The natural cycles that balance and regulate our Earth and atmosphere provide the necessary conditions for 
sustaining a diverse range of life forms on the planet. But what actually occurs in these cycles? This series looks at 
the role of the carbon and phosphorous cycles in our planet.

(19 min, 2013)

This series includes the following titles:

The Carbon Cycle (4 min)

The Nitrogen Cycle (4 min)

The Phosphorus Cycle (4 min)

The Water Cycle (Basic) (3 min)
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The Water Cycle (Advanced) (4 min)

The Phases of the Moon This programme explains the different phases of the Moon. (5 min, 2013)

The Rock Cycle
This programme examines the Earth’s core, mantle and crust, and how they interact to form the three main 
types of rock - igneous, sedimentary and metamorphic. It explains how each type of rock is formed, their 
properties, structure, and characteristics. (20 min, 2011)

Types of Rocks
This programme looks at sedimentary and metamorphic rocks, and their formation. It classifies rocks into 
three main categories; explains the different types of igneous rocks and provides examples; and explains the 
formation and uses of sedimentary and metamorphic rocks. (20 min, 2011)

What Causes 
Volcanoes? (Junior 
Version)

This film is a compilation of volcanic footage from around the world, with clear explanations of what causes 
the different volcanic types. Using plate tectonics as the underlying theme, this programme explores mid 
ocean ridges, volcanoes over trenches, plate tectonics, shield volcanoes, and lava viscosity. (22 min, 1985)

Wastewater Story

This series explores wastewater through sewage, treatment, potable water, water treatment plants and alternate 
methods of sewage disposal. It covers the sources and processes of water treatment, the various methods of 
purifying water, biogas plants, the process of vermicomposting and much more.

(19 min, 2014)

This series includes the following titles:

Alternate Methods of Sewage Disposal (5 min)

Potable Water and Water Treatment Plants (5 min)

Sewage and Wastewater Treatment (9 min)

AR = Additional Resources

Science

Earth and Space Science

Physics

All About Motion: 
Displacement, Velocity 
and Acceleration

Everything moves, including objects that appear to be stationary. The concepts of displacement, velocity 
and acceleration describe this movement by telling the direction in which an object is travelling, how far it 
goes, how fast it travels, and whether it slows down or speeds up. (20 min, 2008)

Buoyant Force
This video will help students learn about the buoyant force exerted by a liquid. The clip will define buoyant 
force and explain the reason for the occurrence of the buoyant force applied by a liquid on an object 
submerged in it. (5 min, 2015)

Buoyant Force and 
Floatation

This video will help students understand how buoyant force helps an object to float or sink. It explains the 
various forces that act on an object when it’s immersed in a liquid and describes the various situations in 
which an object floats or sinks. (5 min, 2015)

Catching the Sun: The 
Physics of Solar Energy

This programme is an introduction to the principles behind solar energy collection and its various uses, such 
as generating electricity, and for heating space and water. It covers the thermal and electrical uses of solar 
energy, and presents a glimpse of what the future might look like. (18 min, 2009)
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Collisions - Energy, 
Force, Momentum and 
Vectors

This programme analyses a collection of spectacular and beautiful collisions, in terms of energy, force, 
momentum, and vectors. It features collisions between cars, trucks, planes, meteorites, and people. 
(20 min, 1986)

DC Electricity: 
Discovery and 
Developments

This programme looks at the origins of electricity through the first uses of static electricity by the Greeks and 
Gilbert, and then moves onto other popular displays by scientists in the 18th and 19th centuries. 
(24 min, 2006)

DC Motors
This programme explains the link between electricity and magnetism, and how the two can combine to 
produce movement; the principles of the electric motor; and how useful motion can be achieved. 
(24 min, 2006)

Density and Relative 
Density

This video will help students understand the concepts of density and relative density, and how relative 
density helps in floating and sinking. (24 min, 2006)

Electrical Circuits
This programme covers the basics of electrical circuits, including the various components of circuits; voltage, 
current, resistance and Ohm’s Law; series and parallel circuits; and demonstrates a range of calculations for 
voltage, current, resistance, power, and the use of Kirchoff’s Law. (23 min, 2013)

Electrical Safety
Electricity is a hazard when our bodies become part of an electrical circuit or an accidental circuit. This 
programme examines generation and distribution of electricity; circuits; the effects of electricity on the 
body; avoiding the accidental circuit; electricity and water; and potential difference. (22 min, 2001)

Electricity Distribution: 
Network, Line Loss and 
Transformers

This programme looks at how electricity is distributed from power stations to the end user, particularly line 
loss and transformers, the high voltage network, connecting the user, and the purchasing of power. 
(24 min, 2000)

Electricity: How It 
Works

This programme examines some basic ideas about electricity, including what it is, what it can do, how we use 
its properties, how we can deliver more, and how we can measure things about it. (16 min, 2000)

Electromagnetic 
Radiation: Wave and 
Particle Models of Light

This programme examines the various properties of light and scientists’ attempts to explain them. In the 
past, both wave and particle models have been used to understand, explain and predict the behaviour of 
light, though neither model on its own is adequate to explain all known phenomena. (26 min, 2008)

Electromagnetism Part 
1: Electric Fields, EM 
Fields, Motor Effect

This programme looks at how magnetism and electricity are linked. It looks at the magnetic properties of 
atoms; deflection of moving charges; how a traditional television screen and a loudspeaker work; interaction 
of magnetic fields; and the creation of a simple electric motor. (29 min, 1992)

Energy Rules: The 
Conservation of Energy

This programme examines different forms of energy and momentum, and how they are related. Students are 
taken through appropriate calculations and introduced to the various concepts. (22 min, 2006)

Force and Pressure
In this programme, students will be introduced to the different types of force and pressure that exist in our 
world. They will learn about contact and non-contact forces, atmospheric and liquid pressure, and how force 
and pressure are applied in their lives. (43 min, 2015)
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Forms of Energy

Energy is neither created nor destroyed; it is transferred from one form to another. This fundamental concept 
in physics can be challenging for students when they are introduced to it. This programme explores different 
forms of energy, their effects on objects and processes, and conversion from one form to another. 
(13 min, 2013)

Gravitation
This programme outlines the four fundamental forces and discusses the principles of Newton’s Law of 
Universal Gravitation. It investigates the motion of satellites and orbiting space stations, and explores the 
different gravitational fields of planets. It also discusses the existence of zero gravity spaces. (32 min, 2005)

Gravity: History of 
Ideas

This programme follows the development of astronomy from the ancient Greeks to the 17th century 
Europeans by characterising some of the main people involved. It explores geocentric models, heliocentric 
models and more modern explanations of the properties of the universe. (24 min, 1999)

History of the Race to 
the Moon

Discover how the ideas developed by Konstantin Tsiolkovsky helped us to reach the Moon, and how Robert 
Goddard created a liquid fuelled rocket to make the dream even more attainable. The programme uses 
historical footage to illustrate the super human effort of putting the first person on the Moon. (22 min, 2001)

In Focus: The 
Synchrotron - An 
Introduction

A synchrotron produces highly specialised light, known as synchrotron radiation, which is used in a number 
of emerging fields. This programme provides an introduction to this machine, including its applications, 
basic design, synchrotron radiation, and interaction with materials. (29 min, 2003)

Interference of Light: A 
Property of Waves

This programme examines interference of waves in water; Young’s twin-slit experiment; colour of soap films; 
coherent and incoherent light; Newton’s rings, used in the polishing of glass; thin films; coatings on lenses; 
and reading compact discs (CDs). (18 min, 1991)

Introduction to 
Electricity

This programme introduces the concept of electricity, including its early history, and covers static and 
current electricity. The analogy of a stream of water is used to explain current, resistance and voltage. It 
examines where electricity comes from and presents a range of examples of where it is used. (25 min, 2008)

Levers This video covers the different types of levers and their examples. Included are the class 1 lever, class 2 lever 
and class 3 lever. (5 min, 2014)

Light Fantastic: An 
Introduction to the 
Wonders of Light

In this programme we look at some of the amazing properties of light we all experience, that form the basis 
for our understanding of what light is. It is produced from sources, passes through transparent materials, can 
be bent in several ways, it is made up of different colours, the colours can be added together, and it can be 
polarised. (20 min, 1997)

Light - Reflection and 
Refraction

This series explores reflection and refraction of light. It includes how a ray of light bends or refracts through a 
concave and convex lens, as well as the three rules for drawing a ray diagram using a concave and a convex lens.

(17 min, 2014)

This series includes the following titles:

Convex and Concave Lenses (10 min)

Rules for Drawing Ray Diagrams Using Concave and Convex Lenses (7 min)

Magnets and Electricity

This programme looks at the basic principles of magnetism and electricity. It covers compasses, domain 
theory, cutting a magnet in two, magnetic field and Earth’s magnetic field. It also covers electromagnetism, 
fields around a conductor, producing electricity with a magnet, static electricity and electrochemistry. 
(23 min, 1987)
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Methods of Heat 
Transfer

This programme explores the mechanisms and practicalities of heat transfer, explaining the mechanisms of 
conduction, convection and radiation, and introducing the concept of thermal capacity of an object. 
(23 min, 2006)

Microwave Ovens: 
Cooking with Light

This programme discusses the main modes by which energy is transferred during cooking: convection, 
conduction and radiation. It looks at how microwaves stimulate the rapid rotation of water molecules, and 
presents the characteristics of waves, wave interactions and the electromagnetic spectrum. (17 min, 2006)

Millikan’s Oil Drop 
Experiment

This programme covers using static drops to balance mg against nqe; plotting voltages on drops; falling 
voltages give size of drop; reasons for experimental error; Millikan’s questionable scientific method; and the 
remarkable accuracy of Millikan’s work. (20 min, 1991)

Mobile Phone 
Networks: How They 
Work

Mobile phones have become one of the most common methods of communication. This programme 
investigates the science and technology behind mobile phone networks, including issues of coverage and 
signal strength. The programme also demonstrates other forms of technology that are based around the use 
of radio waves. (18 min, 2006)

Newton’s Laws of 
Motion

Using everyday objects and situations, this programme explores Newton’s three laws of motion at a 
fundamental level, focusing on the understanding of basic principles. These include forces acting on objects, 
the concept of net force, what a zero or non-zero net force implies, and coverage of the action-reaction law. 
(26 min, 2005)

Nuclear Physics
This programme examines the nucleus; isotopes caused by neutron numbers; nuclear stability, nuclear 
force and mass defect; radioactivity and radiation; beta decay, alpha decay and gamma decay; half-life and 
transmutation; and nucleons made of quarks and uranium decay series. (21 min, 1991)

Nuclear Power: Fission, 
Fusion, Reprocessing 
and Disposal

This programme looks at the practical application of nuclear energy, particularly fission, fusion, reprocessing, 
and disposal. (31 min, 1992)

One Flash and You’re 
Ash!: Working Safely 
with Electricity

This programme explores electrical safety. Guided by an engaging presenter and qualified electrician, it 
examines the dangers of electricity; the cause, effect and treatment of electric shock; and how to avoid the 
dangers. It explains risk management, testing for dead, electricity and water, the effects of different levels 
of current on the body and first aid techniques to administer to shock victims, including the DRSABCD 
procedure. (15 min, 2013)

Our Place in Space: 
Astronomy

The development of modern telescopes has enabled astronomers to develop new insights and theories 
about the origins of the universe. This programme will use the observations of astronomy in the context of 
the historical development of our picture of the universe and our place in it. (30 min, 2008)

Particle Model and 
Kinetic Theory of Gases

This programme has been divided into two parts. The first part looks at the particle model of matter, 
including stacking, temperature, solution, precipitation and movement of particle. The second part looks at 
the kinetic theory of gases, including mass, momentum, pressure, temperature and volume. (30 min, 1990)

Physics House

Join Yanick in the Physics House to take a look at the physics behind everyday phenomena we encounter in our 
homes.

(24 min, 2016)

This series includes the following titles:

Can I Bend Spoons with My Mind? (7 min)

How Do I Hear My Stereo? (6 min)

Why Does Toast Land Buttered Side Down? (6 min)

SCIENCE Physics
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Why Has My Tea Gone Cold? (5 min)

Physics of Car Crashes
This programme investigates the concepts of stopping distance, crumple zone, average force and kinetic 
energy. The importance of speed is highlighted as energy, damage and stopping distance depends on the 
square of speed. (19 min, 1997)

Physics of Fun: Fun 
Parks, Circuses and 
Stunts

This programme looks at the potential and kinetic energy of roller coasters, trapeze, slides, work = force x 
distance, vectors, tightrope walkers and cable cars. The components of motion are also resolved, looking at 
trajectory, angular acceleration, merry-go rounds, loop the loop, angular momentum, and pendulum. 
(23 min, 1998)

Physics of Motion: 
Displacement, Velocity 
and Acceleration

This programme examines relative motion; projectiles from standing and moving launch sites; Aristotlean 
ideas of motion; motion of planets; Galileo’s experiments; frames of reference; the Coriolis effect; and graphs 
of motion. (23 min, 1993)

Physics of Music

All musical instruments have something in common – an element that vibrates, a mechanism to make it 
vibrate, a source of energy to feed the vibrations, and the means of varying the frequency or pitch. This video 
examines a wide range of musical instruments to illustrate the concepts and formulae of sound waves. 
(33 min, 1992)

Physics of 
Thunderstorms

This programme investigates how thunderstorms work, including the states of water, latent heat given 
off when vapour condenses, tropical climates even temperature, studying tropical thunderstorms, and 
lightning. (26 min, 1997)

Polarisation of Light
This programme covers a range of concepts relating to polarisation of light, including the generation of 
photons; photons polarised at right angles; role of conductors and insulators; velocity and polarisation in a 
crystal; how polaroid film works; and polarisation by partial reflection. (24 min, 1992)

Principles and Laws of 
Motion

This programme starts with an examination of forces. The properties and behaviour of forces are examined 
in the context of Newton’s laws of motion. It also looks at projectile motion, circular motion and centripetal 
force, and concludes by examining the principles and laws in action on a pool table. (19 min, 2009)

Principles of Physics

Students will discover the nature of mechanics, light, heat, sound, magnetism, electricity, and radioactivity in this 
comprehensive series. Each episode employs high quality graphics, animations, and live footage, contains practical 
demonstrations related to common activities, and offers the relevant formulas per concept.

(82 min, 2012)

This series includes the following titles:

Principles of Physics 1: Light (15 min)

Principles of Physics 1: Mechanics (11 min)

Principles of Physics 1: Mechanics, Heat, Light (31 min)

Principles of Physics 2: Sound, Magnetism, Electricity and Radioactivity (25 min)

Projectile Motion This programme investigates the motion of projectiles, beginning with vertically projected objects and then 
moving to angled projection. (24 min, 2003)

Properties of Waves
If the movement of a particle causes delayed movement in its neighbour, we have a wave. This programme 
covers transverse waves; tension waves; shear and torsional waves; amplitude; frequency; velocity and period 
of waves; and investigates wave behaviour. (25 min, 2003)
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Push and Pull Forces
Any type of motion means a force is at work. This fundamental concept in physics has formed the basis of 
the work of many pioneering scientists. This programme introduces forces, and some important laws and 
principles of physics, using a range of familiar objects. (12 min, 2013)

Radioisotopes at Work: 
Medical and Industrial 
Uses

Radioisotopes have an important role in today’s society. The ability of radiation to pass through matter 
allows radioisotopes to be applied in many different ways. This video examines the use of radioisotopes in 
medicine (diagnosis, radiotherapy) and industry (materials testing). (26 min, 2001)

Refraction and Images

This programme analyses refraction and its application in forming images. The mechanics of how refraction 
occurs is explained, and analogies are used to explain the change in speed that occurs when light travels 
from one medium to another, along with the direction change when the angle of incidence is not 0. 
(22 min, 1997)

Satellites, Orbits and 
Gravity

This programme explores the satellies that orbit our planet, how they are launched and the different ways 
in which they are used. It also examines the role that gravity plays in space, with a look at Kepler’s laws, 
Newton’s law of gravitation and a look at the Voyager slingshot. (21 min, 1997)

Science Building Blocks 
Series

This series looks at light, sound and magnetic force. It explores waves in relation to sound and light, and uses 
experiments, graphics and footage of applications of magnets and electromagnets to introduce the concepts of 
magnets and magnetism.

(55 min, 2005)

This series includes the following titles:

Light and Sound (29 min)

Magnetic Force (26 min)

Semiconductors, 
Diodes and Transistors

This programme demonstrates the operation of semiconductors, diodes and transistors, and explains how 
the invention of the integrated circuit and transistor has revolutionised electronics. It explores the N-type 
and P-type semiconductors and their major features, as well as PN diodes and NPN transistors. (22 min, 2011)

Sergeant Magnet of the 
Electron Army

The light switch goes on and Sergeant Magnet sets off to recruit loosely held electrons to answer the call. He 
trains them to move forward as the magnet moves sideways across the wire. Then he sends them on a long 
range mission where the wire narrows and they meet resistance. (12 min, 2003)

Simple Machines - 
Junior

This programme shows how simple machines make a task easier. We see that if we reduce the force, we have 
to move further. It explores a range of examples, including lifting four bricks on a bench in different ways, 
using a ramp with a skateboard, using different pulley systems, complicated machines, and levers. 
(23 min, 1995)

Simple Machines - 
Senior

Machines change force and distance, but the work done is constant. This programme looks at machines from 
the perspective of work = force x distance. It examines simple machines, including inclined planes, pulleys, 
levers and gears, and investigates hydraulic pistons. (26 min, 1996)

Sound in the Studio: 
Physics at Work in a 
Recording Studio

This programme provides an overview of the physics of sound, and how they are applied in a recording 
studio. It explores the different sections necessary within the recording room and the effects of various 
materials used in the recording room. (21 min, 2001)

The Photoelectric Effect
This programme discusses the discoveries in the photoelectric effect from a historical and experimental 
perspective. It covers Hertz’s original work on the electromagnetic nature of light through wave, particle and 
photon models for light, and the works of Lenard, Planck and Einstein. (33 min, 2003)

SCIENCE Physics
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The Physics of Light
This programme examines the nature of light and how it is harnessed in our lives. The basic properties of 
light and the wave model are explained; and the concepts of wavelength, frequency, speed, reflection, 
refraction, total internal reflection, and dispersion are explained. (29 min, 2010)

The Physics of Medical 
Imaging

Technological advances in the field of medicine have led to the development of sophisticated tools for 
analysing bodily processes. These methods are usually non-invasive for identifying and monitoring diseases 
or injuries, and use images representing internal anatomical structure and organs of the body. (27 min, 2009)

Waves

How Sound Waves Travel
This programme explains what sound waves are and how they travel. (3 min, 2013)

Waves in the Ocean 
(Senior)

This programme provides an excellent summary of the nature of waves in the ocean, how they are formed, 
their characteristics, why and how waves break, and much more. (23 min, 2004)

What’s Special About 
Relativity - Einstein’s 
Special Theory

This programme follows the same approach that Einstein took when writing his explanation of his special 
theory of relativity. This video has applications to mathematics, covers the fundamentals of physics concepts 
and clarifies what is so special about relativity. (32 min, 2001)

Work = Force x 
Distance: Exploring the 
Concept of Work

Work is the product of force and distance. This programme examines the formulas, work = force x distance 
and power = work/time; doing work to waste energy; forces in stopping; and toughness versus brittleness of 
metals. (26 min, 1989)

Science

Checking Out Your Lab! This programme explains the layout of a science laboratory and outlines the basic equipment typically found 
in the science lab, including the bunsen burner and measuring equipment. (18 min, 2001)

Lab Skills

Practical skills are paramount for students of science, but learning the basics can be daunting for students just 
starting out. This series demonstrates the correct and safe procedures for a wide range of activities undertaken in 
the lab.

(44 min, 2014)

This series includes the following titles:

Basic Techniques (4 min)

Connecting an Ammeter or Voltmeter (3 min)

Dilution (4 min)

Fire Safety Equipment (3 min)

Personal Safety Equipment (3 min)

Separation Techniques (7 min)

Spring Balance, Ticker Timer, Hodson Light Box (3 min)

Taking Measurements (3 min)
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Testing for Gases (3 min)

Testing for Organic Compounds (4 min)

Titration (2 min)

Using a Microscope (3 min)

Using a pH Meter (2 min)

Playing It Safe in the 
Lab

Practical work in the school science lab can be great fun, but like most work environments, there can also be 
many dangers for students. This programme covers the basic safety rules. (22 min, 2001)

Safety in the Senior 
Science Lab

This programme is aimed at providing students with a review of safety concepts and the introduction of 
new safety techniques as students head towards the use of more volatile substances and equipment in the 
science laboratory. It also highlights the correct use of MSDS sheets and Risk Assessment sheets. 
(21 min, 2009)

Stay up-to-date with ReVIEW magazine
ReVIEW covers the most  
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Turn passive
 viewing 

into active learning with 

ClickView Interactive Videos

How can you engage your students in higher 

order thinking?  

By Rupert Denton, Community Manager

As teachers in a 21st century classroom we are 

discouraged from utilising the conventional ‘chalk and 

talk’ method, which simply fills our students’ brains with 

knowledge. Instead of teaching students ‘what’ to think, 

we are now implored to ignite a spark of curiousity and 

teach them ‘how’ to think.  

 
Learning experiences that incorporate higher order 

thinking negate the frustration that is traditionally 

experienced by students when they are required to 

demonstrate their understanding through the recall 

of memorised facts. Rather than merely absorbing 

information to satisfy standardised testing... 

 
Read the full article on our blog. 

blog.clickview.com.au/higher-order-thinking

Flipped learning in the community

We have an amazing community of educators 

around Australia who have contributed flipped 

videos across a range of subjects including maths, 

English and biology.  

 
Currently, there are over 130 flipped videos ready 

for you to watch on the ClickView Exchange - from 

engaging flipped science lessons by Brighton 

Secondary School’s Jeremy LeCornu, to awesome 

maths lessons by Aimee Shackleton from 

Balcombe Grammar in the Victorian Peninsula.  

ClickView’s flipped learning community means 

real lessons by real teachers to support educators 

and students across Australia.

If you would like to add your own series of flipped 

classroom videos, contact Rupert at  

rupert@clickview.com.au

Now you can create your own ClickView Interactive Videos 

Our latest release of interactive videos is available now, providing teachers with a way to engage students in higher 

order thinking. ClickView Interactive Videos enable you to create active learning experiences by adding built-in 

questions or problems, which encourages students to engage more deeply with the video. Students consider what 

they are viewing, check they have understood and reflect on key learnings. 

 
What makes interactive videos exciting is that educators, especially flipped teachers, can add any questions to the 

video and receive measurable results to formatively assess their students prior to class. This allows teachers to target 

their teaching more effectively and tailor lessons for the actual needs of each student.

Log in to ClickView today to create an interactive video or visit our website for more information. 

clickview.com.au/interactive-videos

EduTECH 2016 recap 

It was a pleasure to meet many of you in Brisbane and 

show you how to create your own interactive videos.

From your feedback, we can already see that many of 

you will integrate this feature in your own lessons.  

 
We were amazed with the turnout for Rupert’s talk on 

the potential of flipped teaching. Many of you have 

shown great interest in incorporating this into your 

own classrooms. 

 
If you couldn’t attend or would like to know more 

about our interactive videos, contact us to book a free 

training session at your school today. 

info@clickview.com.au How to create your own interactive video

1. Choose a video from your Library, Exchange or Workspace. 

2. Click the ‘Create a new interactive video’ button. 

3. Play the video and click the type of question you want to 

place at the current frame on the video timeline. 

4. Create the question and click ‘Save’. 

5. Continue the video and add any other questions and save. 

6. Name your interactive video and write a description. 

7. Click ‘Publish’ and don’t forget to share with your students. 

 
Visit our website to watch our new tutorial videos. 

clickview.com.au/training-and-support/resources

ClickView App for Windows 10

The latest ClickView app delivers Windows users with a 

seamless experience across all Windows 10 devices.  

 
Main features of the app:

• Add any video to your ‘Favourite’ playlist.

• Change playback and recording resolutions.

• Select any video resolution to download.

• Play a video to another device using the ‘Play to’ feature.

• View additional learning resources (Word docs, PDFs).

•      S
how closed captions when available. 

 
 
Download the app today from the Microsoft Store or on our 

website clickview.com.au/downloads

Civilisations and Ideas

In our continuing series on Civilisations and Ideas, the 

next two programmes explore key events from 1750 - 

1918. 

 
The migration of diverse groups of people increases 

dramatically as colonialism spreads around the globe. 

As the ideals of democracy and equality emerge from 

the Enlightenment, notable revolutions in France and 

America will have far reaching impacts. 

 
This series will be released in September as part of the 

monthly Curriculum Library for Secondary Schools 

update.
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Recap of ClickView’s headlines from the last term

April 2016 - June 2016

Civilisations and Ideas
A sneak peek at the next two 
programmes from the Civilisations and 
Ideas series coming soon in September.

Meet the Flipped Educators
Real lessons by real teachers to 
support educators and students 
across Australia.

ClickView App for Windows
The new ClickView App provides 
a seamless experience across all 
Windows 10 devices.

VIEWRe
10Issue

Engage in higher order thinking
Create your own interactive videos.

In this issue:
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ClickView’s picks

Society and Culture

Beyond the Nuclear Family

This programme looks at the changing 
roles, structure and functions of the family 
throughout time, how family member’s roles 
have changed and presents a historical view 
of the family style throughout history; 
contrasting what society expects with the 
family form today.

Australia’s Refugee Dilemma - 
Update

This programme investigates who a refugee 
is, why people become refugees, people 
smuggling, and what happens to people who 
come to Australia claiming to be refugees.

Women in Development

This video analyses the impact of gender 
roles on the lives of women in Vietnam, 
Micronesia, and the Solomon Islands. It 
focuses on women’s health and education 
issues, and women’s role in environmental 
issues.

Some More Equal Than Others - 
Inequality in Australia

Is Australia really an egalitarian society? Do 
our tax and welfare systems still operate to 
keep the income gap between rich and poor 
from increasing too much? How is wealth 
distributed? What is the social wage? This 
programme answers these questions and 
more.

How Far Have We Come?

This programme tells the story of two bus 
rides: Year 9 students to central Australia in 
2003, and the so-called Freedom Ride, nearly 
40 years earlier in 1965 through outback 
NSW.

Modern Indigenous Culture

To gain more insight into Aboriginal culture, 
it’s crucial to know that Aboriginal people are 
not ‘frozen in time’; like every part of modern 
society, they can transform yet maintain 
tradition. This programme looks at emerging 
artists and their artistic expressions that still 
maintain connection to Aboriginal heritage.

(25 min, 2008)

(25 min, 2001)

(30 min, 2003)

(25 min, 1996)

(25 min, 2002)

(35 min, 2008)

Society and Culture
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A Day in the Life of a 
Stay-At-Home Dad

Today’s families seem to choose the primary caregiver based on the income of each parent rather than the 
gender. This programme examines the case study of Rob’s family, where he left his job as a chef to care for his 
children, whilst his wife began work as an accountant. (16 min, 2003)

Aboriginal Culture: The 
Murray Darling

This programme covers the personal history of Aunty Beryl Carmichael, focusing particulary on her 
childhood, schooling and family life; an oral history of the Barkindji and Nygampaa people including changes 
to their environment and culture; her marriage and career and her efforts to establish a culture camp at 
Menindee. (26 min, 2000)

Australian Identity: 
Coming to Terms with a 
National Identity

What does it mean to be an Australian and why do we need an identity? Archival film is used to encourage 
discussion about traditional conceptions of the Australian image and students are invited to challenge the 
legends and consider how they match reality. (18 min, 1987)

Baby Making: The New 
A.R.T. of Life

This programme explores personal stories told by young infertile couples, lesbian parents and mothers who 
use donor sperm or donor eggs, considering the ethical dilemmas facing parents. Throughout the video, 
bioethicists highlight the issues as well as future scenarios. (26 min, 2000)

Becoming Parents: 
Adoption

Local adoptions are down and inter-country adoptions are on the rise. Meet a couple who adopted two 
Korean children through the DOCS inter-country adoption programme after IVF failed. Learn about how 
they strive to maintain cultural links between their children and Korea, and how the adoption community 
supports each other. (22 min, 2003)

Beyond the Nuclear 
Family

This programme looks at the changing roles, structure and functions of the family throughout time, how 
family member’s roles have changed and presents a historical view of the family style throughout history; 
contrasting what society expects with the family form today. (25 min, 2008)

Classic Collection

Every so often a book is published that changes the way we look at a sociological issue, and this series tells the story 
of some of these seminal works. The authors discuss these books with Steve Taylor, talking about how the study 
began, how research was done, what they found, and what they think of the work today.

(249 min, 2004)

This series includes the following titles:

Ann Oakley: Housewife (25 min)

Anthony Giddens: Capitalism and Social Modern Theory (25 min)

Carolyn Jackson: Lads and Ladettes in School (24 min)

Eileen Barker: The Making of a Moonie (27 min)

Jock Young: The Drugtakers (25 min)

Michelle Stanworth: Gender and Schooling (25 min)

Paul Willis: Learning to Labour

Peter Townsend: Poverty in the UK (25 min)

Stanley Cohen: Folk Devils and Moral Panics (23 min)

Sue Sharpe: Just Like a Girl (25 min)

Confronting Epidemics: 
Three Case Studies

This programme examines modern day epidemics, using three case studies from the late 20th and early 21st 
centuries: SARS, HIV-AIDS, and influenza. (22 min, 2004)
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Core Concepts in 
Sociology

In this programme, we examine culture, socialisation and identity, which are key concepts about the way 
we as individuals interact with society. With varied examples and clear explanations from experts, this is a 
fascinating and information-rich resource for students studying sociology. (24 min, 2007)

Diversity Rules OK! The 
Changing Nature of 
Families

This programme explores various family types, including nuclear, sole parent, blended, gay and extended 
families. It also examines why the structure of families has changed over the years, and cultural differences 
within and between families. (25 min, 2001)

Etiquette, Manners and 
Rituals with Food

You probably don’t realise it, but when you share a meal with your friends, you are involved in a ritual 
that creates a sense of community. This programme looks at etiquette and manners from a Japanese Tea 
Ceremony, to a Samoan welcome ceremony, to a Christmas street party. (27 min, 2000)

Families Series

This three-part series takes a look at the shape of the modern family today using real life case studies. We follow 
Mohammad and his family through each episode of the series. 

(88 min, 2004)

This series includes the following titles:

Parenting (28 min)

Resourcing Families (30 min)

The Changing Family (30 min)

Health Risks to the 
World’s Young

The Convention on the Human Rights of Children asserts the fundamental right of children to be free 
from discrimination and disadvantage. Yet there are many risks to the health of children, including early 
pregnancy and childbirth, HIV/AIDs, malnutrition, mental illness, smoking, alcohol, and violence. 
(22 min, 2011)

Homeless: The Story of 
Gary Nobbs

This programme follows the story of Gary, who is forty and has been homeless for over twenty years, drifting 
from one temporary accommodation to another. Through his story, we explore the connection between 
drug and alcohol abuse and homelessness, and how he was eventually helped to break the cycle. 
(23 min, 2004)

How Far Have We 
Come?

This programme tells the story of two bus rides: Year 9 students to central Australia in 2003, and the so-called 
Freedom Ride, nearly 40 years earlier in 1965 through outback NSW. (30 min, 2003)

In Detention: Locking 
Up Asylum Seekers

This programme looks at the turmoil for Australian asylum seekers. (22 min, 2004)

Indigenous Health in 
Australia

This programme aims to provide an overview of Aboriginal health, and provides some reasons why 
significant differences exist within Australia, in terms of the health of Indigenous and non-Indigenous 
Australians. (25 min, 2003)

Introducing Sociology
This programme answers the question, “What is sociology?” Leading sociologists such as Anthony Giddens 
explain and illustrate what it means to adopt a “sociological approach” and students talk about studying 
sociology. (15 min, 2004)

Juggling Roles: Work 
and Children

Natalie works as an accountant four days a week. Her husband Rob works as a chef for two days. They have 
three children: Hannah (7), Byron (5) and Joshua (1). The programme focuses on how Natalie juggles her work 
and parenting roles. (15 min, 2003)

AR = Additional Resources

Society and Culture
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Modern Indigenous 
Culture

To gain more insight into Aboriginal culture, it’s crucial to know that Aboriginal people are not ‘frozen in 
time’; like every part of modern society, they can transform yet maintain tradition. This programme looks at 
emerging artists and their artistic expressions that still maintain connection to Aboriginal heritage. 
(35 min, 2008)

Our National Identity

This programme explores the history of Australia's identity, and the events and people who have shaped the 
country into the multicultural nation it is today. Australia's national identity embodies the 'Australian way of 
life', reflecting the traditional virtues of mateship, egalitarianism, and 'a fair go', as well as the more modern 
Australian values of tolerance, equality, and co-operation. (13 min, 2010)

Out of Sight, Out of 
Mind

This programme examines the current state of Indigenous psychological and physical health in Australia. 
Some relevant reports are cited and their findings discussed. (18 min, 2003)

Racism in Australia This programme examines various aspects of racism and race relations in Australia as seen through the eyes 
of a variety of commentators, including students from a range of backgrounds. (27 min, 1996)

Research Methods 
Made Accessible: 
Researching Health

This resource makes research methods accessible in a health context, and contains three bite-sized videos 
illustrating different aspects of health research: questionnaire surveys, using interviews in health research, 
and observational research. (28 min, 2008)

Sociology Key Issues

The ‘Sociology Key Issues’ series takes a fresh look at some of the central areas of sociological research, including 
crime and deviance, and families and households. In each episode, viewers will explore the key ideas with real 
people’s experiences, and discover the history behind these concepts.

(81 min, 2005)

This series includes the following titles:

Crime and Deviance

Families and Households

Sociology Short Cuts

Doing Sociological 
Research

See sociological research in action in four short films that bring research methods to life in educational 
contexts. This programme features four key studies: introduction to social research, survey research, 
interviews in sociology, and observational research. (36 min, 2007)

Some More Equal Than 
Others - Inequality in 
Australia

Is Australia really an egalitarian society? Do our tax and welfare systems still operate to keep the income gap 
between rich and poor from increasing too much? How is wealth distributed? What is the social wage? This 
programme answers these questions and more. (25 min, 2001)

Strategies to Improve 
Public Health in 
Australia

This programme examines the aims and advantages of public health, how health promotion works, and why 
health promotion is more than just advertising. (26 min, 2003)

Tampa and Beyond This programme covers the Tampa incident and related events, the ‘Pacific Solution’, the ‘children overboard’ 
affair and detention centres. (26 min, 2002)

The Development 
of Public Health in 
Australia

Examines the reasons why Australians have one of the best health standards in the world, with dramatically 
increased life expectancy rates. (24 min, 2009)

SOCIETY AND CULTURE
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Understanding 
Sociology

This critically acclaimed and highly popular series brings some of the more complex and abstract theoretical issues 
to life in a clear, accessible way by relating them to everyday life experiences. 

(140 min, 1999)

This series includes the following titles:

From Modernity to Post-Modernity (40 min)

Making Sense of Sociological Theory (60 min)

Theory and Methods (40 min)

Urban Aboriginal Lives In this unique programme, Aboriginal people speak frankly about what “being Aboriginal” means to them, 
covering identity, racism, culture and families. (30 min, 1995)

Variations in Health 
Status

This programme examines the significant impact of income, region, occupation, race and gender on health; 
the ways in which this manifests; and the implications for health. (28 min, 2002)

Women in Development
This video analyses the impact of gender roles on the lives of women in Vietnam, Micronesia, and the 
Solomon Islands. It focuses on women’s health and education issues, and women’s role in environmental 
issues. (25 min, 1996)

AR = Additional Resources

Society and Culture
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Study Skills

Plagiarism: What Do You Value?

This programme teaches the relevant 
research, quoting and referencing skills 
that will enable a student to steer clear of 
plagiarism, be it intentional or unintentional.

Online Research Skills

This programme helps students develop 
a critical approach to conducting online 
research. Join Prof. Doogle as she looks at 
skills, including selecting and searching 
search engines and databases; using precise 
keywords; predicting expected results to 
assess information; and website credibility.

Understanding Plagiarism and Its 
Consequences

In this programme, we explore the nature of 
plagiarism, including some common myths 
and misconceptions that drive some people 
to cheat others out of their intellectual 
property. The legal, academic, professional 
and personal consequences of being 
branded a plagiarist are also examined.

Study Skills: Simple Strategies to 
Improving Study Technique

Through this programme, viewers will gain 
an understanding of left brain/right brain 
theory and good learning skills, including 
motivation, study schedules, reducing 
tension, taking notes and much more.

Research Skills Series

Speak Up! Oral Presentation Skills

Speak Up! examines the planning, research, 
writing and delivery of an oral presentation.

Search Me: Library and Web 
Research

In this programme, students will discover 
how to devise a research plan to find the 
information they need for assignments.

(27 min, 2005) (21 min, 2003)(18 min, 2014)

(23 min, 2001) (19 min, 2011)(22 min, 2002)
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Critical Listening
This programme is the ideal introduction to the concepts of critical listening. Using dramatised examples we 
cover hearing versus listening; listening for purpose; listening for choice of language; tone; pitch; volume; 
visual cues such as body language; pause and emphasis; and effective listening skills. (20 min, 1999)

Critical Thinking Series

What are the critical thinking skills that make our journey through life smooth and effective? In this comprehensive 
series, we explore three key skills: assumptions, credibility and evidence, with the use of excellent case studies and 
interviews with leading thinkers in the area. 

(90 min, 2009)

This series includes the following titles:

Assumptions (26 min)

Credibility (39 min)

Evidence in Argument (25 min)

Doing Great Research This programme follows a student through a research project as he identifies his topic, creates concept 
maps, locates resources, records information and develops a presentation. (21 min, 1996)

Online Research Skills

Search engines are a useful tool, but how can students get the best results from them? Join the fictional 
Professor Doogle as she looks at skills including selecting and searching search engines and data bases, 
using keywords, predicting results to assess credibility of the information, and assessing website credibility. 
(18 min, 2014)

Plagiarism: What Do 
You Value?

This programme teaches the relevant research, quoting and referencing skills that will enable a student to 
steer clear of plagiarism, be it intentional or unintentional. (27 min, 2005)

Research Skills Series

‘Research Skills Series’ covers a range of research methods and provides essential guidance on best practice; a 
valuable resource for students across a range of ages and subject areas. 

(90 min, 2003)

This series includes the following titles:

Info Seeker: Methods for Successful Research (22 min)

Speak Up! Oral Presentation Skills (21 min)

Survey Savvy: Planning and Conducting a Successful Survey (22 min)

Tell Me: Planning and Conducting a Successful Interview (23 min)

Search Me: Library and 
Web Research

In this programme, students will discover how to devise a research plan to find the information they need for 
assignments. (22 min, 2002)

Study Skills: Simple 
Strategies to Improving 
Study Technique

Through this programme, viewers will gain an understanding of left brain/right brain theory and good 
learning skills, including motivation, study schedules, reducing tension, taking notes and much more. 
(23 min, 2001)

Successful Study Skills

This programme introduces us to the basic skills of successful study. It includes; the need to establish a 
good study environment, whole year and weekly planning, the value of library research, the importance of 
balancing study with other pursuits and interests, and identifying and coping with study stress. 
(18 min, 1997)

Understanding 
Plagiarism and Its 
Consequences

With millions of people contributing material to the Internet, the temptation to plagiarise is ever-present. 
This valuable programme explores the nature of plagiarism; the legal, academic, professional and personal 
consequences; and advises how to help guard against the theft of intellectual property and creative works. 
(19 min, 2011)

AR = Additional Resources

STUDY SKILLS

Study Skills
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Teacher Professional Dev.

Easy Ways to Use E-Learning

In this programme, we discuss how 
education systems are undergoing a 
transformation, and how e-learning is 
becoming further integrated into the 
classroom. We look at the benefits of 
e-learning, and how engaging students on 
a level and with material to which they will 
respond can make a teacher’s job easier.

Accommodating Different 
Learning Styles

In this programme, we explore three 
different learning preferences (auditory, 
visual and kinaesthetic); observe students 
and teachers in action; learn how to employ 
techniques and strategies that cater for the 
variety of learning styles; and see and hear 
about current best practices.

The Healthy Teacher

This programme will inform teachers about 
the importance of finding balance between 
teaching and lifestyle. It explores the areas 
that affect teacher’s physical, emotional and 
social wellbeing in reducing stresses and 
anxiety.

Teaching ESL Students in the 
Mainstream Classroom

This informative programme helps teachers 
accommodate ESL learners with real-life 
classroom examples and practical strategies. 
We explore how teachers can consider the 
language demands of their lessons and 
use non-verbal cues to enhance language 
comprehension.

Emotional Intelligence in the 
Classroom

This programme provides teachers with 
a basic understanding of what emotional 
intelligence is and how it can be utilised in 
the classroom to generate a positive learning 
environment. It also provides specific ideas 
that teachers can incorporate in their classes 
to promote better emotional understanding.

Hot Tips for Classroom 
Management

This programme provides help with 
classroom management and dealing with 
difficult students. It offers some effective, 
preventative strategies, as well as ways to 
deal with difficult behaviour when it occurs.

(25 min, 2009) (31 min, 2008)

(29 min, 2004)

(25 min, 2010)

(23 min, 2008)(30 min, 2007)
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Accommodating 
Different Learning 
Styles

In this programme, we explore three different learning preferences (auditory, visual and kinaesthetic), 
observe students and teachers in action, learn how to employ techniques and strategies that cater for the 
variety of learning preferences, and see and hear about current best practices. (29 min, 2004)

Counselling: A Guide 
for Teachers

This programme is designed to assist teachers in understanding the process of counselling in secondary 
schools. It explains the counselling process, the process of adolescence itself, and the developmental tasks 
that the young person will inevitably need to successfully negotiate during their high school years. 
(24 min, 2008)

Easy Ways to Use 
E-Learning

This programme discusses how education systems are undergoing a transformation, and how e-learning is 
becoming further integrated into the classroom. It looks at the benefits of e-learning, explores the five key 
elements involved in the introduction of e-learning, and how its engaging nature can make a teacher’s job 
easier. (25 min, 2009)

E-Learning in Education

This programme is about encouraging and inspiring teachers to incorporate e-learning as an integral part 
of the curriculum. It looks at a revolution in youth communication, the implications of the revolution for 
education, multi-literacies, recent developments such as blogs and online learning, and the way forward. 
(21 min, 2007)

Emotional Intelligence 
in the Classroom

This programme provides teachers with a basic understanding of what emotional intelligence is and how it 
can be utilised in the classroom to generate a positive learning environment. It also provides specific ideas 
that teachers can incorporate in their classes to promote better emotional understanding. (31 min, 2008)

Health Emergencies in 
the Classroom

This programme helps teachers and other school staff get prepared for responding to medical emergencies 
that can occur in classrooms. (24 min, 2007)

Hot Tips for Classroom 
Management

Effective classroom management is an integral part of every teacher's daily school life. This programme 
provides help with classroom management and dealing with difficult students. It offers some effective 
preventative strategies, as well as ways to deal with difficult behaviour when it occurs. (30 min, 2007)

In Focus: Girls in 
Physical Education

This programme examines some of the reasons why girls lose interest in physical education, and focuses on a 
number of strategies to help teachers tackle the problem. (23 min, 2003)

Integrating Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait 
Islander Perspectives

The Australian Curriculum requires Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander perspectives to be embedded across 
all subject areas. This programme is a professional development resource for teachers seeking successful 
strategies for enhancing the inclusion of Aboriginal perspectives in their courses. (16 min, 2011)

Integrating ICT into the 
Curriculum

Through interviews and case studies, this programme will assist teachers in coming to some conclusions 
about the use of ICT and other issues arising from this major change in the way that learning is supported in 
the modern classroom. (29 min, 2005)

Learning with 
Interactive 
Whiteboards

This programme provides a solid introduction to interactive whiteboards, using a variety of different 
classroom settings as examples. Discussed are the learning and teaching advantages of interactive 
whiteboards, and their many uses, applications and features. (27 min, 2009)

Managing the Difficult 
Group

Many teachers struggle with how to effectively deal with and manage the "difficult group" in their classroom. 
This programme illustrates a set of practical, doable steps that teachers can implement to diffuse students' 
behaviour, get them working and bring real change to the classroom environment. (29 min, 2004)

Teacher Professional D
ev.
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Mandatory Reporting 
of Child Abuse

This programme aims to support teachers’ current understanding of mandatory reporting of child abuse in 
schools. It focuses on the legal aspects of mandatory reporting including variations from state to state, and 
describes the process by which a teacher can form a belief that a student is being abused. (28 min, 2005)

OH&S in Schools

This comprehensive programme provides an excellent tool to assist in raising staff awareness of the many 
aspects of this critical aspect of working safely within a school environment. It includes classrooms, staff-
rooms and art rooms, science and technology labs, hazardous substances, OH&S procedures and more. 
(30 min, 2006)

Productive Pedagogies
This programme looks closely at the New Basics Project educational model. An integral part of this scheme 
was a fresh emphasis on the value of quality teaching/learning, termed “productive pedagogy” which is 
based on intellectual quality, connectedness, social support, and recognition of difference. (26 min, 2005)

Student-Centred 
Learning

The programme addresses what student-centred learning is, how it works and why schools are incorporating 
it. With comments from educational experts, teachers and students, we also explore the whole school 
approach to student-centred learning, various strategies to facilitate it and typical scenarios that depict it. 
(28 min, 2005)

Tackling Bullying Big 
Time Series

Bullying is always a major concern for students, school staff and families. This series explores the ever-important 
topic of bullying, and provides thought-provoking advice on its prevention and solutions in a variety of scenarios 
where it can take place.

(104 min, 2005)

This series includes the following titles:

No Bullying in Our Community: Home/School Partnership Strategies (26 min)

Not in My Class: Managing Classroom Bullying Behaviours (25 min)

Not in Our School: Creating a Non-Bullying Culture (27 min)

Tackling Bullying Behaviours: Non-Punitive Approaches (26 min)

Taming Student Anger What is anger? How does anger affect us? What happens if we are unable to control anger? Are there 
constructive ways to deal with anger? (21 min, 1998)

Teaching ESL Students 
in the Mainstream 
Classroom

This informative programme helps teachers accommodate ESL learners with real-life classroom examples 
and practical strategies. We explore how teachers can consider the language demands of their lessons and 
use non-verbal cues to enhance language comprehension. (25 min, 2010)

The Beginning Teacher: 
Everyday Realities

This programme is an honest and informative introduction to what you can expect in those crucial early days 
of “solo” teaching, and how to make a success of it. It offers practical advice for beginning teachers on how to 
navigate your first week on the job and examines a range of classroom management techniques. 
(24 min, 2008)

The Healthy Teacher
Teachers will learn about the importance of finding balance between teaching and lifestyle in this 
programme. It explores the areas that affect teacher’s physical, emotional and social wellbeing in reducing 
stresses and anxiety. (23 min, 2008)

The Thinking 
Curriculum

This programme looks at specific higher-order thinking skills. We show how a thinking curriculum can be 
introduced to and applied in the classroom. (28 min, 2005)

TEACHER PROFESSIONAL DEV.
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Technologies

Safety in the Domestic Kitchen

This update of our classic programme offers 
a light-hearted look at the potential hazards 
of the humble, domestic kitchen. Students 
will enjoy the dramatic scenes that illustrate 
the possibly dire consequences of handling 
kitchen equipment that could cause cuts, 
burns or other injuries. We review the major 
areas for consideration when assessing 
kitchen risks, and offer recommendations for 
best practice.

Food Safety and Hygiene

Disease causing bacteria found on the 
human body and in unhygienic food 
preparation areas can be easily transmitted 
to those who consume the food. That’s why 
food safety and hygiene is paramount in the 
prevention of food-borne illness.

Farm to Fork - Primary and 
Secondary Processing

How does food get from the farm to our 
table? In this programme we trace the route 
cereals, fruits, vegetables, and dairy products 
take to get from the point of origin to the 
consumer.

Designing Fashion

This programme investigates the steps taken 
by fashion designers to develop their ideas 
into end products, from that initial spark of 
inspiration to final production. Throughout 
the programme viewers see how fashion 
designers use various tools, equipment 
and drawing techniques to visually display 
their inspirations and ideas, how they use 
of computer aided design (CAD) to enhance 
and support their work.

Control Systems in Design and 
Technology

This video aimed at Design, Engineering 
and Computer Studies students introduces 
computer controlled systems, block 
diagrams and applications of computer 
controlled systems. Open and closed loop 
systems, microprocessors, sensors and 
actuators are introduced. We look at EFTPOS 
machines, robots, manufacturing and 
product control, multimedia entertainment, 
and education and medical applications.

(14 min, 2016)

(28 min, 2014)

(18 min, 2011)

(19 min, 2012)

(21 min, 2014)

New Technologies - 3D Printing

This programme offers an informative look 
at the emerging manufacturing revolution 
occurring around this new technology; 
exploring how 3D printing works, from 
product idea to solid prototype; and the 
positive and negative impacts 3D printing 
is having on society, the work force and the 
environment.

(28 min, 2014)

Technologies
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A Design Project

Produced in association with the Museum of Contemporary Art, this programme looks at four innovative 
caravan designs, focusing on the design process. We look at the prototype caravans in detail, interview the 
designers about their approach to the design process and highlight essential steps in the process. (31 min, 
1993)

Advanced Technical 
Drawing

This programme looks at basic drawing systems, reference envelopes, circles in paraline and perspective, 
preparing technical drawings, traditional perspective, measuring point perspective and drawing complex 
objects such as cars and cameras. (96 min, 1988)

Animation in 
Multimedia

This programme takes students through the elements of creating a successful animation, and covers a range 
of essential topics, such as character development, sound and voice addition, and the use of wire frame in 
3D work. It also looks at the various roles in an animation team, and some applications of animation. (29 min, 
2006)

Architecture, Crafts and 
Industrial Design

Designer Case Studies

This programme explores the work of four vastly different designers in architectural design, craft design and 
industrial design. We ask designers, including Alicia Mintzes, Steve Baker, Aaron Wallis and Wade Trevaen, a 
range of questions and see them in action to reveal their design process. (22 min, 2011)

Auto Electrics
This programme includes the starter system (motor, solenoid, battery, cables, ignition switch), the kettering 
ignition system (coil, distributor leads, timing device, spark plugs), the charging system (generators and 
alternators), battery and testing equipment. (26 min, 1990)

Automotive Design This programme looks at two examples of innovative automotive design, and features the use of CAD and 
CAM. (33 min, 2003)

Bicycles: Design, 
Manufacture and 
Marketing

Changing markets and customer needs mean designs and processes have to be kept fresh and up-to-date. 
This programme focuses on a designer who modifies his designs every year, and specifically looks at the 
manufacturing process, the market survey and launch of products to dealers. (20 min, 1997)

Building a House

This series takes viewers through the construction of an upscale, wood-frame house, from an empty lot to the final 
coat of paint. Professional tradesmen take us through the stages of construction from exterior to interior, covering 
everything from foundation and roofing to the plumbing and flooring. 

(57 min, 2004)

This series includes the following titles:

Part 1: The Exterior (30 min)

Part 2: The Interior (27 min)

Building Bridges: The 
Physics of Construction

This programme explores how bridges are made, with a focus on the physics used in design and 
construction. The elements of bridge building are explored step-by-step, from conception to completion 
- including factors such as materials used and how costs are governed by environmental, aesthetic and 
functional elements. (27 min, 2004)

CAD-CAM in Industry 
and Schools

This programme looks at various applications of CAD-CAM technology in schools and industries. Filmed in 
Britain, it includes footage and interviews from a major international bearing manufacturer, AESSEAL, and 
the Engineering Faculty of Sheffield-Hallam University. (26 min, 2004)

CAD-CAM in the 
Classroom

This programme shows how CAD-CAM works as an educational tool, and then illustrates how one student 
was motivated to create and then successfully realise his dream. (23 min, 2003)

TECHNOLOGIES Design and Technology
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Ceramics and Glasses This programme looks at the process of producing both ceramics and glass, typical uses, and the advantages 
and disadvantages of both these materials. (25 min, 2005)

Commercial Printing 
Processes

Covering binding and finishing, and how to create work that satisfies the client's commercial and aesthetic 
needs, this is a comprehensive and accessible introduction to the techniques and business of commercial 
printing. (26 min, 2007)

Composites: Properties, 
Processing and Uses

An introduction to the world of composite materials and their uses. This video looks at raw materials, primary 
production, composite classification, physical and chemical properties, methods of testing properties, 
secondary processing, material selection, recycling, and the properties and uses of fibre-reinforced plastics. 
(29 min, 2002)

Control Systems in 
Design and Technology

This video introduces computer controlled systems, block diagrams and applications of computer-
controlled systems. It features EFTPOS machines, robots, manufacturing and product control, multimedia 
entertainment, and education and medical applications. (19 min, 2012)

Creating a Logo: A 
Process for Designers

Using the VEA logo as a real-life example, the process of conceptualising, designing and producing a logo is 
examined. (25 min, 2004)

Creating an Australian 
Icon: Rip Curl

This programme traces the evolution of Rip Curl and the important role played by the company’s graphic 
design team. (20 min, 1996)

Cutting Metal: 
Methods Used During 
Manufacturing of 
Products

This programme considers a wide range of methods currently used in the industry. It includes CNC Oxy 
cutting, circular saw, CNC drilling machine, angle grinder, shearing devices, lathe operations, laser cutting, 
water jet cutting and spark erosion. (19 min, 2002)

Design and Marketing 
of a New Product: Case 
Study Toyota Camry

This programme uses the Toyota Camry as a case study for design and marketing. We look at market 
research, the design brief, how the prototype takes shape using sketches and CAD-CAM packages, ongoing 
tests and trials, the manufacturing process and the product launch. (23 min, 1994)

Design and the 
Environment

In this programme, we take a closer look at the environmental impact of design with a special emphasis on 
architecture, household goods, and how certain industries are embracing a more sustainable, eco-friendly 
approach to design. (25 min, 2010)

Design for Different 
Needs

This programme is aimed at the continuing changes in the designing and manufacturing world. It also shows 
the impact that political, environmental, physical and social context has on the designing and manufacture 
of new products. (29 min, 2008)

Design for 
Sustainability

Sustainable design is the art of designing physical objects to comply with the principles of economic, social 
and ecological sustainability. Its aim is to produce places, products and services that reduce use of non-
renewable resources, minimise environmental impact and relate people to the natural environment. 
(26  min, 2008)

Design: A Team 
Approach

In this programme we see how a team works towards a common goal from the client interview stage through 
to the design stage. We investigate planning and communicating ideas, right through to production. We also 
demonstrate how useful evaluation can be in monitoring the team’s progress towards a common goal. 
(25 min, 2010)
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Design: Applying the 
Elements

This programme examines the design elements and principles in areas such as architecture, environmental 
design, interior design, structural design and landscaping. (26 min, 2004)

Designers at Work
This programme examines the key stages of the design process and the factors which influence this process. 
Experts in architecture, industrial design, sustainable design and product development discuss how they 
approach a project, and what it’s like working with clients and colleagues. (22 min, 2012)

Designing a Chair: 
Sitting Pretty

Featuring two contrasting designers, this programme looks at all aspects of the design process from the brief 
through to the evaluation of the final product by the client. (31 min, 2001)

Designing a 
Lawnmower

We follow the design process during the design of a new lawnmower. Includes brainstorming, ideas, 
sketches, 3D renderings of the best designs, prototypes, testing the cutting ability, standard tests in the 
factory, engineering design, manufacture and launch. (17 min, 2004)

Designing a Restaurant
This programme is a five month documentation of the setting up of a restaurant in a large heritage building 
in Sydney, Australia. The design processes include architect plans, layout and overall concept; building and 
heritage considerations; designing and manufacturing furniture; and interior design. (22 min, 1999)

Designing a Workshop 
Project

This programme follows two students as they plan and produce different versions of a CD holder. They 
both apply the design process to the task: creating a design brief, developing ideas, modelling, drawing 
blueprints, making a cutting list, construction, and testing and evaluating. (17 min, 2002)

Designing to Please This programme investigates the processes used by designers Tomas Gasgo and Stussy Sista to meet the 
needs of individual clients and the wider market. (23 min, 1995)

Designing Toys: The 
Design Process at Work

This programme provides an informative and entertaining account of how toys are designed, manufactured 
and marketed. Designers and manufacturers discuss how they manage the process from design brief to 
prototype testing, modification and marketing. (25 min, 1996)

Designing, 
Manufacturing and 
Evaluating a Product

This programme takes a careful look into the steps and processes involved in the Design and Technology 
course. (20 min, 2008)

Developing a Design 
Brief

This programme introduces the design process so that students will be able to design, produce and evaluate 
quality solutions that respond to identified opportunities and needs. It also examines the skills in design 
processes, design theory and the work of designers. (26 min, 2009)

Elements and Principles 
of Design

This programme outlines figure-ground, balance, contrast, cropping, hierarchy, scale, proportion and 
pattern, and helps to prepare students to engage with their own visual design projects. (30 min, 2004)

Engineered Wood 
Products

An excellent insight into a range of common engineered wood products, this programme also identifies the 
areas where the products have provided a viable replacement for the historical uses of old growth forests 
timbers used in the construction industry, and the need to find viable alternative products. (22 min, 1999)
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Ergonomics and Design: 
Matching Products and 
Tasks with People

This film examines the process of matching products and tasks with people, and shows the numerous factors 
that need to be considered when designing products for optimum usability. It explains to students that good 
ergonomic design results in an efficient, safe and comfortable use of products. (20 min, 2002)

Ergonomics in the Real 
World

This programme investigates how and why ergonomic design is so important, from the perspectives of 
safety, comfort, performance, aesthetics and ease of use. It uses two case studies, and explores the various 
aspects of ergonomics and its relationship with design technology. (20 min, 2010)

Essentials of Design 
and Technology Skills: 
Drilling, Lathes and 
Soldering

This programme focuses on skills required to use equipment in design and technology workshops. It features 
soldering, using a metal lathe, and using pillar and hand drills. (25 min, 2004)

Evaluating a Product
This programme takes an in-depth look at how the qualities of a product are defined in the design process. 
Functional efficiency of a product and its incorporation into the design is carefully examined, followed by the 
impact its manufacture and disposal will have on the environment. (25 min, 2008)

Fabricating a Toolbox
This film demonstrates, step by step, how to make a steel toolbox by hand. The processes explained include 
the initial marking up and cutting out of the steel to the accurate placing of the handle and the finishing of 
the edges. A variety of tools are used from a basic file to spot and oxy welder. (20 min, 1997)

Factors of Design

This comprehensive series takes us through the design process and addresses the many factors that designers 
must contend with in the pursuit of great design and successful products. Our presenter illustrates concepts and 
transports us to the studios of successful Australian design firms.  

(48 min, 2011)

This series includes the following titles:

Part 1: Innovation (16 min)

Part 2: Time and Money (16 min)

Part 3: Visual, Tactile and Aesthetic (16 min)

Fasteners for Cabinet 
Making

This programme is an excellent introduction to the use of the various fasteners to join timber and 
manufactured boards in the construction of cabinets and furniture. (26 min, 2006)

Fasteners for 
Construction

This programme looks at withdrawal strength and the amount of effort required to pull a fastener out of 
timber. We see nailing techniques using hand nailing, air pressure nail guns and their safe use. It includes 
helpful hints such as safe working load, along with other relevant occupational health and safety issues. 
(26 min, 2005)

Ferrous Metals: 
Properties, Processing 
and Uses

A wonderful introduction to the use of ferrous metals in the production of manufactured products in 
everyday life, considering the full range of steels together with the reason why each is selected for a 
particular use, the effect of varying percentages of carbon content, heat treatment, protecting steels, plating 
and more. (26 min, 2005)

Forming and Shaping 
Metal: Heating, Cold 
Forming and Milling

This programme examines the way metals can be manipulated when making products. The three most 
common methods of forming that are used in manufacturing are heating, cold forming and milling. Each 
method’s operations are previewed. (22 min, 2001)
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Furniture Design

This series takes a look at the antique reproduction furniture industry and the ways in which a range of furniture 
designers go about their process. The series emphasises the importance of research, and demonstrates a variety of 
techniques used by craftsmen.

(50 min, 1999)

This series includes the following titles:

Part 1: Reproduction of Antique Furniture (19 min)

Part 2: Eight Furniture Designers (31 min)

Graphic Products: 
Design and 
Manufacture

A programme to inspire and inform students about graphic products and design by showing how graphics 
can influence our perception of products and people. Includes two case studies: an album cover design and a 
wetsuit design. (23 min, 2003)

Hand-Held Power Tools

This series illustrates various hand-held power tools one would find in a typical workshop. The programmes allow 
for a full explanation and safety procedures of one tool before moving on to the next. Tools covered include circular 
saws, jigsaws, reciprocating saws, power drills, screwdrivers, and more.

(37 min, 2003)

This series includes the following titles:

Part 1: Circular Saw, Reciprocating Saw and Jigsaw (18 min)

Part 2: Drills, Screwdrivers, Routers, and Sanders (19 min)

Hand Tools for 
Woodworking

This programme introduces us to a range of basic hand tools, covering their uses, tips, and possible pitfalls. A 
full demonstration of how to safely and effectively use a range of saws, planes, and chisels is provided. 
(25 min, 2009)

Influences on Design
This programme outlines how designers must use materials sympathetically, and consider the conflicting 
demands on the planning and designing of products. It also explores the influences that culture, subculture, 
egalitarianism, global society, hedonism, and sustainability have on design. (16 min, 2011)

Innovation and 
Emerging Technologies

This programme examines the concept of innovation and what makes for successful innovation. Through 
a case study of nanotechnology, we study the application of innovation to the design and development 
process within an emerging strand of technology. (26 min, 2009)

Inspirational Design
This programme asks students to think about the elements of good design. It features three prominent 
designers and explores their design process, including application of ergonomics, observation of the 
changing market place and initial design alterations. (26 min, 2000)

Joining Metals This programme is an excellent introduction to the methods of joining metals. It discusses the advantages of 
welding over non-welding methods, and details both fusion and non-fusion methods. (29 min, 2006)

Lasers in Design 
Technology

This programme takes a cutting edge look at lasers and CAD/CAM technology used in industrial applications, 
and describes why lasers are so central to modern industry. (26 min, 2007)

Life Cycle Assessment
The impact of a wide range of materials is covered in the programme, including the acquisition of raw 
materials, production, transportation, and use and disposal of metal, plastic and wood products. 
(23 min, 2003)
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Making a Video
This comprehensive programme guides the viewer through the entire process of making a video, from the 
diversity of roles in the creative team, to the brief of the video, the pre-, post-, and production phase, and the 
curation of the final credits. (28 min, 2004)

Managing a Design 
Project

This video aims to teach students an understanding of managing the various elements of design projects. 
It emphasises the importance of managing design projects and shows how designers are expected to 
conceptualise, develop and produce a design proposal that fulfils a distinctive brief. (17 min, 2012)

Manufacturing and 
the Product Cycle: A 
Case Study of Moran 
Furniture

In this programme, Moran Furniture explain the stages in their product cycle - the process that creates their 
award-winning sofas. (26 min, 2006)

Mechanical Systems: 
Combining Simple 
Machines

This programme examines the role of simple machines in the following mechanical systems: the lever and 
fulcrum, the wheel and axle, gears, cogs, sprockets, the pulley, the inclined plane, screw and wedge, and the 
piston. (20 min, 2000)

Model Making: 
Tools, Materials and 
Techniques

This programme provides an informative look at all facets of model construction and contains five sections: 
different types of model construction, the correct and safe use of hand tools in use today, portable power 
tools, man-made products, natural products, and the various techniques used in the woodwork room. 
(20 min, 2007)

New Technologies - 3D 
Printing

This programme offers an informative look at the emerging manufacturing revolution occurring around this 
new technology; exploring how 3D printing works, from product idea to solid prototype, and the positive 
and negative impacts 3D printing is having on society, the workforce and the environment. (28 min, 2014)

Non-Ferrous Metals - 
Properties, Processes 
and Uses

A comprehensive introduction to non-ferrous metals and their uses. (20 min, 2002)

Machine Tools in the 
Woodwork Shop

Planers: The Use of the 
Surface Planer

The surface planer, or jointer, is the first machine tool demonstrated in this programme. The honing and 
changing of the cutter blades is shown, as well as proper and safe operating procedure. It includes a 
comprehensive variety of processes and uses. (25 min, 2001)

Plastics in 
Manufacturing

This programme provides an excellent range of examples of the four major methods of manufacturing 
plastic products, as well as an insight into the making of the dyes involved. It includes injection moulding, 
rotational moulding, vacuum and pressure moulding. (21 min, 2003)

Plastics: Properties  
and Uses

A comprehensive introduction to thermoplastics and their uses. It includes definitions, raw materials, primary 
production, classification and properties of plastic, methods of testing properties, and the selecting of 
materials. (21 min, 2002)

Powered Saws: Band, 
Radial Arm and 
Compound Miter Saws

This programme looks at three other machine saws in a typical school woodwork shop: the band saw, the 
radial arm saw and the compound miter saw. Safety issues and proper operating procedures are addressed. 
(28 min, 2001)

Preparing Wood: 
FEWTEL - The 
Preparation of Wood 
Stock

This programme illustrates the six steps of preparing a piece of lumber for use in a woodwork project. It 
employs the acronym, FEWTEL, as a way of remembering the sequence of these steps: face side, face edge, 
width, thickness, end and length. (25 min, 2001)
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Promoting Your 
Designs

This programme explores marketing tools and strategies that beginning designers can use to promote their 
work and themselves. We also discuss the use of promotional strategies when seeking employment, the 
concept of branding, and the best way to get your designs ‘out there’. (21 min, 2010)

Redesigning a Product
In this programme, we demonstrate the various methods, techniques and strategies designers use 
when redesigning a product. We describe the principles of intellectual property and the importance of 
acknowledging the intellectual property of others. (23 min, 2010)

Materials for Design 
Series

Resin Jewellery

In this programme, we look at resin - a plastic that can be put to the most creative and artistic of uses. 
(24 min, 2006)

Rip Curl: Designing and 
Marketing Wetsuits

This programme takes us to Australia’s surf capital, Torquay, to see how Rip Curl designs, manufactures and 
markets its range of wetsuits and accessories. (25 min, 1996)

Safety in Technology 
Workshops

This programme concentrates on the areas of technology workshops where safety is paramount, such as the 
use of personal protective equipment. Many potential hazards are discussed. (23 min, 2001)

Safety in the Workshop:  
Avoiding Accident and 
Injury

This programme examines the main considerations when it comes to safety in the workshop. It stresses the 
importance of using safety equipment, setting up a well-designed work area, correct use of hand and power 
tools, ongoing maintenance and first aid. (22 min, 2009)

Safety in the Workshop: 
Your Tools Are Out to 
Get You!

This programme shows the correct way to use a variety of tools that are likely to be found in the school 
workshop. It includes electrical tools, hand tools, fixed machines, lathes, sanders, drills, jigsaws, routers and 
saws. Good housekeeping skills are recommended, as a tidy workshop is a safe workshop. (15 min, 1998)

Social and Ethical Issues 
in Design Technology

This programme explores the associated social, lifestyle, ethical and ecological considerations that designers 
and multinational companies must address while moving through the design cycle. It allows students to 
make their own judgment of the positive and negative aspects of the Global Marketplace. (24 min, 2006)

Solar Sailor
This programme is a valuable resource to use when studying the design process, including investigating, 
designing, producing and evaluating. Students’ scientific knowledge and understanding will also be vastly 
enhanced, specifically in areas such as energy, power sources and alternative energies. (22 min, 2006)

Structures: Man-Made 
and Natural

This programme shows us a variety of everyday structures, both from nature and man-made, and explains 
the principles underlying the properties of each structure. Comparisons are made between ancient 
structures relying on bulk and heavy materials for strength to today’s modern engineering methods. 
(23 min, 1999)

Student Design Project: 
Two Case Studies

This programme documents the work of two top students and shows the development of their models. 
(28 min, 2002)

Sustainable Design
This video inspires students to incorporate sustainability into their design projects. It includes three case 
studies: the Smart Car, Freeplay Power, a sustainable alternative to batteries and the Remarkable Pencil. 
(20 min, 2001)
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Sydney Tower: 
Designing and 
Maintaining Australia’s 
Tallest Tower

This programme about The Sydney Tower will explore the design ideas, the engineering problems 
encountered, the actual construction of the tower, cultural issues, and the commercial needs such as 
restaurants, toilets, air conditioning, heating and lighting. (26 min, 1995)

Synthetic Fibres and 
Plastics

This programme defines synthetic fibres, identifies its different types, characteristics, uses and 
disadvantages, and discusses the melt-spinning method. It also presents the importance of plastics, explains 
the injection moulding method, classifies plastics, and explores thermoplastics and thermosetting plastics. 
(11 min, 2014)

Table Saw: The Safe 
Operation of the Table 
Saw

This programme illustrates the safe and correct use of the table saw. The safety aspects that are examined in 
this film include the use of goggles and face shields, removal of jewellery, cleanliness of the environment, the 
use of guards and clearance blocks, and much more. (23 min, 2000)

Technical Graphics: 
Perspective Drawing 
and Rendering

Design lecturer, Stuart Arden presents perspective drawing using a grid, in particular, generating 2VP and 
1VP grids. Perspective is divided, subdivided and extended. Objects are positioned for perspective. Circles, 
reflections and shadows are used for perspective and rendering is examined. (90 min, 1986)

Testing Consumer 
Products

This film gives us an insight into the processes undertaken to test and check the effectiveness, quality and 
safety of products destined for the consumer market. It includes data testing, quality control testing and 
comparison testing of the final product. (20 min, 1999)

The Practical Use of 
Materials

This series introduces viewers to the most flexible and highly adaptable materials used in the design and 
manufacture of products: plastics and metals. A great introduction to understanding each material, their 
characteristics, practical uses, and the importance they play in our society.

(41 min, 2010)

This series includes the following titles:

Metals (19 min)

Plastics (22 min)

The Timber Industry: 
Australia’s Timber 
Industry Today

This video looks at commercial and modern furniture manufacture, focusing on natural and plantation 
forests, logging, sawmilling, felling, veneering and engineering. Also looked at is computer and automated 
equipment, plus comparisons of traditional and modern methods in the timber industry. (19 min, 1998)

Timber Furniture: The 
Design Process

This programme demonstrates the design process as applied to the construction of timber furniture. We 
are shown around the workshop, given demonstrations of conceptualisation and model making, safe 
construction of joints, measuring and marking techniques, finishing the piece, and evaluation of the final 
result. (21 min, 2009)

Tool Maintenance in  
the Workshop

This programme sets out how to take care of hand tools and how to maintain their efficency. It includes 
demonstrations of sharpening a chisel, a plane, a crosscut saw, a ripsaw and more. The importance of 
maintaining a sharp edge on cutting tools is explained, including the relationship to safety. (22 min, 2003)

Vacuum Cleaner Design 
and Marketing

Made with the help of Hoover Vortex, this video follows the design, production and launch of a new bag-less 
vacuum cleaner. We follow the new vacuum cleaner from concept to finished product, and we hear directly 
from the people involved: market researchers, designers, production managers and the marketing team. 
(26 min, 2000)

Visual Communication 
Series

Looking at case studies from three types of businesses, this series explores how designers work from a design brief 
to fulfil the design process, looking at aspects such as catering to unique and specialist business types, meeting the 
client’s needs and expectations, creating a corporate brand, and personnel involved.   

(70 min, 2003)

This series includes the following titles:

Sunbeam’s Cafe Aromatic (24 min)

The Tandou Brief (24 min)
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Trail of the Elephants (22 min)

Visual Design: Elements 
and Principles

This programme presents the visual elements of design, line, form, light, colour, texture and space. It also 
covers the ordering, principles of scale, diversity, proportion, dominance, balance, rhythm, unity, and order. 
Using various media, the development and implementation of design is demonstrated. (20 min, 1989)

What Inspires Design?
This programme takes viewers on a journey into the minds of designers and explores where they get 
their ideas from, how the environment, culture and history shapes their outlooks, and the influence of 
collaboration, technology and production methods. (17 min, 2012)

Wood Properties and 
Uses

This programme carries out quick and ready tests for the following: hardness, stiffness, density, toughness, 
glue-ability, splitting and checking, finish, colour, friction, resistance to termites and fungus, and safety. 
(23 min, 2001)

Food Technology

21st Century Food 
Series

Cooking Techniques

This entertaining and informative film clearly describes the most common and useful cooking techniques. 
It clearly demonstrates and encourages students to work in practicals with confidence and in the correct 
manner, thus achieving the best results of which they are capable. (31 min, 2009)

Airline Catering: How 
an Airline Caters for Its 
Customers

This film examines how an airline caters for its customers, including those with special dietary needs. Visit a 
flight catering centre to look at the testing of fruit and vegetables, hygiene, food preparation, menu cycles, 
regional dishes, part-cooking, blast-chilling, transportation and special food preparation. (16 min, 1998)

All About Bush Foods: 
Traditional and 
Commercial Uses

Bush foods - or bush tucker, have been consumed for thousands of years in Australia, and makes us unique 
in the world when it comes to cuisine. This engaging programme examines a range of Australian bush foods, 
and looks at both traditional and commercial uses. (27 min, 2009)

All About Food 
Additives

This film looks at food additives, including colours, flavours, emulsifiers, gelling agents and stabilisers, 
preservatives and antioxidants, and processing aids. It delves into why different types of additives are used 
and common examples of each type. (20 min, 2012)

All About Meat This programme looks at how meat is presented for purchase to the consumer, showing what producers are 
doing to address dietary and health concerns. (26 min, 2001)

All About Nutrients
Our body does not function efficiently without the correct amounts of specific nutrients. This programme 
explores the function of nutrients, the reason why we need to eat a balanced nutritional food intake and 
what health problems may result if we do not eat properly. (24 min, 2009)

Allergens and Food 
Safety

This programme covers what allergens are, reactions and responses, rules and regulations, the role of food 
manufacturers in food safety, and the role of retailers and workers in food safety. It looks at processes, safety 
issues and control measures of food allergens in the manufacture, regulation and selling of food. 
(29 min, 2005)

Avoid that Hazard: 
Equipment Safety in 
the Kitchen

A look at the safe use of tools and equipment in the commercial kitchen. (20 min, 2000)
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Batch and Continuous 
Processes

Using case studies, this programme shows us the difference between batch processing and continuous 
processing. (22 min, 2005)

Catering Skills Series

Behind the Scenes

This programme focuses on the preparation of meals and their presentation. It looks at the range of knives 
used by chefs; presentation and garnishes, including julienne vegetables; deep fried vegetable crisps; turned 
mushrooms; radish roses; fanned strawberries; segmented oranges and carrot curls. (25 min, 2005)

Biscuit Making
This video shows the mass production inside Arnott’s biscuit factory, and the stages of processing and 
manufacture. It examines food additives; use of fat for a short texture; shaping, cooking and hygienically 
packaging; quality assurance checks for contamination; and new product development. (21 min, 1994)

Bringing It to the Boil: 
Basic Moist Cooking 
Methods and Food 
Storage

This instructive programme explains the “moist heat” cooking methods such as boiling, blanching, poaching, 
steaming, stewing and braising, as well as microwave cooking. (26 min, 2004)

Buying and Storing 
Food Safely with Helen 
Highwaters

An outline of food safety, covering topics such as best buying practices, safe transportation, and safe 
refrigeration and storage methods. (34 min, 2000)

Chemistry of Cooking: 
What Happens inside a 
Sponge Cake?

This film examines the physical and chemical changes that take place when food is prepared and cooked. 
Set in a commercial kitchen, a simple egg sponge is used to demonstrate processes such as: aeration, 
denaturation, coagulation, gelatinisation, browning reactions, emulsification, and crystallisation. 
(19 min, 2000)

Chicken: From Eggs to 
Takeaway

This programme traces the production of chicken meat from newly hatched eggs, to the processed meat we 
buy from supermarkets and takeaway shops. (25 min, 2004)

Cleaning and Sanitation 
in the Food Industry

This programme examines various topics surrounding cleanliness and sanitisation in the food industry, such 
as why cleanliness and sanitation are so important, how to clean properly, food service industry cleaning, 
food manufacturing industry cleaning, storage, and OH&S. (24 min, 2009)

Commodities Series

Packed with information, this series looks at international, biological and environmental characteristics of two very 
popular foods: milk - ancient, versatile and very nutritious, milk has been central to human life for centuries; and rice 
- humanity’s long association with it to its exciting place in our future.

(58 min, 2004)

This series includes the following titles:

In Focus: Milk (28 min)

In Focus: Rice (30 min)

Computers in Food 
Technology

Technological developments have had a major impact on the food industry. This programme examines some 
of the key changes such as market research, the test kitchen, food safety, labelling and more. (22 min, 2001)

Cultural Influences on 
Australian Foods

This video explores the origins of many popular Australian foods and what it is that makes them Australian. 
We explore how the migration of the Chinese and Europeans after WWII introduced Australia to many new 
culinary delights, and influenced the food we eat today, as well as ‘fusion foods’ and Australian bush foods. 
(20 min, 2009)
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Creative Cakes Series

In this two-part series, cake decorating experts demonstrate and explain the basic techniques used in cake 
decorating. It starts with beginner techniques such as piping work, then moves to more complex cake decoration 
skills such as icing roses for those wanting to decorate an extra special cake!

(59 min, 2006)

This series includes the following titles:

Basic Techniques (29 min)

Beyond the Basics (30 min)

Designing and 
Preparing a Meal

This programme guides students through the process of selecting nutritious ingredients, and adapting 
simple recipes to prepare a healthy and delicious lunch or main meal. We demonstrate how to prepare a 
selection of lunch and main meals, and how to use the kitchen equipment safely. (20 min, 2006)

Designing Menus for 
Healthy Diets

A look at the function of food and the nutrients that we require to maintain an adequate balanced diet. Find 
out how our nutritional requirements vary at different stages of the lifespan, and how we can design menus 
that will in with our lifestyle and reflect a balanced diet to meet our needs. (23 min, 2009)

Developments in the 
Food Industry: Science, 
Technology and the 
Environment

This video explores the impact of technology on food production and development of new and emerging 
foods. It covers the changes in food products available and innovation in product development as a result of 
consumer needs and expectations, as well as packaging’s impact on the environment. (28 min, 2007)

Dietary Supplements: 
Health or Hype?

A balanced look at the essential nutrients needed by the body, the type of person who is most likely to take 
dietary supplements, and what differences - both good and bad - they can make to our everyday life. It 
includes the rules of product labelling, and cunning marketing. (16 min, 2011)

Dying for a Meal: All 
About Food Poisoning

This programme introduces the different forms of bacteria that cause food poisoning, and clearly explains 
the conditions in which they become a threat to health. (21 min, 1998)

Eating Off a Sunburnt 
Land

This programme looks at current developments in the cultivation and marketing of Australian native food 
plants. (18 min, 2002)

Farm to Fork - Primary 
and Secondary 
Processing

How does food get from the farmer to our table? In this programme, we look at the primary and secondary 
processing of wheat, fruit, vegetables and dairy. It includes growing and harvesting, transportation and 
storage, and the processing techniques used. (22 min, 2014)

Flour, Bread and Baking
Tailored for Design and Technology and Food Technology courses, this video traces bread production from 
field to finished product. The video includes flour milling, bread production and multicultural baking. An 
ideal companion programme to ‘Biscuit Making’. (25 min, 1995)

Food Allergies and 
Intolerances

What is the difference between food allergy and food intolerance? Learn when and how to administer 
an EpiPen, how to identify food allergies and intolerances, and how the food production and hospitality 
industries are responding to the increasing incidence of food reactions. (18 min, 2010)

Food Packaging and the 
Environment

This programme examines the functions of food packaging, the role of recycling to minimise environmental 
impact, the life cycle of a product, and alternatives to disposable food packaging. (27 min, 2000)
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Food Planning for 
Special Occasions

This programme takes viewers behind the scenes at large-scale catering events, as chefs and organisers from 
Peter Rowland Catering and G’Day Chef Catering offer advice on menu planning, kitchen workflows, time 
management, and performing on the day. (21 min, 2012)

Food Poisoning: 
Prevention Is Better 
Than Cure

A look at what food poisoning is, how it is caused and methods to prevent it. (24 min, 2008)

Food Preservation

This video looks at food preservation methods and the factors that cause food to spoil. It explores factors 
affecting food preservation such as reasons for preserving food, enzyme activity in food, methods for 
controlling growth and killing micro-organisms, environmental factors, hygiene and packaging.  
(26 min, 1995)

Food Preservation 
Techniques

This film takes a look at why foods are preserved and the many advantages we gain from the ability to store 
food for long periods of time. It explores causes of food spoilage; the differences between natural and 
artificial food preservatives; preservation techniques using temperature; and water and oxygen removal. 
(20 min, 2012)

Food Safety and 
Hygiene

This programme covers cleaning, including personal hygiene, and cleaning surfaces and equipment; systems 
and procedures for food storage of dry and cold goods; how to avoid food cross-contamination; safe cooking 
and reheating temperatures; food chilling techniques and safe cool storage temperatures. (28 min, 2014)

Food Testing: Working 
with Yeast

This programme outlines the biology, history and necessary growth conditions for yeast. (13 min, 1998)

Foods for Special Needs ‘Food for Special Needs’ examines food allergies and intolerances, diet-related diseases and disorders. 
Cultural and religious beliefs that determine diet are also considered. (29 min, 2005)

Foods for Special 
Occasions

In this programme, we examine some of the world’s major social, cultural and religious occasions, and the 
foods that are central to them. (23 min, 2005)

Fruit and Vegetables: 
Selection and 
Preparation

This programme is led by an experienced industry chef, who demonstrates how to classify, select, store, 
prepare and present fruit and vegetables, as well as insights on modern food standards, and the debate 
surrounding food miles. (16 min, 2013)

Functional Foods: A 
Case Study of Modified 
Eggs

This programme examines functional foods as a growth industry in Australia and New Zealand. 
(25 min, 2000)

Functional Properties 
of Food

This programme is an exploration of the physical, chemical and sensory functions of many different food 
products, and discusses the importance of these functions. (26 min, 2007)

Global Cuisine

The colour, richness and diversity of Indian and Japanese cuisines are celebrated in these vibrant programmes. The 
documentary-style production investigates regional differences, traditional and modern influences, and the way in 
which food is prepared, served and eaten for everyday meals and special occasions.

(22 min, 2012)

This series includes the following titles:

Global Cuisine: Indian (11 min)
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Global Cuisine: Japanese (11 min)

Gluten-Free Foods
This programme examines the characteristics and properties of gluten, the causes and symptoms of coeliac 
disease, the effect of bread ingredients on gluten, and the challenge of producing and marketing gluten-free 
products. (20 min, 2000)

Going Organic: The 
How and Why of 
Organic Foods

This programme looks at the organic food industry in Australia, including the growing popularity of organic 
foods, the environmental and health benefits, supplying niche markets, certifying bodies, and the process of 
product development. (16 min, 2000)

Good Enough to Eat - 
Food Presentation and 
Service

Discussing the human body’s five senses, this programme demonstrates how we as humans assess food, 
addressing the sensory characteristics that people look for in a variety of meals. Through interviews with a 
chef, a food stylist and a nutritionist, we look at the many ways in which food can be presented. 
(20 min, 2010)

Grain and Flour This fascinating programme follows grain from harvest to the retailers’ shelves. (33 min, 1991)

Great Food Innovations: 
New Apple Products

Two apple growers use innovative product development and marketing to turn their sub-standard apples 
into unique products. (16 min, 2001)

Guess Who’s Coming 
to Dinner in the New 
Millennium?

The 1984 ‘Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner’ series is very well known in Australian schools with several thousand 
copies sold. This updated eight-part series covers the core components of foods with essential information and 
guidance for students.   

(139 min, 2000)

This series includes the following titles:

Alcohol (18 min)

Carbohydrate (13 min)

Fat (22 min)

Fibre (19 min)

Protein (13 min)

Salt (20 min)

Sugar (15 min)

Vitamins (19 min)

HACCP in Action: Food 
Safety Case Studies

This programme analyses and explains HACCP, which identifies specific hazards and measures for their 
control, ensuring food safety. (28 min, 2005)

Improving Our Act: The 
Food Standards Code 
for Australia and New 
Zealand

This programme looks at the reasons why the Food Standards Code was introduced. (31 min, 2001)
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In Focus: Environmental 
Issues in Food 
Production

Technological advances have led to an increase in food productivity and quality in recent years. In this 
programme, we consider environmental issues in food production and question the true cost of these 
changes. (31 min, 2003)

In the Kitchen: Utensils, 
Tools and Equipment

Chef Hemi Reidy takes us through areas including general kitchen safety and a range of topics: measuring 
and weighing; cutting; peeling; grating and crushing; mixing; whisking and processing; cooking equipment; 
ergonomics and new technology. (22 min, 2009)

Influences on Food 
Choice

This programme begins by reviewing the historical development of food patterns, then looks briefly at the 
composition of the human diet today, and examines 13 influences on food choice. (46 min, 1995)

Inside Story: Food 
Packaging

Inside Story’s news desk takes viewers into the colourful world of food packaging. (29 min, 2003)

Introducing Food 
Additives

A look at the range of additives used to enhance flavours, textures and colouration, considering nutritional 
aspects, food regulations and labelling. (17 min, 1997)

Investigating Food 
Preservation

This programme uses graphics and expertly-shot footage to illustrate leading food preservation methods. 
(32 min, 2001)

It’s a Blast! Chilling 
and Freezing in Food 
Production

This programme looks at technologies used to blast chill and blast freeze food, and its regeneration in a 
controlled cooking climate oven. (24 min, 2001)

Johnny Junk Food in 
the 21st Century

This programme updates the popular animated Johnny Junkfood to the year 2006. We follow Johnny and 
his family through their humorous daily adventures and learn along the way about good food choices and 
health. (28 min, 2006)

Leading the Pack: 
Innovations in Food 
Packaging

This programme looks at 10 innovative food packaging products. It defines terminology such as “aseptic”, 
“active”, “environmental” and “modified atmosphere”. (29 min, 2001)

Manual Handling in the 
Food Industry

This programme combines interviews with OH&S practitioners and footage of applied manual handling, 
including hazard identification, risk assessment and risk control. (28 min, 2006)

Mass Production of 
Food

We look at the processing and production of eight different foods - jam, pasta, curries, sauces, soups, 
chocolate, confectionery and coffee. It also includes hygiene, use of machinery, importance of food 
chemistry, quality control, taste testing, ergonomics, packaging, consumer expectations and human 
resources. (60 min, 1998)

Meat: Cooking 
Techniques

In this programme, a professional chef demonstrates how to roast, fry, grill, stew, braise and lard meat – all 
of which provide very different appearances, flavours and textures. A perfect introduction for learning about 
the best temperatures, conditions and treatment of meat. (17 min, 2013)
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Meat: Selection and 
Preparation

This step-by-step programme focuses on how chefs prepare meat before cooking. Learn about identifying 
meat cuts, hygiene and safety, storage and packaging, knife selection, and meat cleaning and boning. 
(21 min, 2013)

Menu Planning: 
Toddlers, Pregnancy, 
the Elderly

This informative programme explains the nutrients our bodies require for optimum health and how these 
requirements change throughout our lives. It reviews the stages of our life cycle, the basic nutritional needs 
at each stage, and encourages thoughtful and well-informed meal planning. (19 min, 2011)

Multicultural Foods
This programme examines five popular foods found in most Australian cities: Chinese, Greek, Italian, French 
and Indian. At selected restaurants in two cities, we see how several traditional main course meals are 
prepared. (40 min, 1993)

Multicultural Foods 2 This programme looks at German, Lebanese, Japanese, Indonesian and Thai food. (36 min, 1995)

New Australian Food 
Technology: Our Dairy 
Industry

This programme studies the processes used to produce high-quality milk. We see how raw milk is pasteurised 
and transformed into a variety of dairy products. (22 min, 2000)

New Food Trends: A 
Case Study in Product 
Development

In this programme, we explore current trends in food and what influences the development of new food 
products. (27 min, 2006)

New Foods at the 
Market

This programme looks at new food, including varieties of fruit and vegetables, delicatessen items and cuts of 
meat that have appeared in Australian shops in recent times. (27 min, 2000)

New Foods: Changes 
and Advances in 
Technology

A bright insight into the changing landscape of the food industry is offered in this programme. New food 
materials and technologies such as micro encapsulation, gene technology, plant breeding, the emergence of 
functional and novel foods, and the invention of food based packaging are all investigated. (29 min, 2009)

No Accounting for Taste 
- Why We Eat What We 
Eat

An investigation into the factors that play significant roles in determining the foods we love and those we 
just can’t stomach! With help from nutritionist Ros Ryan and the experiences of everyday people, we reveal 
the physiological, psychological, social and economic factors that affect our choice of foods. (17 min, 2011)

Nutrients: Their 
Interactions

This programme studies the work that occurs when nutrients interact with each other for the production of 
energy, growth and repair. (22 min, 2002)

Omegacare: The 
Development and 
Marketing of a 
Functional Food

This programme is a case study of Melrose, a small health food company that has entered the mass-market 
with its new alternative to butter and margarine. (25 min, 2000)

Preparing and 
Processing Foods

A look at modern processing methods looking at the importance of considering food materials, components 
and fundamental properties, appreciating the effects of mechanical action, as well as to remember 
constraints such as legislation and customer preferences. (24 min, 2008)
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Preparing Sandwiches, 
Appetisers and Salads

This programme takes you through the steps involved in making, preparing and presenting ever-evolving 
dishes while discussing useful tips that will enhance the quality of your food preparation. It applies kitchen 
hygiene and safety, time management, and how to minimise waste. (24 min, 2009)

Quality Control in Food 
Technology

This programme identifies the various levels of controls in place in Australia to ensure that the food provided 
to consumers is of high quality. It explores the many factors on how quality can be measured in food 
manufacturing and the importance of quality control in food manufacture. (25 min, 2008)

Reading Food Labels From 2003, regulations drawn up by Australia New Zealand Food Authority (ANZFA) governing food labels 
came into force. This programme looks at the improvements to current labels. (41 min, 2001)

Safety in Food Handling This programme looks at practical steps to keep food safe from contaminants which often cause serious 
illness. (26 min, 2003)

Safety in the 
Commercial Kitchen

This programme outlines the basic workplace health and safety guidelines for the average commercial 
kitchen, including personal safety, working with heat, electricity, gas, dangerous equipment and food 
hygiene. (26 min, 2008)

Safety in the Domestic 
Kitchen

This update of our classic programme offers a light-hearted look at the potential hazards of the humble, 
domestic kitchen. Dramatic scenes illustrate the possibly dire consequences of mishandling kitchen and we 
review the major areas for consideration when assessing kitchen risks, and offer recommendations for best 
practice. (14 min, 2016)

Sensory Analysis and 
Testing Techniques

This film shows how to select and use appropriate sensory analysis techniques during various stages of the 
design process. It shows how to set up fair and effective tests, and specifies how to record results in a way 
that can be easily analysed. (22 min, 2011)

Serving Up a Healthy 
Education: Canteen 
Case Studies

This programme explores some of the issues facing school canteens today, including health and nutrition, 
food selection in canteens and influences on food choices. (29 min, 2005)

The Changing World of 
Food Packaging

This programme explains why food is packaged, and outlines the advantages and disadvantages of 
traditional metal, glass, cardboard and foil packaging. It examines the impact of changing consumer 
demands on packaging trends and explores modern plastic packaging, modified atmosphere packaging and 
aseptic packaging. (20 min, 2010)

The Cooking Process - 
How Food Changes

This programme looks at the changing characteristics of food during the cookery process. We investigate 
how the addition or substitution of an ingredient, or an alternative cookery method, can make a dish unique 
and exciting, and typical of a certain country or region. (24 min, 2010)

The Design Process: 
From Concept to 
Customer

This programme takes the viewer through the production of a food product step-by-step, using the 
components of the design process. (28 min, 2007)

The Knives Are Out: 
Using Kitchen Knives 
Correctly

This information-rich programme provides an overview of the use of knives in a commercial kitchen. 
(29 min, 2002)
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The Saladfresh Story A case study of a food company which has made the commitment to ensuring high standards of food safety 
and quality. (24 min, 1998)

The World on Your Plate 
Mate: Multicultural 
Influences on the 
Australian Diet

The programme explores cultures ranging from African to Middle Eastern, and looks at a range of ingredients 
and food from different cultures within Australia. Students will gain an appreciation and understanding of 
how the Australian eating pattern has evolved due to the influences of different countries. (28 min, 2007)

To Eat or Not to Eat: The 
GM Food Debate

This programme examines some of the arguments for and against GM crops, looks at examples of GM 
technology, and examines some of its claimed benefits. (20 min, 2003)

Trends in the Australian 
Diet

This programme examines our pre-historic diet, the effects of agriculture, the Industrial Revolution, 
immigrant influences and the impact of convenience foods. (29 min, 2002)

Turning Up the Heat! 
Basic Dry Cooking 
Methods

This programme demonstrates dry heat cooking methods, including baking, roasting, grilling, dry frying, 
shallow frying, stir frying and deep frying. Safety issues are also considered. (27 min, 2004)

Understanding FSANZ
This programme looks at the nature and structure of Food Standards Australia New Zealand; its goals; its 
interaction with the food industry; the development of food standards; and the relationship between FSANZ 
and other authorities. (24 min, 2009)

Using Bush Foods
In this programme, we visit Robins Foods and see the foods being grown and packed. We examine the 
variety of foods, the nutrient content, the work involved, methods of cooking, the markets, and the future. 
(30 min, 1998)

Using Microbes in Food
This programme examines the positive use of microbes in foods and illustrates their function in the food 
manufacturing process using four examples - bread, beer, cheese and salami. But their usefulness does not 
stop with manufacturing - some microbes are critical to the nourishment of the human body. (34 min, 2009)

Vegetable: Cooking 
Techniques

This programme demonstrates cooking techniques for a variety of vegetables. Hospitality audiences will 
learn how to braise, roast, steam, grill, flame grill and stir fry, and how to select and use knives and cooking 
equipment. (17 min, 2013)

Vegetables: From Field 
to Freezer to Fork

This programme examines the ways in which vegetables are grown, harvested and prepared for their 
inclusion into frozen meals. (22 min, 2004)

What’s in It for Me? All 
About Food Labeling

This programme takes a comprehensive look at the food labelling laws that apply to both Australia and 
New Zealand. The programme discusses the role of Food Standards Australia New Zealand (FSANZ) and the 
current general labelling requirements that all manufacturers must adhere to. (27 min, 2008)
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Creating Apps

The explosion in apps has changed the way we interact with our mobile devices and the world around us. It is a 
booming industry with great opportunities for developers with an idea for an app. In this programme, interviews 
explain the research, planning, development and deployment that goes into creating apps.   

(44 min, 2012)

This series includes the following titles:

Development and Deployment (23 min)

Research and Planning (21 min)

Data Mining: Big Data’s 
Increasing Challenge 
and Payoff

This programme explains exactly what data mining is, the data collected, uses of data mining, the data 
processes involved and tips for successful data mining. We talk with world leaders in the field, including 
Doug Campbell, the Director of Deloitte Analytics and John Elder, Chief Scientist of Elder Research. 
(25 min, 2012)

Data: Ethical Use and 
Storage

This programme provides a comprehensive examination of the complex issues surrounding ethical storage 
and use of data. It discusses data collection and accuracy of data entry, regulations and privacy concerns, the 
importance of backups, the emerging trend towards cloud computing and much more. (22 min, 2011)

Designing on Screen
In this programme, we look at using ICT in design while applying different elements and processes to both 
student and professional scenarios. We discuss the basic principles of good design, the importance of the 
audience, purpose of the task, evaluating and testing, and design in practice. (27 min, 2009)

Developing a Website

This programme looks at the key considerations involved when developing a website such as Internet basics; 
planning, designing and constructing a website; and website testing. Interviewees for the programme 
include leading website development expert Karl Ervine, an IT lecturer at Victoria University. 
(20 min, 2013)

Email Etiquette This programme gives viewers an understanding of the conventions that have been developed by email 
users to facilitate effective communication. (18 min, 2000)

Getting into Games
This video looks at all aspects of gaming, presenting a good overview of the nature and production of 
computer-based games. Teachers will find the information a good introduction to the process of game 
making and provide guidelines for students seeking employment in the games industry. (30 min, 2009)

Health and Safety 
Issues in ICT

This programme covers many aspects of health and safety in the use of ICT, including ergonomic chairs, the 
positioning of furniture and computer hardware, cables, use of keyboard and mouse, posture, and the need 
for breaks, plus includes a range of exercises designed to prevent injury. (17 min, 2009)

ICT in the Real World

‘ICT in the Real World’ brings together a series of scenarios where ICT is essential for business. From spreadsheets 
to the Adobe Creative Suite, we see the wide range of ways that technology provides solutions, and helps improve 
business efficiency, with detailed explanations, case studies and interviews.    

(69 min, 2010)

This series includes the following titles:

A Case Study in Problem Solving (22 min)

Publishing a Magazine (22 min)

Skills for the Workplace (25 min)

ICT in Organisations
A resource to explain how ICTs are defined, and the specific role they play in the business of modern 
organisations. Experts guide viewers through the ICT environment, the ICT needs and solutions for 
organisations, monitoring and evaluating ICTs, and what the future of ICTs might look like. (22 min, 2013)
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ICT Project 
Management

In this programme, we follow the iPod/iPad development team at Bjango Software as we examine the 
management and development of a complex ICT project. We follow through the stages of a project’s life 
cycle, from conception and planning, to building and testing, and implementing and evaluating the finished 
product. (20 min, 2011)

Classroom Video Issues

Information Overload?

This programme investigates whether information and communication technology is actually helping or 
hampering our basic numeracy skills, verbal communication and literacy development. With expert opinions, 
statistics and historical references presented for debate and discussion, we consider if ICT is making us 
smarter. (17 min, 2008)

Inside a Computer

This programme describes the roles of the computer in modern society, education and industry, and how it 
fulfils those roles. It provides novice and experienced users, as well as budding technicians, an insight into 
the many aspects of a computer system, its design features and the function of various components. 
(25 min, 2008)

Inside Story: Social and 
Ethical Issues in IT

Information technology meets everyday life in this informative programme, which focuses on power and 
privacy, control and security, and trust and accuracy. What does the future hold? (31 min, 2003)

Inside Story: Spam This programme investigates one of the major issues confronting business and individual computer users 
today - spam. (29 min, 2004)

Introduction to 
Programming: 
Unlocking the Secrets

‘Introduction to Programming’ explores the basics of creating computer programmes. We look at algorithms, 
and the process of writing and compiling a programme. (28 min, 2006)

IT Networks
This programme provides a comprehensive overview of the world of networks, wireless LANs and mobile 
devices, key hardware and software components, wired and wireless protocols, the strengths and limitations 
of wired and wireless, and network security. (20 min, 2013)

Keeping Safe Online
This programme discusses ways users can avoid predators, online marketers and cyberbullies, and presents 
the role of the Internet as a media. Also highlighted are the risks associated with the use of popular social 
networking sites such as Facebook. (24 min, 2009)

Learning with Wikis and 
Blogs

This programme discusses what wikis and blogs are, and their differences. Students and teachers alike will 
see how these tools can be used in education through examples of use in the classroom. Viewers also meet 
the CEO and founder of Edublogs, John Farmer, who demonstrates how easy it is to create your own.
(21 min, 2010)

Lifting the Lid: How 
Computers Work

Using illustrative graphics, this programme looks at the functions of the main components of a PC. 
(31 min, 2002)

Managing Databases
Clearly explaining DBMSs such as Oracle, DB2, Microsoft Access, MySQL, 4th Dimension and FileMaker Pro, 
this is a programme that directly explains the power of good management and leading strategies to achieve 
maximum results. (30 min, 2007)

Multimedia Systems

This programme is an introduction to the technology and techniques of modern multimedia. We describe 
the hardware and software used for multimedia, file formats used for presentations, and the use of codecs to 
process and store these files as well as the software used to plan, capture, edit and display multimedia. 
(20 min, 2011)
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Network Security This programme examines human and environmental threats to computer network security and measures 
that should be implemented to protect an organisation’s network. (27 min, 2002)

Networks What a network consists of – central processors, network procedures and architecture are all explained in this 
case study of a modern computer network. (28 min, 2005)

Research on the 
Internet

This programme delves into Internet research and the functioning of search engines, with a specific focus 
on Google. It looks at how search engines work, the risks and potential problems in using them, verifying 
information and the type of technology that will impact heavily on our Internet use. (25 min, 2009)

Roles and 
Responsibilities in IT

In this programme, we examine the huge variety of jobs in the IT industry and the way these jobs interact to 
create the dynamic products that shape our modern life. (28 min, 2005)

Securing the Web This programme raises awareness amongst students about the importance of maintaining computer 
security, and taking responsibility for their own equipment and online behaviour. (31 min, 2006)

The History of 
Computers

The programme traces the development of the electronic computer, from the first valve-based devices of the 
mid 20th century, to the invention of silicon-based technology leading to the manufacture of the first PCs. 
(29 min, 2006)

The Information Age Learn about the extent to which life in the Information Age is affected by access to networks and in particular 
the Internet. (30 min, 2007)

Understanding 
Intellectual Property

This interview-led programme builds an understanding of intellectual property; exceptions to copyright; 
registering IP; why we should be aware of the terms and agreements of social media sites; what Creative 
Commons is and the different licences; and why an IP holder may wish to share material. (13 min, 2014)

Using Computers Safely In this programme we show healthy ways to use computers, including laptops, and the exercises which help 
to prevent health problems developing. (25 min, 1999)

Website Design This programme is a valuable resource for students investigating the various elements used to design 
effective websites. (25 min, 2004)
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All About Textiles 
Series

This series examines textiles and the textile industry throughout history from the dawn of civilisation through the 
Industrial Revolution to the present day and beyond.   

(45 min, 2003)

This series includes the following titles:

A Textile World (21 min)

Introducing Textiles (24 min)

Cotton Processing: 
Spinning, Knitting, 
Dyeing and Cutting

This programme includes spinning, weaving, dyeing, bleaching, cutting and stencil making, all made by 
machines. The whole cotton production process then goes to the secondary markets for quality assurance, 
the design process, marking up, and marketing. (18 min, 1998)

Designing Fashion

This programme observes how fashion designers develop their ideas into end products, from that initial 
spark of inspiration to final production. See how they use various ways to visually display their ideas, how 
they use computer aided design (CAD), and the steps in sampling, pattern making, and production. 
(18 min, 2011)

Fashionable Business: 
Young Designers, New 
Labels

This programme looks at three successful fashion labels involving young Melbourne-based designers. It 
outlines the elements of design and manufacture relevant to each one, and looks at the various sources of 
design inspiration, the different types of fabrics used in manufacture, and the marketing and branding of the 
labels. (29 min, 2009)

Materials for Design 
Series

Felt

This programme provides an understanding of the traditional uses of felt and how designers are now using 
felt in contemporary work. (30 min, 2006)

How Green Are Your 
Jeans? Series

We see how environmental consciousness is translating to the fashion and clothing manufacturing industries, with 
impact on commercial decisions of major clothing retailers. We discuss changes to textile fibre production, visit the 
catwalk of an alternative fashion parade and speak to designers of recycled fashion.  

(44 min, 1996)

This series includes the following titles:

Fashion (22 min)

Fibre Growing and Textile Manufacture (22 min)

Hunter Gatherer: Case 
Study in Apparel Design 
and Manufacture

This programme looks at how the Brotherhood of St Laurence initiated its own stores for vintage and 
recycled clothing and then started its own label ‘Hunter Gatherer’, to complement what was available. (26 
min, 2002)

Inspiration for Design This programme features two designers (textiles and jewellery) discussing their work, including choice of 
materials and construction processes. Quality and function of the products are also explored. (28 min, 2006)

Logos and Labels: 
Australian Textiles and 
Technology

This programme explores the growing demand for branded clothing. Mambo, Quicksilver, Rip Curl and Konka 
are used as examples. (20 min, 1995)

Nylon: Fibre to Fabric
This programme traces the manufacture and production of nylon filament from its source as a by-product of 
petroleum cracking, to finished products for use by the consumer and industry. It includes various processes 
of nylon, market research, garment design and manufacture. (25 min, 1997)
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Sewing Machines: 
Using Bernina Sewing 
Machines

This programme provides clear instructions for the use of electronic sewing machines. In particular, it focuses 
on the method of threading and basic machine techniques. (20 min, 1995)

Smart Textiles
This programme will present students with an overview of smart textiles. They will gain an understanding 
of the technologies involved, and the current and future trends. Students will see past, current and future 
trends (25 min, 2006)

Talking Textiles

Talking Textiles introduces students to the textiles industry. Students will learn to distinguish between natural and 
man-made fibres, how fibres are prepared, and all about yarn production. Students will also discover the impact 
that the manufacturing of cotton has on the planet from environmental, social and economic perspectives. 

(67 min, 2009)

This series includes the following titles:

Environmental, Social and Economic Issues in Textiles (23 min)

Natural Fibres (24 min)

Yarn Construction and Specialist Yarns (20 min)

The Practical Use of 
Materials

Textiles

The programme describes the characteristics and properties of fibres, fabrics and yarns, and how designers 
use this information to help them make decisions regarding the most appropriate and suitable materials for 
an end product. (18 min, 2010)

Albert helps you find the perfect video for your lesson 
plan using curriculum codes and learning areas. Albert 

is free as part of your subscription and accessible 
through ClickView Online.

clickview.com.au/albert    |    clickview.co.nz/albert

Do you know all the  
curriculum codes? Albert does.
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ClickView’s picks

VET

Environmental Practices at Work: 
Manufacturing

This resource focuses on environmental 
sustainability in manufacturing and 
light industry, where technology and 
innovation have contributed significantly 
greater efficiency in both resource use 
and productivity. Areas covered include 
identifying resources and environmental 
issues; compliance with regulations; and 
improving resource efficiency. 

Hospitality Series

Quality Customer Service

The hospitality industry is a dynamic, highly 
competitve, customer-focused industry, 
therefore, providing quality customer service 
is key to success. This programme introduces 
quality customer service, including how 
understanding customer needs can 
improve service levels, different customer 
service strategies, and management’s role 
in maintaining quality customer service 
standards.

Focusing on Early Years

This video resource looks at various aspects 
of the early years setting from the basics of 
health and safety to areas of employment 
within this rewarding industry. The topics of 
preventing accidents, controlling infections, 
and types of early years settings are 
highlighted as well as career pathways and 
the roles of workers in different early years 
settings. 

First Aid Techniques

This collection of video resources provides an 
overview of the main areas of first aid training,. 
It includes: what to do in an emergency; legal 
and moral aspects of first aid; heart attack, 
stroke, diabetic shock, epilepsy; CPR and 
hands-only CPR; fractures, dislocations, strains 
and sprains; neck, head and spinal injuries; 
burns, scalds, electrocution; cuts, lacerations, 
bleeding; asthma, allergies and anaphylaxis; 
poisoning and overdose; and hypothermia 
and hyperthermia.

Hospitality Series

Working in Socially Diverse 
Environments

In this programme we will identify the 
primary and secondary differences of 
diversity, the importance valuing diversity 
can play in the hospitality industry, and 
management’s role in supporting diversity 
in the workplace. This programme will help 
viewers develop an understanding of the 
term ‘diversity’, and how vital it is to ensure 
both employee and customer needs are met.

(31 min, 2014)

(45 min, 2013)

(20 min, 2013)

(17 min, 2010)

(17 min, 2010)

The Construction Industry Toolkit

Episode 02: Workplace Health and 
Safety

All workers must have a sound 
understanding of the importance of 
workplace health and safety in every aspect 
of what they do. This video examines the 
importance of workplace health and safety 
in construction, identifying and assessing 
risk, and various ways in which hazards are 
controlled on a construction site. 

(16 min, 2016)
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Adult Learning 1: 
Principles

In this programme we introduce the key principles of adult learning, including learning preferences and 
some specific difficulties faced by older individuals. By understanding the barriers adult learners face, 
facilitators can help unlock potential advantages, decrease barriers to adult learning, and take advantage of 
the methods available to best engage and support adults in their on-going education. (17 min, 2010)

Adult Learning 2: 

Styles

This programme describes three main learning preferences - visual, auditory and kinaesthetic - and the 
four personality types that all individuals display. It provides concrete examples of the main styles and 
encourages all educators to learn more about the composition of their classes. (17 min, 2010)

Introducing VET This programme introduces students and parents to the place of VET in senior school education and the 
advantages in completing a VET study. (31 min, 2004)

People Skills Series

Handling Difficult People

Dealing with difficult people is one of the most stressful tasks in today’s workplace. Learn practical skills 
for dealing with the know all, the aggressive person, the joker, the complainer, and the dodger in this 
programme. Learn the key to handling difficult people such as taking them aside, staying in control, 
rewarding what you want, pushing for commitment, and learning to not take it personally. (15 min, 1993)

Philosophy for 
Children: Thinking 
Together

This is a fascinating look at the work of Antidote as, for the first time, they take a whole school approach to 
introducing children to their emotions, and questioning and reasoning skills - with some stunning results. 
Inspiring and thought-provoking professional development for teachers. (23 min, 2008)

Providing Care for 
Children

We meet pedagogy leader Catherine Lees and teacher Lin Xue at a typical day care centre. We observe them 
at work and discuss important issues such as physical care, helping children understand their own physical 
needs, encouraging responsibility, and responding to emotional needs. We also learn how to assist children 
with hygiene, safety and exercise, and how to create a stable environment, foster independence and show 
empathy to children. (22 min, 2011)

VET Architecture and Building

Education

Environmental 
Practices at Work: 
Manufacturing

This resource focuses on environmental sustainability in manufacturing and light industry, where technology 
and innovation have contributed significantly greater efficiency in both resource use and productivity. Areas 
covered include identifying resources and environmental issues; compliance with regulations; and improving 
resource efficiency. (20 min, 2013)

The Construction 
Industry Toolkit

Every construction worker needs more in their toolkit besides hammers, screwdrivers and saws. The Construction 
Industry Toolkit gives learners the tools they need to succeed in the industry, teaching them about the industry and 
WHS, as well as giving them vital skills such as communication, organisation and the interpretation of plans and 
documents.  

(107 min, 2016)

This series includes the following titles:

Episode 01: Identifying Pathways and Working Effectively (16 min)

Episode 02: Workplace Health and Safety (16 min)

Episode 03: Communication (17 min)

Episode 04: Planning and Organising Work (18 min)

Episode 05: Reading and Interpreting Plans and Documents (20 min)

Episode 06: Measurements and Calculations (20 min)

VET
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Education

An Introduction to 
Hospitality

This programme provides a well-rounded introduction to the industry, discusses the difference between 
commercial and non-commercial organisations, and interviews industry professionals and employees. It 
covers topics such as working with people, hospitality establishments, key departments, and hospitality 
careers. (24 min, 2009)

At Your Service Series

This series is an essential resource for every Australian TAFE College and RTO delivering courses in tourism and 
hospitality, especially Certificate IV in Hospitality (Food & Beverage Service); and an invaluable resource for VET 
students studying hospitality units.  

(75 min, 2000)

This series includes the following titles:

Essential Preparations (20 min)

Finishing Off (16 min)

Introducing the Basics (20 min)

Serving Customers (19 min)

Catering for an Event
Catering for an event or function needs careful planning and execution. This programme examines a range 
of areas relevant to event or function catering, such as budgeting, menu planning, staff planning, legal 
requirements, and the transport, quantities, and presentation of food. (28 min, 2004)

Catering Skills Series

Setting the Scene
This comprehensive programme covers menu planning, budgeting, kitchen presentation, plating the meal, 
table setting, serviette folds, and styles of service. (28 min, 2005)

Characteristics and 
Properties of Food

This series uses simple food preparation examples and experiments to demonstrate the main properties of food, 
and factors that effect food composition. Particular attention is paid to the role that enzymes play, the properties of 
pectin, and the various pigments in fruits and vegetables. 

(58 min, 1999)

This series includes the following titles:

Food, Hospitality and Personal Services

Take Away Training

Take Away Training features psychologists Eve Ash and Peter Quarry, providing useful techniques, clear advice and 
excellent ideas on key workplace issues. These interview style programmes are ideal for developing key job skills for 
any professional environment.

(59 min, 2007)

This series includes the following titles:

Adult Learning Principles (18 min)

Common Facilitation Mistakes (15 min)

How to Make a 5 Star Impression (12 min)

Moving to E-Learning (14 min)

The Empty Desk: 
Identifying and 
Assisting At-Risk 
Students

'The Empty Desk' is a practical and informative programme that focuses on how educators can identify and 
assist students at risk. It introduces what 'student at risk' is, examines the causes of disengagement and 
provides strategies that educators can use in the classroom to build a strong teacher student relationship. 
Also featured are interviews with teachers from the Pavilion School, Melbourne. (23 min, 2010)

Working Safely with 
Children

Childcare workers are asked to commit themselves physically, emotionally and psychologically to their work. 
It’s a position of great responsibility – but when done well, it is a genuinely rewarding career. Achieving well 
in this area however demands a detailed knowledge of how to work safely with children. In this programme 
we examine health and hygiene, safe supervision, safe travel, and health and first aid. (20 min, 2011)

VET
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Part 1 (34 min)

Part 2 (24 min)

Coaching in Hospitality

This programme uses input from hospitality training experts and real world examples to shine a spotlight 
on coaching in a hospitality environment, and to explain key factors for effective coaching. Topics covered 
include the purpose and importance of coaching, preparation of coaching, on-the-job coaching, and the 
follow-up. (18 min, 2011)

Competitive Marketing 
in Tourism

The marketing and management of a destination is becoming increasingly competitive worldwide. Discover 
how adopting a market orientation enables a destination to better meet the needs of the potential tourist, 
and adapt accordingly to the dynamic nature of the tourism industry. (27 min, 2009)

Conflict Resolution: A 
Winning Approach

Resolving conflict is all about communicating more effectively so that a resolution can meet both person's 
needs. Conflict resolution involves striving for a "win/win" solution, turning opponents into partners who 
build a solution together. The light humour and surprises will keep a teenage audience engaged, while 
repetition of the key skills reinforces the "win/win" approach. (16 min, 1997)

Daily Cafe Operations

While there are many different types of cafes, all of them have similar underlying principles of what is 
involved in their day to day running. We take a look at Provisions Cafe and the daily operations a cafe 
undertakes such as; opening procedures, a typical day, cafe skills, cafe job qualifications, and closing 
procedures. (26 min, 2005)

Dealing with Cultural 
Differences in Tourism 
and Hospitality

In Australia, there is an increasing sensitivity to the needs of people from different cultures. In this 
programme, we talk to people from different countries and hospitality workers to help summarise the 
differences and common threads for for various cultural groups. The programme will help anyone involved in 
the demanding hospitality industry. (22 min, 1998)

Dealing with Difficult 
Customers

This programme covers important principles in dealing with difficult customers within the customer service 
industry. It explores aspects such as identifying the problem, identifying the solution, exceptions, follow ups, 
and active listening. (26 min, 2004)

Ecotourism: A Case 
Study

Ecotourism is a massive growth industry. Using Phillip Island Nature Park as a case study, this film explores 
and illustrates the principles of ecotourism. (29 min, 2002)

Emerging Tourism 
Markets

In this programme we investigate four emerging tourism markets: adventure tourism, ecotourism, 
indigenous tourism, and MICE (meetings, incentives, conferences, and exhibitions). Our presenter takes us to 
a number of different locations, including the offices of Lonely Planet, and the programme features a range of 
spectacular footage, illustrating the diversity of experiences Australia has to offer. (25 min, 2009)

Environmental 
Practices at Work: 
Hospitality

This resource focuses on environmental sustainability in hospitality where the focus in recent decades has 
been very much about efficient resource use, minimising waste and maximising productivity. Areas covered 
include identifying resources and environmental issues; compliance with regulations; and improving 
resource efficiency. (19 min, 2013)

Espresso Coffee Service: 
Preparing and Serving 
Cafe Style Coffee

This programme deals with coffee making techniques for the beginner. It covers espresso machines and their 
components, coffee types and extraction. (30 min, 2006)

Five Star Hospitality

Discover what it takes to provide world class service, and visit SkyCity Darwin – a five star international hotel 
– to learn the valuable lessons offered by their professionals. Learn about the point of first contact, open 
body language, empowering staff with responsibility, innovation, inclusive practices, and much more.
(17 min, 2011)

Four Star Ecotourism: 
A Case Study of Aquila 
Eco Lodges

This programme looks at Aquila and ecotourism in the Grampians; building design; power and water; waste 
management; and managing for sustainability. (23 min, 2006)

Food, Hospitality and Personal Services
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Food, Hospitality and Personal Services

Great Food 
Presentation

This two part series covers the fundamental aspects of great food presentation, including how to imaginatively 
present soup, sushi, pastry and terrine entree platters, main courses and dessert. Also looked at are the creative 
skills and knowledge required to produce great food presentations in a variety of different settings.  

(47 min, 2000)

This series includes the following titles:

Part 1: More Than Food on a Plate (27 min)

Part 2: A Practical Guide (20 min)

Have a Nice Day: 
Working with 
Colleagues and 
Customers in 
Hospitality and Tourism

This programme addresses core comunication skills needed in the hospitality and tourism industries. It 
covers communication in workplace, providing assistance to customers, maintaining personal presentation 
standards, and working as a team. (27 min, 2002)

Hospitality: A Question 
of Attitude

This programme gives a real 'feel' for the industry, exploring the difference between service and servility, the 
need for positive workplace attitude, effective staff and client communication, building self-confidence, and 
industry awareness. (19 min, 2001)

Hospitality Series

‘The Hospitality Series’ provides a wonderful introduction to hospitality and closely examines some of the 
important issues that play major roles in the successful operation of the hospitality industry - quality customer 
service; health, safety and security; and working in a socially diverse environment. This series is vital for anyone 
entering or already working in the hospitality sector.  

(51 min, 2010)

This series includes the following titles:

Health, Safety and Security (17 min)

Quality Customer Service (17 min)

Working in Socially Diverse Environments (17 min)

Hospitality Stories 
Series

From a 5 star hotel to a small local motel, this series examines the working lives of young hospitality professionals 
demonstrating the key knowledge, skills, attitudes, and behaviour required to succeed in the industry.

(100 min, 1996)

This series includes the following titles:

Clubs and Gaming (20 min)

Housekeeping (20 min)

Introduction to Food and Beverage Service (21 min)

Introduction to the Front Office and Reception (19 min)

Kitchen and Food Production (20 min)

Impacts on Tourism: 
Changes and Trends

This film explores the changes and trends in tourism, including the factors that have driven change in recent 
years such as socioeconomic trends, new technology, security, the state of the economy, low cost airlines, 
new markets and the Eurozone, external pressures and industry response, and the industry’s future.
(28 min, 2006)

Implementing a Food 
Safety Programme: 
HACCP in the Workplace

This programme focuses on a large food service workplace and follows their food safety practices from the 
start to the end of the day. Interspersed with the footage are practical examples of employees following 
good hygiene practices, checking foods, cleaning, recording information, and corrective action. 
(30 min, 2006)

Introducing Hospitality This programme introduces viewers to hospitality professionals. We see what it takes to survive and the 
occupations and career paths available. (20 min, 1995)

VET
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It's a Chef's Life This programme offers many insights into the life of a chef including working conditions, food preparation, 
menus, selection of staff and apprentices, and much more. (35 min, 1999)

It's a Waiter's Life This programme looks at what it takes to be a professional waiter, what employers expect, and what the 
clients expect. (23 min, 2001)

Looks Good Enough to 
Eat

This programme examines the techniques used to present food in its best light and focuses on the 
relationships between colour, texture and taste. (35 min, 1995)

Managing an 
International Tourist 
Destination: The Great 
Ocean Road

This programme examines how people go about the overwhelming task of managing the 3000 international 
tourists which flock to Australia’s Great Ocean Road every week. It explores sustainability, promoting the 
area, environmental impact, increasing the yield of tourism, and the economic and social importance of 
tourism. (28 min, 2006)

Managing Conflict in 
Hospitality

This programme will equip hospitality workers with the skills and knowledge they need to handle all forms of 
conflict with openness, honesty and empathy. We find out how to identify potential causes of conflict and act 
before the situation escalates. (15 min, 2011)

Maximum Return, 
Minimum Footprint: An 
Ecotourism Case Study

Many definitions of ecotourism exist, which subsequently may result in confusion concerned with its 
implementation. Visiting two leading tourist destinations, Phillip Island Nature Park and Mount Hotham 
Alpine Resort, this programme discusses the needs of the ecotourist, the process of accreditation, and the 
associated benefits for all. (28 min, 2009) 

Preparing and 
Serving Non-Alcoholic 
Beverages

The programme shows how to prepare and present drinks expertly and efficiently. It also covers equipment 
handling, maintenance and safety. (14 min, 2001)

Responsible Tourism
This film explores a range of areas relating to responsible tourism including sustainability, green tourism and 
‘greenwash’, and environmental and economic impacts. Viewers will benefit from the inclusion of a range of 
experts providing different views and perspectives on responsible tourism. (32 min, 2013)

Spick and Span This programme explores cleaning in the tourism and hospitality industries examining the importance of 
cleaning, different cleaning tasks, chemicals used for cleaning, and health and safety issues. (30 min, 2004)

Sustainable Food 
Product Design

Sustainable product design is one of the major focuses of food producers across the world, who are 
dedicated to providing the best for consumers and the environment both now and in the future. This film 
takes students on a journey looking at each stage of the design process, identifying some of the elements 
that have to be considered when looking at sustainable product design. (22 min, 2011)

Sweet Stuff: Working in 
the Pastry and Sweet-
Making Industries

This is both an information-rich programme and a realistic look at the workplaces, people, and expectations 
of a career in the pastry and sweet making industry. It looks at hygiene, health and safety issues, 
presentation, formal training and creativity, duties, and the working environment. (20 min, 2002)

Take Away Training

10 Essential Reception 
Skills

Every day visitors make judgements about your organisation by the quality of the reception they receive. 
Learn the ten essential skills every receptionist needs to deliver a winning welcome, from personal 
presentation and organising your workspace to communicating well and managing mulitple visitors. 
(14 min, 2001)
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Teamwork in 
Hospitality

This resource discusses front and back of house team structures, teamwork in general, roles and 
responsibilities of team members, communication, and customer feedback. A brilliant introduction to the 
teamwork aspect that applies to every tourism and hospitality organisation. (25 min, 2009)

The Australian Tourism 
Industry: An Overview

In this programme we take a look at the basic structure and make up of Australia’s tourism industry. We’ll 
examine the value of tourism in Australia; sources of international tourists, and where and why they visit; 
preferred tourist activities; and the challenges facing the industry now and in the future. (27 min, 2008)

The Resort Office
This film takes a look at the resort office, and features extensive interview grabs from Peter Constanti, CEO of 
Group Destination Management for Thomas Cook. It explores the role of the resort office, the rooming list, 
excursions, complaints, and emergencies. (18 min, 2012)

The Resort 
Representative

This programme takes an in-depth look at the resort representative, covering their roles and responsibilities, 
the welcome meeting, selling and documentation, and problem situations. Discover how their 
responsibilities cover wide-ranging areas and are critical to creating a high-quality experience for customers.
(15 min, 2012)

Travel and Tourism

This broad and comprehensive series explores travel and tourism in depth with the use of professional and 
street interviews. Topics investigated include career options and pathways, how tourism impacts areas, the legal 
frameworks involved, the influence of technology, the importance of the industry and more.

(143 min, 2013)

This series includes the following titles:

Employability in Travel and Tourism (26 min)

Impacts of Travel and Tourism (27 min)

Legislation and Regulation in Travel and Tourism (30 min)

Technology in Travel and Tourism (26 min)

Travel and Tourism Business Environments (34 min)

Tourism Planning and 
Development: A Case 
Study in Sustainability

The development of tourism can have massive environmental, social and economic impacts. To be successful 
and sustainable, extensive planning is needed. This programme examines the careful co-operation and 
co-ordination between both the public and private sectors, and the involvement of the local community.
(23 min, 2007)

Upselling Product and 
Service in Tourism and 
Hospitality

Discover how up-selling is a marketing tool used to have the consumer purchase more expensive items, 
upgrades, or other add-ons to make a more profitable sale. This programme examines the difference 
between products and services, outlines staff training, and describes the marketing concept. (23 min, 2008)

Where the Bloody 
Hell Are You?: An 
Introduction to Tourism 
in Australia

Introduces the key planning and management issues necessary for sustainable and balanced tourism 
development. (28 min, 2007)

Working Front of House
This programme interviews a number of people who work in the hospitality industry serving the public: 
receptionist, porter, duty manager, and restaurant and bar staff. Each section illustrates and describes the 
skills necessary for each job and the tasks commonly expected to be carried out. (24 min, 2008)

Working in a Large 
Resort: Case Study

Each element of a resort is reliant upon the success of another element, therefore effective organisational 
management is crucial to ensure the resort can create an experience the guest is seeking. Discover what 
defines a resort, the importance of customer service, sustainable practices, and resort management.
(27 min, 2008)

VET Food, Hospitality and Personal Services
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Administering 
Medications

This excellent programme introduces medication and looks at the five R's principle of medication 
administration, the routes of administration and the various techniques of administering different 
medications. Students and health care workers will gain insight into documenting the effects of medications, 
such as intended effects, side effects and allergic reactions. (43 min, 2006)

Adult Health and 
Development

This insightful programme offers an overview of adult health and development, outlining the physical, social, 
emotional and intellectual stages of development we all experience. It illuminates the health status of adults, 
acknowledging gender differences and similarities, and summarising the major determinants of health which 
affect societies worldwide. (21 min, 2011)

Aged Care and Cultural 
Diversity

In this programme we investigate what culture is and how we can make our communication relevant in the 
face of cultural barriers. We also look at different cultural groups and personal cultural history, while also 
considering individual religious practices and traditions. (27 min, 2010)

Aged Care: 
Communicating with 
Aged Care Residents

This high quality programme examines the basic elements of communication and how it can be enhanced to 
meet the care needs of older people who are living with hearing, vision, speech and cognitive impacts. This 
programme also looks at effective communication methods for those from culturally diverse backgrounds.
(28 min, 2007)

Aged Care: 
Communicating with 
Family and Carers

Developing and maintaining respectful interpersonal relationships with the client/resident and family 
through the use of effective and specialist communication skills can achieve successful outcomes of care 
that promote outcomes of care that promote quality of life. This programme discusses various methods and 
approaches carers can utilise when communicating, ensuring a successful care arrangement for everyone 
involved. (23 min, 2010)

Aged Care: 
Communication with 
Colleagues

Communication in the workplace takes on a variety of forms, and this programme looks at the areas 
particularly relevant to aged care, including verbal and non-verbal communication, formal and in-formal 
communication, conflict resolution, negotiation, communication between staff, and communication 
between management and staff. (25 min, 2007)

Aged Care: Effective 
Wound Management

Maintaining asepsis in acute wound management is just one of many basic skills, which together create a 
solid foundation on which to build and support excellence in patient care delivery. This programme has 
been developed with the purpose of marrying the principles of infection control with an aseptic, no-touch 
technique thus promoting the optimum environment for wound healing. (24 min, 2007)

Assessing Skin 
Conditions

This enlightening programme provides an overview of the techniques and knowledge required to carry out 
an accurate assessment of a patient with a new or ongoing skin condition. An overview of the structure and 
function of human skin, the programme continues with clear, insightful explanations of the terminology 
students need to recognise and describe common skin conditions, how to perform a skin assessment and 
what to do with those findings. (25 min, 2008)

Basic Care Procedures: 
Showering and Bed 
Bathing

Maintaining personal hygiene plays an important role in preventing disease, especially infection; as well 
as contributing to the patient's general well-being, preserving comfort and positive body image. This 
programme demonstrates how to carry out basic care procedures of showering and bed bathing in a 
professional and caring manner. (25 min, 2006)

Caring for the Frail and 
Immobile

This programme explores a range of areas relating to caring for frail and immobile people. Its thrust is largely 
about encouraging older people to use their existing capacities to the maximum extent, in order to remain as 
physically and mentally active as possible. (29 min, 2009)

Case Management in 
Health Care

Case management is becoming a prominent and successful tool of modern healthcare. Putting the client 
firmly at the centre of a collaborative process, it can be mediated by doctors, social workers, nurses, and a 
range of vocationally qualified staff. It's tricky, but is guided in all cases by a recognised set of standards that 
can help bring about optimal outcomes in highly complex environments. (16 min, 2012)

Communication Skills 
for Nurses

This essential programme employs a dynamic combination of dramatised scenarios, real footage on the 
ward, and expert comment from health professionals, to get to the heart of communication in a health care 
setting. It discusses how nurses can communicate more effectively, and examines blocking behaviours that 
we can all fall into. (22 min, 2011)

Health
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Conflict Management in 
Health Care

In health care, relationships with residents or clients, their families and carers, and other health professionals can 
require delicate balancing, and it is easy for conflicts to emerge. This two part series examines the range of skills 
needed for conflict resolution, and presents a number of practical scenarios to demonstrate those skills and the 
responses they can elicit.

(38 min, 2009)

This series includes the following titles:

Practical Strategies for Resolving Conflict (18 min)

Understanding the Nature of Conflict (20 min)

Cultural Diversity in 
Nursing Practice

This programme offers a starting point for training in transcultural nursing. We define culture and 
multiculturalism in Australia, and discuss the aspects of transcultural nursing, the dangers of cultural conflict, 
and effective multicultural communication methods. (23 min, 2010)

Delirium, Dementia and 
Depression

Delirium and dementia are two of the most common mental disorders elderly people face. Depression is 
also common in elderly people and often presents with symptoms similar to dementia or delirium. This 
programme defines these conditions by detailing symptoms and speaking to medical experts.
(29 min, 2010)

Depression: 
Understanding the 
Disease

In this programme, we meet two sufferers and find out first-hand what it's like to experience the journey 
through depression and recovery. We speak to Professor Graham D. Burrows, Chairman of the Mental Health 
Foundation of Australia and other industry professionals, to examine the unique characteristics the disease 
presents and the importance of ongoing support for sufferers. (21 min, 2010)

Developing a Nursing 
Portfolio

In this highly informative programme we discuss what professional portfolios are, including an overview of 
its structure and look into detail at the two main components vital to a portfolio. Strategies for maintaining a 
portfolio and advice from some experienced nursing professionals are also provided. (17 min, 2010)

Drugs - True Stories
This programme opens up an avenue of communication between adult and child. It will help facilitate 
discussion about why young people take drugs and the effects drug taking has on them. We also explore the 
means by which young people might overcome their needs for drugs. (19 min, 1997)

Effective Decision 
Making for Nurses

Decisions can be conscious or unconscious, they can be trivial or life-altering, but nurses must make these 
vital choices every day. In this programme, we explore the nursing process as a framework for decision 
making; from assessment and planning, to implementation and evaluation. (17 min, 2011)

Eliminating Bullying 
and Harassment 
from the Aged Care 
Environment

This programme examines the definitions, types and ramifications of workplace bullying and harassment. 
The programme will also assist employees to identify when they, and others, are being subjected to unfair 
workplace behaviour and, more importantly, what they can do to stop it and prevent its recurrence, thereby 
creating a safer, happier and more productive workplace for all. (25 min, 2007)

Encountering Grief and 
Loss

In this insightful programme we take a holistic approach to understanding and responding to loss and grief. 
We speak frankly with Christine McMahon, who lost her only son in Victoria's Black Saturday bushfires in 
2009, about her personal experience of extreme loss and grief. (20 min, 2010)

End of Life Care

In this programme we provide an introduction to the important aspects of good end of life care, looking 
closely at the key aims of end of life care, outlining the importance of advanced care planning; examine the 
use of medication and nutrition; and types of support offered for grieving families and friends. 
(19 min, 2010)

Ethics and Legal 
Concepts in Nursing: 
Consent

To protect patient's interests in health care, principles of informed consent have been developed to ensure 
a person's right to decide the type of treatments they are prepared to receive. This programme looks at 
consent in health care through the dramatised presentation of two case studies. It is a complex area, and one 
that can present medical professionals, including nurses, with ethical dilemmas. (24 min, 2009)

HealthVET
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Ethics and Legal 
Concepts in Nursing: 
Introduction

This programme explores ethics in nursing, with reference to the Australian Code of Nursing Ethics. It defines 
ethics, and explains why it is critical that nurses know about ethics and the standards of behaviour that are 
demanded by their profession. (30 min, 2009)

First Aid Techniques

This collection of video resources provides an overview of the main areas of first aid training, including: what 
to do in an emergency; legal and moral aspects of first aid; heart attack, stroke, diabetic shock, epilepsy; CPR 
and hands-only CPR; fractures, dislocations, strains and sprains; neck, head and spinal injuries; burns, scalds, 
electrocution; cuts, lacerations, bleeding; asthma, allergies and anaphylaxis; poisoning and overdose; and 
hypothermia and hyperthermia. (45 min, 2013)

First Aid: Basic Life 
Support

First aid is the initial care of a suddenly sick or injured person. Would you know what to do in an emergency? 
This programme details the essential aspects of first aid as required to assist someone in need of help. It 
focuses on how to respond to an emergency situation, primary and secondary surveys, cardio pulmonary 
resuscitation (CPR), and managing major external bleeding. (24 min, 2006)

First Aid: Outdoor 
Injuries

Summer means spending time outdoors enjoying sport and recreational activities. It also means being 
prepared to manage outdoor emergency situations. Would you know what to do? This programme details 
the basic knowledge required to make a difference and protect life. Focusing on heat related injuries, cold 
related injuries, near drowning, spinal injuries, and venomous bites and stings. (24 min, 2006)

Focusing on Early Years

This video resource looks at various aspects of the early years setting from the basics of health and safety 
to areas of employment within this rewarding industry. The topics of preventing accidents, controlling 
infections, and types of early years settings are highlighted as well as career pathways and the roles of 
workers in different early years settings. (31 min, 2014)

Generation F: Women in 
the Workforce

In this programme, we look at the growing need to engage women fully in the workforce, and outline 
strategies that can help employees reach their full career potential. We meet five experts who offer insights, 
drawn from their personal and professional experiences, to examine a profile of Generation F, highlight the 
importance of women's needs in the workplace, factors affecting work satisfaction, and the future of women 
in the workforce. (27 min, 2010)

Health Assessment in 
Nursing

Performing a health assessment is a key skill in any medical profession. This ‘Scrubs’ inspired series will equip the 
viewer with the key skills and knowledge required when performing medical evaluations, and take them through 
the process of effectively obtaining crucial patient information.

(73 min, 2009)

This series includes the following titles:

Collecting Subjective Data (32 min)

Introduction (41 min)

Homophobia

With a suggested nine in ten secondary school teachers reporting that young people, regardless of their 
sexual orientation, currently experience some form of homophobic harassment in their schools, this 
film includes comment from young people, psychologists, members of the gay, lesbian and transgender 
communities, teachers, anti-homophobic organisations, and politicians. (29 min, 2010)

How the Australian 
Health System Works

This programme provides an excellent overview of the Australian health system, from Medicare to private 
health insurance and the Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme. Throughout the programme, expert comments 
are offered by vice president of AMA Victoria, Dr Harry Helmley. (24 min, 2009)

Infection Control in 
Health Care

This video resource will ensure that infection control is front of mind for every worker. It starts by outlining 
the four principles of infection control, followed by a detailed examination of standard precautions that must 
be undertaken at all times, including a step-by-step demonstration of correct hand washing technique. 
(16 min, 2011)

Influences on Health 
and Wellbeing

Discover the influences on health and wellbeing through this in-depth series, which explores the psychological, 
social, and physical environment factors. The wide range of topics covered include self-concept, relationships, 
communities, access to employment, air and water quality, and many more.

(39 min, 2012)

This series includes the following titles:

Psychological Factors (17 min)
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The Physical Environment (22 min)

Learning à la Carte

Learning à la Carte is a comprehensive series of educational programmes providing extensive strategies and 
insights from leading specialists. Featuring discussions between Eve Ash or Peter Quarry and leading international 
experts, these programmes are ideal for vocational students in every field.

(24 min, 2009)

This series includes the following titles:

Emotional Intelligence (15 min)

How to Cope in Harsh Times (9 min)

Managing Behaviours 
of Concern in the 
Elderly

In this programme we investigate defining and understanding behaviours of concern, types of behaviours 
and unmet needs, assessing and problem solving, possible triggers, and management strategies. Systematic 
approaches to the identification of triggers and instigation of problem solving techniques can significantly 
reduce this increasingly widespread condition. (28 min, 2010)

Managing Incontinence

This programme examines management strategies to assist individuals and their carers to maintain dignity 
and independence. Presented by continence expert Jennifer Hilakari, it includes clear explanations of types 
of incontinence (stress urge, functional, overflows and enuresis, and faecal) and strategies to assist.
(24 min, 2008)

Meaningful Activities 
for People with 
Dementia

The programme examines the needs of clients and a range of meaningful activities that assist and improve 
a sense of self worth and belonging. Covering intensive one-on-one and group activities, this excellent 
resource provides a balance between medical theory and practical information for those working in aged 
care. (30 min, 2006)

Medication 
Administration: 
Healthcare Essentials

This programme is comprised of ten short programmes, each addressing practical techniques and protocols 
in the administering of medications. This includes essential requirements for preparing medications and 
clients, as well as dealing with contingencies. (29 min, 2013)

Meeting Individual 
Needs

This film explores how individual needs are met with health care and other service provision. It features 
the University of Kent’s Professor Julia Twigg and The Fremantle Trust’s Sue Green, who provide expert 
comments relating to care plans and the management of individuals’ needs.  (14 min, 2012)

Minimising Health 
Inequalities: Innovative 
Australian Case Studies

This programme provides three case studies of Australian organisations: Sacred Heart Mission, Bendigo 
Community Health Services and Inner South Community Health Services, who have all developed innovative 
programmes to help minimise the impacts of health inequalities. (20 min, 2010)

Nutrition in an Aged 
Care Environment

Developing and maintaining a healthy and well balanced diet is just as important for the elderly as any 
other age group. For elderly people who can no longer look after themselves, it is of vital importance that 
adequate meals are provided that will meet the nutritional requirements of this age group. (29 min, 2007)

Pain Management in 
the Elderly

Long term experiences of pain may well become increasingly common as we head towards an ageing society 
beset with multiple chronic diseases. It is therefore imperative that medical professionals understand the 
implications of pain and incorporate appropriate actions to assess and deal with pain into their patient care. 
(28 min, 2010)

Palliative Care Nursing: 
Caring for Yourself

This programme provides an introduction to to palliative care stress management. We define stress, and 
discuss the differences between personal and work-related stress, and discuss the signs of stress-related 
burnout. This programme will equip viewers with the tools and strategies required to manage stress in 
palliative care more effectively. (19 min, 2010)

Patient Care: Plans and 
Pathways

This programme explains care plans, clinical pathways and critical pathways; and provides insight into their 
implementation and evaluation. Additionally, the programme presents some of the innovative technological 
developments and initiatives that are seeing advancements in patient care management. (20 min, 2010)
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Practitioner Roles

This film examines those areas that are required for the successful operation of organisations in the health 
and social services sector. It is an essential resource for students of courses related to health and social care 
service provision, and serves as an informative and useful tool for professional development for those already 
working in this area. (15 min, 2012)

Preventing Falls in 
Aged Care

Elderly people are often vulnerable to falls for a variety of reasons, it could be related to infirmness, 
compromised vision, slippery surfaces, ill-fitting footwear, lack of necessary physical support, being affected 
by medication, or a number of other factors. Knowing how to minimise the risk of falls is essential for any 
carer or other professional working in aged care. (22 min, 2009)

Professional 
Boundaries in Health 
Care

This programme provides an introduction to the area of professional boundaries, and includes interviews 
with three experienced health professionals, including renowned consultant and trainer, Jenny Bray – along 
with some excellent dramatised scenarios aimed at provoking thought and discussion in this important area.
(23 min, 2012) 

Protecting the 
Vulnerable: Identifying 
and Reporting Elder 
Abuse

This programme provides an overview of elder abuse, including physical, sexual, financial, and psychological 
abuse and neglect. It also looks at strategies to protect vulnerable elderly people and appropriate responses 
by governments, peak bodies and the aged care industry to elder abuse. A vital, encompassing look at a 
difficult area. (29 min, 2007)

Recognising Mental 
Illness in Your Patient

This incisive and accessible programme introduces schizophrenia and mood disorders, including depression 
and mania/hypomania, providing nurses with diagnostic criteria and a detailed understanding of how a 
patient may present when suffering from a mental illness. (18 min, 2010)

Risk Management for 
Nurses

This essential programme provides a framework for management of risks; from identification and 
assessment, to potential solutions, and a risk management plan. It then examines common areas of risk for 
nursing professionals; from infection control and manual handling, to medication errors, IV therapy, and 
patient identification. (17 min, 2011)

Sensory Loss and 
Ageing

The decline or total loss of any of the five senses has an enormous impact on an older person's independence 
and the quality of life they enjoy. This interview led programme outlines the difficulties and behaviours a 
carer may encounter as a result of a client's sensory impairment as well as providing practical strategies and 
management plans to assist carers in meeting the needs of clients with sensory impairment. (18 min, 2013)

Skills and Sports 
Psychology Series

Theories of Learning

This programme uses a number of practical examples to explore four key pyschological theories and their 
application to learning sporting skills: social learning theory, operant conditioning, cognitive theory, schema, 
and skills transition. (28 min, 2007)

Skin Integrity and 
Pressure Ulcers

In this programme we see how understanding the causes and staging of pressure ulcers can lead to 
improved management. We also determine the best ways to assess a patient's risk of developing them, and 
discuss preventative actions like correct positioning and turning, measures that can be taken to protect skin 
integrity, and early intervention and treatment options. (18 min, 2010)

Stroke Victim 
Rehabilitation

This comprehensive resource provides nurses with a full overview of their role in post-stroke rehabilitation. 
With expert insight from a clinical neuropsychologist, occupational therapist, speech pathologist, 
physiotherapist, and social worker, we provide an overview of stroke and its impacts on the patient, the 
process of post-stroke rehabilitation, the role of nurses in rehabilitation, and the importance of total patient 
education. (22 min, 2011)

Stroke: Understanding 
the Disease

In this programme, two stroke victims take us through their experiences and explain the affects stroke has 
had on their lives. We speak to experts, including Professor John Olver, Director of Rehabilitation at Epworth 
HealthCare to help us understand more about the physiology of stroke, what a stroke actually is, the warning 
signs, symptoms, and risk factors. (26 min, 2010)

Supporting People with 
Disabilities

This interview led programme discusses the complex issues facing people with disability; effective 
communication; supporting rights, interests and needs; supporting a range of disability types; and 
responding to risk. (21 min, 2012)
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Take Away Training

Take Away Training features psychologists Eve Ash and Peter Quarry, providing useful techniques, clear advice and 
excellent ideas on key workplace issues. These interview style programmes are ideal for developing key job skills for 
any professional environment.

(64 min, 2007)

This series includes the following titles:

Dealing with Trauma and Distress (16 min)

Developing Emotional Competence (15 min)

Men and Women Are Different (14 min)

Understanding and Dealing with Depression (19 min)

Talking Gender How is gender created? This programme studies the effect on gender by the media and society, education 
and careers, family and the home. (23 min, 1999)

Team Building for 
Nurses

This essential video resource provides nurse unit managers and nursing team members with the knowledge 
and practical tools needed to develop a highly effective nursing team. From forming a new team and day-
to-day functioning of a team, to the secrets of a successful team, this comprehensive and insightful resource 
illustrates exactly why teams work best. (21 min, 2011)

The Nurse Unit 
Manager

This programme looks at the role of Nurse Unit Manager (NUM), and includes interviews from aspiring and 
practising NUMs. We discuss typical duties such as managing resources, budgeting, planning, problem 
solving, and organising. (23 min, 2010)

Types of Behaviours of 
Concern

This collection of short programmes outlines common examples of difficult and challenging behaviours 
as well as providing practical strategies for safe, effective responses. This includes using appropriate 
communication strategies, following established procedures, and knowing when and how to seek assistance 
or refer a client. (21 min, 2013)

Understanding Aged 
Care

This interview led programme discusses the complex issues facing people with disability; effective 
communication; supporting rights, interests and needs; supporting a range of disability types; and 
responding to risk. (18 min, 2012)

Understanding and 
Managing Type 2 
Diabetes

This programme has been developed as a response to growing demand for diabetic nursing knowledge, 
signs and symptoms awareness, and management of type 2 diabetes. It will provide an invaluable learning 
resource for both nursing students and clinical nurses delivering hands-on nursing care. (32 min, 2007)

Vital Signs

This programme focuses on the vital signs and how to measure temperature, pulse, respiration and blood 
pressure. It also outlines how to measure oxygen saturation, blood glucose levels and how to perform a 
urinalysis. Each vital sign is described, as well as how to use appropriate equipment and how to accurately 
perform procedures. (40 min, 2006)

Wound Management: A 
Nurse's Guide

In this programme we examine skin anatomy, the classification of wounds, wound procedures, wound 
dressings, and documentation. Knowledge in each of these areas will allow nurses and nursing assistants 
to make well informed decisions about wound care and ultimately play an active part in promoting wound 
healing. (20 min, 2010)
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A Greener Workplace: 
Planning and Managing 
Sustainability

This programme discusses the benefits of 'green' workplaces. The lead must come from the top - managers 
and business owners find themselves needing to be increasingly in tune with sustainable and ecological 
thinking. We hear from leading business people and sustainability experts about environmental corporate 
culture and practices and gain an insight into how to effectively implement a policy and strategy. 
(18 min, 2009)

Australian Small 
Business: An Overview

This programme, hosted by Janet Russell from the Monash Mt Eliza Business School, examines such issues 
as the various definitions of small business, the typical management structure of a small business, common 
reasons why such businesses succeed or fail, the impact of technology, innovation and change, as well as 
future trends and challenges. (22 min, 1999)

Boomerang: The 
Reciprocity Urge

This programme explains the Reciprocity Urge - the basic drive, in all of us, that compels us to return favours, 
to repay kindness, to reciprocate when someone gives us something. It introduces Bill, a manager whose 
team don't listen to him and resists change. (10 min, 2002)

Business Studies

This series looks at some of the key topics in business studies. The programmes draw on the expertise of a range of 
interviewees, including some street interviews, to present an informative discussion from diverse perspectives.

(37 min, 2013)

This series includes the following titles:

Customer Service (20 min)

Teamwork (17 min)

Coaching Challenges 
Series

Coaching in business can be very rewarding, but sometimes people respond unpredictably. In these programmes, 
viewers will learn how to approach situations where coaching is necessary, and how to get to the root cause of the 
drops in performance.

(19 min, 2003)

This series includes the following titles:

Can We Talk? (10 min)

What's Really Going On? (9 min)

Communication 
Essentials Series

Overcoming Negative 
Behaviours

Dealing with negative and difficult people is one of the most stressful tasks in today’s workplace. Learn 
practical skills for dealing with resistance, complaints, disruptions, demands, and aggression. (18 min, 1997)

Creating a High 
Performance Workplace 
Series

Putting Customers First

Mobil and Centrelink have set out to provide outstanding quality service. Key strategies for achieving 
superior customer service include identifying customers; getting feedback; developing service enthusiasm; 
and streamlining service procedures to provide personalised service and ensure customer satisfaction.
(15 min, 1998)

Customer Talks Back

This programme is designed to motivate your team to rethink the simple needs of customers and apply 
skills that meet these needs. The programme will be great as a feature around which you can run a series of 
training sessions, a conference or team meeting session starter where the focus of the session is service, and 
the part it plays in your enterprise or as an induction programme for every new team member to focus them 
on what service is all about. (10 min, 1999)

Dealing with Conflict 
Case Studies

This programme features four case studies that look at conflict resolution scenarios that can arise in the 
workplace, with your boss, maintenance, or difficult and angry customers. (12 min, 2009)

Defining Bullying in the 
Workplace

Workplace bullying not only has devastating effects on individuals who are targeted by a bully, but it can 
also be costly to a business in terms of diminished production, poor performance and an increase in staff 
turnover. Worse still, if bullying is not appropriately managed, a culture of fear and bullying can quickly 
become endemic in an organisation. (26 min, 2006)
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Enhancing Teamwork

This programme breaks down the four different stages that developing teams go through, and the critical 
ever-changing roles of the team members. By putting a business team under the microscope in a team-
building exercise with Guy Moxley from Team Building Australia, this programme exposes the bare-boned 
mechanics of how teams form, function and how they can reach new heights of performance. (18 min, 2009)

Handling the Baggage
This film, hosted by one of Australia's leading television and arts industry personalities, Michael Veitch, 
considers issues around identifying and dealing with emotional distress at work. Handling the Baggage 
contains valuable information and strategies for managers and employees alike. (18 min, 2008)

Has That Buck Stopped 
Yet?

This animated programme features Tom, an experienced employee who is responsible for inducting Buck, 
a new recruit, into his organisation. When Tom tries to pass the buck on Buck, we see the consequences for 
all involved. It provides excellent discussion starting material on responsibility in the workplace, and the 
subsequent benefits to individuals, work teams and for the entire organisation. (6 min, 2008)

Hotlines Series

This series provides important advice on how to present yourself over the phone. Viewers will learn how to 
communicate clearly and effectively with people, and how to present yourself over the phone in a professional 
manner.

(26 min, 2000)

This series includes the following titles:

Communicating Clearly (14 min)

Conveying a Professional Image (12 min)

Human Resource 
Management Series

This series explains Portland Aluminium’s approach to human resource management, and accordingly shows one of 
Australia’s most progressive staff management philosophies in action. It examines conflict resolution and industrial 
relations between management, workers and their unions. Safety issues and equal opportunities are also covered.

(68 min, 1992)

This series includes the following titles:

Conflict Resolution, Health & Safety, and Affirmative Action (36 min)

Handling Staff and Communications (32 min)

It's All About Culture
This programme covers important aspects of identifying, building and changing a workplace culture. We 
hear from three different businesses - multimedia games designer and developer Firemint, surf and ski wear 
giant Oakley, and Australia’s Bendigo Bank about the culture within their work environments. (25 min, 2008)

Kangaroo: How to Be 
Happy at Work

This fully animated programme will surprise viewers with the latest scientific research about happiness, that 
one of the best ways to achieve it is through caring for others and wanting to help them. This is a superb 
session starter or training aid for customer service, teamwork or leadership development. (7 min, 2003)

Learning à la Carte

Learning à la Carte is a comprehensive series of educational programmes providing extensive strategies and 
insights from leading specialists. Featuring discussions between Eve Ash or Peter Quarry and leading international 
experts, these programmes are ideal for vocational students in every field.

(229 min, 2009)

This series includes the following titles:

10 Mistakes in Marketing (17 min)

Board Roles and Responsibilities (14 min)

Building Strategic Alliances (9 min)

Corporate Social Responsibility (15 min)

Creative Brainstorming for Innovation (16 min)

Improving Governance (12 min)
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Maintaining Continuous Motivation (12 min)

Making Committees More Effective (13 min)

Managing Multiple Sites (12 min)

Outstanding Leadership (19 min)

Preparing Your Business Case (14 min)

Privacy Issues (13 min)

Rethinking Marketing (12 min)

Scenario Planning (13 min)

Selection Interviewing (12 min)

Succession Planning (13 min)

Understanding Financial Information (13 min)

Manager and Friend: 
The Right Balance

Workplaces can be very social places. How do you maintain effective working relationships with friends, 
especially if one person manages another? It can be difficult, but it has to be done to ensure harmonious 
relations contribute to productivity. A cold, sterile environment is not good. Nor is friction between staff 
members. (15 min, 2011)

Managing Change in 
Tough Times

Many external influences can impact on the success of a business - natural disasters, financial crises, 
epidemics, even terrorism. In this programme Peter Quarry talks with Glenyce Johnson, Managing Director of 
Peregrine Adventures, about her management strategies and business experiences during tough times.
(12 min, 2009)

Managing Generation Y

Three generations are now in the workplace, and the youngest - Generation Y - are making their mark. 
Having grown up with technology, they are digital natives - information and communication has always been 
instant. Featuring commentary from author and director of Essence Communications Penny Burke, James 
Masini from Hippo Jobs and Susan Lin, the Young Australian Businessperson of the Year. (18 min, 2008)

Marketing: The 
Australian International 
Air Show

An excellent Australian case study of how the basic principles of marketing are used to sell and promote 
a major entertainment product and ultimately attract over 200,000 people. The programme explores the 
marketing mix and shows the application of product, price, place, and promotion. (21 min, 1997)

Office Administration 
Series

Occupational Health and 
Safety in the Office

In today’s society, occupational health and safety is everywhere, and the office environment is no different. 
There are always health and safety issues to be aware of. In this programme we take a good look at the 
legislative standards, office layout and design, ergonomics, manual handling, and the responsibilities of 
employers and employees. (25 min, 2007)

Persuade Your 
Customers to Pay More

This programme has taken the essence of Ian Brooks best selling book, 'Persuade Your Customer to Pay 
More', and put it into an easy-to-use five part series. In each segment, Ian shares his secrets about how to sell 
the value you have created for your customers. His easy-going presentations and entertaining stories ensure 
that people everywhere will relate to this vital business message. (73 min, 2005)

People Skills Series

In most work environments you will be working as part of a team. This series provides viewers with the skills they 
need to be an effective member of any team and contribute to the best of their abilities.

(50 min, 1993)

This series includes the following titles:

Being Assertive (17 min)

Communicating in a Team (10 min)

Communicating without Words (12 min)
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Explaining Clearly (11 min)

Playing Your Part 
1: Diversity in the 
Workplace

There is diversity in interpersonal styles, mental ability, sexual orientation, physical characteristics and 
capabilities, and thinking and learning styles. This presenter-led production examines diversity in the 
workplace using various dramatised scenarios from the offices of Nirvana Road Wealth Creations, whose staff 
reflect the sort of diversity that is characteristic of many contemporary workplaces. (23 min, 2012)

Q&A

A series of eight programmes packed with practical strategies for improved workplace performance for staff and 
managers. The series uses an outstanding fast paced TV show format featuring psychologists Peter Quarry and Eve 
Ash, as they answer questions from viewers.

(100 min, 2009)

This series includes the following titles:

Delegating and Empowering (13 min)

Difficult Appraisal Situations (13 min)

Discrimination in the Workplace (13 min)

Essentials for New Managers (12 min)

Ethical Behaviour (12 min)

Inspiring Your Team with a Vision (12 min)

Manager and Psychologist (12 min)

Understanding Personality Differences (13 min)

Sales and Service 
Masterclass

Psychologist Peter Quarry hosts a panel of sales and service experts, as they provide a masterclass in customer 
service and sales that covers everything from presenting the product to closing the sale.

(84 min, 2009)

This series includes the following titles:

Closing the Sale (12 min)

Managing Difficult Customers and Complaints (13 min)

Overcoming Objections (16 min)

Presenting with Impact (16 min)

What Customers Love and Hate (12 min)

Working Constructively in a Sales Team (15 min)

So You Want to Work in 
An Office? Series

This series uses a number of re-enactments to depict aspects of daily life that may be found in a variety of offices 
throughout business and industry. Each story contains examples of exemplarly and not so exmplary practices to 
help stimulate discussion.

(48 min, 2001)

This series includes the following titles:

Communicating in the Office (24 min)

Introducing the Office (24 min)

Take Away Training

Take Away Training features psychologists Eve Ash and Peter Quarry, providing useful techniques, clear advice and 
excellent ideas on key workplace issues. These interview style programmes are ideal for developing key job skills for 
any professional environment.

(649 min, 2008)

This series includes the following titles:

10 Employability Attributes and Skills (14 min)
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10 Essentials for Successful Induction (15 min)

10 Healthy Work Habits (17 min)

10 Powerful Networking Skills (18 min)

15 Ways to Handle Today's Stress (15 min)

6 Ways to Build Rapport (18 min)

6 Ways to Increase Job Satisfaction (17 min)

6 Ways to Manage Overload (19 min)

6 Ways to Prevent Sloppy Work (15 min)

6 Ways to Resolve Conflict (15 min)

7 Key Sales Skills (20 min)

7 Steps to Improving Communication (13 min)

7 Ways to Handle a Difficult Boss (17 min)

9 Essentials for Exit Interviews (16 min)

An Introduction to Business Ethics (19 min)

Balancing Work and Private Life (17 min)

Conducting Successful Discipline Interviews (16 min)

Controlling Meetings (15 min)

Dealing with Abusive and Threatening Calls (15 min)

Dealing with Manipulative People (15 min)

Dealing with the Unmotivated Employee (13 min)

Eliminating Workplace Bullying (14 min)

Handling the Difficult Customer (15 min)

How to Develop Your People (12 min)

How to Mentor (19 min)

How to Survive Email Overload (14 min)

Increasing Motivation at Work (13 min)

Making Teams Work Brilliantly (13 min)

Manage Change Successfully (16 min)

Managing Boundaries (15 min)

Negotiating with Suppliers (15 min)

Overcoming Personal Barriers to Diversity (19 min)
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Project Management Success Factor (14 min)

Regaining Control of Your Day (13 min)

Selection Techniques (17 min)

Setting Agendas and Taking Minutes (14 min)

The Art of Behavioural Interviewing (19 min)

The Art of Questioning (20 min)

The Power of Empathy (15 min)

The Psychology of Saying Sorry (15 min)

Understanding Group Dynamics (13 min)

Take Away Training: 
Silver Series

Be Careful with Email

Email use is massive in both work and personal life. Email is quick and easy to use, but it has many potential 
pitfalls, including legal dangers. Be aware of the main email sins and how we can be more professional in our 
use of email. (15 min, 2001)

Teamwork Essentials 
Series

Teams That Work

This video demonstrates the skills required in well-functioning teams including sharing leadership, learning 
from mistakes, communicating openly, reviewing directions and roles, and putting the team’s needs ahead 
of the needs of individual members. (13 min, 1997)

Training Point Issues in 
Management

This four-part series is an ideal stimulus for thought and discussion about the benefits, disadvantages, and 
implications of adopting different approaches to management in relation to the diversity of people and staff 
encountered in any workplace.

(35 min, 2009)

This series includes the following titles:

Generational Diversity (8 min)

Management Styles: Authoritarian and Delegative (8 min)

Management Styles: Paternalistic and Collaborative (8 min)

The Ageing Workforce (11 min)

Training Point 
Leadership Series 1

Leadership in Action

Leaders in the workplace are often managers and supervisors, but they can be found at all levels within 
an organisation. This programme investigates leadership traits and explores strategies for enhancing 
leadership potential. Participants are encouraged to reflect on their own behaviour and to consider personal 
development pathways. (14 min, 2009)

Training Point 
Leadership Series 2

Enhancing Morale

This programme investigates the link between workplace culture and morale, and the role that leaders play 
in creating and maintaining morale. Featuring dramatised scenarios and panel discussion, this programme 
will assist in identifying current and potential issues and offers practical steps to develop a positive 
workplace culture that engenders good morale. (13 min, 2009)

The Spirit of the 
Dolphin

In ‘The Spirit of the Dolphin’, from Training Point, you and your viewers learn the keys to the dolphin spirit. 
You are encouraged to apply these in your life. Against the backdrop of beautiful dolphin footage from some 
of the world's leading cinematographers, beautiful graphics and a superb soundtrack from composer Bruce 
Lynch, share ‘The Spirit of the Dolphin’ with your team. (5 min, 2002)

The Value of Mentoring
Mentoring programmes are undoubtedly a hot topic - if not being implemented in every workplace, they 
are certainly widely discussed and considered. In this programme, the aims and benefits of a mentoring 
programmes are explored. (25 min, 2008)
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Winners!
What makes you motivated, excited and consistently positive? Meet three winners and discover the simple 
lessons of their success and how to apply them. Winners philosophy is based on the proven success 
strategies used by real people who achieve outstanding results. (16 min, 2004)

Workplace Leadership

Why are some people great leaders? Are leaders born or made? These great questions are explored and 
answered. Individuals in all sorts of situations and positions within society can provide real leadership, 
provided they have the opportunity and the desire to do so. It takes a willingness to try and some good social 
skills, but individuals can lead others to action. (14 min, 2011)

Workplace Training: 
Planning, Organising 
and Facilitating

This insightful and instructive programme is hosted by David Kay, owner of a successful training business 
with over 20 years experience in workplace training worldwide. It follows an experienced workplace trainer 
and line manager as they plan, organise, facilitate, and review a training plan. (19 min, 2011)
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A Continent for a Nation: The Path to Federation  51
A Cry for Help: Understanding Youth Suicide  71
A Day in Court: Young People and the Criminal Justice Process  61
A Day in the Life of a Cafe Owner: Food Service and Catering for 
Business  20
A Day in the Life of a Stay-At-Home Dad  128
A Design Project  138
A Great Landscape: Indigenous Music in Australia  7
A Greener Workplace: Planning and Managing Sustainability  173
A Marriage of Convenience: Sport and the Media  85
A Sense of Identity  72
A to Z of Risk - A Young Person’s Guide  72
Aboriginal Art: Materials and Practice  5
Aboriginal Art: Philosophy and Culture   5
Aboriginal Art: Yesterday and Today  5
Aboriginal Culture: The Murray Darling  128
Aboriginal History: Life Stories and Aboriginal Views  51
Accommodating Different Learning Styles  135
Accounting for Small Business Series

 Cash Flow  20
 Financial Budgets  20
 Financial Stability 20
 Profitability  20

Accounting for the GST in Small Business: Case Studies of 
Accounting Issues  20
Achieve a Healthy Lifestyle  72
Acids and Bases  108
Acids and Bases in the Home  109
Acids, Bases and Salts

Dissociation of Acids and Bases in Water  108
Importance of pH in the Human Body  108
Natural Indicators: Litmus  108
Neutralisation in Everyday Life  108
Preparation of Soap: Acid-Base Reaction  108
Sensitivity of Plants and Animals to pH Change  108
Strength of Acids and Bases  108
Synthetic Indicators – Phenolphthalein and Methyl Orange  108
Uses of Bases  109

Acids, Bases and Salts (Junior)
Acids and Bases  109
Natural Indicators: Turmeric and China Rose  109
Preparation of Soap: Acid-Base Reaction  109
Reaction between Acids and Bases  109

Acquiring Skills - How People Develop Skills in P.E.  85
Acute Responses to Exercise

Acute Cardiovascular Responses  85
Acute Muscular Responses  85
Acute Respiratory Responses  85

Addressing Bullying in the Workplace  20
Administering Medications  167
Adolescence, Food and Health  72
Adolescent Nutrition Series

Going Vegetarian  72
Say No to Diets  72
Smart Fast Food  72

Adult Health and Development  167
Adult Learning 1: Principles  161
Adult Learning 2: Styles  161
Advanced Technical Drawing  138
Advertising: The Inside Story  20
Against Bullying Series

Better Ways to Communicate  72
The Bystander  72

Understanding Bullying  72  
Aged Care and Cultural Diversity  167
Aged Care: Communicating with Aged Care Residents  167
Aged Care: Communicating with Family and Carers  167
Aged Care: Communication with Colleagues  167
Aged Care: Effective Wound Management  167
Ageing Well  72
Aggression  93
Air Around Us

Air  109
Importance of Air  99
Oxygen  116

Air Pollution  46
Air, Water Vapour and Weather  40
Airline Catering: How an Airline Caters for Its Customers  146
Alcohol: Our Social Drug  72
Algebra: The Basics   65
Algebraic Variables and Index Laws  65
All About Bush Foods: Traditional and Commercial Uses  146
All About Chemical Bonding 

Covalent  109
Ionic  109
Metallic  109

All About Food Additives  146
All About Forensic Science  99
All About Meat  146
All About Motion: Displacement, Velocity and Acceleration  119
All About Muscles  85
All About New Apprenticeships  10
All About Nutrients   146
All About Textiles Series  

A Textile World  158
Introducing Textiles  158

All Systems Go Again!  99
All Systems Go! - Energy Systems of the Body  85
Allergens and Food Safety  146
Alternative Dispute Resolution  61
Amazon Rainforest   40
An Introduction to Biodiversity  99
An Introduction to Composing  8
An Introduction to Criminal and Civil Law  61
An Introduction to Forensic Science  99
An Introduction to France  59
An Introduction to Hospitality  162
An Introduction to Investing in the Share Market   20
Analysing Fitness  85
Anatomy: Functional Body Systems  99
Ancient China  

Ancient China: Life of Confucius  51
Key Groups in Ancient China  51

Ancient Egypt  
The Geography of Ancient Egypt  51
Trade and Conflict in Ancient Egypt  51

Ancient Greece  
Ancient Greece - Athens and Sparta  51
Ancient Greece - War and Death  51

Animal Farm  31
Animals in Their Habitats  

The African Savannah  99
Animation in Multimedia  138
Ansett: The Collapse of an Australian Icon  20
Answering Interview Questions  10
Anxiety Disorders  93
Anzac Day: World War 1 (Senior)  51
Applying Environmental Science: A Land Rehabilitation Case 
Study  40
Architecture, Crafts and Industrial Design  
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Designer Case Studies  138
Are You Job Ready?   10
Arrangement of Electrons in an Atom  109
Assessing Skin Conditions  167
Assimilation Series 

Genocide by Another Name  51
We Have Survived  51

At Your Service Series  
Essential Preparations  162
Finishing Off  162
Introducing the Basics  162
Serving Customers  162

Atmospheric Circulation  116
Atom Bond  109
Atoms and Molecules  109
Atoms and Their Electrons  109
Attachment  93
Australia as a Global Citizen  51
Australia Since World War 2  51
Australia: An Ecological Profile  40
Australian Animals  99
Australian Bushrangers (Years 7-10)  52
Australian Criminal Law  

Determining Criminal Sentences in Australia  61
Purposes of Criminal Sanctions in Australia  61

Australian Drama   
Ensemble Performance 6
Staging a Performance  7

Australian Explorers  
Part 1  52
Part 2  52

Australian Fitness Series  
Analysing Physical Activity  85

Attitudes to Physical Fitness  85
Characteristics of Fitness Programmes  85
Designing Fitness Programmes  85
What Is Physical Fitness?  85

Australian Gold Rushes (Years 7-10)  52
Australian Government  52
Australian Guide to Healthy Eating  73
Australian History  

Part 1: From Contact and Colonisation to the 1920s  52
Part 2: The 1920s to the End of the Century  52

Australian Identity: Coming to Terms with a National Identity 128
Australian International Business: Case Study  20
Australian Lifestyle Diseases  

Cancer, Heart and Bone Conditions  73
Obesity, Diabetes, Dental Decay and Anaemia  73

Australian Migration  
Post WWII (1945 Onwards)  52
The Colonial Years (1788-1900)  52

The Federation Years (1901-1945)  52
Australian National Identity  52
Australian Relationships with Nature  

Australian Relationships with Nature 1: Pre-1850  40
Australian Relationships with Nature 2: 1850 - Present Day 40

Australian Small Business: An Overview  173
Australian States and Territories  40
Australian Women’s Heritage Series  

1788-1901  52
1901-1945  52
1945-1986  52

Australians in Vietnam  53
Australia’s Diverse Environments - Natural and Human  40
Australia’s National WHS Legislation  10
Australia’s Refugee Dilemma - Update  40
Australia’s Role in the Asia-Pacific Region  40
Australia’s Threatened Plants and Animals  40

Auto Electrics  138
Automotive Design  138
Avoid that Hazard: Equipment Safety in the Kitchen  146

B
Baby Making: The New A.R.T. of Life  128
Balancing the Books  20
Basic Care Procedures: Showering and Bed Bathing  167
Basic Geometrical Ideas  65
Batch and Continuous Processes  147
Battle Scars: An Overview of Our Defence Against Disease  99
Beating Bacteria: A User’s Guide  73
Because Money Still Matters: Living Expenses  73
Becoming Parents: Adoption  128
Before the Play Series  

Macbeth  31
Romeo and Juliet  31

Behavioural Interviewing  10
Being Christian in 21st Century Australia  97
Being Jewish in 21st Century Australia  97
Being Muslim in 21st Century Australia  97
Bertram Poppingstock: Problem Solver  

Applying Spelling Rules  31
Basic Spelling Rules  31
Bias in the Media  31
Improving Your Reading Vocabulary  31
Improving Your Writing Vocabulary  31
Spelling for Effect  31
Stereotypes in the Media  31
Structural Elements of Media Texts  31
Visual Features of Media Texts  31

Best Mates: Resilience - Bouncing Back  73
Beyond the Nuclear Family  128
Bicycles: Design, Manufacture and Marketing  138
Binge Drinking  73
Bioethics  99
Biomechanics  85
Biomechanics of the Body  99
Bio-Mechanics Series  

Part 1: Hitting the Ball  86
Part 2: The Biomechanics of Throwing  86

Biophysical Environment - Ecosystems and Interactions  116
Biosphere Cycles (Senior)  99
Biscuit Making  147
Bivariate Data and Pool Use  65
Blogging: Serious Media, or Just a Rant?  31
Blood - Its Components and Functions  100
Body Movements  

Types of Joints  100
Body Shapes: Accepting Our Natural Body Shape  73
Body Systems - Explained through Dissection and Animation  100
Bohr’s Model of the Atom  109
Bonding Between Atoms  110
Boomerang: The Reciprocity Urge  173
Boost Juice: A Franchise Case Study  21
Bringing It to the Boil: Basic Moist Cooking Methods and Food 
Storage  147
Building a House  

Part 1: The Exterior  138
Part 2: The Interior  138

Building Bridges: The Physics of Construction  138
Built Environment  41
Bullying Is Uncool  73
Bullying Sux  73
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Bullying: The Inside Story  73
Buoyant Force  119
Buoyant Force and Floatation  119
Business in Action Series  

Inputs, Outputs and Waste  21
Shock Management  21

Business Strategy  21
Business Studies  

Customer Service  173
External Factors Affecting Business  21 
Teamwork  173

Business without Borders  
Global Branding  21
Researching Global Markets  21
Selling Products Globally  21

Buying and Storing Food Safely with Helen Highwaters  147
By Any Means Necessary - Ergogenic Aids  86

C
CAD-CAM in Industry and Schools  38
CAD-CAM in the Classroom  138
Calculating Duration across Time Zones  65
Cancer: Investigating Human Disease  73
Canteen Food: Healthy Tuckshops in Our Schools  74
Carbon Chemistry  110
Carbon Cycles and Cycles  116
Career Options with Peter Sheahan  10
Career Pathways in Building  10
Career Pathways in Retail  10
Career Pathways: Two Years On  10
Careers in Biology  10
Careers in Business   10
Careers in Chemistry and Physics  11
Careers in Food Technology  11
Careers in the Non-Profit Sector  11
Careers with a Conscience  11
Careers: Helping or Advising  11
Caring for a Catchment: The Hawkesbury-Nepean  41
Caring for the Frail and Immobile  167
Case Management in Health Care  167
Case Studies from the Real World  

All You Need to Know About Apprenticeship  11
Choices for School Leaver  11

Case Studies in Corporate Culture  21
Catching the Sun: The Physics of Solar Energy  119
Catering for an Event 162
Catering Skills Series  

Behind the Scenes  147
Setting the Scenes  162

Causes of World War 1: What Caused the Great War?  53
Cell - Structure and Functions  

Cell Wall, Cell Membrane and Cytoplasm  100
Discovery of Cells and the Development of the Cell Theory  100
Introduction to Cells  100

Cellular Signalling  100
Ceramics and Glasses  139
Change in Rural Australia: People Adjusting Differently  41
Change Management in Large Organisations: Smoking Laws - A 
Case Study  21
Changes Around Us  

How a Change Can Happen  110
Reversible and Irreversible Changes  110
Types of Changes  110

Changing Communities  41

Characteristics and Properties of Food  
Part 1  163
Part 2  163

Checking Out Fast Foods: An Australian Perspective  74
Checking Out Your Lab!  125
Chemical Analysis Techniques  

Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometry  110
Chromatography  110
Infrared  110
Mass Spectrometry  110
NMR  110

Chemical Effects of Electrical Current  110
Chemical Energy  110
Chemical Equations  110
Chemical Equations in the Real World  110
Chemical Equilibrium  110
Chemical Reactions and Equations  

Characteristics of Chemical Reactions  111
Combination Reaction  111
Rancidity in Food  111

Chemistry Concepts: Atomic Structure, the Periodic Table, 
Limitations of Bonding Models  111
Chemistry of Carbon: A Very Versatile Atom  111
Chemistry of Cooking: What Happens inside a Sponge Cake?  147
Chemistry of the Environment: Water, Air, Heavy Metals - 
Goldmine Case Study  111
Chicken: From Eggs to Takeaway  147
China 1750 – 1918 

The Boxer Rebellion  53
The Opium Wars  53
The Qing Dynasty  53

Chronic Adaptations to Exercise  
Chronic Cardiovascular Adaptations  86
Chronic Muscular Adaptations  86
Chronic Respiratory Adaptations  86

Circulation of Blood  100
Civilisations and Ideas  

The Ancient to the Modern World  53
Conflict and Peace in the 20th Century  53
Technology and Innovation in the 20th Century  53
The Ancient World  53
The Birth of World Religions  53
The Renaissance, Scientific Revolution and Enlightenment  53

Classic Collection  
Ann Oakley: Housewife  128
Anthony Giddens: Capitalism and Social Modern Theory  128
Carolyn Jackson: Lads and Ladettes in School  128
Eileen Barker: The Making of a Moonie  128
Jock Young: The Drugtakers  128
Michelle Stanworth: Gender and Schooling  128
Paul Willis: Learning to Labour  128
Peter Townsend: Poverty in the UK  128
Stanley Cohen: Folk Devils and Moral Panics  128
Sue Sharpe: Just Like a Girl  128

Classification Systems  100
Classroom Issues Series 1  

Climate Change  41
Classroom Video Issues  

Information Overload?  156
Is Australia a Just Society?  61  

Cleaning and Sanitation in the Food Industry  147
Climate Change: Our Responsibility  41
Coaching Challenges Series  

Can We Talk?  173
What’s Really Going On?  173

Coaching in Hospitality  161
Coastal Dunes: Ecology and Rehabilitation  41
Coastal Landforms and Management  41
Coastal Processes and Landforms  41
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Collisions - Energy, Force, Momentum and Vectors  120
Combustion  111
Combustion and Flame  111
Commercial Printing Processes  139
Commodities Series  

In Focus: Milk  147
In Focus: Rice  147

Common Mistakes Job Seekers Make  11
Communication Essentials Series  

Overcoming Negative Behaviours  173
Communication in the Workplace Series  

Conflict Management  21
Customer Service  11
Negotiation in the Workplace  11
The Nature of Workplace Communication  11 
Writing in the Workplace  21

Communication Skills for Nurses  167
Community Action and the Environment  41
Competitive Marketing in Tourism  163
Composites: Properties, Processing and Uses  139
Composition of the Atmosphere  116
Computers in Food Technology 147
Conflict in Indochina: Post WWII  53
Conflict in the Modern World: Origins of World War 1 and 2   53
Conflict Management in Health Care  

Practical Strategies for Resolving Conflict  168
Understanding the Nature of Conflict  168

Conflict Resolution: A Winning Approach  163
Confronting Epidemics: Three Case Studies  128
Congruence and Similarity in Plane Shapes  65
Congruent Shapes and Transformations  65
Consumer Choice and Protection  21
Contract Law  61
Control and Co-ordination  

The Human Brain: Forebrain and Midbrain  100
Control Systems in Design and Technology  139
Convict Life in 1788  53
Coordination and Control  

Coordination and Control 1: Animals  100
Coordination and Control 2: Plants  100

Core Concepts in Sociology  129
Core Studies in Psychology  

Baron Cohen on Autism  93
Griffiths: Cognitive Bias and Gambling  93

Corrosion Chemistry  111
Cotton Processing: Spinning, Knitting, Dyeing and Cutting  158
Counselling: A Guide for Teachers  135
Court Procedures in Criminal and Civil Law  61
Creating a High Performance Workplace Series  

Putting Customers First  173
Creating a Logo: A Process for Designers  139
Creating an Australian Icon: Rip Curl  139
Creating Apps  

Development and Deployment  155
Research and Planning  155

Creative Cakes Series  
Basic Techniques  148
Beyond the Basics  148

Creative Thinking Skills  11
Crime Justice and the Law Series  

The Objectives of Criminal Punishment  61
Sentencing: The Attainment of Justice  61
Types of Criminal Sanctions  61

Crimes Against the Environment  61
Critical Issues in Business: Success and Failure  22
Critical Listening  133
Critical Thinking Series  

Assumptions  133
Credibility  133
Evidence in Argument  133

Cultural Diversity in Nursing Practice  168
Cultural Influences on Australian Foods  147
Customer Talks Back  173
Cutting Metal: Methods Used During Manufacturing of Products  139
Cutting Their Own Cloth  22
Cyber Safe: Identifying and Combating Cyber Bullies  74
Cyberbullying: Identify, Understand, Prevent  74
Cycles and Seasons: Tides, Seasons and Phases of the Moon  116

D
Daily Cafe Operations  163
Dance Composition Series  

Hip Hop  6
Tap Dance Composition  6

Dark Days: Shedding Light on Depression  74
Data Mining: Big Data’s Increasing Challenge and Payoff  155
Data: Ethical Use and Storage  155
Day to Day Business in a Cafe  22
DC Electricity: Discovery and Developments  120
DC Motors  120
Deadly Feet: Aboriginal Sporting Heroes  86
Dealing with Conflict Case Studies  173
Dealing with Cultural Differences in Tourism and Hospitality  163
Dealing with Difficult Customers  163
Dealing with Homophobia  74
Debating and Public Speaking Series  

Advanced Debating Skills  31
Debating Skills  31
Decisions, Decisions: Family Food Choices  74
Decomposition Reaction  111
Deconstructing Australian History  

Eureka  53
Organised Labour  53
The Great Depression  54
Vietnam War  54
White Australia Policy  54

Defining Bullying in the Workplace  173
Deforestation  41
Delirium, Dementia and Depression  168
Democracy and the Role of the Individual  61
Democracy in Australia: An Introduction  62
Density and Relative Density  120
Depression: Understanding the Disease  168
Deserts: Global Environments  41
Design and Marketing of a New Product: Case Study Toyota 
Camry  139
Design and the Environment  139
Design for Different Needs  139
Design for Sustainability  139
Design: A Team Approach  139
Design: Applying the Elements  140
Designer Genes: The Science and Ethics  100
Designers at Work  140
Designing a Chair: Sitting Pretty  140
Designing a Lawnmower  140
Designing a Restaurant  140
Designing a Workshop Project  140
Designing and Preparing a Meal  148
Designing Fashion  158
Designing Menus for Healthy Diets  148
Designing on Screen  155
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Designing to Please  140
Designing Toys: The Design Process at Work  140
Designing, Manufacturing and Evaluating a Product  140
Determinants of Health  74
Developing a Business Plan  22
Developing a Career Portfolio (Adult)  11
Developing a Career Portfolio (Student)  12
Developing a Design Brief  140
Developing a Nursing Portfolio  168
Developing a Website  155
Developing Personal Values  74
Developments in the Food Industry: Science, Technology and the 
Environment  148
Diet and Disease in Modern Society  74
Diet Related Disorders - Type 2 Diabetes, Obesity and Coeliac 
Disease  74
Dietary Supplements: Health or Hype?  148
Different Ways to Find That Job  12
Dinosaurs: How We Know What We Know!  116
Discovering DNA  101
Disease and Treatment  

Developing a Vaccine: Rotavirus  101
Treating Cancer: Radiation Therapy  101

Diversity Rules OK! The Changing Nature of Families  129
Doing Great Research  133
Don’t Hesitate, Communicate  22
Drama Skills Series  

Acting the Part  7
Characterisation  7
Movement  7

Drawing Prisms  65
Drink Spiking: Awareness and Avoidance  74
Drug Awareness  

Depressants, Hallucinogens and Stimulants  75
The Voice of Ice  75

Drug Use and Misuse  75
Drugs - True Stories  168
Drugs: Facts and Fiction  75
Dying for a Meal: All About Food Poisoning  148

E
Earn While You Learn: Career Entry through Apprenticeships and 
Traineeships  112
Earthquake Tsunami - Wave of Destruction  42
East Timor, Australia and Indonesia: A Tortured Triangle  54
East Timor: From Colonisation to Independence  54
Easy Ways to Use E-Learning  135
Eating Disorders  75
Eating Off a Sunburnt Land  148
E-Business: A Case Study  22
Eco Pioneers: A Case Study of Bega  42
Ecotourism: A Case Study  163
Ecotourism: What Is It?  42
Effective Budgeting for Business  22
Effective Communication in Business  22
Effective Decision Making for Nurses  168
Effective Essay Writing for Junior Secondary Students  31
Effective Essay Writing for Senior Students  32
E-Learning in Education  135
Electrical Circuits  120
Electrical Safety  120
Electricity Distribution: Network, Line Loss and Transformers  120
Electricity: How It Works  120
Electromagnetic Radiation: Wave and Particle Models of Light  120

Electromagnetism Part 1: Electric Fields, EM Fields, Motor Effect  120
Electron Arrangement  111
Elements and Principles of Design  140
Elements of Narratives  32
Eliminating Bullying and Harassment from the Aged Care 
Environment  168
Elite Athlete Case Studies  

Improving Performance  86
Elizabeth Loftus: Eyewitness Testimony  93
Elmore’s Grammar Workshop  

Izzy Learns about Clauses  32
Izzy Learns Abstraction and Technical Language  32
Izzy Learns Modality and Nominalisation  32

Email Etiquette  155
Emerging Diseases: Prions, Viruses  101
Emerging Occupations: New Jobs of the 21st Century  12
Emerging Tourism Markets  163
Emotional Intelligence in the Classroom  135
Employment and Training Edition  

Powerful Resume  12
Employment Relations and Conflict Resolution  22
Encountering Grief and Loss  168
End of Life Care  168
Energy Conservation  117
Energy in Ecosystems  101
Energy Rules: The Conservation of Energy  120
E-Networking for Jobs  12
Engineered Wood Products  140
Enhancing Performance in Sport  86
Enhancing Teamwork  174
Enterprise and Entrepreneurs  22
Enterprise and Entrepreneurship  12
Enterprise Bargaining and the Workplace Relations Act  22
Environmental Impact Assessment: Process and Politics  42
Environmental Practices at Work: Hospitality  163
Environmental Practices at Work: Manufacturing  161
Environmental Practices at Work: Office  12
Environmental Sustainability in Business: A Case Study  22
Epidemiology: Linking Smoking to Lung Cancer  101
Equilibrium Series  

Applying the Concepts  111
Equilibrium: The Concepts  111

Ergonomics and Design: Matching Products and Tasks with 
People  141
Ergonomics in the Real World  141
ESL Guides  

Annoyances and Complaints  32
Hobbies and Interests  32
Identity and Change  32
Identity and Feelings  32
Identity and Values  32
Predictions  32

Espresso Coffee Service: Preparing and Serving Cafe Style Coffee 163
Essay Writing Techniques in English Studies  32
Essential Customer Service  

Online Customer Service  23
Person-to-Person Customer Service  23
Telephone Customer Service  23

Essential Job-Finding Skills  12
Essential Sports Skills Series  

Jumps  86
Running, Walks and Hurdles  86
Throws  86

Essentials of Design and Technology Skills: Drilling, Lathes and 
Soldering  141
Establishing a Small Business: Case Study of a Cafe  23
Ethical Tourism  42
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Ethics and Legal Concepts in Nursing: Consent  168
Ethics and Legal Concepts in Nursing: Introduction  169
Ethics and Social Responsibility in Business  23
Ethics and Social Responsibility in Management  23
Ethics and the Consumer  23
Etiquette, Manners and Rituals with Food  129
Evaluating a Product  141
Evaluating a Training Programme  86
Evaluating Business Performance: Small Business Case Studies  23
Evaluating Statistical Claims  65
Evaluating the Legal System  62
Event Management: Planning, Organising, Leading and 
Controlling  23
Evil and Suffering: A Religious Perspective  97
Evolution of the English Language  

A Short History of the English Language  32
Borrowed Words - How Languages Influence Each Other  32
Language and Identity - You Are What You Speak  32
Language and Technology  32

Evolutionary Biology Essentials  
Animal Adaptations  101
Evolution by Natural Selection  101
Geological Timescale  101
Radiocarbon and Other Dating Techniques  101
The Hominid Chronology  101

Exercise for Life  86
Exert Yourself! Careers in Sport and Recreation  12
Expedition and Navigation Skills  87
Expedition Skills  87
Exploring Arts Issues  

Conserving Our National Art  5
Galleries on Show  5

Exploring Fractions  65
Exploring Genres  32
Exploring Indigenous Australia Series  

Indigenous Organisations Today  54
Land, Kinship and Culture  54
Missions, Settlements and Reserves  54
The Aboriginal Civil Rights Movement  54
White Australia Has a Black History  54

Exploring Pathways in Hospitality and Tourism  12
Exploring Text Types  

Information Report Writing Skills  33
The Art of Persuasive Writing  33

Exploring the Text  
Looking for Alibrandi  33
To Kill a Mockingbird  33

Exploring Your Career Options  12
Exponents and Index Laws  65
External Factors Affecting Business: Natural Disasters  23

F
Fabricating a Toolbox  141
Face Recognition  93
Face to Face with Your Competition: Approaches to Group 
Interviews (Student)  13
Faces in the Street Series  

From Tribes to Boat People  54
Multiculturalism, Migration, Population Size and Other Issues  42

Factors Affecting Global Tourism  42
Factors Affecting Performance Series  

Energy Systems  87
Nutrition and Sport  87
Psychological Factors  87
Skill Acquisition: Part 1  87

Skill Acquisition: Part 2  87
Training  87

Factors of Design  
Part 1: Innovation  141
Part 2: Time and Money  141
Part 3: Visual, Tactile and Aesthetic  141

Fair Play in Sport: The Role of Umpires and Referees  87
Fairtrade: Who Benefits?  23
Fairy Tale Narrative and Structure: Hansel and Gretel  33
Fairy Tale Text and Motif: Hansel and Gretel  33
Families Series  

Parenting  129
Resourcing Families  129
The Changing Family  129

Farm to Fork - Primary and Secondary Processing  148
Fashionable Business: Young Designers, New Labels  158
Fasteners for Cabinet Making  141
Fasteners for Construction  141
Felt  158
Ferrous Metals: Properties, Processing and Uses  141
Fertilisation in Flowering Plants  101
Film as Text  33
Financial Literacy - Mobile Phones and Consumer Rights  23
Financial Literacy - Money and Personal Budgeting  23
Financial Management and the Planning Cycle  24
Financial Reporting for Business  24
Financing a Business: a Guide Through the Maze  24
Finding and Preparing for Work Experience  13
Finding the Area of Composite Shapes  65
First Aid Emergencies  

Community  75
Home  75

First Aid Techniques  169
First Aid: Basic Life Support  169
First Aid: Outdoor Injuries  169
First Impressions: Winning Over Your Boss (Student)  13
First Things First: Working Effectively in the Office  24
First Time Voters  62
Fish Sustainability  42
Fitness for Life: The Importance of Diet and Exercise  87
Five Common Food Myths  75
Five Star Hospitality  163
Flour, Bread and Baking  148
Focusing on Early Years  169
Food Allergies and Intolerances  148
Food Chains and Food Webs  101
Food Facts and Myths  75
Food for Life  75
Food for Sports Performance  87
Food Packaging and the Environment  148
Food Planning for Special Occasions  149
Food Poisoning: Prevention Is Better Than Cure  149
Food Preservation  149
Food Preservation Techniques  149
Food Safety and Hygiene  149
Food Testing: Working with Yeast  149
Food: Where Does It Come From?  

Food Habits of Animals  102
Foods for Special Needs  149
Foods for Special Occasions  149
Force and Pressure  120
Forensic Science in Action  102
Forest Conservation  42
Forming and Shaping Metal: Heating, Cold Forming and Milling  141
Forms of Energy  120
Four Star Ecotourism: A Case Study of Aquila Eco Lodges  163
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Fragile Ecosystems: Palau, Micronesia  42
Franchising  24
Frantic Assembly: A Guide to Devising  7
Freestyle: New Australian Design for Living  5
Friendship in Adolescence 75
Fries with That?: The Overweight Epidemic  75
Fruit and Vegetables: Selection and Preparation  149
Fruit Shop Economics  24
Functional Foods: A Case Study of Modified Eggs  149
Functional Properties of Food  149
Furniture Design  

Part 1: Reproduction of Antique Furniture  142
Part 2: Eight Furniture Designers  142

Future Harvest: Case Studies in Sustainable Agriculture  42

G
Gakusei Seikatsu!  59
Gene Technology  102
Gene Technology in Agriculture  102
Gene Technology: Our History of Understanding to Modern 
Techniques  102
Generation F: Women in the Workforce  169
Genes and Cloning  102
Genes and Inheritance: Priests, Peas, Punnets and Pedigrees  102
Genetics and Reproduction: Genetic Diseases to Designer Babies  102
Genres in Music: From Handel to Hip Hop  8
Genres: An Introduction  33
Geographers in the Field  43
Geographies of Interconnections  

Global Connections Through Trade  42
Environmental Impacts of Consumer Products  43

Geometry 2: Surface Area of Solids  66
Geometry of Groove  

Part 1: Symmetry and Angles  66
Part 2: Triangles and Polygons  66

Germination of Seeds  102
Getting into Games  155
Getting It Right at the Interview  13
Getting It Right at the Interview (Employment Agency Edition)  13
Getting That Job  13
Getting to Know Me: All about Personal Identity  76
Getting to Know Plants  

Flowers  102
Plants - Roots, Leaf Function and Respiration  102
The Plant Stem and its Functions  102

Ghosts, Angels and Suburbia: Four Contemporary Australian 
Artists  5
Girls and Bullying: Identify, Understand, Prevent  76
Girls’ Business: Friendship and Bullying in Schools  76
Glaciers and Glaciation: A Frozen Key to Our Past and Future  43
Global Business: A Case Study of Volvo in Brazil  24
Global Connections: How We Are Connected to the Rest of the 
World  43
Global Cuisine  

Global Cuisine: Indian  149
Global Cuisine: Japanese 150

Global Food Equity   43
Global Health and Human Development  43
Global Tectonics: Competing Theories  117
Global Warming: You Can Make a Difference  43
Globalisation and Free Trade: At What Price?  24
Globalising World  

Australian Pop Culture 1940s - 1950s  54
Australian Pop Culture 1960s - 1970s  54

Australian Pop Culture 1980s - 1990s  54
Australian Pop Culture Since 2000  54

Gluten-Free Foods  150
Going Organic: The How and Why of Organic Foods  150
Going Places: Careers in Food Technology and Home Economics 13
Good Coach, Bad Coach  87
Good Enough to Eat - Food Presentation and Service  150
Good, Better, Best Series  

Good Time Management  75
Governing Australia Series  

How Our Laws Are Made  62
Our Three Levels of Government  62

Government and Law Making  62
Grain and Flour  150
Graphic Products: Design and Manufacture  142
Gravitation  121
Gravity: History of Ideas  121
Great Expectations  

Context and Background  33
Joe, Estella and Magwitch  33
Appearance versus Reality  33
Dickens’ Writing Style  33

Great Food Innovations: New Apple Products  150
Great Food Presentation  

Part 1: More Than Food on a Plate  164
Part 2: A Practical Guide  164

Great Public Speaking: An Audience in the Palm of Your Hand 33
Growing Up  76
Growing Up in Australia Series  

1788-1901  54
1901-1946  54
1946-1985  54

Growing Up in Modern Japan  43
Growth and Niche Markets in Tourism  43
Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner in the New Millennium? 

Alcohol  150
Carbohydrate  150
Fat  150
Fibre  150
Protein  150
Salt  150
Sugar  150
Vitamins  150

Guess Who’s Coming to Breakfast?  76

H
HACCP in Action: Food Safety Case Studies  150
Hamlet: Film and Stage Scenes  33
Hamlet: Stage Scenes  34
Hand Tools for Woodworking  142
Hand-Held Power Tools  

Part 1: Circular Saw, Reciprocating Saw and Jigsaw  142
Part 2: Drills, Screwdrivers, Routers, and Sanders  142

Handling the Baggage  174
Handwriting Tips  34
Has That Buck Stopped Yet?  174
Have a Nice Day: Working with Colleagues and Customers in 
Hospitality and Tourism  164
Head Lice Control  76
Health and Safety Issues in ICT  155
Health Assessment in Nursing  

Collecting Subjective Data  169
Introduction  169

Health Emergencies in the Classroom  135
Health in the Developing World  43
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Health Inequities in Australia  43
Health Risks to the World’s Young  129
Heredity  

DNA and Inheritance  102
Mitosis and Meiosis  103

His and Hers: Gender and Sexuality  76
Histograms and Boxplots of Gym Membership  66
History of the Atom  

Part One  112
Part Two  112

History of the Race to the Moon  121
Hitting the Road: Risks for Young Drivers  76
HNN History Series  

Australia and the Great Depression  55
Australia and the Vietnam War  55
Eureka - The True Story - Investigating History  55
The Eureka Stockade 55
The History of Organised Labour in Australia  55
The White Australia Policy  55

Holding Electrons  112
Homeless: The Story of Gary Nobbs  129
Homeostasis  103
Homophobia  169
Hospitality Series  

Health, Safety and Security  164
Quality Customer Service  164
Working in Socially Diverse Environments  164

Hospitality Stories Series  
Clubs and Gaming  164
Housekeeping  164
Introduction to Food and Beverage Service   164
Introduction to the Front Office and Reception  164
Kitchen and Food Production  164

Hospitality: A Question of Attitude  164
Hot off the Press - Inside a Daily Newspaper  34
Hot Tips for Classroom Management  135
Hotlines Series  

Communicating Clearly  174
Conveying a Professional Image  174

Housing  43
How a Plant Works  103
How Far Have We Come?  129
How Green Are Your Jeans? Series  

Fashion  158
Fibre Growing and Textile Manufacture  158

How Many of Us? Australia’s Population Debate  43
How the Australian Health System Works  169
How the Mighty Fall: Corporate Collapses  24
How to Make Digital Stories  34
How Will This Help Me Get a Job?  13
Human Reproduction  

The Development of a Human Embryo  103
The Male and Female Reproductive System  103
The Menstrual Cycle  103

Human Resource Function  24
Human Resource Management Series  

Conflict Resolution, Health & Safety, and Affirmative Action  174
Handling Staff and Communications  174

Human Rights  62
Hunter Gatherer: Case Study in Apparel Design and Manufacture 158
Hurting on the Inside: Girls and Bullying  76

I
I Came, I Saw, I Redoxed  112
ICT in Organisations  155
ICT in the Real World  

A Case Study in Problem Solving  155
Publishing a Magazine  155
Skills for the Workplace  155

ICT Project Management  156
If Only I’d: Health, Safety and Security Procedures  76
If the Shoe Fits: Windsor Smith Marketing and Communication  24
Images and Meaning: Analysing Visual Text in Newspapers  34
Images of Health  76
Impact of Development: A New Mine in Papua New Guinea  44
Impacts of Globalisation  24
Impacts of Tourism: Economic, Environment, Social and Cultural  44
Impacts on Tourism

Customer Interaction  25
Impacts on Tourism: Changes and Trends  164
Implementing a Food Safety Programme: HACCP in the 
Workplace  164
Improving Our Act: The Food Standards Code for Australia and 
New Zealand  150
In Detention: Locking Up Asylum Seekers  129
In Focus: Classifying Living Things: The How and Why of the Five 
Kingdom Classification  103
In Focus: Coaching Styles - Characteristics of a Good Coach  87
In Focus: East Timor - A Case Study in International Aid  44
In Focus: Environmental Issues in Food Production  151
In Focus: Functional Anatomy  87
In Focus: Girls in Physical Education  135
In Focus: Introduction to Plants (Junior Version)  103
In Focus: Introduction to Plants (Senior Version)  103
In Focus: Plants, Light and Water (Junior Version)  103
In Focus: Plants, Light and Water (Senior Version)  103
In Focus: The Synchrotron - An Introduction  121
In the Kitchen: Utensils, Tools and Equipment  151
In the Spirit of the Game  87
Indigenous Health in Australia  129
Individual Differences - Gender Training and Physical 
Performance in Sport  88
Industrial and Sustainable Farming  44
Infection Control in Health Care  169
Infectious Diseases: Causes and Controls  77
Influences on Design  142
Influences on Food Choice  151
Influences on Health and Wellbeing

Lifestyle Factors  77
Psychological Factors  169
The Physical Environment  170

Influences on the Health of Individuals   77
Innovation and Emerging Technologies  142
Inputs, Transformations, Outputs

Operations Processes  25
Inquiry Skills in the Study of History  55
Insects and Spiders - Life Cycle Energy and Protection  103
Inside a Computer  156
Inside a Recording Studio  8
Inside Cells: Cells and Their Organelles  103
Inside Story: Conflict Resolution  77
Inside Story: E-Commerce in Business  25
Inside Story: Food Packaging  151
Inside Story: Social and Ethical Issues in IT  156
Inside Story: Spam  156
Inside Your Feelings  77
Inspiration for Design  158
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Inspirational Design  142
Integrating Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Perspectives  135
Integrating ICT into the Curriculum  135
Interest, Loans and Credit  66
Interference of Light: A Property of Waves  121
Internal Migration in China  44
International Law and Global Governance  62
Internet Ethics and Young People  77
Interview Dos and Don’ts  13
Interview Performance  13
Interviews on the Ethics of Genetics  

Gene Tech Tapes: Part 4  104
Gene Tech Tapes: Part 5  104

Into Space  
Exploring Our Solar System  117
Stars of the Universe  117

Introducing Cannabis: Risks, Laws and Habits  77
Introducing Classical Music  8
Introducing Customer Service  25
Introducing Food Additives  151
Introducing Hospitality  164
Introducing Jazz  8
Introducing Sociology  129
Introducing Tobacco: The Risks, Laws and Habits  77
Introducing Trigonometric Ratios  66
Introducing VET  161
Introduction to Economics  

The Nature of Economics  25
The Operation of an Economy  25

Introduction to Electricity  121
Introduction to Marketing Series  

Marketing, Research and Segmentation  25
Introduction to Polymers  112
Introduction to Pottery  5
Introduction to Programming: Unlocking the Secrets  156
Investigating an Issue  34
Investigating Food Preservation  151
Investigating History  55
Investigating Illegal Drugs  77
Investigating Local Histories  

Investigating Heritage: How to Undertake a Heritage Study  55
Streetscape Studies: Observation, Investigation and 
Participation  55

Investigating Our Health Status: Facts, Causes and Solutions  77
Investigating Population Survey Data  66
Ionic and Covalent Bonding: Electronegativity, Conductivity, 
Network and Shapes  112
Irrational Numbers: Pi and Pies  66
Irrigation  117
Is Australia’s Population Growth Sustainable?  44
Is Matter Around Us Pure?  

Chromatography  112
Colloids and Suspensions  112
Crystallisation  112
Difference Between Mixtures and Compounds  112
Fractional Distillation – Separation of Liquid Mixtures  112
Mixtures  112
Physical Changes  112
Separating the Components of Air  112
Solutions  112
Sublimation  112
Types of Pure Substances, Solutions and Mixtures  112

Isotopes  112
IT Networks  156
It’s a Blast! Chilling and Freezing in Food Production  151
It’s a Chef’s Life  165
It’s a Waiter’s Life  165

It’s All About Culture  174

J
James Moloney: Writing from Experience  34
Japan Under the Shoguns  55
Japan: An Introduction (Years 4-7)  44
Job Application: Looking Good on Paper  13
Job Interview Secrets  13
Job Interviews for School Leavers  14
Job Search in the 21st Century  14
Job Search Is a Business  14
Job Search Success Series  

Part 1: Research  14
Part 2: Applications  14
Part 3: Interviews  14
Part 4: Starting a Job  14

Job Search: A Creative Approach  14
Job Search: Busting the Myths  14
Job Seeker Q and A  

Getting Started  14
Planning Your Search  14

Job Seeking Skills for Young People  14
Johnny Junk Food in the 21st Century  151
Joining Metals  142
Juggling Roles: Work and Children  129
Justice and Social Responsibility  62

K
Kangaroo: How to Be Happy at Work  174
Keeping a Job  14
Keeping It all Together: Cell Membranes  104
Keeping Safe Online  156
Key Functions of Business  25
Keys to Success in Business  25
King Lear: The Family in Shakespeare  34
Knights and Castles: Life behind the Drawbridge  55
Know and Understand Your Skills  14
Know Your Art History  

Impress with Impressionists  5
No Nonsense Renaissance  5

Know Your Poetry  
Dedications  34
Dramatic Monologues  34
Narratives  34
Short Form Poetry  34
Sonnets  34
Unstructured Poetry  34

Know Your Rights at Work  15
Kool Skools: Students Making Music  8

L
La Mode et La Cuisine  59
Lab Skills  

Basic Techniques  125
Connecting an Ammeter or Voltmeter 125
Dilution  125
Fire Safety Equipment  125
Personal Safety Equipment  125
Separation Techniques  125
Spring Balance, Ticker Timer, Hodson Light Box  125
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Taking Measurements  125
Testing for Gases  125
Testing for Organic Compounds  125
Titration  125
Using a Microscope  125
Using a pH Meter  125

Landmines: Cambodia Case Study (Years 8-11)  44
Lasers in Design Technology  142
Latitude and Longitude: Where Are We?  44
Law, Justice and Society: The Changing Nature of the Law  62
Leading the Pack: Innovations in Food Packaging  151
Learning à la Carte  

10 Mistakes in Marketing  174
Board Roles and Responsibilities  174
Building Strategic Alliances  174
Corporate Social Responsibility  173
Creative Brainstorming for Innovation  174
Emotional Intelligence  170 
How to Cope in Harsh Times  170
Improving Governance  174
Maintaining Continuous Motivation  175
Making Committees More Effective  175
Managing Multiple Sites  175
Outstanding Leadership  175
Preparing Your Business Case  175
Privacy Issues  175
Rethinking Marketing  175
Scenario Planning  175
Selection Interviewing  175
Succession Planning  175
Understanding Financial Information  175

Learning Pathways for Careers  15
Learning with Interactive Whiteboards   135
Learning with Wikis and Blogs  156
Les Fêtes en France  59
Let’s Talk about Religion  

Bioethics  97
The Afterlife  97
The Environment  97
The Nature of God  97

Levers  121
Life as a Teenage Mum  77
Life at the Beginning of the Twentieth Century  55
Life Cycle Assessment  142
Life in Ancient Egypt: History, Culture and Everyday Life  55
Life Processes  104
Life Skills Series  

Building Resilience 82
Taking Control: Strategies for Coping with Stress  82

Life under Adolf Hitler: A Totalitarian Regime  55
Life under Stalin: A Totalitarian Regime  56
Lifelong Physical Activity 88
Lifestyle Diseases: Personal Choices about Lifestyle  77
Lifestyle Factors  77
Lifting the Lid: How Computers Work  156
Light - Reflection and Refraction  

Convex and Concave Lenses  121
Rules for Drawing Ray Diagrams Using Concave and Convex 
Lenses  121

Light Fantastic: An Introduction to the Wonders of Light  
121
Linear Functions: An Introduction  66
Lisa Llorens: A Cheetah on the Track  88
Literary Devices in Ads  34
Living in Vietnam: In the Country and in the City Today  44
Living on the Planets: What We Need to Live  117
Living with Fire: Bushfires and Land Management in Australia  44
Location: Why Things Are Where They Are  44

Locomotion and Movement  
The Skeletal System  104

Logos and Labels: Australian Textiles and Technology  158
Looks Good Enough to Eat  165
Lunar Eclipse  117

M
Machine Tools in the Woodwork Shop  

Planers: The Use of the Surface Planer  143
Macroeconomics  25
Macromolecules  

Carbohydrates, Lipids and Nucleic Acids  104
Proteins and Proteomic  104

Magnets and Electricity  121
Maguire: Navigation and the Human Brain 93
Making a Video  143
Making Decisions and Being Assertive  78
Making Great Career Choices  15
Making Photographs  5
Management Roles: Planning, Organising, Leading, Controlling  25
Management Styles Explained  25
Manager and Friend: The Right Balance  175
Managing a Coastal Ecosystem  45
Managing a Design Project 143
Managing a Small Business  26
Managing an International Tourist Destination: The Great Ocean 
Road  165
Managing Australia’s Coastal Resources  45
Managing Behaviours of Concern in the Elderly  170
Managing Change in Tough Times 175
Managing Conflict in Hospitality  165
Managing Databases  156
Managing Generation Y  175
Managing Incontinence  170
Managing the Difficult Group  135
Managing Time and Stress with Peter Sheahan  78
Mandatory Reporting of Child Abuse  136
Mandatory Sentencing: The Issues  62
Manual Handling in the Food Industry  151
Manufacturing and the Product Cycle: A Case Study of Moran 
Furniture  143
Maori Land Protests: Hikoi and Bastion Point  56
Mapping Australia: Introducing Mapping Concepts  45
Mapping Environmental Disasters: Bushfires and Threatened 
Species  45
Market Research  26
Marketing for Beginners: A Case Study in Retail  26
Marketing That Works  26
Marketing: The Australian International Air Show  175
Mass Production of Food 151
Material World Series  

Elements, Compounds and Mixture  113
Materials for Design Series  

Felt  157
Resin  144

Mathemania Series 1  
Algebra: A Piece of Cake - An Introduction to Algebra   66
Fantastic Factorising: An Introduction to Factorising in Algebra  66
Into the Negative Zone! Working with Integers  66
Let’s Get It Straight: Linear Equations and Their Graphs  66
That’s a Bit Steep: All About Gradients  66

Mathemania Series 2  
Introducing Probability  67
Introducing Problem Solving  67
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Introducing Ratio and Proportion 67
Introducing Statistics  67
Plane and Simple: Areas of Polygons and Circles  67

Mathemania Series 3  
Coordinate Geometry  67
Geometric Constructions  67
Naming and Measuring Angles  67
Similarity, Ratio and Proportion  67
Triangles and Quadrilaterals  67

Mathemania Series 4  
Algebraic Notation: Maths as a Foreign Language  67
Decimals: The Accuracy of Numbers  67
Exponents: We Are the Power  67
Geometric Transformations  67
Integers: The Whole Thing  67
Rational Numbers: We Are Proportional  67
Roots: The Radical Idea  67

Maths Tutorials  
Probability  69
Series and Sequences 69
The Exponential Function  69
The Logarithmic Function  69
Trigonometric Functions  69

Matter in Our Surroundings  
Changes in States of Matter  113
Solids, Liquids and Gases 113

Maximum Return, Minimum Footprint: An Ecotourism Case Study  165
Mean, Median and Outliers  67
Meaningful Activities for People with Dementia  170
Measurements of Physical Activity  88
Meat: Cooking Techniques  151
Meat: Selection and Preparation  152
Mechanical Systems: Combining Simple Machines  143
Mechanisms of Evolution  104
Media: Propaganda and Advertising  35
Medical Ethics  

Euthanasia  104
Genetic Engineering  104
IVF  104

Medical Scientists at Work  104
Medicare and Private Health Insurance  78
Medication Administration: Healthcare Essentials  170
Meeting Individual Needs  170
Meeting Management Challenges 1  26
Meeting Management Challenges 2  26
Memories of Jimmy Cook  56
Mental Health: The Basics  78
Mental Health: The Individual and Society  78
Menu Planning: Toddlers, Pregnancy, the Elderly  152
Mergers and Acquisitions  26
Metals and Non-Metals

Chemical Combination  113
Chemical Properties of Metals  113
Chemical Properties of Metals: Reaction with Bases  113
Chemical Properties of Non-Metals  113
Electrolytic Refining of Metals  113
Formation of Ionic Compounds  113
Physical Properties of Non-Metals  113
Uses of Metals  113

Metamorphosis of a Frog  104
Methods of Heat Transfer  121
Metric Units: Length, Mass and Capacity  67
Microeconomics: Understanding the Market System  26
Micro-Organisms: Friend and Foe  

Food Spoilage by Micro-Organisms  105
Microbial Diseases in Humans  105
Useful Micro-Organisms - Yeast and Algae  105
Useful Micro-Organisms II - Bacteria, Protozoa and Fungi  105

Microwave Ovens: Cooking with Light  122
Millikan’s Oil Drop Experiment  122
Minerals and Ores  117
Minimising Health Inequalities: Innovative Australian Case 
Studies  170
Minimum Impact: Take Only Photos, Leave Only Footprints  45
Mining in Canada  45
Mining: From Exploration to Rehabilitation  45
Mission Employable  

Interview Scenarios and Questions to Expect  15
Universal Rules for a Successful Interview  15

Mixed Messages  78
Mmmarketing: A Food Marketing Case Study  26
Mobile Alert: Are Mobile Phones a Health Hazard?  78
Mobile Phone Networks: How They Work  122
Model Making: Tools, Materials and Techniques  143
Modern Indigenous Culture  130
More Fries with That?  78
More Than Just a Job  15
Motivations for an Active Lifestyle  88
Moving Pictures as Text - An introduction to the Language  35
Multicellular Organisms and their Nervous Systems  105
Multicultural Foods  152
Multicultural Foods 2  152
Multiculturalism, Migration, Population Size and Other Issues  42
Multimedia Systems  156
Murray-Darling Basin: Profile of a Large River Drainage System  45
Music of the World  

Introducing the Music of Africa 8
Introducing the Music of India  8
Introducing the Music of Ireland   8
Introducing the Music of Japan  8

Muslims in Australia  97
Mutations: Changing the Code  105
My First Job  15
My New Job 15

N
Name, Age, Occupation: Six Final Year Students on Careers  15
Narrative Structures  

Narrative Writing: Part 1 - Strategies for Telling  35
National Parks  

National Parks: Kakadu  45
National Parks: The Lake District  45
National Parks: Yellowstone  45

National Parks: A Case Study - Minnamurra Rainforest  45
Natural Disasters (Senior Version)  46
Natural Hazards  

Drought in Australia  45
Natural Hazards: Floods  46
Natural Resources  

Coal, Petroleum and Natural Gas  116
Natural Selection: Its Place in Modern Society  105
Negotiating Workplace Agreements (Adult)  15
Negotiating Workplace Agreements (Student)  15
Negotiating Workplace Contracts  15
Network Security  157
Networks  157
New Australian Food Technology: Our Dairy Industry  152
New Food Trends: A Case Study in Product Development  152
New Foods at the Market  152
New Foods: Changes and Advances in Technology  152
New Standards for Career Development Practitioners  16
New Technologies - 3D Printing  143
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Newton’s Laws of Motion  122
Nitrogen Cycle  117
No Accounting for Taste - Why We Eat What We Eat  152
No Sweatshop Label at Hunter Gatherer  26
Non-Ferrous Metals - Properties, Processes and Uses  143
Not Fatal Butt... The Effect of Just One Cigarette  78
Nuclear Chemistry: Inside the Atom  113
Nuclear Physics  122
Nuclear Power: Fission, Fusion, Reprocessing and Disposal  122
Nuclear Radiation  113
Numbers and Algebra  

Basic Index Laws: Games, Set, Match  68
Basketballs, Parabolas and Circles  68
Best Buys: Buying or Making Sandwiches  68
Calculating Profit: Earning Your Bread and Butter  68
Destination Distances on a Cartesian   68
Graphing Distance and Time: A Runner’s Story  68
Graphing Simple Parabolas and Circles 68
Index Notation and Prime Factors  68
Line Graphs: Gradients and Midpoints  68
Perfect Squares and Square Roots  68
Simultaneous Equations on the Golf Course  68
Solving Quadratic Equations in Cricket and Rowing  68

Nutrients: The Basics  78
Nutrients: Their Interactions  152
Nutrition and Hydration in Sport  88
Nutrition for Life Series  

Pregnancy, Infancy and Childhood 78
Youth, Adulthood and Late Adulthood  78

Nutrition for Physical Activity  88
Nutrition in an Aged Care Environment  170
Nutrition in Animals  

Nutrition in Microscopic Animals - Amoeba, Hydra and 
Paramoecium  105
The Human Digestive System - Assimilation and Egestion  105
The Human Digestive System - Digestion and Absorption in the 
Small Intestine  105
The Human Digestive System - Teeth  105
The Human Digestive System - Tongue, Salivary Glands, Teeth, 
Oesophagus and Stomach  105

Nutrition in Plants  
Autotrophic and Heterotrophic Nutrition in Plants  105

Nutrition through the Lifespan Series  
Adolescence 79
Adulthood  79
Childhood  79
Infancy  79
Pregnancy and Prenatal Development  79

Nylon: Fibre to Fabric  158

O
Of Mice and Men  35
Offender Profiling  93
Office Administration Series  

General Office Skills  16
Occupational Health and Safety in the Office  175
Office Technologies  16
Telephone and Reception  16

Office Skills Series 2  
Got a Minute? Procedures, Principles and Practices of Meetings  16
Introducing Health and Safety  16

OH&S in Schools  136
OH&S Issues for Work Experience Students  16
Omegacare: The Development and Marketing of a Functional 
Food  152
One Flash and You’re Ash!: Working Safely with Electricity  122

Online Marketing  26
Online Research Skills  133
Operations Management: A Case Study of a Hotel  26
Operations with Algebraic Fractions  68
Orienteering  88
Our Earth in Motion: Understanding Time, Tides and Seasons  117
Our National Identity  130
Our Place in Space: Astronomy  122
Our Solar System: Investigating Environments Beyond Earth  117
Out and About: Careers in the Outdoors and On the Move  16
Out of Sight, Out of Mind  130
Out of the Blue  79
Oviparous and Viviparous Animals  105

P
Packing a Punch: Women in Non-Traditional Sports  88
Pain Management in the Elderly  170
Palliative Care Nursing: Caring for Yourself  170
Parallel and Perpendicular Lines  68
Particle Model and Kinetic Theory of Gases  122
Party Drugs  79
Pathogens and Infectious Disease  105
Pathways Planning  16
Patient Care: Plans and Pathways  170
People at Origin Energy: A HRM Case Study  27
People of Porgera: 1984  46
People Skills Series  

Being Assertive   175
Communicating in a Team  175
Communicating without Words  175
Explaining Clearly  176
Handling Difficult People  161 

Performance Enhancing Substances in Sport  88
Periodic Table: Third Row Elements  113
Personal Hygiene  79
Personal Identity: Tattoos, Body Piercing, Art, Culture and Self 
Expression  79
Persuade Your Customers to Pay More 175
Persuasive Language  35
Philosophy for Children: Thinking Together 161
Photography Skills and Techniques  

How a Digital Camera Works  5
Lighting, Composition and Shooting  6
Using Photoshop  6

Photosynthesis  104
Physical and Chemical Changes  113
Physical and Chemical Changes Series  

Chemical Change  113
Differences Between Physical and Chemical Changes  114
Physical Changes and Their Characteristics  114

Physical Nature of Matter  114
Physics House  

Can I Bend Spoons with My Mind?  122
How Do I Hear My Stereo?  122
Why Does Toast Land Buttered Side Down?  122
Why Has My Tea Gone Cold?  122

Physics of Car Crashes  122
Physics of Fun: Fun Parks, Circuses and Stunts  123
Physics of Motion: Displacement, Velocity and Acceleration  123
Physics of Music  123
Physics of Thunderstorms  123
Picking Poetry Apart: Theme, Context and Form  35
Place and Liveability  

Crime, Safety and Liveability  46
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Improving Liveability: Case Studies in Urban Design 46
Social Connectedness and Isolation  46

Plagiarism: What Do You Value?  133
Plant Adaptations  106
Plastics in Manufacturing  143
Plastics: Properties and Uses 143
Playing It Safe in the Lab  126
Playing Your Part 1: Diversity in the Workplace  176
Playing Your Part 2: Workplace Relationships  16
Poetry: It’s Crunch Time  35
Polarisation of Light  123
Pollination  106
Pollution of Air and Water 

Acid Rain  117 
Air Pollution  46  
The Greenhouse Effect  118
Water Pollution  118

Population and World Resources  46
Population Geography  46
Population Management  106
Population, Settlement and Change: A Study - Solomon Islands  46
Powered Saws: Band, Radial Arm and Compound Miter Saws  143
Practical Science Series  

Biology Fieldwork  106
Chemical Analysis 1  114
Chemical Analysis 2  114

Practitioner Roles  171
Pregnancy and Childbirth: The Real Story  106
Preparing and Processing Foods  152
Preparing and Serving Non-Alcoholic Beverages  165
Preparing for an Expedition  88
Preparing for and Living with Natural Disasters  46
Preparing for Work Experience  16
Preparing Sandwiches, Appetisers and Salads 153
Preparing Wood: FEWTEL - The Preparation of Wood Stock  143
Presentation Is Vital: Job-Seeking Essentials  16
Preventing Falls in Aged Care  171
Principles and Laws of Motion  123
Principles of Physics  

Principles of Physics 1: Light  123
Principles of Physics 1: Mechanics  123
Principles of Physics 1: Mechanics, Heat, Light  123
Principles of Physics 2: Sound, Magnetism, Electricity and 
Radioactivity  123

Privatisation Case Studies  27
Productive Pedagogies  136
Products that Harm the Environment  106
Professional Boundaries in Health Care  171
Progressive Ideologies  56
Projectile Motion  123
Promoting Participation in PE: The National Physical Activity 
Guidelines   88
Promoting Your Designs  144
Propaganda - 1: WWI - Germany and Australia, 2: WWII - Britain, 
Germany and Australia  56
Properties of Waves  123
Protecting the Vulnerable: Identifying and Reporting Elder Abuse  171
Providing Care for Children  161
Proving Congruent Triangles  68
Psychology Concepts  

Managing and Coping with Stress  93
Stress as a Biological Process  93
Stress as a Psychological Process  93

Psychology Critical Issues  
Bystander Intervention  94
Day Care  94
Eating Disorders  94

Eyewitness Testimony  94
Obedience and Ethics  94
Stress Management  94

Psychology Short Cuts  
Classic Studies in Psychology 1  94

Psychometric Testing and Employment  16
Punctuation Explained  

Apostrophes and Quotation Marks 35
Capitals, Commas, Full Stops, Question and Exclamation Marks  35
Colons, Semicolons, Brackets, Dots and Dashes  35

Push and Pull Forces  123
Pushing the Limits in Athletic Performance  89
Pythagoras’ Theorem: An Introduction   68

Q
Q&A  

Delegating and Empowering  176
Difficult Appraisal Situations  176
Discrimination in the Workplace  176
Essentials for New Managers  176
Ethical Behaviour  176
Inspiring Your Team with a Vision  176
Manager and Psychologist  176
Understanding Personality Differences  176

Quality Control in Food Technology  153

R
Racism in 21st Century Australia  79
Racism in Australia 130
Radioisotopes at Work: Medical and Industrial Uses  123
Rainforests  46
Reading Food Labels  153
Real Smart Series  

About Boys’ Body Image  79
About Bullying  79
About Conflict Resolution  79
About Drugs  79
About Girls’ Body Image  79
About Puberty  79
About Sun Protection  79

Reality Bites! Sex, STDs and Contraception  80
Rebuilding the Brain: Adult Brain Stem Cells  106
Reclaiming Our Earth: Salinity Success Stories  46
Recognising Abusive Relationships  80
Recognising Mental Illness in Your Patient  171
Recovery from Exercise  89
Recruitment and Selection: How It Really Works  17
Recycling Processes: How Is It Done, What Does It Save?  47
Redesigning a Product  144
Redox Rocks: Redox Reactions in Extracting Metals From Ore  114
Redox: Losing and Gaining Electrons  114
Refraction and Images  124
Refugees: Far From Home (Junior Version)  47
Refugees: Rebuilding Shattered Lives (Senior Version)  47
Relating to Peers: Self Esteem - Part 1  80
Relative Frequency of Events  68
Religion in Contemporary Society  

New Religious Movements  97
Secularisation?  97
What Is Religion?  97

Renewable Energy  118
Renewable Energy: The Search for Endless Energy  118
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Renewable Fuels 118
Reporting the News: The Journalistic Process  35
Reproduction in Animals 

Asexual Reproduction  106
Research in Context  94
Research Methods Made Accessible: Researching Health  130
Research on the Internet  157
Research Skills Series  

Info Seeker: Methods for Successful Research  133
Speak Up! Oral Presentation Skills  133
Survey Savvy: Planning and Conducting a Successful Survey  133
Tell Me: Planning and Conducting a Successful Interview  133

Resin Jewellery  144
Responsible Tourism  165
Resumes in the Real World: A Case Study  17
Rethinking Economic Growth  27
Rights and Freedoms  

The Evolution of Child Rights  56
The Freedom Riders - Australian and American Civil Rights  56

Rights and Responsibilities for Young People  62
Rip Curl: Designing and Marketing Wetsuits  144
Risk Management for Nurses  171
Risk Management in Recreation  89
Risky Situations  80
River Health: Caring for Our Waterways  47
River Landforms: From Source to Sea  47
Rock Platforms  106
Rocks  

Igneous, Sedimentary and Metamorphic Rocks  118
Rock Cycle  118

Roles and Responsibilities in IT  157
Rope Skills  89
Rosenhan’s Experiment: Being Sane in Insane Places  94
Rotorua: A Case Study in Sustainable Tourism  47
Rules and Laws: Why Do We Have Them? How Are They Made?  63
Rural-Urban Migration: Push and Pull Factors  47

S
Safe Manual Handling: 3 Steps to a Safer Workplace  17
Safety First - OH&S in the Office  27
Safety in Food Handling  153
Safety in Technology Workshops  144
Safety in the Commercial Kitchen  153
Safety in the Domestic Kitchen  153
Safety in the Senior Science Lab  126
Safety in the Workshop:  Avoiding Accident and Injury  144
Safety in the Workshop: Your Tools Are Out to Get You!  144
Sales and Service Masterclass  

Closing the Sale  176
Managing Difficult Customers and Complaints  176
Overcoming Objections  176
Presenting with Impact  176
What Customers Love and Hate  176
Working Constructively in a Sales Team  176

Satellites, Orbits and Gravity  124
Satire: Laughter with Knives  35
Scatter Plots and Gym Training  68
Science Building Blocks Series  

Changing States of Matter  114
Food and Digestion  101
Separating Mixtures  114
Separating Mixtures: Sieving, Gravity, Chromatography and 
More  114

Science Building Blocks Series  
Light and Sound  124

Magnetic Force  124
Scripting for Film: A Case Study Approach  35
Search Me: Library and Web Research  133
Securing the Web  157
Self Esteem and Identity in the Digital Age  80
Self Identity  80
Selling Yourself Successfully  

The Application Form  17
The Career Portfolio  17

Semiconductors, Diodes and Transistors  124
Sensory Analysis and Testing Techniques  153
Sensory Loss and Ageing  171
Separation of Substances  

Evaporation, Decantation and Filtration  114
Importance of Separating Substances  114
Rainwater Harvesting  118
Separating a Mixture of Two Immiscible Liquids  114
Separation Techniques  114
Solubility and the Importance of Water as a Solvent  114

Sergeant Magnet of the Electron Army  124
Serving Up a Healthy Education: Canteen Case Studies  153
Setting the Pace: Women and Sport  89
Setting the Scene  162
Sewage Solutions (Advanced Version)  118
Sewage Treatment  114
Sewing Machines: Using Bernina Sewing Machines  159
Sex and Sexuality  80
Sexual and Asexual Reproduction  106
Sexual Awareness Series  

Health, Protection and Informed Decision Making  80
Sexuality  80
The Impact of Parenthood  80
Trust, Responsibility and Negotiation in Relationships  80

Sexual Identity  80
Sexually Transmitted Infections: What We Can’t See  80
Shakespeare: Breathing Life into Text  36
Shakespeare: Directing for Film and Stage  7
Shakespeare: Major Themes in Othello - Four Key Sections  36
Shakespeare: Othello Performances  36
Shakespeare: Othello’s Portrayal of Evil  36
Simple Machines - Junior  124
Simple Machines - Senior  124
Simplifying Algebraic Products and Quotients  69
Simply Living: Towards a Sustainable Future  47
Skill Acquisition for Sports Performance  89
Skills and Sports Psychology Series  

Skills Classification, Coaching and Practice  89
Theories of Learning  171

Skin Integrity and Pressure Ulcers  171
Sleep  94
Small and Large Time Scales  69
Small Business Case Studies: Tattoos, Pedals and Things Bizarre  26
Small Business Management Series  

Starting Up  27
The Business Plan  27

Smart Textiles  159
Smoking, Justice and the Law  63
So You Want to Work in An Office? Series  

Communicating in the Office  176
Introducing the Office  176

Social and Ethical Issues in Design Technology  144
Social Media Me  

Episode 1 - Understanding Self-Esteem  81
Episode 2 - Self-Esteem and Social Media  81
Episode 3 - Positive Social Media Strategies  81

Sociology Key Issues  
Crime and Deviance  130
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Families and Households  130
Sociology Short Cuts  

Doing Sociological Research  130
Solar Eclipse  118
Solar Sailor  144
Solving Linear Equations  69
Some More Equal Than Others - Inequality in Australia  130
Sound in the Studio: Physics at Work in a Recording Studio  124
Sources of Finance  27
Speaking of Puberty Series  

The Emotional  81
The Physical  81
The Social  81

Spherical Geometry and Navigation  69
Spick and Span  165
Sport and Coaching  89
Sport and Competition  89
Sport and Nutrition  89
Sport and Psychology  89
Sport and Technology  89
Sport and the Media  90
Sport in Society  90
Sports Injuries: Classification and Management  90
Sports Injury Prevention and Assessment  90
Sports Psychology: Mental Preparation  90
Sports Psychology: Motivation, Anxiety and Arousal  90
Standing for the Senate  63
Starlight  118
Starting a Small Business: Corporate Version  27
Starting a Small Business: Key Business Functions  27
Starting an Online Business  27
Statistics: Sampling, Surveying and Data Analysis  69
STIs: Facts and Fiction  81
Stories of Resilience  

Standing Tall  81
Strategies to Improve Public Health in Australia  130
Strategies to Promote the Health of Individuals  81
Street Art  6
Stress: The Survival Guide  81
Stroke Victim Rehabilitation  171
Stroke: Understanding the Disease  171
Structure of the Heart  106
Structures: Man-Made and Natural  144
Student Design Project: Two Case Studies  144
Student-Centred Learning  136
Study Skills: Simple Strategies to Improving Study Technique  133
Substituting Values in Formulae  69
Succeeding at the Interview: Hints from the Real World  17
Successful Study Skills  133
Supporting People with Disabilities  171
Survey Data: Collecting and Displaying  69
Surviving Student Stress  81
Sustainable Agriculture: Managing Our Land for the Future  47
Sustainable Design  144
Sustainable Food Product Design 165
Sustainable Forestry: Timber Production and Conservation  47
Sustainable Settlement Issues  47
Sustainable Urban Living: A South American Case Study  47
Sweet Stuff: Working in the Pastry and Sweet-Making Industries  165
Sydney Tower: Designing and Maintaining Australia’s Tallest 
Tower  145
Synthetic Fibres and Plastics  145

T
Table Saw: The Safe Operation of the Table Saw  145
Tackling Bullying Big Time Series  

Bullying Behaviours: Investigating Myths and Facts  82
No Bullying in Our Community: Home/School Partnership 
Strategies  136
Not in My Class: Managing Classroom Bullying Behaviours 136
Not in Our School: Creating a Non-Bullying Culture   136
Tackling Bullying Behaviours: Non-Punitive Approaches  136

Take Away Training 
6 Ways to Build Rapport   177
6 Ways to Increase Job Satisfaction   177
6 Ways to Manage Overload   177
6 Ways to Prevent Sloppy Work   177
6 Ways to Resolve Conflict   177
7 Key Sales Skills   177
7 Steps to Improving Communication   177
7 Ways to Handle a Difficult Boss   177
9 Essentials for Exit Interviews   177
10 Employability Attributes and Skills  176
10 Essential Reception Skill  165
10 Essentials for Successful Induction  177
10 Healthy Work Habits   177
10 Powerful Networking Skills   177
15 Ways to Handle Today’s Stress   177
Adult Learning Principles  162
An Introduction to Business Ethics   177
Balancing Work and Private Life   177
Common Facilitation Mistakes  162
Conducting Successful Discipline Interviews   177
Controlling Meetings   177
Dealing with Abusive and Threatening Calls   177
Dealing with Manipulative People   177
Dealing with the Unmotivated Employee   177
Dealing with Trauma and Distress  172
Developing Emotional Competence  172
Difficult Presentations Made Easy  17
Eliminating Workplace Bullying   177
Getting the Most out of Training  17
Handling the Difficult Customer   177
How to Develop Your People   177
How to Make a 5 Star Impression  162
How to Mentor   177
How to Survive Email Overload   177
Increasing Motivation at Work   177
Making Teams Work Brilliantly   177
Manage Change Successfully   177
Managing Boundaries   177
Men and Women Are Different  172
Moving to E-Learning  162
Negotiating with Suppliers   177
Overcoming Personal Barriers to Diversity   177
Project Management Success Factor  178
Regaining Control of Your Day  178
Selection Techniques  178
Setting Agendas and Taking Minutes  178
The Art of Behavioural Interviewing  178
The Art of Questioning  178
The Power of Empathy  178
The Psychology of Saying Sorry  178
Understanding and Dealing with Depression  172
Understanding Group Dynamics  178

Take Away Training: Silver Series 
Be Careful with Email 178
Personal Goal Setting 17  

Taking a Chance: Key Probability Concepts  69
Talking Gender  172
Talking Textiles  

Environmental, Social and Economic Issues in Textiles  159
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Natural Fibres  159
Yarn Construction and Specialist Yarns  159

Taming Student Anger  136
Tampa and Beyond  130
Teaching ESL Students in the Mainstream Classroom  136
Team Building for Nurses  172
Team Building In Outdoor Education Programs  90
Teamwork Essentials Series  

Teams That Work  178
Teamwork in Hospitality  166
Technical Graphics: Perspective Drawing and Rendering  145
Technological Development in Business  27
Technology in Trekking  90
Teenage Drinking: Facts and Fiction  81
Testing Consumer Products  145
The Adversary System  63
The All New Holden: A Business Marketing Case Study  28
The Amazing Mole  115
The Australian Farm Environment  48
The Australian Jury System  63
The Australian Tourism Industry: An Overview  166
The Basic English Series  

Punctuation  36
Sentences and Paragraphs  36

The Basics: Public Speaking and Listening  36
The Beginning Teacher: Everyday Realities  136
The Black Death  

Impact of the Black Death  56
Spread of the Black Death  56
What Is the Black Death?  56

The Body in Motion Series  
1 - An Introduction  90
2 - Influences on Movement  90
3 - Fitness, Skill and Training  90

The Bones of It: An Introduction to the Skeleton  106
The Bottom Line: Balance Sheets and P&Ls  28
The Business of Marketing Food  28
The Cell: How It Works  107
The Changing Face of Media in Australia  36
The Changing World of Food Packaging  153
The Christchurch Earthquake: A Case Study  48
The Cold War  

Cold War in Europe and Asia  56
Selling Ideologies - Cold War Propaganda  56

The Communist Revolution in China  
Background to China’s Communist Revolution  56
Events of China’s Communist Revolution  57

The Concepts of Psychology: Part 1  
Ethical Issues in Psychology  94
Free Will and Determinism  94
Introducing Psychology  94
Situational Theory  94
What Are Ethics?  94

The Concepts of Psychology: Part 2  
Correlation and Causation: Illustrating the Difference  94
Experimental Methods: A Case Study  95
Looking at Reductionism: A Case Study  95
Reliability and Validity  95
Science and Psychology  95
The Stroop Effect  95
The Use of Non-Human Animals in Research  95

The Construction Industry Toolkit  
Episode 01: Identifying Pathways and Working Effectively  161
Episode 02: Workplace Health and Safety  161
Episode 03: Communication  161
Episode 04: Planning and Organising Work  161
Episode 05: Reading and Interpreting Plans and Documents  161
Episode 06: Measurements and Calculations  161

The Construction of Meaning in Film  36
The Cooking Process - How Food Changes  153
The Credit Crunch  28
The Criminal Investigation Process  63
The Cycles

The Carbon Cycle  118
The Nitrogen Cycle  118
The Phosphorus Cycle  118
The Water Cycle (Advanced)  119
The Water Cycle (Basic)  118

The Design Process: From Concept to Customer  153
The Development of Australian Government: Colonisation, 
Federation and Beyond  57
The Development of Multiculturalism in Australia  57
The Development of Public Health in Australia  130
The Empty Desk: Identifying and Assisting At-Risk Students  162
The Endocrine System  107
The Energy of Chemical Reactions  115
The Eternal Not  7
The Eye: From Light Comes Sight  107
The Four Ps: Marketing Strategies  28
The Future Starts Here  17
The Global Economy: Globalisation  28
The Great Depression  

Part 1: Post-War Boom and Bust  57
Part 2: Reaction and Recovery  57

The Great Orator  
Audience Engagement  36
Debates  36
Presentation Basics  36

The Group Interview  17
The Healthy Eating Pyramid  81
The Healthy Teacher  136
The History of Computers  157
The History of Evolution Theory  107
The History of Sound Recording  8
The Human Body  90
The Immune Response  107
The Industrial Revolution  

Causes of the Industrial Revolution  57
Impacts of the Industrial Revolution  57

The Information Age  157
The Job Seeker  17
The Kendal Project: A Spiritual Revolution  97
The Knives Are Out: Using Kitchen Knives Correctly  153
The Language of Film and TV  36
The Last Plague: The Immune System at Work  107
The Law Reform Process 63
The Magic of Chemistry: Lecture Demonstrations  115
The Making of Aluminium (Advanced Version)  115
The Middle East: Roadmap or Roadblock to Peace?  57
The Mole: A Chemical Measure  115
The Money Go-Round: Case Studies in Cash Flow  28
The Most Embarrassing Sex Questions in History  

Is Masturbation Normal?  82
Is Sex Painful the First Time?  82
What Are Wet Dreams?  82
What If I Feel Pressured to Have Sex?  82
What If I’m Attracted to the Same Sex?  82
What Is Contraception?  82
What Is Sexting?   82
What Is Sexual Harassment? 82

The Nature of Business in Australia  28
The Nurse Unit Manager  172
The Orchestra  

Conductor and Strings  8
Percussion and Orchestral Diversity  8
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Woodwind and Brass  8
The Periodic Table  115
The Phases of the Moon  119
The Photoelectric Effect  124
The Physics of Light  124
The Physics of Medical Imaging  124
The Pond  

Community Ecology in Action  107
Exploring the Web of Life  107

The Power of Speech  
Big Gay Rainbow’ – NZ Parliament  37
Paul Keating at Redfern  37
Sea Shepherd 35th Anniversary  37

The PR Function  28
The Practical Use of Materials  

Metals  145
Plastics  145

The Practical Use of Materials  
Textiles  159

The Resort Office  166
The Resort Representative  166
The Rising Threat of Infectious Disease  107
The Rock Cycle  119
The Role of Enzymes  107
The Russian Revolution: From the Last Tsar to Lenin  57
The Sacrament  97
The Saladfresh Story  154
The Science in Cosmetics  115
The Science in Foods  107
The Science of Pollution  48
The Sherpas of Nepal: Their Changing Environment and 
Community  48
The Social Toddler  95
The Spirit of the Dolphin  178
The Tempest  7
The Thinking Curriculum  136
The Timber Industry: Australia’s Timber Industry Today  145
The Tokugawa Shogunate: Social and Foreign Policies  57
The Treaty of Waitangi: An Introduction  57
The Troubles in Northern Ireland  

Part 1  57
Part 2  57
Part 3  57

The Use of Irrigation in the Murray-Darling Basin  48
The Value of Mentoring  178
The Vikings  

Erik the Red: Viking Legend  58
Viking Expansion  58
Viking Life  58

The Western Front: World War 1 - The First Global Conflict  58
The Winning Headspace: Psychology in Sports  91
The Winning Team  

The Coach  90
The World of Work  17
The World on Your Plate Mate: Multicultural Influences on the 
Australian Diet  154
The World’s Water Crisis   48
The Writers’ Workshop  

Character Analysis  37
Creative Process  37
Genre  37
Theme  37

Theatre Practitioners: Berkoff  7
These Days: A Short Film on Youth Suicide  81
This Is Shakespeare!  

Macbeth - Dramatic Techniques  37
Macbeth - Minor Characters  37

Romeo and Juliet - Themes  37
Romeo and Juliet - Minor Characters  37

Tiddalik the Frog: An Aboriginal Puppet Tale  37
Timber Furniture: The Design Process  145
Time: Understanding and Calculating World Time  69
To Eat or Not to Eat: The GM Food Debate  154
Tool Maintenance in the Workshop  145
Tort Law  63
Tourism Planning and Development: A Case Study in 
Sustainability  166
Tracking a Netballer’s Movements and Skills  91
Training Awareness: Acute Responses and Chronic Adaptations  91
Training for Fitness Series  

Principles of Training for Fitness  91
Training for Basketball  91
Training for Football: Aussie Rules  91
Training for Netball  91
Training for Tennis  91
Training Principles  91
Training Program  91

Training Point Issues in Management  
Generational Diversity  178
Management Styles: Authoritarian and Delegative   178
Management Styles: Paternalistic and Collaborative  178
The Ageing Workforce  178

Training Point Leadership Series 1  
Leadership in Action  178

Training Point Leadership Series 2  
Enhancing Morale  178

Training Strategies: Preparing for a Purpose  91
Transportation of Materials in Plants and Animals 

Human Urinary System  107
Transportation Systems in Animals  108
Transportation Systems in Plants  108
Travel and Tourism  

Employability in Travel and Tourism  166
Travel and Tourism  Impacts of Travel and Tourism 166
Legislation and Regulation in Travel and Tourism  166
Technology in Travel and Tourism 166
Travel and Tourism Business Environmenta  166

Treading the Boards: Theatre Fundamentals  
Cutting It in Costume  7
From Page to Stage  7
The History of Theatre  7

Trends in the Australian Diet  154
Turning Up the Heat! Basic Dry Cooking Methods  154
Twenty-First Century Jobs  18
Types of Behaviours of Concern  172
Types of Rocks  119
Types of Teeth 108

U
Understanding Aged Care  172
Understanding and Managing Type 2 Diabetes  172
Understanding Brands  28
Understanding Business Studies  

Generating and Protecting Business Ideas  28
Legal Structures  28

Understanding Disease Through History  108
Understanding Electrolysis  115
Understanding Evolution: Inheritance and Change  108
Understanding FSANZ  154
Understanding Intellectual Property  157
Understanding Plagiarism and Its Consequences  133
Understanding Postnatal Depression  95
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Understanding Prejudice  82
Understanding Psychology  

Experimental Research Methods in Psychology  95
Mental Disorders  95
Non-Experimental Methods in Psychology  95
Perspectives on Psychology  95
The BBC Prison Study  95

Understanding Ratio and Proportion  70
Understanding Shakespeare Series  

Othello: New Perspectives  37
Shakespearean Comedy  37
Shakespearean Tragedy  37

Understanding Sociology  
From Modernity to Post-Modernity  131
Making Sense of Sociological Theory  131
Theory and Methods  131

Understanding Youth Suicide: A Guide for Teachers  82
Une Journée à Paris  59
Unplanned Pregnancy: The Choices  82
Upselling Product and Service in Tourism and Hospitality  166
Urban Aboriginal Lives  131
Urban Development  48
Urban Dynamics: Suburbanisation and the Mechanism of Urban 
Sprawl  48
Using Bush Foods  154
Using Computers Safely  157
Using Microbes in Food  154

V
Vacuum Cleaner Design and Marketing  145
Valency  115
Variations in Health Status  131
Vegetable: Cooking Techniques  154
Vegetables: From Field to Freezer to Fork  154
Vietnam History: A Culture in Conflict  58
Vietnam: Impact of Aid on a Developing Nation  48
Viruses: The Deadly Enemy  108
Visual Communication Series  

Sunbeam’s Cafe Aromatic  145
The Tandou Brief  145
Trail of the Elephants  146

Visual Design: Elements and Principles  146
Vital Signs  172

W
Waste Disposal: Think Globally, Act Locally  48
Waste Water Treatment: Various Options for Effluent Disposal  115
Wastewater Story  

Alternate Methods of Sewage Disposal  119
Potable Water and Water Treatment Plants  119
Sewage and Wastewater Treatment  119

Water  116
Water and the Water Cycle  115
Water in Australia: The Importance of Water in our Lives 
(Years 7-10)  48
Water: A Precious Resource  48
Water: A Unique Chemical  116
Water: Australia as an International Case Study  49
Waves  

How Sound Waves Travel  125
Waves in the Ocean (Senior)  125
Weather and Climate  49

Weather Forecasting  49
Website Design  157
Wet Cells, Dry Cells, Fuel Cells  116
Wetlands  49
What Are Atoms Made of?  116
What Causes Volcanoes? (Junior Version)  49
What Causes Volcanoes? (Senior Version)  49
What Employers Really Want  18
What Inspires Design?  146
What Is Marketing?  29
What Will I Say at the Interview?  16
What Your Boss Wants  

Job Applications  18
Job Interviews  18
The Induction Process  18
Your Probationary Period  18

What’s in It for Me? All About Food Labeling  154
What’s Special About Relativity - Einstein’s Special Theory  125
What’s Happening to Me?  82
What’s in My School Lunch? - Making Healthy Choices  82
Where Did I Come From?  83
Where the Bloody Hell Are You?: An Introduction to Tourism in 
Australia  166
Who Am I? - Self Esteem, Media and Decision Making  83
Winners!  179
Women in Australia: 1890 - 1990  58
Women in Development  131
Women in Sport  91
Wood Properties and Uses  146
Work = Force x Distance: Exploring the Concept of Work  125
Workbooks, Diaries and All That  6
Working Attitude  18
Working Front of House  166
Working in a Large Resort: Case Study  166
Working in a Socially Diverse Environment  18
Working in Media  18
Working Safely in the Media  

OH&S on a Film Set  18
Working Safely with Children  162
Workplace Health and Safety   18
Workplace Leadership  179
Workplace Rights and Responsibilities (Student)  18
Workplace Training: Planning, Organising and Facilitating  179
World Art  

Celtic Art  6
Japanese Art  6

World Indigenous Art  
Inca Art  6
Maori Art  6
Southwest American Indian Art  6

World Population Issues: How Many Is Too Many?  49
World War 1 - The Australian Home Front  58
World War 2: A Personalised View by Stuart Glover  58
World War II - Conflict in the Pacfic  

Part 1: 1937–1942  58
Part 2: 1942–1952  58

World Water Resources: Sample Studies  49
Wound Management: A Nurse’s Guide  172
Wrestling with Drugs and the Law  83
Writing for Different Genres  38
Writing Narratives  38
Writing Skills Series  

Punctuation: Advanced Uses  37
Punctuation: Capitalisation  38
Punctuation: Italics  38
Punctuation: Numbers  38
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Y
Young People and the Law  63
Youth Mental Health Series  

Arresting Anger  83
Dealing with Depression  83
Getting Over Grief  82

You’ve Got the Job: Legal Rights and Responsibilities  18

#
10 Things Not to Do in an Interview  10
21st Century Food Series  

Cooking Techniques  146
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Making a Difference 
As educators, we know that each student learns 
differently. We believe that video is the perfect way 
to engage with any student, despite differences in 
learning preferences. At ClickView, our goal is to 
give teachers the best opportunity to create a rich 
learning experience through video education for 
students.

From the videos we produce in our studios, 
the flipped classroom videos created by our 
community, to the free-to-air TV programmes we 
curate; ClickView is revolutionising how video can 
be utilised to increase student engagement and 
boost student outcomes.
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